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Abstract 
Approximately half of the time on social work training courses is 
devoted to practice placements in agencies, where students practise 
under the supervision of a qualified worker. The supervisory 
relationship is a key carponent in the developnent of practice skills 
" 
but it is under-researched. This study, of the teaching and learning 
processes in supervision, is essentially illuminative in nature and 
purpose. 
It is a qualitative study from the perspectives of supervisors and 
students. It presents same illustrative experiences which can not be 
adequately explained using the traditional model of supervision. 
Following a review which shows the roots of this model in American 
supervision literature, the research problem is defined. The research 
task is seen to be the generation of descriptions and interpretations 
of teaching and learning in supervision which are meaningful to the 
participants themselves. 
After reviewing same research into how adults learn, data gathered by a 
'range of methods are presented as illustrative case exanples, which 
point to the iDportanoe of the oonoept.ians which the supervisors am 
students have of the learning process as a factor in explaining the 
pattems of interaction seen in the supervisory :relatiooship. 
(i) 
These interpretations contribute towards a new, grounded, model of 
learning in social work education. Three levels of WŤŠȘUÙŪŦĤŨŤŠŲŪÙŸŦĚ
interaction in supervision are identified, which are derived fran (and 
constrained by), students' and supervisors' conceptions of learning. 
The three levels reflect a focus on the content of learning, the 
process of learning, and meta-learning (ie lea:Qling to learn, and the 
transfer of learning). 
These findings are congruent with other recent research into student 
learning in higher education. 
Feedback to participants and other supervisors, tutors and 
policy-makers is described. The validity and usefulness of the 
findings, and irrplications of the research (including the need for 
further studies), are considered. 
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1.1 Backgromi to the stmy 
For much of the twenty years or so before this study began, social work 
education appears to have paid relatively little attention to the 
teaching of professional social work in practice placements. Instead 
there was considerable concentration, especially during the first part 
" 
of the period, on the content of the academic disciplines which social 
work students study during their training. 
This was true not only in relation to the published literature, but 
also in relation to the focus of the requirements made by the 
validating body - the Central Council for Education and Training in 
Social V\brk (cx:::ETSW) • Courses which lead to the Certificate of 
Qualification in Social V\brk (q)SW) are required to devote half of 
their total length to supervised practice in social work agencies 
(CCErSW, 1977), yet this part of the training has frequently been 
treated superficially in the curriculum material sul:mitted to cx:::ETSW 
for validation. The major part of these course sul:missions has been 
taken up with descriptions of the content of· sequences taught in the 
colleges. 
M:>re recently inplemented changes in the requirements for courses 
(CCEl'SW, 1981) specify areas of, but not levels of, students' knowledge 
and abilities which must be derronstrated to the satisfaction of the 
examiners. 
This shift of enphasis away fran the specification of what should be 
taught in the courses, and towards specifying required outcanes of 
1 I 
training, is a response to criticisms (especially from enployers) of 
the relevance of what 1S taught to the present practice in the 
agencies. 
These changes concerning student assessment went alongside more 
explicit expectations that educational institutions and agencies should 
work more closely together in course planning, in the selection and 
assessment of students, and in relation to the practice carponent of 
the course. These regulations related to student intakes from September 
1983, so at the time of writing, very few cohorts of students have 
passed through the revised courses. Further changes are planned with 
the publication of p:roposals for a new qualifying award in social work, 
to be granted after three years of training (CCErr'SW, 1987) , which 
brings together existing CQSW courses and courses leading to the 
Certificate in Social Service (CSS). The proposals continue the shifts 
we have descibed above, and identify supervison as a key area for 
developnent work to lead to the new award. This research is intended to 
be a contribution to that process. 
In the su1::Jriissions prepared by courses for validation purposes, 
indications of the learning processes by which students will acquire 
the relevant knowledge and skills required of them is notable by its 
absence. Usual 1 y there is 'a, list of teaching methods and resources 
which the course will utilise which are very rarely related to 
particular elements of the curriculum, or to specific learning 
objectives. They do not appear to take into account any individual 
differences in how students might learn or teachers might teach. 
Social work training is essentially concerned with adults' learning, 
yet such explicitness about teaching and learning in curriculum 
material borrows heavily from traditional teaching IOOdels. Inplicit 
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models also appear to reflect the authors' own experiences as learners, 
and/or appear to value the authority and status of the discipline 
rather than the experiences of the learner (Casson, 1982). 
One of the major reasons for registering this research in an Institute 
of Frlucation, rather than a University Department which offers social 
work training, was that developnents in conceptualising the teaching 
and learning processes for adult learners in higher education have 
" failed to penetrate very far into social work education - despite 
having direct relevance and potentially great value. Since this study 
began, two journals focussing specifically on social work education 
have provided a forum to begin this task. Only a small number of 
articles, most of which are related to a preliminary discussion of 
issues raised by the present study (Gardiner, 1984b), have so far been 
published in this area. This interest has very recently extended to the 
social work practice journals with a review of that deba.te 
(Whittington, 1986). 
Those who are responsible in the agencies for teaching social work 
practice (the supervisors) have been increasingly concerned in recent 
years about the poorly-conceptualised and poorly-researched nature of 
supervision. A few studies have looked at assessing students' practice, 
ĜŸŲŲŤŨŨHĚ1979; Brandon and Davies, 1979). Others have identified the 
inportance of close liaison between college and agency in making 
expectations of the practice elerent more explicit (Syson and Baginsky, 
1981). Those which refer to the teaching and learning processes of 
supervision are relatively scarce. 
Indeed, most of the contributions to the British literature in this 
area are more than twenty or thirty years old, and conceptualise the 
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learning processes in terms borrowed fran AIrerican work based on the 
supervision of the psychodynamic approaches to social casework 
practice. This body of work is still influential (eg CCErr'SW, 1983), 
despite the fact that much of current social work practice in Britain 
bears little resemblance to AIrerican social casework practice of the 
pre-war, and irrmediate post-war, period. 
Recent developnents in training for other professions show that social 
" 
work is not alone in having given relatively limited attention during 
that period to the process of learning rather than to the caltent or 
9U'tam:! of courses. Ip, for exarrple, teacher training (Stones, 1984), 
in the vocational preparation of general practitioners (Cox, Kontianen 
and Robinson, 1977), as well as in basic medical education (Entwistle 
and Newble, 1986), there are similar kinds of problem. 
The present study seeks to make a contribution to this area -
clarifying and conceptual ising the teaching and learning processes 
which derronstrably occur in the practice carponent of social work 
training. No carparable study has been found in the literature. 
Attention is focussed on the ways in which supervisors and students 
teach and learn in their regular supervision sessions although, of 
course, it is acknowledged that students also learn fran each other, 
fran college-based teaching and fran their clients. The resul ts point 
to the inportance of considering the understandings which both students 
and supervisors have of teaching and learning processes. 
The collection and interpretation of such data presents a major 
challenge to the traditional literature in the area , {which is not 
research-basecj because it begins to identify patterns of experiences 
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in supervision which are not easily accounted for by the explanations 
offered in the supervision literature. Thus the study begins the 
process of developing grounded theory as the basis of an a1 ternati ve 
paradigm - one which can account meaningfully for the events described 
to those involved, and which is also useful to others in social work 
education. 
The researcher knows the focus of work in this study fran his own 
" 
experience as a specialist supervisor running a student unit in the 
1970s which involved supervising about fifty students fran a dozen 
social work courses. Since that time he has worked as an education 
adviser for CCETSW with responsibilities which have included the 
deve10pnent of policies concerning supervision in CQSW courses, and in 
the fonnu1ation of the course requirements described above. In no 
sense, then, could this present piece of work be considered as research 
undertaken by a detached, objective outsider - nor is it intended to 
be. The implications of this for the methodology errp10yed in the study, 
and the validity of the findings, are considered at sane length below. 
This study, then, is essentially fonmtive in nature. It sets out 
intentionally to infonn and influence policy-makers, as well as 
offering social work teachers and students sane tools to explain and 
aCcount for their experience of supervision. Therefore the present 
thesis is written in a style which is intended to make its findings 
also accessible to a wider audience than the narrow ccmnunity of 
scholars whomight no:rma.lly be expected to use such work. 
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1.2. structm:e of the 'lbesis and an OI1erview of the Sectioos 
'!he thesis is presented in what is essentially a chronological order, 
to show how the developnent of the interpretations and 
conceptualisations have an impact on the focus and method of subsequent· 
data collection. It begins with descriptions of sane illustrative 
events in social work education where the tradi tional explanations 
offered were found unsatisfactory in making sense of what had occurred. 
'!his chronological sequencing means that sane of "the earlier material, 
especiall y that in Chapters '!\Yo and Four, is presented in relation to 
the explanations used by those involved at the time. Insights which 
emerged later are not retrospecti vel y over laid onto earlier material. 
'Iherefore, Olapter Two presents three descriptive accounts of the 
aUthor's awn experience in social work education at three points. It 
begins by describing the experience of supervision as a consumer , 
whilst a social work student: and early experiences as a student unit 
supervisor. It also presents(fram an illustrative role play exercise) 
the kind of debates which experienced supervisors have al::x::>ut how to 
explain what happens, and what should happen, in supervision. 
'!his material helps to identify and fonnulate the research problem, and 
provides evidence of preconceptions or bias of the researcher. Although 
they are not untypical, such experiences remain largely unreported and 
unrecorded. '!he literature on supervision is then reviewed. In it, 
supervision is seen as essentially the same activities as social 
casework with clients, and the nodel borrows the language and 
assurrptions of the casework practice paradigm. Many features of that 
nodel are not consistent with the active involvement of students in 
their awn learning, so a statement of the research problem is made, and 
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alternative conceptual frameworks and approaches are sought in 
response. 
Chapter 'lbree looks at methodological issues raised by a study of 
teaching and learning processes, and considers the limitations of 
traditional quantitative approaches to educational evaluation. The 
literature on qualitative approaches to educational research is 
considered and a rationale for the choice of methods of data collection 
is presented. 
9lapter Four reports the first stage of data collection, and describes 
the major themes and issues to emerge. The first part was an open-ended 
questionnaire exercise intended to explore how experienced supervisors 
learnt and taught, and the problems they had in supervision with 
particular kinds of students. The second part of the stage was an 
in-depth case study of supervision of an entire placement through 
tape-recording the sessions. It became clear fram these two exercises 
that students and supervisors approaches to. learning seemed to be 
important factors in explaining what had occurred in supervision, 
especial 1 y the patterns of interaction between student and supervisor. 
Therefore Chapter Five reviews sane relevant literature describing 
research into adult learning, and considers how sane of this work from 
Sweden, Britain and the United States could contribute to 
conceptual ising teaching and learning processes in supervision. 
Particular attention is given to work on learning styles and to stages 
of developnent for adul t learners. Subsequent data collection is 
planned in the light of this work, and the findings fram stage one of 
the study. 
Olapter Six describes the activities of main data collection stage, 
which ccrrprised detailed interviews with supervisors and students, and 
the administration of a learning styles exercise to those who had been 
interviewed. It also reports the developnent of feedback to 
participants to check the accuracy of descriptions and interpretations, 
and to develop the. conceptual framework to explain the patterns of the 
supervisory relationship. 
" Chapter Seven presents case examples, to provide fuller pictures of the 
placements, by bringing together data collected in various phases of 
the research. Sare generalisations of the patterns are developed fran 
these case examples. In Olapter Eight these elerrents are developed into 
schematic fom, showing three levels of interaction between students 
and supervisors, derived fran their conceptions of, and expectations 
of, the learning process. Sane building blocks for a new paradigm of 
learning in social work education are described in the context of rrore 
recent research into adult learning in higher education. 
There is also an account of the limitations ·of the study, and of 
attempts to address these concerns by using feedback to participants 
and others in social work education. The fonnative part of the study, 
with wider dissemination of the findings, is also reported, together 
witp. sc:me irrplications for social work education. 
Cllapter Nine identifies areas of further work prarpted by this 
research, in supervision and in social work rrore generally. The chapter 
is concluded by a full sunmary and overview of the process and findings 
of the research. 
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The AgJendioes provide (in Appendix A) a paper published during the 
study, based on its approach and initial findings, which has prcnpted a 
number of responses and developnents in the social work literature. 
Appendix B gives the detailed data from an interview concerning Case 
Illustration II. 
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2.1 An OVerview of the Olapter 
This chapter formulates and defines the research problem and the tasks 
to be undertaken wi thin the present study. It does so by considering 
three indicative experiences in very different roles within social work 
education - as a student, as a student unit supervisor, and as an 
education adviser looking at supervision with experienced supervisors 
at a national conference. In each of these roles, events are described 
which are not adequate 1 y explained by using explanations drawn fran the 
traditional rocx:lel of supervision. The nature and persistence of this 
model is described by a review of key texts in the social work 
education literature. 
Section 2.2 discusses these experiences at same length, since they are 
at the root of the problems which this study seeks to illuminate and 
explicate. They reflect, from the inside, the kinds of learning 
difficul ties which can exist between any teacher and learner. Because 
practice supervision in social work is a series of meetings between two 
people, over many months, there is considerable opportunity for 
differences between them and problems in teaching and learning to 
becane magnified. This close, individualised, method of teaching and 
learning is distinctive of social work education and research into 
supervision is likely to provide detailed data on teaching-learning 
interactions in higher education. 
Section 2.3 reviews key contributions to the supervision literature in 
social work education.> Particular attention is given to how the 
teaching and learning elements of the supervision are dealt with. This 
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review of the major British texts identifies the debt owed to earlier 
American literature in social casework supervision. 
After considering the indicative experiences, and the supervision 
literature, Section 2.4 articulates the research problem, and the ways 
in which this study can address those questions. 
2.2. Descriptions of '1bree I:oli.cative Experiences " 
Sane of the thinking and experiences which contributed directly to the 
focus of this study have taken place over the fifteen years or so since 
the author was himself a student on a social work course. Three 
particular experiences stand out over that time, in roles variously as 
student, supervisor, and advisor. Each experience was unsatisfactory in 
sane ways, because those involved did not always agree with others' 
perceptions and explanations of events, in particular the nature and 
purpose of supervision sessions, and the supervisory relationship. 
Therefore they are presented here as examples of what Kuhn (1970) 
describes as the daninant paradigm in the field, and as examples of the 
need to challenge. the explanations which that paradigm offers since 
they do not wholly explicate and give meaning to the experiences. Kuhn 
sees a 'paradigm' as ccmnitrnents to beliefs, values and metaphors in a 
field as the basis of 'nonnal' work in the area defining both the 
1ti.nds of problems to be researched, and the legitimate ways of 
undertaking that work. We shall atterrpt to develop the basis of another 
paradigm in social work education which is grounded in, and derived 
from, the experiences ŬŸĚsocial work education itself. 
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Each of the three episodes are presented here in sumnary fonn to 
highlight the issues raised which are most relevant for our purposes. 
We begin with an account of supervision experience as a student. 
2.2.1 A Placement Experience as a Social N:D::k Sbldent. 
In carmon with other students (Fry, 1977; Shaw and Walton, 1978) these 
experiences on placement were felt to be the most significant parts of 
" 
the entire training course. What is recalled most vividly, and to sane 
extent most painful I y , was the feeling of being trapped in a 
Kafka-esque game where not only were the rules of conduct of the 
teaching and learning activity, and assessrrent, different from those 
which I had previously met in my first degree course, but also they 
seerred to have sane rather strange features. These seemed to include 
sane unspoken rules which apparent I y forbade the discussion of the 
rules themselves. Thus my supervisor was never able to be explicit 
amut her expectations of supervision. The first person singular is 
used in this account. 
I started my social work training course in 1970, just after 
my 23rd birthday, and after only one year working in the 
M:mtal Health Department of a IDeal Authority. I was thus 
relatively new to social work, and one of the younger 
students on the course, male, married and with a reasonably 
good academic background as far as those in the social work 
department were conrerned. 
I was seen by the course staff (who were all female, single, 
and rather older than most of the students) as "intellectual, 
and needing to develop the feeling side of my work". I 
thought at the tine I was quite sensitive, quite vulnerable 
as a young adult, and that my social work practice was marked 
by an ability to get on syrrpathetically with a range of my 
clients, regardless of their background. Such details provide 
a context for the placement experiences. The descriptions 
have a certain rawness, and echo how I felt at the tine. 
My first social work placement was in a Child Guidance Clinic 
in a large provincial city. The approach in that Clinic, like 
that of the social work course, was a traditional, 
psycho-dynamic one. My supervisor was (I believed) 
supervising for the first time, having trained on the same 
course a short while before. 
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1 considered that 1 needed to use the first placement to get 
broader experience of social work, and in particular to 
develop my practice skills in this psychotherapeutic milieu. 
1 also wanted to begin to conceptualise my practice, because 
until then 1 had been working intuitively and with rather 
limited supervision in my employing agency. 
My supervisor and 1 began to run into sane difficul ties 
fairly early on in the placement because she seemed to 
believe that what 1 should write about in my reports, and 
talk to her about in supervision, were the feelings which 1 
had during and after the interviews. When 1 persisted in 
trying to focus on making sense of what was going on in the 
families with whom 1 was working, and be1;ween them and me in 
the interviews, not wanting just to focus on my feelings, it 
was assmned that 1 was "being defensive", and that 1 had 
"sane block" in my personality about the expression of 
feelings which required the help of my supervisor to 
overcane. 
At first 1 first denied this, but later under considerable 
pressure from my supervisor, tried to respond to her demands. 
When 1 did so, 1 experienced her getting extremely anxious 
about this feeling-level discussion, and increasingly awkward 
and embarassed. I found that this inhibited me from talking 
in much depth about the feeling content of the interviews, 
since it seemed to make supervision sessions so difficult. 
The supervisor apparently found this situation very 
difficult, and this 'problem' had apparently been the subject 
of discussions in a group of tutors and new supervisors at 
the uni versi ty • 
When 1 raised these issues with my tutor and supervisor, 1 
said that 1 thought that the difficulty 1 had was in 
describing and expressing my feelings· with this supervisor in 
the supervision sessions, because it seemed to get us very 
entangled. 1 believed that, in my practice, 1 could respond 
to and use the feeling carponents of the interviews at the 
time with the clients, and subsequently in my reflection on 
the cases. Saying this in a supervision session, to the 
supervisor, was taken as further evidence of 'my problem'. 1 
vividly remember sitting in the office, and consciously 
deciding that there were ways in which 1 should try to appear 
to be different. 1 decided that, for the rest of the course, 
1 would try to rerrember in my speech and writing to use 
phrases like '1 feel that •••. ' rather than '1 think that 
••• ' when 1 was expressing an opinion or view in class or 
supervision sessions. I also decided that 1 would try to 
ŤÜŮUŠŸÙVŤĚmore of the feeling carponents of the interviews in 
my written reports, and similarly use 'feeling' words rather 
than 'thinking' words. 1 did not feel that 1, nor my 
practice, should change in this respect but the 
presentation to my teachers should be different. 
But 1 also remember thinking that this was a kind of madness, 
and a game of deception, just like the problems which we were 
. trying to treat at the clinic in the distw.:"bed families we 
worked with. 1 felt 1 was being forced into a role which 
would confinn these others' expectations of me and make me 
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act how they wanted me to be. There were hints that I might 
otherwise be considered as a borderline pass or might not 
pass the placement at all. I was highly motivated to pass the 
course, because without the qualification, I could not work 
in my chosen profession. Thus I felt pressured to go along 
with the game. 
I recall getting angry at the suggestion that I might fail 
just because I apparently did not fit my supervisor's 
expectations of me: and when, later in the placement, I 
suggested that this anger had itself been an example of my 
ability to express feelings in the supervision sessions, the 
supervisor became very withdrawn and looked pained. 
After a particularly demanding episode with a client, who had 
been bereaved (as I myself had also been), and whose child 
was being removed fran her, the supervismn discussion seemed 
to bring enonrous relief at first to my supervisor, who fe1 t 
that at last I was "getting into these feeling areas" • I 
insisted firmly that this was not the case, since I had 
always been able to do such work, and indeed had done so 
before caning onto the course, as well as earlier in the 
placement. As soon as I had challenged the assertion of an 
apparent change in my work being more to do with my 
supervisor's perceptions, and her limited evidence for such a 
view, rather than how I knew myself to be, she appeared to me 
to retreat again. These matters were never properly resolved. 
With the benefit of hindsight it is possible to see that my supervisor 
and I had very different expectations about the appropriate use of 
SUpervision, which we never made explicit. I felt I was being treated 
like a client. My supervisor was apparently vulnerable and unsure of 
herself in what for her was a new and demanding role - but she 
presumably had clear expectations of what she saw as the "right II way 
for supervision to be used. We did not seem to be engaged in the same 
enterprise, and had different expectations about how we should use 
SUpervision - especially about who should be responsible for the 
teaching and learning. Therefore, underlying all of these exchanges was 
a rather different but contributing dimension about power in 
edUcational relationships. 
It was known on the course that I had previously been politically 
active in my undergraduate days; and with others I had stood up for the 
rights of the social work students to contribute to their course and to 
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their own learning during the period that the placement described above 
was going on. The context of those days of student radicalism in the 
late 1960s and early 1970s was very different from the context today. I 
often got the sense that those of us who stood out in this way were 
particularly subjected to the pressure of the game "your problem is 
known to us - but your problem is that you don't know that you have a 
problem". This undex:wrote the assumed authority of the teachers, as 
experts, and also reflected the way they related to their clients. It 
" 
is a seductive and potentia 11 y powerful position to believe that there 
are right and wrong ways to understand and interpret the world - and it 
is threatening when others persist in challenging those assurrptions 
(Gorer, 1966): 
"An irrportant carp::>nent in many schools of magic or esoteric 
knowledge is the employment of Vk:>rds of Power; these Vk:>rds 
give the user control over occult forces. For many people ••. 
sane of the vocabulary of psychoanal ysis and of general 
psychiatry. •• has acquired sane of the characteristics of 
ŸŲTVĚof Power. Many people appear to feel that when they 
have applied a psychoanalytic, or quasi-psychoanalytic term 
to a person or situation they have sanehow gained control •.• 
(and) rendered it or him understandable, safe, innocuous." 
Of course, it can be seen as a political act to attempt to own one's 
own learning. For a student to try to do so is a particularly powerful 
challenge to the authority of teachers, and their expertise - perhaps 
especially so for new and inexperienCed supervisors. 
These student experiences no doubt influenced my own approach to acting 
as a supervisor of social work students, and it was brought back 
vi vidl y during or following sane of the interviews in this study, or 
when listening to tapes of others' supervision sessions. For the 
present, we can sumnarise the account by saying that it was clear then, 
but is even m:>re obvious with hindsight, that my supervisor and I were 
talking at cross purposes, and the frames of reference which we used 
were very different, offering apparently carpeting explanations of the 
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same events. It seemed that our expectations of how the teaching and 
learning would happen in supervision were at variance. 
These kinds of experiences are much rrore ccmronplace for sane of our 
Clients when they are brought up in particular kinds of families. They 
find that irrportant elerrents of their own experiences are denied or 
challenged by others around them, or misinterpreted. This is done in 
such a way that there is apparently no escape from the lSi tuation. Such 
patients and clients are told how they 'ought' to be experiencing the 
world, whilst at the same time they are told that the experiences which 
they feel they are having are not how they feel them to be. They are 
left feeling powerless and misunderstood and, most irrportantly, so 
disabled by the situation that they are unable to escape from it. This 
well-recognised phenanenon is what social workers and psychotherapists 
call the "double-bind". Bateson et al (1956) have graphically shown how 
this kind of experience of tangled patterns of carrnunication can lead 
to pathologies in vulnerable members of such families: 
"We hypothesise that there will be a. breakdown in any 
individual's ability to discriminate between Logical Types 
(ie levels of carrnunication) whenever a double bind situation 
occurs. The general characteristics of the situation are the 
following: 
( 1 ) When the individual is involved in an intense 
relationship .•• in whic;h he feels it is vitally irrportant 
that that he discriminate accurately what sort of message is 
being carrnunicated so he can respond appropriate 1 y . 
(2) And, the individual is caught in a situation in which the 
other person is expressing two orders of message and one of 
these denies the other. 
(3) And, t.1-te individual is unable to carment on the messages 
being expressed ••• ie he can not make a meta-carrnunicative 
staterrent. " 
Such experiences can therefore be understood in ways which do not 
locate cause (nor, rrore irrportantly, responsibility and blame) within 
the individual who is the "target" of the attributions in such systems. 
These al ternati ve kinds of explanations, which have also been developed 
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in relation to social work practice, are framed within a different 
paradigm fran the classical psycho-therapeutic interventions, which 
focus more on individuals, rather than on the interactions between 
people, or the way systems as a whole operate. 'Ihe ability to 
accurately discriminate orders of messages in learning interactions, 
and to COI'Iprehend meta-cannunication, is sanething to which we return 
later. 
Despite that broadening of perspective in relation to social casework 
practice, it seems that in supervision responsibility can still be 
placed on one or more individuals, rather than on their interactions • 
'Ihese other franes of reference are often more concerned with meaning 
than cause, as Rycroft makes clear in his reinterpretation of Freud's 
contribution to the study of interaction and cannunication (1966): 
"What Freud did here was not to explain the patient's choice 
causally but to understand it and give it uea.ning, and the 
procedure he engaged in was not the scientific one of 
elucidating causes, but the semantic one of making sense of 
it. It can indeed be argued that Freud's work was really 
semantic. •. that neurotic symptoms are meaningful, disguised 
crnmunications but... he formulated his findings in the 
conceptual framework of the physical sciences." 
It is worth looking at the parallels in this formulation and the 
approach of the alternative paradigm of educational evaluation 
associated with Parlett and Hamilton (1971). 'Iheir concern to shift 
from quasi -scientific models of evaluation to those which are 
descriptive and interpretive echo both the shift Rycroft describes, and 
the intention of the present work to explore supervision fran the 
perspectives of those involved - the supervisor and student. 
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2.2.2 Experiences as a sto:lent Unit SUpervisor - DiffereJlCeS in 
The first part of this section is based on papers which the author 
wrote about phases of developnent in Thamesmead Student Unit and which 
were originally written in 1976 and 1977. The Unit at Thamesmead was 
unusual in two main ways: first, it was not fonnally part of any 
agency; second it was established as part of an attempt to develop 
inter-professional, cammunity-based training jointly for social 
workers, general practitioners, health visitors and others involved in 
carmunity care (Adcock, Craig, Gardiner, Jaques, 1977; Jaques, 1982; 
Ga.rdiner, 1983). 
Al though the papers on which this section is based were written for a 
rather different purpose, they do provide illustrative material for 
sane of the matters under discussion here. They also have the advantage 
of not being coloured by subsequent reinterpretation. A description of 
the first period of the Unit's existence also reflects something of the 
author's stage of developnent as a supervisor at the time, in 
reflections on the first year of the Unit's functioning: 
"When I first started at Thamesmead, I was aware of the need 
to establish the credibility of the Unit with other 
professionals and agencies in the carmunity. I was very aware 
also of my need to be seen as a "teacher" or "student unit 
supervisor". I had not previously supervised any social work 
students, though I had some limited experience as a secondary 
school teacher... I had also been a student on a social work 
course and had been supervised in practice placements ••• " 
" ••• I cert.ainly needed "students" so that I could be the 
"teacher". I did a lot of "teaching", and with the benefit of 
hindsight I think that there was prOOab1ya 101: onre teadrl.ng 
than 1eami.ng going <Xl at that time. Serre of the students 
seem to learn a lot, but I regret that others apparently 
learn very little from me ..• " (errphasis added) 
This stage of developnent as a supervisor is characterised by a 
preoccupation with t:eadrl.nq which seemed to suit some students, to be 
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coped with by others, but for a few it was apparently not helpful at 
all. I was sure at the time that this was the best (indeed probably the 
only) way to supervise well. 
Subsequentl y I became increasingly aware of the dimension of 
the student group as a medium for teaching and learning. I 
experimented with joint supervision of the students in twos 
and threes, and with group supervision where about six to 
eight students might be involved. I discovered the hard way 
that whilst joint supervision, with a focus on the direct 
practice of students with their clients worked with small 
numbers of students, it did not work with rrore than about 
three, or occasionally four in the group ••• 
" I began to see that students learned in very different ways, 
and that they used the supervision sessions differently. Same 
were open and readily talked about their feelings of 
uncertainty or delight, others were closed or private (at 
least to me) about their learning. During the same period, I 
came increasingly into contact with students fran other 
professions, and began to come up against the expectations 
(which they brought fran their own college-based teaching) of 
1xlw they would be taught and how they would learn in the 
practice canponent of their training. 
I tried, in vain as it turned out, to distinguish 
characteristic patterns for medical students, for heal th 
visitor students, and for social work students - but at such 
a level of generality the categorisations were 
inappropriate 1 y broad, and inprecise. Instead I began to try 
to distinguish differences within the professional groupings 
of the students, as well as between them. I began, for 
exarrple, to look for the differences between those social 
work students on post-graduate and those on non-graduate CQSW 
courses. This attempt was equally unhelpful. I began to 
recognise that students had different ways of learning which 
were not directly due to their intended profession, nor to 
the academic level of course they were on ••. 
This recognition that students learned in different ways 
occurred largely in parallel with the recognition that 
practice teachers might have distinctive or different ways of 
teaching. I realised in meetings of groups of supervisors at 
colleges, and even rrore so at group meetings of student unit 
supervisors in the region, that we did not all teach in 
exactly the same ways. On the one hand, sane seemed better at 
it (or at least talking about it) than their colleagues, and 
on the other hand, I began to see that the way in which sane 
supervisors related to their students was much rrore 
authoritarian than others. They seemed to be rrore 
traditional, and in a hierarchical relationship with their 
students •.. 
Next, I attempted to develop sane other approaches to my 
teaching, and tried to begin to clarify sane of the 
particular strategies which seemed helpful to sane of the 
students. I began to realise that I could help students whose 
approach might be different fran how I was teaching if I 
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managed to abandon what I had thought of as the right way to 
supervise. The students' learning was not synonymous with my 
teaching. I also began to see that congruence between my 
approach and how the student learned was not the only kind of 
successful fit between student and supervisor - just as many 
marriages work on the basis of the canplementarity as the 
similarity of the partners so, apparently, did supervision. 
A further stage in this process was the recognition that not 
only were there differences between students, but that sane 
students might use different approaches at various stages in 
the same placement and/or for different learning tasks in the 
same time period. 
This emphasised the need for those who were specialist supervisors to 
develop a range of approaches, and to provide a range of teaching and 
learning experiences for students. Similarly there was a need to 
provide fonnal and infonnal learning opportunities in the student group 
to make use of their combined experience. 
The learning contract outline developed at Thamesmead was included in a 
paper for the Professional Studies and Qualifications Ccmnittee for the 
validating body (Gardiner/<X:!E.TSW, 1978). It includes the following 
sections: 
"v) an indication of the student's stage of professional 
developnent and his current learning needs for this placement 
need clarification, as does the student's usual style of 
learning. If a student can be helped before and during the 
placement to identify his own learning processes then he can 
play a full and active part in the learning/teaching. 
vi) the practice teacher's individual learning/teaching 
styles will need to·· be identified to either provide 
congruence with the student's learning styles, or to provide 
an opportunity to teach/learn in a different way ••• " 
Although the tenns style and stage were used in this contract they were 
not defined, and at that time had been developed independently of the 
Work in relation to these concepts in the literature on adult learning. 
'Ihe notion of style was more to do with ideas like "prefers to read 
first and try things out later", or "usually gets sane experience first 
ana. then tries to make sense 'Of it", as well as "they do not seem to 
f' 
.tnd it easy to share with me what or hCM they are learning". 
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Similarly, the tenn stage was related roore to "the developnent of 
professional identity as·a social worker" on the one hand, and to "a 
cycle of learning stages" on the other. These stages in the cycle 
included notions like "being open to new learning", "owning and 
internalising that experience" , "making use of that learning in 
practice", "consolidating and being quite closed to new learning" in 
not very precisely-defined ways. The question of major developnental 
stages through which all adult learners pass (eg Perry 1970) did not 
. * ŸÙŪŦŤĚ since at that time those processes were seen as roore 
specifically related to professional training, rather than to learning 
IlOre generally in higher education. 
In sumnary,we can say that this section, like the previous one, 
highlights same features of placements and the dominant roodel of 
teaching and learning in supervision. 
!.2.3 A Role Play - An Exanple of Alternative Aglroaches to 
§upervisian. 
Early in the 1980s, at a national conference for supervisors, the 
researcher took part in a role play with two other experienced 
Supervisors, which highlighed same central issues of concern to this 
study. 13ecause contemporaneous notes were made by two of the 
participants, it is possible to describe it in same detail. The notes 
describe the role play of a supervision session and the subsequent 
discussion by those who took part. Three supervisors took the roles of 
student, supervisor and observer. The notes made by the observer and 
the supervisor (in the role play) are reproduced here in an abbreviated 
fonn. 
The role play was of a first SupervlSlon session for a 
student in a residential placement with mentally ill clients. 
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There had been a problem in the first group meeting which the 
student had attended when she had shared a good deal of 
information about herself to overcame a long silence in the 
group. Other staff had been unhappy about this intervention. 
The supervision session began with a good deal of questioning 
by the supervisor to elicit details of the incident, after 
which the supervisor asked the student about her reading in 
the area, and her understanding of group processes. 
Afterwards there was a discussion about how the student copes 
when she has problems, and about the timing of 
self-disclosure, especially with clients who have recently 
had considerable problems of their own, and lack emotional 
resources and support. The student agreed that these were 
irrportant factors, and was beginning to acknowledge that 
there could be a different way of doing things. 
The student acknowledged that although she had first claimed 
she had said things to make the clients feel canfortable, it 
was also intended to make her feel canfortable too. 
The student said "You are saying I ŸÜĚ wrong, what should I 
do?", and "How can I face them again?". The supervisor did 
not respond by giving answers directly, but instead said he 
would respond by asking how the student learns best and cane 
back to the questions in another way. 
The student backtracked here and got fed up - saying that the 
supervisor hadn ŸWĚdealt with her feelings. The supervisor 
said that if she were in role as a student she would not have 
said that. All three participants then came out of role and 
discussed the role play. 
The supervisor said that he was quite consciously not dealing 
with the feelings of anxiety initially - and that although 
the student was getting annoyed at first,- she was later able 
to begin to use what was being offered. The observer agreed 
with this. 'Ihe supervisor said that he would have gone on by 
showing the student the connections between what she was 
trying to unload in the supervision (her feelings about being 
rejected by the group) and the pressure she felt to unload 
how she felt in the group session itself. 
Both the student and the observer felt that they "would have tried to 
deal with the anxiety feelings first". The supervisor (in the role 
play) wrote: 
"In the discussion I asked why I should deal with the anxiety 
first. There seemed to be four different answers given by the 
others: 
(1) "to get it out of the way first" 
( 2) "to be where the student was" 
(3) ĒÙWŸVĚwhat we'are best at" 
( 4) "to look at their feelings about thernsel ves and then at 
the (social work) task" 
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It seerred to me that the educational process of Supervlslon 
was being described as "enptying the bucket of anxiety which 
the student was carrying". I felt that if I were to try to 
deal with the feelings of the student first then I would 
probably be colluding with the student in what she had done 
in the group - I would be allowing her to spill out all of 
her feelings when that was not the primary purpose of the 
supervision session. I felt fran her account of the group 
that she was not very good at holding off her own needs and 
was rather greedy for attention to her own feelings. I felt 
that she was trying to run supervision in the same way and I 
was not prepared to let her do this •.. " 
I also said that I was reluctant to consider making students 
over-dependent since they were adults and I did not see it 
was my job to be "their errotional nursemaid". 
Towards the end of the discussion I said that I thought that 
I had responded to, and acknowledged, the concerns of the 
student in other ways - by being interested in her 
experiences, by providing a structure and meaning for her 
experiences, and by acknowledging that we all have that kind 
of problem as beginning practitioners. In this way I felt 
that I was refusing to set myself up above her as an expert 
or paragon in opposition to her incarrpetence. I did not feel 
I have to verbalise acknowledging her anxiety nor focus the 
supervision on it. I had shown it in other ways." 
'!here is some evidence here of at least two kinds of educational model. 
First is what could be called the tradi tiona I (and rather 
stereo-typical) social casework model of supervision. In this model, 
what goes on in the supervision session is seen to mirror what goes on 
in the client-worker interaction, with a primary focus on the feeling 
" 
content of the interview, and the need to deal with this in supervision 
as one would in practice (which were the views of the student, and the 
observer in the role play). 
Second, there is an attenpt to acknCMledge and contain those feelings 
in the context of a more ŤŰẀŸŨĚ teaching/learning relationship which 
does not turn the student into a kind of client who must depend on the 
Supervisor to handle difficult and uncanfortable feelings. The latter 
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model lCX)ks towards providing a framework for teaching and learning 
which can act as a container of difficult feelings with which the 
student is faced in his work (the view of the supervisor in the role 
play) . 
This role play is a particularly useful exarrple, because as often 
happens in practice placements, the student's problems in her practice 
are reflected in what she tries to do in supervision. In this case the 
student seems to be trying to get other people to cope with her 
feelings, rather than cope with them herself. This analysis of what is 
happening in the session can be the 'diagnosis' in both the models 
described. However, the responses of the supervisor are very different. 
It is apparently very tempting for social work supervisors to try turn 
their students into clients since (as the notes above indicate) the 
practice teacher can think it is a legitima.te thing to be trying to do 
because "it is what we are best at". This means, of course, "what we 
are best at" as practitioners, not necessarily as supervisors. 
In the next section, the literature on supervision in social work 
edUcation is reviewed, so that these illustrative/indicative 
experiences can be seen in the context of the explanations which the 
literature offers. 
We have seen that in the first episode there are very different 
ŸWÙŬŪVĚabout the use of supervision sessions, as far as the 
student and supervisor are concerned, and sane of this is echoed in the 
diSCUSSion after the role-play. Both of these incidents seem to suggest 
that for sane there is a right, or indeed only, way to supervise, 
¥lhi.lst others think there 'is di versi ty in teaching and learning. 
'!his issue is also reflected in the second illustration, where the Unit 
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Supervisor is struggling for models and concepts which encompass the 
diversity of teaching and learning approaches which he is encountering. 
The literature review which follows therefore looks at, and tries to 
account for, the the daninant supervision paradigm having a focus (and 
USing the language of) client-worker transactions. 
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2.3 SUpervision in Social ŸĚBiucatian - A Literature Review 
This section reviews the literature which has influenced thinking about 
student supervision in the United Kingdan, and in doing so, it 
identifies the roots of this work in American social casework. 
In the main body of this literature, which extends from the 1940s to 
date, the focus is on supervising workers for a particular model of 
II 
social work practice ie. social casework. The practice of social work 
in the UK has diversified substantially during the last twenty years or 
so and has Iroved beyond the confines of this social casework model. 
Thus the literature in connection with social work practice during this 
period can be seen as a series of attempts to develop alternatives to 
the predaninant social casework approaches (Whittington and Holland, 
1985). The essential elements of the traditional practice paradigm are 
a Psycho-social, dynamic interaction in a fieldwork agency, between two 
unequal participants, with the purpose of helping the client's social 
adjustment through his emotional growth. 
The changes in social work practice have cane about as a series of 
challenges to various elements of the model: by extending the number of 
praCtitioners (ie. working in teams), or the number of clients (ie. 
\\larking with groups, working with marriages and families) or by 
changing the interventive processes in which the social worker is 
engaged (ie. to include advocacy and other indirect work on behalf of 
the client). These changes are reflected in different explanations of 
Client behaviour, different patterns of service delivery, and 
differences in the power relationship between worker and client. 
Thus, challenges to this daninant practice paradigm have cane fran a 
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radical-political perspective (eg Illich, 1970; Illich et aI, 1977), 
from family therapy (eg Minuchin, 1974), systems theory (eg Pincus and 
Minahan, 1973), from patch-based approaches (eg Hadley, 1984), and in 
residential work (eg Hudson, 1984). 
Despite these changes in relation to the conceptual base of social work 
E!;actice, the social work education literature continues to be 
daninated by models derived fran the traditional one-tcf-one model of 
SOCial casework practice. Sane illustrations of the general features of 
the model are given below and critically addressed, together with 
ill ustrations of their occurence and persistence in the social work 
ŸWÙŠŪĚliterature. 
The major UK research into practice placements in the last ten years is 
CCIrmented upon. That research overlaps very little with the focus and 
P\lrpose of the present study because it gives limited attention to 
teaching and learning processes: it concentrates instead on 
arrangements for practice placements and on the assessment of student 
{)erfonnance. We shall see that this body of research work is also 
reliant on concepts and tenninology drawn fran social casework. 
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2.3.1 '!be classical literature on supervision 
Clearly, in the space available, it is not possible to review the 
entire supervision literature in the English-speaking world, nor is it 
appropriate for present purposes. Therefore, it was decided to identify 
key elements of the most influential of the British texts, and to trace 
the roots of the model in the earlier British and American 
contributions cited in these key texts. Where work to follow up is 
listed, or a debt to others is acknowledged, this has been pursued. 
This section is shaped by the selection of a key contribution to the 
British literature, and looking in turn at the work on which it is 
founded, and later work which cites it as an irrportant influence. 
The text chosen is by Young (1967), whose book on student supervision 
ŸVĚpublished only a couple of years before she took up the post of 
Director of CCETSW. She continued in that post until the end of 1986, 
so her ideas have been at the centre of policy debates and discussions 
for the past twenty years. Her stance can be illustrated by extracts 
Which embody the features of what we shall term the ' classical' model 
in social work supervision. The major features of her model seem to be: 
(i) that there is a hierarchical relationship between teacher 
and learner, 
(ii) that there is a body of theory, learned in college which 
. is to be applied in practice, 
(iii) that all students' learning will have specific arrival 
points and paths of discovery and these will not be 
distinguished for individual students 
(iv) that a naive, inexperienced student is taught by an 
experienced expert teacher, 
(v) that there are right answers and right ways to do things 
(vi) that assessment involves only the teacher, who eval.uates 
the progress of the student towards the required position. 
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There are a number of i.nportant features of any educational roodel which 
may be iIrplicit in writings about its operation. However, we are 
fortunate when examining this literature that the authors are admirably 
explicit. The essential elements of this model of professional 
educational process will be considered in turn. 
We can illustrate the hierarchical relationship between teacher and 
learner, as Young sees it: 
-']he personal relationship which is establishe<j between the 
individual student and his supervisor... must be based on the 
acceptance by both the peq>le involved that <me is in the 
role of teacher am the other a lecnner.-
"The student knows that the supervisor has this autlKlrity ..• 
if both of them·· accept this fact and the inevitable 
difference in status which it brings, it will leave the 
supervisor IIDre free to teach am the . s'bldent to learn •.• " 
(enphases added, throughout this section) 
We can see how Young sees the relationship of college-based teaching to 
field practice: 
"Field work placements provide experience of a live 
situation, in which the student can ag:>ly his thearetical 
knowledge (of organisation and structure) ••. in the sane way 
as he tests out the casework teaching in the classroan 
against his experience with his am clients. 
"The knowledge which the stment DIlSt be able to awly in 
practice will be in three main areas. II 
In this rnodel, there are specific destinations, known to the teacher , 
and there are specific ways of reaching them: 
"A supervisor must help a student towards the first, and 
probably tentative, 'arrival paint', and throughout the case 
will hold him to continuing along "the path of disaoM::Ly'" 
All new supervisors, like students, are assurred to be naive: 
" ••• (new) supervisors tend to provide the student with work, 
and to offer sane advice and guidance gleaned fran their own 
experiences, but have all.y vague ideas about liDat the sbdent 
has to learn, am even less definite plans about liDat they 
have to teach.-
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Control and ownership of the learning process, and the assessment 
process rests firmly with the teacher: 
"The student who is Dade to think for himself, fran the very 
beginning of his training ... " 
"The written report •.• must be the responsibility of the 
supervisor, and opinions vary as to whether the student 
should be given the document to read .•• The supervisor must 
give an honest assessment of the student's perfonnance, even 
when there is a risk of discouraging the student ••• 
Occasionally astOOent will ask for a c:::opy of his evaluatiat 
to keep. Before a supervisor agrees to this, the cau:se tntor 
shalld be consulted ... • 
PrOblems in supervision are related to 'anxiety' on the part of the 
student or supervisor: 
"Carrmon Anxieties 
1. ••. (De of the CXIlDDll anxieties arocmg students and new 
supervisors is .•. 
2. ,The client's reaction... this perhaps has something to do 
with the inplied anxiety sometimes expressed that a client 
will suffer if the worker changes .•. 
3. The supervisor's uncertainties... '!his anxiety sometimes 
results in a new supervisor feeling ..• " 
This series of points amply demonstrates not only specific components 
of the model, but also (perhaps even more irrportantly) the use of 
km<ruage and tenni 1Diogy derived f:r:an the practice of social casework 
!!th clients to describe what happens in the supervision relationship, 
and in the supervision sessions themselves. 
The literature of the period includes many contributions about whether 
supervision is actual 1 y therapy, or whether it should be; even at the 
beginning of the 1970s, when the present author was a student, the 
debate persisted. This debate is derived from the psychotherapy 
l' l.terature of the period, and has resurfaced recently in the literature 
on supervision in family therapy training, which is undertaken by 
SOCial workers (amongst others) and is taught by many who had first 
trained as social workers twenty or more years ago. This preoccupation 
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with questions of ' isanorphism' between the teaching system and the 
client system is well-derronstrated in a recent dissertation at the 
Institute for Family Therapy in wndon (Gray, 1986) which discusses the 
recent family therapy literature: 
"Liddle and Saba (1983) discuss the principle of the 
isanorphic nature of training and therapy, which specifies 
that 'fonTI, pattern, content, affect are recursively 
replicated in the inter-related domains of training and 
therapy' • They suggest that trainers would do well to 
understand and to intentionally utilise with their trainees 
the same basic principles of change employed in therapy ••. 
They also suggest that 'over-emphasis... of the isanorphic 
relationship could lead to the erroneous conclusion that 
training is simply therapy with one's students'." 
Young expresses a debt to a number of authors, including Garrett 
(1954), Deed (1962), Howarth (1961), 'Ibwle (1954), Austin (1952), and 
Heywood (1964). She points the reader to their work for further study. 
By following this suggestion, we can explore in more detail how a 
nmnber of key' features (of tenuinology, educational model, focus, and 
purpose) of the British model of social work supervision have been 
shaped. It is perhaps worthy of crnment that more than half of the 
works Young cites are American, and that more than half of the 
references (not the same half) were published before 1955. 
The Paper by Deed was one of a series of contributions about training 
in the (British) Journal "case Conference" in 1962. The author reflects 
on her long experience of supervising, going back before the second 
WOrld war. Of particular relevance here is the explicit way she 
describes moving fran assuming that all students were essentially the 
same to distinguishing their learning needs by the type of course they 
were on. At first, she says: 
III thought, as everyone else did at the time, in tenus of 
, students' without attaching any particular labels to them 
relating to the stage of their training or to the kind of 
course they were taking... I assumed they all carne to me to 
learn roughly the same kind of things ••• neither I nor the 
tutor thought in tenus of different stages of learning, . nor 
of degree, or certificate, or post-graduate course." 
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-She goes on to explain that stage meant the difference between taking a 
pre-professional or a professional course: 
"As a result of this distinction students in the first group, 
no matter whether they were taking degree or certificate 
courses, were thought of as being at a much earlier stage of 
training than the second group." 
She cautions against making too rigid a distinction between the stages, 
and describes a "natural but continuous growth of learning" which is 
related to the type of course the student is on. In this, she evidently 
distinguishes stages of learning between students on" non-graduate, 
undergraduate, or post-graduate courses. In this, she was attempting 
what the researcher himself described earlier (in section 2.2.2), 
although no such generalisations were possible amongst the Tharnesmead 
students. 
Deed makes no other distinctions between the students, and, indeed, 
expliCitly generalises about all students by the use of the terms 
"th ey", "their" and "them" in an undifferentiated account of "their" 
learning: 
"All students... enter their first placement with great 
enthusiasm but with Sate nai vi ty. .• 'lbe:i.r need at this stage 
is to do rather than to observe as soon as possible. 'Dley do 
not know encu9h to observe intelligently or to appreciate 
what a good caseworker is doing when she sees her clients ••• 
'!be student I's first need is... His learning at this stage 
consists of ... " 
She goes ŬŸĚto describe the problems she and her colleagues ran into 
when the first group of stUdents were finishing the seventeen-month 
course: 
"Up till this final six months in the field he has been able WŬĦŸĚintellectual ŸŠŴŲŬŠȘUĚ and he is unused to Ÿ and speculating ilIBginatively about actnal. 
indiVidual people (sic)... still able to make foolish and 
unexpected mistakes which we DCJ[JJBlly do IX:Jt expect at sucb a 
late stage of train:inq ... 
" ••. b':lt in spite of ŸŨŨĚthese fears... all made good use of 
the ȚŸŨĚŮŨŸȘŤÜŤŪWĚ••• but they were a puzzle to their 
stipervl.sors l.n the penul tirnate stage. '!his may well have been 
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our fault ... These post-graduates did not fit to our 
accustomed labels and supervisors were obliged to exmsider 
each one very individually ... (and) allow for the differences 
between sbDents taking different oourses-
The material presented by Deed is revealing. Because she seems to 
recognise individual students' different learning needs only by her 
definitions of stage (from the type of courses they are on), she sees 
problems occuring when students behave in ways which are different from 
the teachers expectations of how they should be learning. There seems 
to be little recognition that this lack of understanding of individual 
differences might be why the supervisors had such difficulties. 
The Deed paper is also explicit about same other key elements of the 
casework model of supervision, which we identified above, including the 
relationship between theory and practice: 
"During this they are taught all the theory they will ever 
ŸĚ•.• and they also get the only opportunities they will 
have as students to awly this theory in practice under 
supervision." 
In her account of the model (like Young), theory is taught by teachers, 
in college, to students who will apply it, in practice situations in 
agencies. There is no recognition that students (and indeed workers) 
might need to build up generalisations from their own practice to 
generate practice wisdom (Hardiker and Barker, 1981 ) or to transfer 
that learning to other, different practice situations which they will 
Ireet in their professional lifetime (Gardiner, 1984b). 
To Deed, and Young, teachers are the experts, the repositories of 
theory, and the student begins as an empty vessel. Deed describes this 
naive student: 
"He has, as yet, no theory and very little knowledge of 
social legislation or ,the social services and.. • though 
relatively mature after three or four years in a University, 
his maturity is not likely to starn up well to sare of the 
experiences he Eets in social work. Intellectual in 
approach, he is unlikely to have foreseen haw his own 
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feelings and attitudes will be involved." 
"It can be really harmful when the student, thrilled and 
excited by this new experience for which he is ill-prepared, 
cannot stop looking at himself and his own rnoti ves to the 
extent that he, or she CXIIES very near to a nervalS breakdown 
(sic)" 
This last point, besides emphasising the educational model being used, 
also further demonstrates the parallels between supervision and therapy 
in the model. Another of the articles referred to by Young is that by 
Howarth (1961), where, in a paper intended to be an introduction to 
casework supervision, she also takes up this isomorphism issue: 
"The understanding and use of personal relationship, both in 
casework and in supervision is here taken to be fundamental 
to the purpose of social workers in whatever setting they 
have chosen to work. If individuals are to be helped solve 
their problems, or students aided in learning to practise 
casework, it is best achieved within constructive 
relationship. '!be 'bJo sitnatiam are different, bIt 
sufficiently alike to cause misuOOerstarxting and 
difficulty ... " 
"Tuming to the ways in which students learn in supervision 
there is the perennial question of lIIilether cas9IlOrk is 
therapy. .• The methods of supervision Imlst have a good deal 
in ccmnon with those of casework; there are also important 
differences but there is no need to stress these if the value 
in the similarities is appreciated... '!be ways in lIIbich 
teachers behave with their students cannot be basically 
dissimilar to their cas9IlOrk behaviour... The student is, 
however, always different fran a client. He is preparing to 
perform an honourable part in a profession and he brings a 
strength of purpose and a wealth of experience to the task ..• 
learning to be a caseworker demands that a student should 
himself change and he nay SCIIeti.nes feel as bewildeI:ed and 
anxious as he perceives his client to bew 
Austin (1952) .makes clear the roots of this continuing debate in a 
further paper cited by Young: 
"Social work has drawn on psychoanalytic theory. The 
contribution of Freud and his followers. • • have been 
incorporated into social work teaching as well as into 
practice." 
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This continuing debate about whether supervision is the same as therapy 
is both a historical and a· cultural hangover. It is a historical 
hangover in the sense of being derived from ear lier conceptions of 
supervision as the process by which analytically-oriented therapists 
were themselves trained, in a training analysis (where they were indeed 
both the student and the "client"). Recently, at an international 
conference in Yugoslavia on "Supervision in the Human Services" those 
Eastern Europeans who were psycho-anal yticall y trained assmned that the 
conference was about precisely this activity, whereas other 
participants defined supervision more broadly, using the term almost as 
a synonym for all aspects of staff management. For both groups this 
present study generated considerable interest, which we describe later. 
The isomorphism debate is a cultural hangover in the sense of the 
continuing influence of American thinking and writing on British social 
work. American psychiatric social workers originally used psychiatrists 
and psycho-analysts as their supervisors - until there was a sufficient 
number of trained social workers to begin to take on the task 
themselves. This is well-derronstrated in the 1954 American texts to 
which Young refers us (Garrett, 1954; Towle, 1954) and more recently, 
Suboda (1986). Garrett's book has an introduction by a psychiatrist 
which includes the following: 
"It is of carparati vel y minor importance to cite that the 
present individual supervisor-student method of instruction 
is but a reactivation of the old Ji!Ysi.ci.an-medical stDEnt 
agxenticeship system or that it has barzowed heavily fran 
the DDre IOOdem. psydloanalyst-analytic amtrol stment 
cy:proach. The fact remains that this device. • • has been 
brrught to its highest order of excellence by educators in 
socl a] work.· 
As we might expect, Garrett emphasises the same relation of theory to 
practice in the model we have seen earlier: 
"But professional people whose life's work is the ag>lication 
of koowledge 1:D real persoos ••• must acquire knowledge in the 
richer and more vital sense: skill in agdyiDJ abstract 
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them:y to the ccnplexities of practice in a way which will 
produce the desired results... them:y is learned in the first 
instance in the classroan .•. but under able supervision the 
student canes to experience the exhilaration that comes from 
re<X?gDi.sing in field work iOOividual exanples of what has 
been learned in class. " 
Garrett here assumes that 'knowledge' is "applied to real persons", and 
seems to see it as synonymous with' abstract theory', which is a set of 
generalisations the student must apply to particular situations. The 
key element is that the generalisations do not cane fran the student's 
experience, but from someone else. They are therefore not part of the 
student, and critically, they are not owned by him. '!hey belong to the 
teacher, who will instruct the student in their "application" • The 
making, and ownership, of generalisations fran practice is a theme we 
explore ȚẀŲWUŸŲĚin the data we collect, and its interpretation. We also 
discover later that the views which Garrett and others have of 
learning, teaching, and the relation of theory to practice reflect 
limited conceptions of learning (Van Rossum, Deijkers and Hamer, 1985). 
Like Deed, Garrett has a sense of stages or rates of deve1 opnent, 
though she equally does not distinguish between students except in so 
far as they differ fran her expectations of nomal progress: 
"(The faculty supervisor) may see that some of the stUdent's 
needs are being neglected ••• she may notice in other areas 
the student is being pushed ahead too rapidly and may suggest 
a slow-down ... " 
'!his shows that Garrett has a view about what is too fast or too slow, 
although she does not offer criteria designed to help agency 
supervisors to recognise this problem. Instead, she goes on to 
explicitly describe her view of learning difficulties: 
"Together she (the faculty supervisor) and the supervisor may 
achieve insight into the eDDtianal difficulties thl:rugh which 
the s'bldent is working and thus help to overcxme block:i.ngs 
which stand in the way of further growth •• 
We can see here other features of the model - again, learning is 
equated with the eroc>tional growth of the" ŸGUŨTŤŪWĤĴĚ anCl l'earrlirig"p:r6bleros 
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are the faul t of the student because of his assumed. errotional 
difficul ties. 
It is worth reflecting on what sane of this might mean for the 
teacher-learner relationship: the student is expected to learn in a 
particular way (in supervision, using the supervisor both as an 
instructor-teacher, and in a way which at least parallels how clients 
use him); and at a particular rate (detennined not by him, but by his 
., 
college-based teacher). If he does not match these expectations of 
others, he is assumed to have sane errotional difficul ties which are 
causing him to go too quickly or too slowly. 
It is by making these things explicit that we can begin to disentangle 
same of the knots which were described earlier in the supervision 
experience of the author as a social work student. It seems, with the 
benefit of hindsight, that the supervisor (who had herself been trained 
in this classical model) was seeking to apply it in turn to her 
student. The carplicating factor was that none of these elem:mts of the 
model was ever made explicit, and attempts to do so by the student were 
interpreted as further evidence that he was not learning in the 'right 
way', and therefore he must have sane learning pathology. 
Individual variations in a student's learning, for Ga.rrett, are not 
variations to do with style of stage of learning, nor of rrotivation and 
ability: 
"But as these individual differences cane to light, same 
hinted between the lines, others JID1:e or less ccmcea.l.ed, 
either <XlllSciruly or UDCDlSCiwsly in original material. 
Knowledge of these individual variations is gained slowly and 
often can be discovered ally by prlnstak.irg di;qtnRis ... " 
The use of language and concepts here is striking - "hinted Ii, 
"concealed", "consciously or unconsciously", "painstaking diagnosis" • 
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Similarly, Austin (1952), in considering the factors to be taken into 
account in making an educational diagnosis suggests: 
" .•• evaluating the na:blI:e and degr;ee of his anxiety and the 
capacity of the ego to IIBSter anxiety and to engage in 
creative learning •.• 
Defenses - their character as well as their fluidity - offer 
important clues to a preliminary educational diagnosis. 
Because considerable range and variation in abil ty to learn 
exist wi thin any pattern of behaviour , a di£fenmtial 
diagnosis is important. II 
AUstin here is talking about what to do routinely in rela.tion to all 
\ 
students; she is not only suggesting what should be done with students 
who have derronstrable learning problems, or whose perfonnance is 
marginal. 
We have to remind ourselves here that Garrett and Austin are both 
talking about the relationship between the supervisor and the student, 
not about the therapist and the client. The use of such language and 
concepts reinforces the notion of isarorphism, but it does rrore as 
well. It also confirms the extent to which the language of the 
psycho-analytic consulting roan has taken over what is happening in 
social work supervision. 
It is helpful to consider this problem as one of "ca:x;ept-leakage" fran 
the practice situation into the teaching and learning context. It could 
be said that ca:u::pt-leakage lies at the heart of the classical 
@radi(Jll of supt:Lvisicn in social lIIOrlt educatioo.. But it did not happen 
by chance - it was, as we have seen earlier, explicitly thought that 
the processes were essentially, similar or that differences didn't 
matter (Howarth, 1961) and that the teaching and learning would cane 
about as a result of the close matching of the therapeutic process with 
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supervision. 
Without a recognition of concept-leakage, how else should we read the 
earlier quotations fran this literature, and then Garrett's description 
of the role of the faculty supervisor (the college tutor, in Britain), 
where the student apparently does not have responsibility even for 
making sense of his own learning, in his own individual way ?: 
"The faculty supervisor's role is to be certain that the 
supervisor-student relationship is operating at' its maximum 
as an enabling process to further the student's professional 
learning. She senses ŞŨŸĚat either side, sorts CAIt 
mality am tr:ansfemnce situatioos, and directs her 
attention toward amverting the sbldent ' s experiences into 
cxmstructi.ve leami.gg." 
Garrett's book is divided into sections to describe what should be 
COvered in eaCh of the tennl y visits of the tutor to the student and 
supervisor in the agency, and echoes in a different way the material 
above about expecting all students to go thmIgh the sane stages at the 
ŸĚtine: 
"Begimirg sbldents are characteristically involved in 
em:mcipatiat pni>lems ••• '!bey are struggliDJ in the nmriage 
versus career dilemoa ••• Since the way they eventually solve 
these conflicts often bears a direct relationship to their 
success as a caseworker, they c::."C(re up for consideration on 
each successive visit •.• 
" ( In the Winter visit)... the primary factor that is 
involved ••• is, however, the fact that hath students am 
their cases are now arriviIy at the point where more than 
beginning skills are needed. • • the student... becrmes 
frustrated am discnnaged... She tems to belittle the 
skills she has acquired ••• 
" (The Spring visit) • • • a1mJst all sbldents now show 
miraculous progress... the finishi.Jy student has acgu:ired a 
method of self-study so that she can proceed to minimise her 
weaknesses and develop her strengths .•. " 
" (about assessment) Supervisors sanetines take on the 
student's discouragement and wonder whether she will ever 
becane a caseworker. Fbrty nine tines out of fifty, she will; 
but the forty nine sbldents are usually sure they are the 
fiftieth, am the fiftieth is the least aware that there is 
any question about her perfonnance, even when it has been 
repeatedly discussed with her." 
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The over-generalisations here would be surprising, were it not for the 
certainty which pervades this literature that there is a right way to 
go about things, and (inplicitly) the teaching task is to instruct 
(all) students haw to do things in this right way. Garrett also gives a 
detailed account of haw she sees student-supervisor problems: 
"As a student becanes more deeply involved in psychological 
material, she often becanes unable to see her supervisor as a 
real person... The degree of errotion and a personal errphasis 
in her discussion reveal the degree of her transfemnce 
IIBDifestatial. • • (stments') aDplaints usually centre an her 
(the supervisor's) netlol of lIIIOrJdng with« them, thus 
revealing their desize to have her gratify all of their 
needs." 
So, apparently, if students wish to learn in their awn way, or for the 
teacher to teach in a way which might match this, the student s are 
"revealing their desire to have her gratify all of their needs". In 
other words, it can be seen as a learning pathology. However, Garrett 
acknowledges: 
"Students have an uncanny way of sensing or uncovering a 
supervisor's weak spots. There is often an e1euent of truth 
in a student's amplaint, although her feelings may be highly 
exaQQerated projectioos." 
Thus, students may be right in challenging haw they are taught as being 
unhelpful to them, but this is described in tenns· which echo the 
problems of clients. What is inportant to recognise here is that the 
nodel of pathology inported fran the therapy-practice situation is 
applied not only to the student, but also to the supervisor who has 
ĒŸĚspots," which can only be overcane when "agency and school 
SUpervisor can work together objectively" - which, as we have seen 
earlier, involves the faculty supervisor telling the agency supervisor 
and the student what is "real" and what is "transference." 
In this way, the hierarchical relationship of therapist and patient is 
sllper-inposed not only onto the student-supervisor relationship, but 
also onto the tutor-supervisor interaction as well. This hierarchy of 
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hierarchies also has its roots in psychoanalytic training, and is still 
taken as the IOOdel of choice in psychoanalytic, and in family therapy 
training (Gray, 1986): 
"The role of the supervisor-of-supervision in the therapeutic 
or training system ••• The hierarchical nature and structure 
of the relationship between consul tation, supervision and 
therapy (Burnham and Harris, 1985) has been described. They 
have developed a schena which addresses the mul ti -level 
nature of supervision and consultation." 
Almost all writers in this classical literature on casework supervison 
refer to the work of Towle (1954). Indeed Young (1967) deS'cribes it as 
a "standard work on the subject ••• and repays careful study, but for 
practical purposes, most fieldwork teachers will find it too long and 
detailed." (There may be a British demonstration of the way tutors see 
supervisors irrplied in this fonrulation, and an elerrent of the 
supervision-of-supervisor role being reserved for the tutor). Not 
surprisingly, Towle articulates (and may be the source of) most of the 
points we have identified above: 
" . .• I can honestly say that 'When I bmled II!Y hand to 
tea.c::biI!J social wo:rk I lIlBS cxmsc:ioosly us:iIg largely II!Y 
psycho-analytically oriented casework leam.iJy ••• 
" ••• it has becane clear that sane of the initial anxiety in 
social work learning stems fran not knowing rather than fran 
the threat of change i.rrplied in learning ••• Be (the stDEnt) 
is freguent1y helpless, confused, and fearful all: of the lack 
Of the knoIIt-what, Jmor,rhcw, and knoIIt-!:.by... at such manents 
he feels helpless ••• 
" • •• the essential differences between client and student ••• 
have been first, that the client does not recognise social 
casework treat:rrent as a learning process, even though, when 
skilfully conducted, it is one ••• '!be needs and wants lIirl.dl 
drive a client to seek help are seen and felt as 'a 
problem' ••• In contrast to a problem, the needs and wants 
that DDl:i.va.te the student are seen, felt, and regarded by 
others as a goal." 
For Towle, then, the language is essentially similar for clients and 
students, although we should not overlook the further hierarchical 
distinction - that between ŞŤŸĚstudents and clients. Clients are 
"driven" by "a problem" but students are "motivated" towards a "goal". 
She also introduces the rerrarkable notion of the "uneducable student": 
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" if the s'bldent is rigid in defending his point of view 
when instruct:Dr and oolleagues take issue with him, serious 
question as to his educability arises... perhaps he persists 
in fitting facts into theory rather than awlying theory to 
facts.-
Leaving aside, for the mcment, questions about what are "facts" and who 
detennines what is "fact", we can see further evidence that there are 
clearly specified things to learn, and it is not expected that students 
will challenge their "instructor's" views about these. If a student 
persists in asserting his awn divergent views, and tries to bUild his , 
own theory, he runs the risk of being seen as rigid and uneducable. Not 
only is there a single right way in this model, all such diversity is 
frowned upon. 
We are indebted to these American authors in contributing such clear 
and explicit accounts of how they see the supervision process. Reading 
them thirty or more years later brings us up against sane assurrptions 
and assertions that today we might find difficult to sustain. But their 
influence on the British literature is undoubted. Even when we make 
allowances for the subtle shifts in meaning across the Atlantic, and 
through time, there can be little doubt of their continuing i.rrpact. 
Heywood (1964), a British social work tutor, dedicates her book "'lb 
Charlotte TcMle, a great and beloved teacher": 
"Supervision means giving knowledge quickly and as fully as 
the student can understand. Before seeing a case the student 
should be well-briefed in everything he needs to know to get 
started: what the situation is; what difficulties may be 
expected to arise and why; how such difficulties may be 
handled. " 
There is one further area of work in this literature which is of 
interest in the present study which both Young and TcMle allude to. It 
concerns the way in which students learn to practise in situations 
which are different fran those which they have met in their practiCe 
placerrents. 
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In other words, haw students transfer their learning fran the context 
in which it arose to other -situations in which they will be called on 
to intervene in their professional careers. The model described in the 
literature, of applying theory to practice does not easily allow 
students to generalise fran their awn experiences, and to begin to 
learn how they learn. This issue is developed, in sane detail, later. 
2.3.2 '!be "Classical" Social l'tlrlc Supervisicn Literature - An Overview 
In taking an overview of this classical literature, it is irrmediately 
obvious that there is little direct reporting of what actually occurs 
in supervision. Interpretations of events in supervision are referred 
to at such a level of generality that individual differences between 
supervisors, and students, are largely ignored, and the expectation of 
the learning process is essentially the same for all students, (save 
only for those who are "not educable" or who are seen to suffer fran 
sane other learning pathology} 
It is also evident that most of the contributions are fran 
college-based teachers, not fran those who are currenU y involved in 
supervision, and these contributions are over laid with the implicit 
hierarchical relationship between .. tutors and supervisors. Most 
college-based teachers will themselves have trained sane while ago when 
the practice model as well as the supervision model was still 
casework-based. 
The descriptions of the supervision process are couched in the 
language, concepts and terminology of social casework practice. The 
acti vi ty of supervision has two inain carponents: one, instruction and 
direct teaching of social work "theory"; the other is the·· errotional 
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growth of the student in ways which at least parallel, if not directly 
overlap, the therapeutic relationship in casework practice. Thus, there 
is continuing preoccupation with whether supervision is therapy, or 
should be. 
we can summarise the classical literature on supervision in social work 
education by trying to make explicit the major features of the model, 
and to explicate this dcminant paradigm. In doing so, we may be making 
this explicit in the supervision literature for the first time, and 
therefore may not, at this stage, be giving a full account of its 
features. The lack of explicit statements about the nature of a 
discipline's dominant paradigm elsewhere does not, of course, mean that 
it does not really exist, as Kuhn (1970) reminds us: 
"(Scientists can) agree in their identification of a paradigm 
without agreeing on, or· atterrpting to produce, a full 
interpretation or rationalisation of it. Lack of a standard 
interpretation ••• will not prevent a paradigm fran guiding 
research." 
Kuhn describes how the identification of ananaly can challenge existing 
theories and interpretations in the natural sciences, and can lead to 
the establislment of other frarres of explanation thaD. those previously 
existing in a discipline. These ananalies can be either (or both) of 
the following. One kind could lead to the refutaion of a theory eg. if 
the theory held that all swans in the world are white, the finding of a 
single black swan would refute the theory. The second kind of ananaly 
is one which would challenge the dcminant paradigm which underlies all 
prevailing theories in an area of study. 
Thus, for present purposes, the existence of views which do not 
lead us to look closely at explicate experiences in supervison would 
the limitations of the daninant paradigm. The indicative experiences 
reported earlier in this chapter provide exactly this kind of data, 
since in none of them did the existing class of explanations make the 
interactions meaningful to all of those involved - nor could they agree 
on the meanings and interpretations of the experiences. 
The classical social casework supervision model is a model which 
purports to describe educational processes and activities, but it does 
so by using the same explanations as those derived fram a practice 
paradigm. This need not be in itself a disadvantage. However in the 
present case, a number of the major features of the paradigm of 
teaching and of practice are unhelpful and may conflict with atterrpts 
to value the contribution of students to supervision, and to take 
responsibility for their own learning. 
The pr.i.ma feature of practice paradigm in supervision is 
concept-leakage, which underlies the concepts and assumptions which 
oamprise the classical model: 
(1) an assumption that student leaming is ŸĚwith 
EDDtiooal growth; 
(2) a focus at the iIdividuals involved, and on what one (the 
teacher/therapist) is doing . to/with the other (the 
student/client) rather than at the intera.cticns bebleen them; 
(3) problems are seen and described as patlDlogies in the 
growth/developnent of individuals which require skilled 
casework-type help for their resolution - rather than a focus 
<m the expectaticns and intera.cticns of those involved; 
(4) a hierarchical, traditiooal teadler-learner relatiaoship 
and a similar pattern zeplicated in the :relative stams of 
tutors and supervisors • 
.. Ÿ«Ě
(5) the authority of the discipline itself, and an errphasis 
on what is to be taught, rather than at stD1ent leaming; 
(6 ) the practice arena is an illustratiat of college-based ŸȘUÙŪŦĚŸĚ and an ŚŸŬŦÜÍŨÜÙŸŸJJXJJJĶGĚty.:::L... __ to=-_....:atP::%.I:=l:.c.y_--r:.prev:!:=.:.:·=OI:=IlS= ŸŬŪIWUŤŬŲÙŤVĚin practice; 
ŸĚ7 ) that sbJdents are asslDed to be relatively looogeuems, 
: VŸXÍİĚŸĚstage of learning, so there is no account taken 
f ŸŪTÙẂŸTẀŠŨĚ differences between teachers and learners 
except when there is evidence of 'learning pathology'; 
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(8) that there are no significant diffen!IlCleS bet:lRJeen 
teachers in IDl they teach. 
Implied in these assurrptions is the belief that there is a right way to 
do social work and a right way to supervise, as well as CI. right path 
which students nulSt follow in order to beccmc cx:rrpetent practitioners. 
'!his \ Right path'rroves from an assurred naive, imnature student to a 
professional worker through a maturation process. Thus there is an 
expectation of generating and dealing with the anxieties of the student 
by an activity not unlike casework with clients. 
We shall see later, reviewing the research into how adults learn, that 
an early, imnature stage of developnent (Perry, 1970) is where the 
adult believes that there are "Answers", and right ways to do things, 
and that there are "Authorities" who know these things, and can 
instruct their pupils into this knowledge. It is perhaps arguable that 
this entire classical supervision literature represents a stage of 
developnent - not only for individual learners, but for an entire 
profession or academic discipline. 
It is possible to discern, in this classical literature, sane further 
concept-leakage - from traditional rrodels of education which have a 
number of similar features to social casework practice. These include a 
hierarchical relationship between teachers and learners (with 
considerable role distance between them), together with valuing of the 
expertise residing in the teacher and his discipline rather than the 
student and his experience. 
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In sum;nary, then, we can describe the traditional approach to 
supervision as a paradigm of practice, am of teaching (ie instruction) 
rather than a" prradigm of education, am of learning. 
The next section, in considering more recent British work, will suggest 
that many of these later works can be considered as nee-classical 
contributions to this literature. 
2.3.3 ŸĚBritish Literature since the Classical Period 
Since the works discussed above, relatively little work on supervision 
has appeared in the British literature. What has falls into two major 
categories: a small group of these contributions is 1 arge 1 y deri vati ve 
of the traditions and work we have already identified; there are other 
contributions on the practice corrponent of qualifying training, but 
they focus on arrangements for placements, the status of supervisors, 
the funding of practice placements, and the assessment of students ' 
competence in practice. The paucity of recent work is shown in a report 
"Research in Practice Teaching" (CCETSW, 1983) where, in about one 
hundred references, there are none later "than 1979. We shall consider 
first those publications which seem derivative of the body of work 
rooted in American social casework traditions. Illustrative of this 
nee-classical group are Danbury (1979), Kent (1969), and Pettes (1979). 
Their inclusion within the classical tradition is readily demonstrable. 
Kent devotes the major part of her lxx::>k to reproducing, then carmenting 
upon, the written record which a supervisor had made after each 
supervision session with a particular student. She also reproduces some 
of the student's notes of his work with clients. It is clear that she 
(Kent) is acting as supervisor-of-supervision during this placement, so 
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we are given rather more evidence of her relationship with the 
supervisor through the latter's records than might otherwise be the 
case. It is revealing that there are no records of the student's 
experience of supervision, nor are there any direct quotations of the 
interaction in the supervision sessions. What we do have is consistent 
with the classical literature, and refers directly to Towle, Heywood, 
and Young, whose work we have reviewed above. 'IWo indicative quotations 
demonstrate her reliance on the assunptions and language of the 
traditional model: 
"Thus the (beginning) student social worker usually needs 
help and suwart initially so she is able to take the 
plunge ..• Initially .•. he is self-ocmsci.aJs and uneasy in 
interviews, ȘJŬŪVWŠŪWŨŸĚtrying 1:D assess Wlether he is doiI!J 
the 'right' or 'wnng thing, and driven by his anxiety 1:D 
activity and talking ... His anxiety at the start may cause 
him to appear more canpetent than he is, he may ini tiall y 
resist making use of the supervisor or became 
over-dependent ••• he begins 1:D devel.q> sale slight capacity 
1:D look at himself objectively and critically in the caSEMJrk 
situation. • 
Kent perpetuates an assunption that all students are the same, and that 
all students will begin as incarpetent, and irnnature. However, more 
than half of all social work students have. at least two years 
experience in paid social work jobs before. entering training courses 
(Gardiner, 1985) and less than a quarter of social work students have 
no paid experience and begin training as new entrants. Thus, 
generalisations about all students being irnnature and inexperienced are 
-
likely to be problematic. 
Pettes, in a 1979 revision of her earlier (1967) text writes in terms 
which American social work educators thirty years before would 
recognise: 
ĒŸẂÙVÙÜĚDBy be described as me of the mmy uet:tms or 
processes in soc; a] work. To describe supervision thus ••• 
will avoid: the old fear of supt!IOVl.Sl.al as an atb:!lpl 1:D 
... caseMlrk the casE!iIJOZker' •• 
"Nearly all sbJdent:s am anxioos ••• Saretimes anxiety may be 
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masked by apparent carplacency, and the supervisor Day need 
to point all: deficiencies in m:der to briIg the anxiety to 
the surface, or to a.J:OUSe sufficient anxiety to stiJllllate 
1 4 • earru.ng-
It is not surprising, then, that we discover Pettes referring to Towle, 
Young, and Kent. Danbury (1979) is also concerned about the anxiety of 
the student, and we can be forgiven for believing that the prime 
purpose of supervision is to help to cope with the student's anxiety. 
This preoccupation perhaps explains events in the role play reported 
earlier, where two of the supervisors wanted "to get the anxiety out of 
the way first". 
Turning our attention to those which are not s:i.rrp1 y deri vati ve of the 
traditional rrOOe1, they can readily be divided between those published 
by· the validating body, and the rest. CCETSW has published four main 
contributions: a report on student units in social work education 
(Curnock, 1975), a research report into practice placements (Syson and 
Baginsky, 1981), a study of the structure and content of CQSW courses 
(casson, 1982), and the W:)rkshop Report referred to above (CCETSW, 
1983) • 
The first of these, by Curnock, is a survey of the role of student 
uni ts, but there is no section on the teaching and learning processes, 
and only a small e1errent looks at the content focus of 
supervision sessions. The Syson and Baginsky study provides a further 
exarrp1e of concept-leakage, since although neither of the authors has 
practised nor trained as a social worker, the research report is 
couched in the very tenns of casework and casework supervision and the 
authors are clearly looking for evidence of the issues which recur in 
the classical literature: 
"The role of therapist was not acceptable to nearly all 
practice teachers. However, while the use of therapy might 
relate to the student's own problems and be considered 
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outside the scope of the placement, discussial of ŸȚŤŤŨÙĦŲËŊVĚŸĚ
was regazded by IDJSt supervisors am IIBIlV b.Itors as a 
legitimate am desirable focus of dj srnssial. Confusion as to 
which feelings supervisors were wishing to discuss may have 
existed." 
"Nlet:her or IX)I: a supervisor took a therapeutic role tDIIards 
the student, differences in viewpoint or values could affect 
the content of the discussion, particularly in the placements 
where one of the parties was psycho-analytically oriented but 
the other was not... (in one case) the student then had to 
decide whether to try a supportive, psycho-analytic or a 
social learning approach according to whether the client was 
dim, depressed or simply lazy. She disliked her supervisor's 
interpretation. " 
"It is IX)I: of oourse J:lE'a!SSary to be frierJds in m:der to 
discuss feeli.r!Js, but a fairly relaxed, canfortable 
relationship is essential." 
W: see here Syson echoing the language of social caseworkers in her 
descriptive accounts of supervision. She also has an expectation, like 
those she quotes (Towle, Young, Pettes et al) that there are right 
answers, and proper ways to do things, so she looks for them: 
"'!be proper relat:i..aJshi.p bet.tIIleen the stDlent am Sl4@>v.isar 
was difficult for sane to define, and in a few cases, to 
establish." 
The concept-leakage is particularly interesting here, since the 
qualitative methodology (and a researcher who was not herself a social 
worker) could have allowed a different . interpretative frame to be 
developed. She makes a brief reference to styles of supervision, by 
which she means means things like accessibility of the supervisor to 
the student. She recognises that "direct observation of relationships 
in a placement may be the only technique for obtaining such 
infonnation." W: do exactly this in the first stage of data collected 
in the present study. 
The Casson study represents the rrost substantial ŠWWŸWĚ fran within 
social work education to address developrents in educational thinking 
and relate these to social work courses' content and structure. 
Al th,ough not intended to look at the practice ca:nponent directly, there 
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are many i.Irplications of the work which social work educators seem slow 
to respond to. Certainly, when it was published, it had a mixed 
reception, not least because of the unfamiliarity of the language and 
the concepts being used. 
It will be recalled that the written style and language of this work is 
intended to address such concerns, and to increase its accessibility 
and usefulness. casson, like Syson and Baginsky, was not a social 
worker, and has perhaps paid the price for challenging traditional 
conceptualisations in social work education without explicitly offering 
al ternati ves, nor a justification for the language and concepts which 
he does use. Young, in the introduction to casson's work says: 
"Its value lies not only in its distinctive content, but also 
in providing a framework within which same of the earlier 
material can be encapsulated." 
She is referring here to CCEn'SW's earlier publications, but there is no 
published evidence of the use of this framework either for that purpose 
or to inform the review of CCEn'SW' s policies for qualifying training 
and its proposals for a new award (CCEn'SW, 1987). 
The final CCEn'SW publication in the field is misleadingly entitled 
"Research in Practice Teaching", since it is not a research report at 
all. In fact it is the report of a workshop intended to allow pairs of 
college and agency-based teachers to develop the integration of their 
. work by m=ans of joint projects. None of the reported projects focusses 
on teaching and learning processes in supervision, although same do 
report progress in college-agency understanding and collaboration. 
The misleading title suggests that it is worth reflecting on the use of 
the language and terminology in the 1980s. "Practice Teaching", 
"Practice Learning", ''Practice Placements" are all terms used in papers 
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for ccm'SW Council meetings (a:m'SW, 1985; 1986). However, they seem to 
be used in confusing ways, and saretimes (apparentl y) as synonyms. 
"Practice learning" is a tenn used in relation to funds in support of 
providing practice placem:mts, rather than 1iI1at is to be learnt during 
the placem:mt (if "learning" is taken to be a noun) or 1KlW it is to be 
learnt (if "learning" is taken to be a ẂŤŲŸĚ
VE also find one of the few Professors of Social 'VK>rk struggling in 
this area (Parsloe, 1982) when in an article entitled "The learning 
Process" we can find no explicit reference to learning either as a noun 
or a verb. 
In this thesis, therefore, we have carefull y considered the use of 
language. The tenns "practice learning" and "practice teaching" have 
been avoided - partly because of the confusion in their use elsewhere, 
but mainly because an enphasis on practice and teadring is in danger of 
reinforcing the limitations of the classical model, and reinforcing 
concept-leakage. Thus we use the tenns supt:!visar and supt::Lv:i..sial 
throughout. 
'Ib turn to the other, non-<XEI'SW, literature produced during the last 
ten years or so, there are three main elements: arrangements for 
placements; the assessment of students' perfonnance; and the funding of 
placements, linked with the status of the supervisor. Only two 
contributions focus on the style or awroach of supervisors. VEst 
(1984) uses a Jungian model of personality types to look at supervisory 
relationships which work, and those which do not. Michael (1976) 
describes styles of supervision which are close to practice styles, and 
also seem to be rooted in the traditional nodel. 
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Since none of the other work is central to our present concerns, they 
are not considered in great detail here. It is sufficient to note that 
the two research-based contributions concern student assessment. One is 
a Masters thesis (M:>rrell, 1979); the other is joint work between a 
research student and her academic supervisor (Brandon and Davis, 1979). 
Practitioner-research (ie. by those who are currently supervisors) in 
the field is significant by its absence from the published literature 
even though sane small scale activities are known to have been 
undertaken. 
It is on the funding of supervision and practice placements that more 
supervisors have concentrated their attention. This is perhaps 
unsurprising in the present economic clirrate, with cuts in both higher 
education and the personal social services. Sawdon (1986) is the most 
substantial work here, and represents a well-marshalled defence of the 
funding of his student unit in a voluntary agency. His work is the best 
exarrple of writing about practice placements by a current supervisor to 
be published in recent times, and he atterrpts to recognise the work of 
Knowles (1972, 1978) in using an andragogica1 design for learning - in 
the way placements are set up, and in the general awroach to 
supervision. None of the research on adult learning in SWeden or 
Britain is referenced in his work, and Sawdon is better on presage 
factors than the interactions of supervision. This is perhaps related 
to Knowles' unfortunate tendency to prescription, and not to 
distinguish between approaches of individual learners (Knowles, 1972): 
" ••• when working with mature people who are prob1em-centred 
in their orientation to learning... would see as much more 
relevant a curricu1\D11 the problem areas with which social 
work deals, perhaps with a different but sequential set of 
problems each year ••• " 
What is striking in this more recent literature is the persistence of 
the Irodel and the concepts of social casework long after the practice 
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model upon which it is based has been supplanted, both in terms of what 
social workers actually do in the 1980s and haw they describe or 
conceptualise their work. The persistence of the classical supervision 
model thus challenges concepts of isanorphisrn, or congruence between 
teaching and practice methcxis and concepts. 
In an overview of this literature over more than forty years, we can 
see that some things stand out repeatedly. We have a large number of 
contributions to the literature which frame and reinforce the ways in 
which social work educators, social workers and their students see 
their educational activities. But what is most marked is the reliance 
of this work upon concepts leaked fran the practice of social casework 
into accounts of the supervisory relationship. This creates a 
continuing problem which leads to a preoccupa.tion with whether or not 
supervison is, or should be, therapy. The literature does not shaw 
supervision sessions being recorded, teaching-learning transactions 
being reported, nor interviews with students and supervisors about how 
they construe the meaning of those transactions, so there is no direct 
challenge to the generalised, second hand interpretations of events 
which supervisors and tutors describe. 
It may be, of course, that for sane the isanorphisrn reflects a kind of 
metaphor of the transactions, which has sanehow becare reified 
(Gardiner, 1972). Such dead metaphors, and their irrpact on learning are 
are described by Pratte (1981, in Tiberius, 1986): 
"a dead metaphor is one which we use as though it were 
literal. •• Its inference is so shrouded in custom and habi t, 
its carparison so covered over by by the blind convention of 
everyday thinking that the metaphor controls what we think .•• 
frequently obscure useful questions .•. and force us to frame 
our investigations within unnecessary limits." 
Clearly, we need to look at what derronstrably occurs in supervision 
seSSions, and how students and supervisors try to make sense of it, if 
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we are not to fall into the same traps. '!he next section articulates 
this research problem, and outlines sane ways of responding to it. 
2.4 A Brief stateDelt of the Research P:rd>lem am the Aims of the 
stmy. 
It can be seen fran the three experiences recounted at the start of 
this chapter that supervision sessions in social work education are 
irrportant and powerful inter-personal exchanges which may be cri tical 
in the developnent of social work practice skills - and which may be 
the single rrost ilIportant element in the developnent of the student's 
professional identity. 
The meanings attached to the student's experiences, as a practi tioner 
and as a learner, are fonnulated in an intensive and enduring, usually 
private, relationship including regular weekly sessions of at least one 
and a half hours throughout the many months of its duration. Such a 
close, intensive relationship is, of its very nature, likely to prove 
stressful to both parties at vdrious times, especially since the 
supervisor has the responsibility for assessing the carpetence of the 
student at the end of the placement. Because of the inter-personal 
nature of much of social work practice, a judgement that a student 
should fail a placement is in sare senses (students have said) akin to 
failing as a person. '!here is therefore .imnense pressure on the student 
to confo:rm to the expectations of the supervisor in how he should 
learn, in what he should learn, and (most iJ:rportant of all ) in the 
neanings he should attach to his own experience in practice and in the 
supervision sessions. 
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Such close, one-to-one teaching and learning experiences are relatively 
rare in much of higher education today, and for the participants they 
may be sane of the most inportant experiences in which they are 
involved during that period, and for sane, in their entire professional 
and personal lives. 
This study is an attempt to illuminate what happens in supervision, and 
to describe and formulate those patterns and generalisations which give 
meaning to the experience of those involved. It does not rely on the 
tradi tional approaches, and it tries to develop descriptions, 
interpretations and explanations as the basis of other frames of 
reference grounded in the acti vi ty itself, rather than described by 
concepts derived fran social casework practice. 
'!be cwIJouents of the researdl pt:OOlen include: 
(a) despite half of the total time spent on social work 
training courses being in supervised practice placements, the 
practice component in general, and the the supervision 
process in particular, is under-researched; 
(b) the literature on the supervision process is dated, and 
derived fran an American model of social casework 
supervision; 
(c) American-based social casework has been largel y 
supplanted as a model of practice in British social work 
agencies, so an isarorphic rnodel must not be casework-based; 
(d) the language, concepts and tenninology used to describe 
events iIi supervision, and give meaning to them are 
illustrations of concept-leakage fran the practice arena to 
the teaching/learning arena; 
(e) the literature generalises about all teachers, and all 
students; 
(f) the literature reflects a traditional, hierarchical model 
of teaching and learning, which values the knowledge of the 
teacher and the discipline, rather than the experience of the 
learner; 
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(g) the classical model also establishes a hierarchy of 
hierarchies, with clients and students at the bottan, agency 
supervisors in the middle, and college based tutors at the 
top; 
(h) the iiterature sees teaching and learning problems as the 
outcane of learning pathologies, related to the anxiety of 
students about change and emotional growth, and does not take 
account of interactions in the supervisory relationship; 
(i) the model errphasises instruction as the teaching mode, 
rather than the facilitation of student learning; 
( j) the educational task is seen as the acquisition of 
knowledge by the student, fran his teachers, and its 
application to 'real life' practice. 
Sc:me of these canponents over lap others, and this is not an exhaustive 
list. However, it provides sufficient justification for the focus and 
purpose of the study. 
It can be seen, therefore, that the study is not simply an atterrpt to 
add to the detail of knowledge in a particular field, nor only to 
provide data in a new area of study. Instead, it faces a challenge of 
producing explanations which are meaningful to those being studied, and 
useful to others in social work education. To the extent to which it is 
successful in this intention, the study will also have implications for 
the college-based tutor/student relationship, and more widely for the 
teaching and learning acti vi ties throughout social work training, and 
perhaps for ŬWUŸĚprofessional and vocational training - especially 
where they are also rooted in models which 
discipline-centred. 
are teacher and 
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'DIe Research Task 
In addressing these aspects of the research problem, we must be able to 
produce same or all of the following: 
(a) descriptioos of the events in 8Up#Ovisial derived fran 
direct evidence of actual supervision sessions and current 
placements, not second-hand, nor subsequent, reporting ot" 
past experiences at a level of generality which obscures what 
is happening in individual supervision sessions; 
(b) aOCDmts of the in1:eqlretatioos am neani.ngs whidl tlDse 
involved attadl to their experiences, in supervision sessions 
themselves, and subsequent 1 y; 
(c) the reoognitial of patterns in these experiences, am the 
building of conoepts am fraueworks which account for these 
where existing explanations are inadequate or misleading; 
(d) offering, to tlDse involved, explanatioos am 
in1:eqlretatioos derived fran the recogn:itial of these 
patterns; 
(e) the developoent of generalisat:icms 
illustrations as the basis of a new JlDdeI of 
social work education, and which could be useful 
social work education and elsewhere; 
fran case 
leam:i.ng in 
to others in 
(f) influence, directly am indirectly, upcn develUf'lla::lrt:s in 
social work education, through the publication of findings at 
professional conferences and in the literature, and through 
contributions to the developing policies and practices of the 
validating body (axI'SW). 
Such a range of aims for the research study is ambitious, and requires 
the developnent of methods of enquiry to produce the required data. 
Such methods of data collection, to allow the identification of 
individual experiences, and the generation of new meanings and new 
interpretations, are not currently widely used in social work 
education. However, they are necessary if we are to find out "how 
anybody at all learns how to distinguish the true from the genera 11 y 
aCCepted" (Ryan, 1987), and equally, in supervision, we shall endeavour 
to distinguish the true from the generally accepted. 
The next chapter discusses the issues of methodology for such a study. 
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Section 3.1 An OVerview of this Olapt:er 
This Chapter considers methodological issues by discussing (in Section 
3.2) various approaches to educational evaluation in a review of the 
literature on qualitative evaluation methods relevant to the concerns 
of this study. The Chapter also describes (in Section 3.3) the range of 
methods to be used here, and raises (in Section 3.4) some other related 
methodological issues. 
3.2 ()lalitative and ()lantitative ŸĚof Etlucational Evaluation - A 
Review of Relevant Literature 
3.2.1 Methodological Prd>lems Posed by the Study 
This study could be described as a kind of insider-research because the 
researcher is experienced in the teaching and learning roles being 
examined. The culture, language and assumptions of supervision are 
known, and have been contributed to because the author has been 
involVed in some of the developments in supervision in recent years 
through working as a specialist supervisor, and in a developmental role 
in relation to supervision for the validating body. 
Whilst those experiences allow an infonned, insider's understanding of 
the culture of practice supervision, it also has the potential for the 
aUthor's own misperceptions and preconceptions to be ccnpounded or to 
remain unChecked. The study was therefore designed and developed in 
ways which could maximise the value of being within a particular 
CUlture, but which would also ensure that bias and evaluator-effects 
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could be directly addressed, roth with the subjects of the study, and 
with others in social work education. 
There are similar problems described in the literature where 
educational evaluators have undertaken research into their owrr 
institution, course or deparbnent (Adelman and Alexander, 1983). 
Similarly, experiences of the educational evaluator being part of the 
project which he has been evaluating have been described (Jaques, 
1982), and the problems which arise when the role of the evaluator was 
unclear, or different fran the expectations of those who were being 
evaluated, have also been reported (Gardiner, 1984c). 
'llie political and other contexts of the evaluation are critical, since 
one can legitimately ask "Who is the evaluation for?". In the present 
study, the answer is multiple: for the teachers and students being 
studied, for others in social work education, for the evaluator, and so 
on. No evaluation is neutral (Macdonald and walker, 1975). It was made 
clear to all who took part that this research was not being undertaken 
by CCETSW, but was personal research by an individual researcher. 
Since Parlett and Hamilton's paper on illuminative approaches (l971), 
considerable attention has been given to the style and methodology of 
educational evaluation. Atterrpts have been made to match the evaluative 
approach to the subject of the study. In particular, much has been made 
of the limitations of traditional quantitative approaches which 
consider what can be quantified, along pre-deterrnined dimensions. 
Similarly, it is argued that such traditional approaches are more 
concerned with the measurement of changes brought aOOut by the 
education process, in a quasi -medical/treatment model, than in the 
teaching and learning processes themselves. 
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The strength of the traditional approach to educational evaluation is 
the claim to reflect what is thought to be scientific and rational. It 
therefore is presUITed to have credibility and status with those who do 
not know intimately what has been evaluated, but who know and value the 
scientific paradigm as a medium of investigation. 
This scientific paradigm, described also as the agricul tural-botany 
paradigm (Parlett and Hamilton, 1971) is essentially concerned with 
problems of cause and effect. However proponents of the newer 
ill uminati ve paradigms would argue that what is needed is to go beyond 
quantities and the quantifiable, and to address issues of cause and 
meaning in a descriptive and interpretive study. Therefore, attention 
can be given to the nature of teaching and learning, and the meanings 
those involved ascribe to their experiences. 
This kind of naturalistic enquiry has two advantages which concern us 
here: it allows whole areas of educational activity to be studied, not 
partial, quantifiable elements; and teachers and learners can be 
studied in their ordinary, everyday experiences of teaching and 
learning - not only in laboratory-type conditions where a number of 
factors are held constant, so that the quantities measured can be 
attributed to the variables being studied. 
None of this, of course, is unique to educational evaluation. In other 
disciplines, including the natural sciences, similar developments have 
also been made to move away from the sirrple rrodels of explanation of 
cause and effect to those of neaning; and away from those looking at 
events to those which look at process ie. "relations" (Elton and 
Lauril lard , 1979). The social sciences have persisted in using a 
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traditional scientific paradigm to frame research long after those 
within the natural science disciplines had recognised its limitations; 
and long after it had been accepted there that the notion of a detached 
objective observer was an unrealistic aim even in the kinds of research 
which involves inanimate objects (eg Russell, 1921): 
"The traditional conception of cause and effect is one which 
modern science shows to be quite fundamental 1 y erroneous, and 
requiring to be replaced by a quite different notion, that of 
laws of change." 
Furthennore, natural scientists have realised for more than half a 
century now that the things and events which they study are not sirrply 
dljects at all. This followed the discovery after two thousand years 
that the atom (previously believed to be the smallest unit of matter in 
the universe) was not only divisible and composed of smaller particles, 
but at its core was a series of corrplex processes. This, of course, has 
profound implications for those who seek to utilise the classical 
scientific methods of enquiry into the relationships between objects, 
since there is a need to develop the language and concepts of process 
rather than those of events, and of transactions rather than things. 
There are direct parallels outside the natural ·sciences. In many other 
academic disciplines there is evidence of the abandonment of the 
traditional scientific paradigm. To take just two exarrples, in 
psychotherapy and in the sociology of deviance, the importance of a 
focus on interaction and process are recognised as part of a search for 
interpretation and meaning rather than simply cause and effect. We may 
recognise these paradigm shifts as indications of the maturity of a 
discipline which can give up the borrowed respectability and status 
derived from traditional scientific models, and begin to develop theory 
which is grounded in the processes observed and described. 
Rycroft (1966) has described the way in which psychoanalysts have 
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sought to defend the scientific base of their discipline against 
criticisms from Eysenck (1965) and others by stressing its value as a 
causal theory. However, Rycroft recognises that both parties in this 
argument make the mistake of: 
"assuming that it is only the physical sciences which are 
intellectually respectable. It is perhaps relevant here that 
• .. both psychology and medicine are faculties which suffer 
from an inferiority ccxrplexin relation to science." 
Rycroft also recognises the implications here of Szasz's attack on the 
very concept of mental illness itself being a kind of myth (1962), and 
that psychoanalysis is not a causal theory, but a semantic one. Rycroft 
continues: 
"What Freud did here was not to explain the patient's choice 
causally but to understand it and give it meaning, and the 
procedure he was engaged in was not the scientific one of 
elucidating causes, but the semantic one of making sense of 
it. It can be argued here that much of Freud's work was 
real 1 y semantic and that he made a revolutionary discovery in 
semantics that neurotic symptoms are disguised 
crnmunications, but that, owing to his scientific training 
and allegiance, he fonuulated his findings in the conceptual 
framework of the physical sciences." 
'!his distinction between cause and meaning is a very helpful one for 
present purposes because it identifies the limitations of the 
scientific model of cause and effect in accounting for the oantent and 
process of the interactions between two people. Thus it is helpful 
later, in looking at teaching and learning processes in supervision, to 
bear this in mind. There are parallel lessons in thinking about the 
methodology to be errployed in a study of meaning rather than of cause, 
and Rycroft again identifies an inportant corollary: 
"If psycho-analysis is recognised as a semantic theory, not a 
causal one, its theory can start where its practice does - in 
the consulting room ..• " 
By formulating what he was doing in terms which gave scientific 
credibility and which were derived from his own experience as a 
physical scientist, Freud could be said to have obscured what was 
actually going on in his consulting room. Perhaps this is an earlier 
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example of the problems which follow from concept-leakage - in that 
case from the natural science to the psychoanalytic consulting room. 
We llRlst be wary in general of such dangers in educational evaluation, 
and in this present kind of study in particular. We have seen earlier 
the problems of using explanations derived from psychodynamic theory 
limiting our understanding of supervision. Rycroft and Szasz both 
extend the analysis into the roots of the psychoanalytic model and 
terminology. The lesson to be learnt is that any study of meaning in 
supervision in social work education must focus upon the equivalent of 
the consulting room - the supervision session itself. In that way, it 
would be possible to study the teaching and learning processes of 
supervision in their awn natural context - and we should remember that 
all behaviour taken out of the context in which it arises can beccme 
meaningless. 
Similarly, developments within the discipline of sociology in the 1960s 
can be seen as a reaction against the drive for scientific (and 
academic) respectability of the 1950s when sociologists had tried to 
establish a discipline which was value-free and objective/scientific. 
In the sociology of deviance there was a shift away from earlier 
sub-cultural theories (which were essentially individual-pathological 
theories, in locating cause and blame within an individual and his 
associates) towards an interactionist theory which looked at the 
transactions between the individual and the labelling processes of 
society in which he lived. This shift of perspective has gone alongside 
developments in methodology to gather such data. Thus, there has been a 
major increase in participant studies, participant observation, and 
anthropological studies wi thin the social sciences over the last twenty 
years. 
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These developnents, in the natural sciences, in psychoanalysis, and in 
the sociology of deviance can be seen as indications of an essentially 
similar shift of paradigm which educational evaluators have embraced in 
the last decade or so. However, it could be argued that just as those 
paradigm shifts in other disciplines have been challenged and lto sane 
extent at least) have been subsequentl y supplanted, so too the 
illuminative paradigm in educational research may be seen as closely 
connected with the intellectual and social climate of the 1960s and 
1970s. It was congruent then with a philosophy of liberal and 
democratic education and with a fonnative, developnental role espoused 
not only by professional researchers in the field but also by 
validating bodies and those responsible for the allocation of 
educational resources during that period (Cornwell, 1984). 
In the latter part of the 1980s and the early part of the 1990s the 
climate within which educational evaluators operate will be 
significantly different. Already in the early years of the National 
Advisory Body, and of a University Grants Cortrnittee with reduced funds, 
together with an increasingly interventionist role for Her Majesty's 
Inspectorate it is clear that harder-edged econanic and political 
realities may determine the focus and methodology of future 
evaluations. Developnents in: this field may in future be governed as 
much by developnents in validation strategies as contributing to them. 
Accordingly, the rest of this Chapter is to be seen wi thin the context 
of a different intellectual, political and eoonanic climate fram that 
which originally spawned illtnninative and qualitative evaluation. The 
i.nportance of insider- or practitioner-research, of internal monitoring 
and evaluation of courses in higher education, and of the pressures on 
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social work education to be increasingly accountable to employers of 
social workers, to central goverrunent and to validating lxxlies 
(Cardiner, 1987), as well as to the public at large (Blan-Cooper, 1986) 
is considered later. 
3.2.2 ()lalitative ŸWÍẄẄÙŬŨŬŦÙŤVĚ- A Discussion am Review of Relevant 
Literature. 
This section is carposed of two ma.in elements. The first critically 
discusses the work of British and American evaluators in higher 
education. In looking at these contributions, consideration will be 
given to questions of data presentation as well as to methods of data 
collection. 
The second element is a brief discussion of qualitative approaches to 
research in social work education (eg • Michael, 1976; Syson and 
Baginsky, 1982; Miller, 1983) alongside the developnent of a body of 
work which stresses the quantifiable, the measurable, and outcanes of 
social work (eg. Sheldon, 1986). 
Lawton (1980) provides an overview of educational evaluation which 
helps us to locate the contribution of a number of British and American 
evaluators along sane key dimensions. Al though this is not the place to 
rehearse the debate in detail, it is worth seeing the over lap between 
models which Lawton describes as essentially one arising fram the fact 
that sane of them appear to address different aspects of evaluation, 
and therefore any particular evaluation (including this study) might 
include elernents drawn fram a number of these approaches. The value of 
this categorisation for our purposes is to identify sane key aspects of 
methodology which clarify the design of the present study. 
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Lawton begins by describing the classical experimental model of 
evaluation as essentially the same as an experiment in agriculture or 
botany, where before and after measures could test the efficiency of a 
new fertiliser in pranoting plant growth. He draws attention to the 
limitations of the approach, including the fact that human beings tend 
to act differently when observed, and that they respond in individual 
ways which way not be susceptible to large-scale, averaged results. '!he 
effects of educational progranmes way have long timescales in both 
inplerrentation and effect, which makes the isolation of independent 
variables very difficult. 
There are, of course, similar criticisms of the use of these kinds of 
metaphors in teaching (Tiberius, 1986), as well as in evaluation. Paton 
(in anith, 1977) challenges the crnponents of the pottery and gardening 
models of education. '!he pottery model sees the teacher as forming, or 
Iroulding the child. The gardening model rejects this awroach, and much 
of the child-centred approaches have likened the teacher's role to a 
gardener, co-operating with the child to stimulate its growth by 
providing nourishment and appropriate conditions. However, this model 
sees the child as like a plant, but whilst children can change and 
ŦŲŸHĚplants stay plants, and do not turn into gardeners. Thus there is 
a basically unequal, hierarchical relationship between teacher and 
learner. 
The model also misleadingly emphasises the individualised nature of 
teaching and learning since whilst plants don't learn fran each other, 
learners do (as well as fran the teacher-gardener). Crucially, as well, 
the model relegates learners to a passive role, not an active one, in 
their learning. We have already seen earlier echoes of these problems 
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whilst reviewing the literature on supervision, which has a number of 
these problems. In mainstream education, too, there would appear to be 
questions about the value of isarorphism - in this case between the 
teaching models and the research/evaluation models. 'Ihere is a further 
warning here of the problems which stem fran inappropriate 
concept-leakage. In this case it is fran botany into teaching and 
learning. Such metaphors can illumine, but they can also obscure, by 
importing unhelpful concepts and assUITptions as well. 
If we wish to prarote the effectiveness of supervision, in helping 
adult learners to be active, more equal, and to learn fran others, then 
andragogical models (eg Knowles, 1972; and ŐŠŸŬŪHĚ 1986) rather than 
pedagogical models are required. In the same way, for present purposes, 
we need to develop methods of studying such experiences which are 
sensitive to the nature of the processes we seek to study. 
Lawton identifies a second model, which he calls an industrial factory 
rrodel, which concerned with inproving or testing a product. Typically, 
the evaluator will be trying to translate broad aims into measurable, 
specific objectives, and to devise and administer tests to measure the 
effects. 'Ihere are obvious limitations to this model, which include the 
specifying of objectives in behavioural tenus, and the problems of 
representative samples, together with the exclusion of potentially 
USeful formative material. There is also a more general criticism of 
this model - that the context of the educational institution itself is 
excluded fran the focus of the evaluation. 
Objections to these first two models lead to other perspectives, which 
can contribute more directly to the areas excl uded fran traditional 
evaluations, and particularly, to respond to the problems of sanple 
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size needed to produce statistically valid outcanes. Thus the Par lett 
and Hamilton work on illuminative evaluation (1972) can be seen as a 
helpful contribution to the literature on research design and 
methodology more generally, as well as in relation to the evaluation of 
curriculum innovations. 
An irrportant factor here, which bears attention in the present study, 
is the question of the state of knOlNledge in a particular subject area, 
and the need to map out broad areas descriptively first, even when more 
detailed or quantifiable work might usefully follow (Lawton, 1980): 
"Bob Stake has suggested that what was needed at that stage 
of evaluation was a panoramic view rather than a microscope. 
Stake was not criticising the use of errpirical methods, but 
sirrply asserting that many evaluators had moved to detailed 
measurement much too soon: they should first have acquired a 
better means of describing the full picture of an evaluation 
situation. II 
This may also be a good description of the present state of knOlNledge 
about supervision, so that out present research, with its concerns to 
map, describe and interpret the field could be followed by more 
detailed or quantitative studies. 
But the illuminative approach is not without its difficulties, and its 
critics. Particular attention has been drawn to the problems of 
collecting such data, and the skills required. Thus, there has been 
debate about the extent to which evaluators are participants or 
observers in the events the describe, and their relation with those the 
are engaged with (both in the progranme, and those who have set up the 
evaluation). There have also been debates about the skills required for 
SUch work. We have, elsewhere (Gardiner, 1984c) described the 
diffiCUlties in an educational evaluation project where the involverrent 
of an external evaluator skewed the inter-professional training 
progranme in the carmuni ty: 
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"(The evaluation project) did not observe, describe, 
record and offer interpretations of inter-professional work 
and learning, which is my understanding of what such 
evaluation is about. It did not look at examples of joint 
practice that naturally arose, nor did it observe or record 
supervision sessions based on such practice. In short, it 
only gathered up data fran sessions which the evaluation 
project itself set up." 
"I believe that what the Thamesrnead Project did was to 
evaluate and focus on its own ŸȘWĚon inter-professional 
work and learning in the e<mnunity, rather like a pebble 
measuring ripples in a pond only after it had been thrown 
. " In •.. 
These are important warnings for those of us who take on such roles, 
and there is clearly a need for such workers to be skilled 
interviewers, observers, and to have sane knowledge and understanding 
of the culture and asstlllptions of those who are being researched if we 
are to study students and supervisors in the natural settings where 
their teaching and learning takes place. Lawton (1980) reminds us of 
the "danger of personal, subjective irrpressions being presented as 
objective data". What we need to be clear about, then, is not whether 
such data is ci>jective so much as whether it helps, in the descriptions 
and interpretations, to illumine (for participants and others) what is 
going on in the educational acti vi ty under scrutiny. 
It is in this connection that we must view the personal experiences 
reported in Chapter Two, since they served two main purposes. They 
provided data which allowed the articulation of the research problem 
and focus of initial gathering of new data; and they gave direct 
evidence of the biases and preconceptions of the researcher , derived 
from his previous experiences in similar situations to those now being 
studied. 'Ibis responds to those who call for the value position and 
possible biases of a researcher should always being made explicit 
(MacDonald and Parlett, 1973). 
Lawton's fourth model is the poli WÙȘŸŸÍĚone, based largely on the work 
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of Macdonald (1976) who identifies three ideal-types of evaluations . 
Objective, value-free evaluation is not possible because all 
evaluations take place in a real political context. Thus his 
bureaucratic, autocratic and derrocratic types are to do with 
their relation to funders and decision-makers. Of most relevance to our 
purpose is the democratic one, where the data collected must be 
reported in ways which are accessible to non-specialists, so that they 
are enabled to make judgements in the area under study. Whilst his 
formulation is an ideal-type, elements of this aspect of the present 
research have been explicitly acknowledged earlier (Section 2.4). This 
of course echoes Stake's notion (1977) that evaluations should be 
'responsive' and take account of multiple audiences for the work, 
including those who have been researched, as well as the academic 
ccmnuni ty, and funding bodies. 
The fifth model which Lawton identifies is the practitioner-researcher 
model (which he calls the professional model, but this title is 
potentially misleading). In general terms, this is about 
researched-based practice, or practice-based research. Lawton suggests 
that this changes the emphasis fram independent evaluation to 
self-evaluation, and the parallels with action-research modes in many 
of the social sciences are clear. 
The sixth eclectic, or case study, model is a curious, residual 
category which seems to bring together case study approaches (to data 
collection, and/or presentation) and multiple method approaches. It 
would seem that there are possibly two models interwoven here - one 
which sees case studies as an opportunity for (w)holistic evaluations 
and interpretations, and· the other which brings together multiple 
methodologies. This matching of the content or focus of the evaluation 
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with the methodology may be desirable, but it is not necessarily a 
single model since case studies are possible without multiple methods 
of data collection, and data gathered in that way need not be reported 
as case instances. We return to the discussion about case studies 
later. 
There is sane limited evidence of qualitative methods being used in 
social work education. Earlier, reference was made to the cx::ETSW study 
of practice placements (Syson and Baginsky, 1981) which collected data 
by interview methods frem forty-one CQSW placerrents in sane depth, 
paying particular attention to arrangements for setting them up, and 
the expectations of students, supervisors and tutors. They initially 
"hoped to identify the essential ingredients of a successful 
placerrent", but later realised that this was over-ambitious, given the 
limited resources of a part-time research officer, and a full-time 
research assistant. They opted to cover a broad range of issues, and 
recogniSed the dangers of being seen to be superficial. 
In the present study resources are limited "to a single researcher. 
Syson saw the possible alternatives as either a broad, irrpressionistic 
study, or a narrower one using "representative sarrples and statistical 
techniques". However, there are other ways of identifying research 
ÖŸÕŞŨŤÜVHĚ inclUding using the study to describe, illumine and clarify 
sane of the key issues at stake, and to allow both the focus and 
ITethods of the study to develop in the light of the findings at each 
stage. 
Miller (1983) has provided a guide to such evaluation research methods 
for those in social work, in which she describes a methodological 




adopted in this study): 
"- it is practitioner-oriented, that is, its chief function 
is to provide information and insight for professional 
educators and students; 
- it is problem centred, with 'problems' defined as issues 
and concerns arising fran the particular teaching and 
learning setting being studied; 
- it has flexible methodology, which is not fully 
pre-specified by the researcher in advance, but is responsive 
to the situation as it is studied, and open to different 
methods in different contexts; 
- it is cross-discipl inary, being open to drawing on methods 
and concepts developed in different disciplines - not just in 
psychology for exarrple, but also social anthropology (eg for 
awroaches to field work research), sociology (eg participant 
observation) , history (eg document analysis and 
interpretation) . 
- it is heuristically organised, that is, the research issues 
are progressively redefined as the study goes on and new data 
emerges. II 
As we shall see in a discussion of the methodology of the present study 
(in the next section) this outline by Miller is helpful and apposite. 
Fran a rather different research tradition, Herbert (1983) in a 
contribUtion to the same workshop reminds us of the irrportance of being 
able to recognise and respond to the unexpected or inexplicable: 
"It seems necessary for the fortuitous event to happen to a 
person who is both a trained observer and has the necessary 
ŸŬŴŨŤTŦŤĚto appreciate its significance. Much Ph D research 
ŸVĚso herrmed in with methodological constraints that it 
allows no real opportunity for serendipity." 
Despite Miller's paper, and the limitations of research to which 
ÑŸŞŤŲWĚrefers, there is very little evidence in the social work 
literature of the penetration of these ideas. Indeed, as Sheldon (1986) 
'11 ŸĚ ustrates, there is still a strong swing of the pendulum towards !YOre 
sCientif' ŸȘĚand outccne-oriented studies, which could make social work 
nnre respectable ad' di 'l ' , h be ted h s an aca ŸȘĚ SC1P lne. It rrug t suspec ere 
that se,m: of the problems which social work and social workers have in 
this re . 
spect care as much from the lack of academic background and 
research experience of social workers. Dinennan ĜÍŸŸĞĚhas looked fran 
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the perspective of American social work education at the faculty (ie 
the staff) of British social work courses, and found that almost 40% of 
the college-based staff (including those who teach on degree, and 
post-graduate courses) did not themselves have a first degree. Against 
that background, the atterrpt to establish credibility through following 
the well-trodden path of the scientific method perhaps becomes IIDre 
understandable - but even so, such studies are not always used by 
practi tioners and teachers. 
We have to look to the grey literature, of unpublished studies, to 
discover other evaluations of social work prograrrmes using qualitative 
methodologies, and sane only appeared when this present study was being 
written up, eg Mallinson (1986) written to fulfil requirerrents for a 
Masters degree. It looks at the rnanagerrent carponent of CSS training. 
Whilst methodologically within an illuminative mode, it suffers fran 
terminological inexactitudes and muddled interpretation of data. O1e 
earlier study (Michael, 1976) looked at content and method of fieldwork 
teaching, but within the traditional social casework paradigm, and it 
closely linked supervision method to practice. method. 
'Ib SUIrmarise this entire section, then, 'We can say that the literature 
on evaluation methodology derronstrates the limitations of the 
traditional, scientific models of educational research, and points us 
toWards methods which are IIDre sympathetic to understanding educational 
processes, so that the subtle and ccrrplex interactions of teacher and 
learner in a particular context be made IIDre meaningful. we turn now to 
the methods used and developed in this study. 
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3.3 M:thodology am the ŸWĚSbdy 
We have seen above the irrportance of matching methodology both to the 
kinds of data to be collected, and those it is collected fran. 'rhus, it 
is necessary at this first stage, to identify the kind of data to be 
collected, and then devise sensitive ways of gathering it. 
We have already indicated, through the reports of three indicative 
experiences of supervision, and fran the review of the supervision 
literature, that the present state of knowledge of supervision is 
limited in arrount, and (more irrportantly) by the language and 
asstmptions used to describe the activity, and give meanings to it. 
Therefore, there are two initial needs in data collection. One is to 
gather data directly fran supervisors, to look at their current ideas 
about how they supervise, and why they do it in this way. The other is 
to gather data about what actually goes on in supervision sessions, to 
report them without re-interpretation, and then to look at the issues 
. raised. These focal areas are not of the same order, and are therefore 
likely to require different methods of data collection, even though 
both are intended to generate qualitative rather than quantitative 
data. 
Patton (1980) has described a number of situations in which qualitative 
evaluation approaches are appropriate. He includes: 
(i) where the focus is on educatiooal process; 
(ii) where there are individualised or widely diverse 
outc:rmes; 
(iii) where the intenticn is to be fomativefor the 
recipients of ŸĚevaluati.cn; 
(i v) where WlObtrusive IIet:b:xls are necessary; 
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(v) where the quality of outa:mes is DDre :inportant than 
quantity. 
Whilst anyone of these conditions might suggest the use of qualitative 
methods of enquiry, in fact each of these conditions is relevant to the 
present study. The irrportance of using personalised methods in a field 
such as social work is irrportant, since the practice of social work is 
aOOut skilled, sensitive, inter-personal transactions. Thus, research 
methods must seem to those being studied able to take account of the 
nuances and subtleties of both social work and the supervision process. 
Even if more quantitative research were desirable, the stage which has 
been reached in the study of supervision is not sufficient for 
specification of the dimensions and categories along which more 
quantifiable research could be pursued. Thus, the state of the art also 
POints to qualitative methods. 
The process of interviewing as a means of data collection, hypothesis 
building and testing out with those fran whan the data have been 
COllected, leading to refining and refonnulating hypotheses, is the 
essential basis of working with every family we meet in social work 
practice. Thus, this form of evaluation is congruent and consonant with 
the experience of social workers in general and the researcher in 
particUlar. Feedback following the data collection phases suggested 
that, for those involved, the methods errployed encouraged them to be 
open and free in their responses. 
Similarly, a focus on the interactive process and on the inpact of the 
WOrker on a situation, together with monitoring the inpact of the 
situation on the worker, is CClllTOnplace in both social work and 
quali tati ve methodologies. However, the earlier review of the casework 
literature has shawn that whilst these kinds of parallels exist, we 
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should be as wary of using the language of social casework in the 
evaluation situation as in supervision. 
Since this study is also intended to begin the process of generating 
Irodels grounded in the experience of supervision itself, data must be 
collected and then interpreted in ways which can contribute to this 
process. Glaser and Strauss (1967) make this clear: 
"The continual intermeshing of data collection and analysis 
has direct bearing on how the research is brought to a close. 
When the researcher is convinced that his conceptual 
framework forms a systematic theory, that it is a reasonably 
accurate statement of the matter studied, that it is couched 
in a form which is possible for others to use in studying a 
similar area, and that he can publish the results with 
conf idence, then he has neared the end of his research ••• Why 
does the researcher trust what he knows? .•. 'Ihey are his 
perceptions, his personal experiences, his hard won analyses. 
A field worker knows, not only because he has been in the 
field, and how our intervention can be used for good or ill 
and because he has discovered and carefull y generated 
hypotheses, but also because 'in his bones' he feels the 
worth of his final analysis. He has been living with the 
partial analyses for many months, testing them each step of 
the way, until he has built his theory." 
We can extend what Glaser and Strauss tell us about what the researcher 
canes to know "in his bones" by recognising that there is also a need 
for effective evaluation to 'tell' the participants what they 'know' 
already but either had not put that 'knowing' into words, or more 
particularly, it helps them to say what they already 'know' about their 
own experience of supervision in different words and concepts. 
Equally, these findings will be expected to influence policy makers in 
how they fonnulate course regulations and placement requirements. 
Almost without exception, the staff and members of the validating body 
are a considerable time away fran direct experience of supervision as 
students or supervisors. 'Ih'e political process of policy fonnulation in 
such bodies is rarely made explicit or public, so there are clear 
adVantages here to being an insider undertaking this piece of work. By 
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and large, CCETSW policy seems to have been made on the basis of 
assertion, asslllTption and anecdote, without explicit evaluation of 
existing programmes before deciding on the need for major programme 
change. For exarrple, in deciding to bring together the two existing 
qualifying programmes into a single new award, CCETSW undertook no 
evaluative study of the quality and effectiveness of the existing 
programmes. Although it did assert that it would "build on the best of 
both routes" (CCETSW, 1987) no clarification has been offered as to 
what was meant by the phrase. 
There are other general points about methodology which are detailed 
later in . relation to particular elements of the study, and are 
presented here in surnnary. The confidentiality of all material was 
offered and agreed, so that no individual could be identified. 
Sometimes this has meant slightl y disguising locations, or other 
identifying features, in the reporting of data. Questions like how to 
negotiate entry and how to enter situations were considered. The 
pattern in most cases has been to use known individuals to negotiate 
entry for interviews with those unknown. This was true in two senses -
one was with supervisors initiating contact with their own students; 
the other was in supervisors VŸWWÙŪŦĚup contact with their colleagues. 
A further general question relates to how the focus and purpose of the 
research was presented, both in establishing contact, and in 
introductions. This was always done by saying that the research was 
about how teaching am learning took place in supervisi.<m, as opposed 
to lihat was learnt, or how well it had been learnt. The researcher also 
introduced himself as sarrone who had trained as a social worker, and 
Who had supervised a large number of students. In a small number of 
cases, it was mentioned that in the role of student unit supervisor, 
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the researcher himself had also been on the receiving end of evaluative 
research (Kings Fund, 1986; Jaques, 1982) and that had not always been 
very easy (Ga.rdiner, ÍĲĮÏŸĦĚThis echoes a concern of Patton (1980): 
"EValuation is too serious a matter to be done by saneone who 
has never been a client in a program." 
Patton also cautions about sampling strategies and the need to consider 
whether to distinguish between randan, stratified randan and cluster 
samples, and the dangers inherent in studying extreme or deviant 
exanples if we expect to be able to generalise the findings to other 
situations. Therefore, in collecting new data, we shall avoid 
situations where the results would be dismissed because the source is 
recognisably special, deviant, or extreme. 
The first stage, then, was to collect material about how supervisors 
viewed teaching and learning, and also to collect detailed material on 
supervision sessions. In relation to the former, it was decided to use 
the opportunity presented by a national conference of a practice 
teachers' organisation to ask all of those attending (usually 30 to 40) 
to CClITp1ete questionnaires designed to elicit this material. At the 
same time, and to carplerrent this breadth of focus, a 'not untypical' 
SUpervisor fran arrongst them was asked whether she would tape-record 
all of the supervision sessions for a forthcaning placement, and make 
these available week by week to the researcher. 
Later in the study, as we shall see, sarrpling strategies were devised 
to encarpass wide variation across certain ranges. For exarrple, the 
geographical distribution of placements studied covered Northern 
Ireland, the north of Scotland, English urban, rural, and metropolitan 
areas; placements fran both graduate and non-graduate courses were 
stUdied, and sane atterrpt was made to include smaller and larger 
COurses. Two pairs of interviews about Css placerrents were added during 
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the study, to take account of the policy developnents towards a single 
new social work qualification. 
It should be acknowledged here that the overall sarrpling strategy was 
developed to ensure the breadth of coverage described, but that this 
was not done on the basis of statistical techniques to produce randan 
targets. Instead, this coverage was achieved by utilising periods of 
travel to various parts of the United Kingdan which allowed direct 
contact with those fran whan data was subsequently collected. This 
approach, besides being convenient and efficient in use of available 
time also allowed the use of contextual knowledge of an area/agency, 
and the possibility of continuing contact and feedback later. 
The final general point about methodology considered here concerns time 
sarrpling. The story of the explorer who sought the magical taste of a 
rare fruit but was disappointed at the taste of the flower reminds us 
that what we observe will vary according to the time of the 
observation, and that unless we take time factors into account we can 
easily mistake the meaning of what we find. '!hus in the initial data 
collection phase, an entire placement was studied, even though this was 
relatively costly in terms of time and resources; and in the 
questionnaire exercise, infonnation was asked for about all students, 
as well as a particular individual student or placement. 
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3.4 ŸWÜTŬŨŬŦXĚ- MIl. tiple Perspectives am Iblistic cases. 
Whilst we have seen the irrportance of qualitative methods of 
investigation, and of their particular relevance and usefulness for 
present purposes, same concerns remain. Predominant amongst these is 
the need to validate data which consists of both observations and 
interpretations. 
There are two main ways in which this can be achieved. First is to 
check out with those from whom the data is collected that it is 
accurate, and that any selection of material, interpretations, and 
presentation of material confirms or adds to their understanding and 
experience of what is described. These checks, including feedback to 
those who participated in the study, are described in relation to 
specific elements of data collection and presentation as they occur. 
The second way is to ensure mUltiple perspectives are brought to bear 
on experiences and meanings so that they can be illuminated in various 
ways. Ini tiall y, it was decided to use a variety of methods of 
collecting data and to be relatively unselective, at least in the early 
stages of the study, thus not Limiting the focus prematurely. This kind 
of appr:oach is often called triangulation because whilst each method 
might give relatively imprecise findings (like weak distress signals 
from a ship picked up by coastal stations), a more precise position can 
be plotted from several weak signals than from a single strong one. 
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Thus, in the first stage of data collection, we shall errploy a broad 
beam covering a group of experienced supervisors, to look at how they 
say they teach and learn; and a more focussed spotlight to illumine 
the subtle interactions of supervision sessions throughout a placement. 
The collection of data is intended to be sufficiently holistic to allow 
the presentation of data in a form which enables whole cases to be 
considered. This is especially irrportant in the generation of grounded 
models, because the specific contexts in which the data were collected 
can also be considered. Accordingly, there is a discussion later of the 
results in case examples which bring together data collected at 
different points in the study, and by different methods. Case study 
approaches are discussed at greater length at that point. 
We turn now to consider the first stage of data collection specific to 
this study. 
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Section 4.1 An OVerview of this Olapter 
This Chapter is concerned with the first stage of data collection. It 
reports, in section 4.2, the use of a questionnaire intended to explore 
the links between the teaching and learning styles of supervisors, and 
to explore issues of match and mismatch between supervisors and 
students in how they approach their teaching and learning. 
It also reports, in Section 4.3, the results of a detailed study of a 
single case - the supervision sessions from an entire placement, based 
on tape-recordings of those sessions. Section 4.4 ccmnents on the 
results of this first stage of data collection and raises issues of 
focus, methodology and interpretation for subsequent stages of the 
study. 
Section 4.2 A QIestionnaire for SUpervisors 
This exercise was the first data collection specific to the study. '!he 
earlier reports of the indicative experiences suggested that it was 
irrportant to collect data about how supervisors expected to teach, and 
how they expected their students to learn. The exercise was intended to 
generate descriptions of how supervisors had themselves learnt, in what 
they considered to have been a significant learning experience. 
Equally, it was hoped to produce descriptions of how supervisors 
preferred to teach. It was' also intended to explore whether there might 
be links between how the supervisors had learned, in this significant 
experience, and how they taught (or expected their students to learn) -
thus, supervisors were asked about the kinds of students they preferred 
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to teach, and those with whom they had difficulty in supervision. 
Subsequently, the exercise has been replicated with other groups of 
supervisors; and the first part of the questionnaire has been 
administered to a group of social work students; it has also been used 
with students and teachers in a family therapy prograrrme. 
In the first use of this questionnaire, 39 supervisors who were 
attending a national conference for supervisors were given two sheets. 
They were told that the primary aim in completing the first sheet was 
to help identify teaching and learning styles, and possible links 
between them. The second sheet was to look at the irrpact of teaching 
and learning styles in supervision. 
They were also told that the researcher would treat all material in the 
responses as confidential, and that no individuals would be identified 
in any subsequent report of the exercise. To· help to match the 
responses contained in the two sheets, respondents were told to use 
numbers or symbols if they did not wish to identify themselves by name. 
Of the 34 completed pairs of forms, 30 used their own names or 
initials, three used other symbols, and one person left the name box 
blank (but later these were matched by the similarity of the 
handwriting on the only unidentified sheets). 
The questions on this first sheet were deliberately unspecific so that 
any kind of learning experience could be described. As a result a range 
of content areas were covered but there were sc:me similarities in the 
corrponents of the learning processes. What this exercise does Nor show, 
of course, is whether the learning styles or strategies reported are 
characteristic ones for these individuais. Lauri1lard (1979) has shown 
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that it would be surprising if this were the case, since her study 
points to the discriminating way adult learners adapt their learning to 
meet the requirements of the particular learning context. She says: 
" .. . it was possible to show that certain types of cognitive 
descriptors, namely forms of differences in learning style, 
were indeed applicable to the data collected, but not in the 
expected way. It was not possible to demonstrate that 
students exhibited consistent differences in their approach 
to a task, but it was possible to show that the differences 
were applicable to a student in a particular learning 
context. Thus the same students could exhibit different 
characteristics on different occasions." 
Similarly, Saljo (1975) has demonstrated differences in the way 
students approach learning as a result of the learner's perception of 
the assessment of his learning: 
"It is quite evident from this study... that when subjects 
come to know the distinctive requirements of for instance 
different types of questions, they may use this knowledge to 
'technify' their learning, ie. knowing the limitations and 
features of different types of tests they can, and very 
frequently do, technify their learning to become a mere 
search for this type of knowledge. This has a disastrous 
effect on learning ... " 
An atterrpt was made to leave the questions in this exercise open, and 
non-evaluative, therefore there is little evidence of respondents 
searching for what they perceived as the right or desirable answer. 
Indeed the diversity of responses suggests that there was no errphasis 
percei ved by respondents in relation to the presentation of the 
exercise. 
However what the data here demonstrate are the strategies which were 
actually used by the supervisors in what they described as significant 
learning experiences for them. Whilst it may be only one strategy 
within a repertoire of strategies for some people, for others it may be 
their only (or at least their usual) approach. Pask (1976) has shown 
that it is possible to increase versatility in learning approaches. It 
is easier to help those with some learning styles (holists) to become 
versatile than others (serialists). Saljo (1975) has similarly shown 
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that the ability to change learning strategies can be derronstrated, and 
even induced, by asking the same learners to do similar tasks but 
subsequently changing the ways in which their learning is assessed. 
Both of these studies and related issues are dealt with at greater 
length in the next chapter, which reviews research into adult learning. 
Sheet One was canpleted and returned by 34 people. It was collected 
before Sheet 'IWo was administered, and it asked respondents to: 
(i) Describe briefly an important learning experience for 
them 
(ii) Describe WHAT they had learnt frem this experience 
(iii) Describe HCM they had learnt frem this experience 
The responses which were returned reported experiences as diverse as 
how the family in which one grew up affected one's personal developnent 
(no 1) and how semeone had learnt to ride a bicycle as a child (no 3). 
1hese experiences fall into four main categories of learning: 
(a) personal development - 1/7/10/13/16/21 (6 people) 
(b) professional activities as a social worker - 2/4/6/ 
15/26/28/34 (7 people) 
(c) being in a sbJdent/leamer role (not just in social work) 
- 3/14/17/18/23/29/31/32/36 (9 people) 
(d) being in a teaching role - 5/9/11/12/19/20/22/24/25/ 
27/30/33 (12 people) 
The third category is a little unsatisfactory, since it combines being 
a social work student with other more general learning tasks like 
learning to drive a car or to ride a bicycle. When broken down into 
these two sub-groups, there are four in the first, and five in the 
second, sub-group. 
'lbe experiences reported were: 
- how the family in which one grew up affected one's personal 
developnent (no 1) 
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- learning that failing, or being "not very good" was 
acceptable (no 2) 
- learning to ride a bicycle as a child (no 3) 
- working between groups which had different objectives and 
values (no.4) 
- giving students space to do their own learning (no 5) 
- the importance of personal rather than written contact to 
get desired responses (no 6) 
- that there are no "absolutes", only "relatives" depending 
on values and choices (no 7) 
- explicit, written aims and targets do not achieve 
themselves, just by being explicit (no 9) 
- accepting depression arising from failure (no 10) 
- that social work needs skill-training and academic 
knowlege, not just intuition and feeling (no 11) 
- teaching styles with little positive feedback create 
problems with some students (no 12) 
- learning from trade union work (no 13) 
- a placement in a psychiatric hospital demanding different 
roles (no 14) 
- working as a volunteer after experience in a statutory 
setting (no 15) 
- looking after a brain-darraged child (no 16) 
- a placement in a prison demanding working with stress (no 
17) 
- learning to drive a car (no 18) 
- being in a supportive supervisor's group (no 19) 
- using colleagues in the agency and college to disentangle 
group processes with a student group (no 20) 
- being a patient undergoing tests for an unknown medical 
condition (no 21) 
- developing skills in a participative teaching/learning 
course (no 22) 
- returning to a student role after years as a teacher and 
supervisor (no 23) 
- participating in a workshop for supervisors, and getting 
enthused by new ideas (no 24) 
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- learning about teaching approaches and trying to apply them 
(no 25) 
- being scapegoated in a social work team (no 26) 
- getting direct teaching and chances for reflection in a 
workshop (no 27) 
- challenge about personality, in a team meeting (no 28) 
- rewiring a flat with a new electrical circuit (no 29) 
- planning a training programme with inadequate preparation 
(no 30) 
- taking exams after a correspondence course (no 31) 
learning to drive, having been taught parly by a 
professional, and partly by a spouse (no 32) 
- examlnlng supervision problems in psycho-dynamic, not 
educational, concepts (no 33) 
- learning to work in a multi-disciplinary context (no 34) 
- an Open University post-experience course (no 36) 
(nb numbers 8 and 35 handed in sheet two only) 
Virtually all respondents indicated same common elements in the 
descriptions of haw they learnt fran these experiences, by incl uding 
specific references to: 
(i) the irrportance of a challenge and/or pain in the 
experience, and the motivation to overcome it; 
(ii) the irrportance of the reflective process after an 
irrportant experience to make sense of it - sanetimes alone 
and more often with the help of a significant other person to 
help in that process; 
(iii) the importance of a framework in which to locate 
experiences and make them meaningful. 
Same people did not return this first sheet. Discussion subsequently 
with two of these supervisors suggested that they had used the 
opportunity to describe particularly painful personal experiences which 
they had found helpful to explore, but they did not wish to hand in the 
completed forms. One of these had described the recent loss of a close 
relative (no 8). It is therefore not unreasonable to assume that the 
content of the resposes in all of these unreturned sheets was not very 
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different fran the kinds of res poses in those which were returned -
although it is likely that the proportion who described events related 
to personal growth and development are consequently under-represented 
in the returned sheets. 
In reflecting on these findings it became evident that the descriptions 
offered by these supervisors echo sane of the issues raised in the 
illustrative, indicative experiences. In particular, the use of a 
significant other, or the absence of some other person to prarpt 
self-reflection, suggested that there might be different types of 
students and teachers ie. those who learned privately, alone, and those 
who learn pIDlicly. When supervising students, the present author 
reported the difficulty of working with students who learned privately 
(ie. not in supervision) "Some of the students seem to learn a lot, but 
I regret that others apparently learn very little from me". 
Similarly, when the author was himself a student, there were 
differences (with the supervisor) in expectations of certain kinds of 
learning taking place, and be seen to take place, in supervision 
sessions. The preliminary interPretation, at this stage of the work, is 
to suggest that these differences were differences of !YPe of ŠŸȘUHĚ
though we shall see later that there are other interpretations which 
could suggest these differences as being related to stages of 
developrent in learning. 
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Sheet 'l\«) was returned by 34 people, which included two who did not 
return Sheet One. One person who carrpleted Sheet One did not carplete 
Sheet Two on the grounds that she "had only supervised students on 
observation placements up to that time", and she "did not feel that she 
could usefully COImIeht on the questions raised there". This second 
sheet asked respondents to: 
(i) Describe briefly BOO they preferred to teach 
(ii) Describe a student they had found difficult to supervise 
(iii) Say why it had been difficult to supervise this student 
(iv) Suggest how the student could have been better 
supervised (either by themselves or someone else). 
The responses in general appear to represent a statement of value 
position for this relatively experienced group of supervisors. M:>st 
said that they preferred to supervise in a way which valued the 
experience of the student, and which were not a reflection of 
traditional hierarchical relationships between teachers and learners. 
However, these were not always the tenus used by the respondents 
themselves. Typical of the responses to question one (about BOO they 
preferred to teach) on this second sheet is: 
"Infonna1 sessions where we both can feel relaxed. Start off 
fran what the student has done/been involved in, and draw 
issues fran that so it is based on discussion, exchange of 
ideas, experiences, etc. but I suppose I do a lot of the 
leading into the areas to be covered" (no 17). 
There were sane respondents who recognised the need for structures to 
Work within, as well as having a mutually interactive relationship with 
the student: 
"Sharing obligations, experience, and expectations openly in 
an initial contract and subsequent sub-contracts" (no 3) 
"Within an agreed framework but with enough flexibility for 
either to add or subtract - it can be directive or 
non-directive for either if necessary" (no 4) 
A little surprisingly, perhaps, the students these supervisors had 
difficulty in supervising were those who "needed direct teaching", 
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"lacked confidence", "wanted theoretical knowledge", "wanted me to be 
an expert" and most of all those who "split intellectual and feeling 
experience and denied failure". The supervisors reported that these 
problem students made them feel "frustrated", "angry and unsure" , and 
"vulnerable". It is notable (again) that the language could also be 
used to describe interactions between workers and clients. 
In describing such problems, some supervisors appeared to be teaching 
in a way which not was entirely consistent with their expressed 
position (of valuing the experience of the student), and seemingly they 
had some difficulty in teaching students who were unable, or unwilling, 
to take some responsibility for their own learning. Typically, these 
supervisors tended to deal with the situation by seeing a student they 
found difficult to supervise as having individual learning pathologies: 
"dull, unmotivated and difficult to engage" (no 20) 
"his ideas do not merit his selection as a student .•. he is 
not keen to learn and unwilling to try things" (no 2) 
.. (needing) everything spelled out ..• · with a need for 
certainty and security" (no 16) 
"quiet, uncertain students who need a lot of babying" (no 
12) • 
These terms and ideas used abotlt problem students are in line with the 
notions of learning pathology being located wi thin the student that we 
saw earlier, in the classical supervision literature. It seems, in some 
of these instances at least, that the supervisors are describing 
transactions between them and their students, but they use words and 
concepts which deny the interactive nature of teaching and learning. 
Instead they attribute responsibility to the student for the misfit or 
mismatch of expectations, or conceptions of the teaching and learning 
process. 
This also suggests that there may be same differences between what 
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supervisors aspire to and what they achieve, although in sane cases it 
was evident that the difficulty described was in the past, and the 
supervisors now saw themselves as better able to cope with such 
problems. It is worth speculating that the problems may have been 
easier to describe, and then to deal with, if they had not been 
expressed in tenns which echo clients' problems. 
Whilst the questionnaire allowed the gathering of the preliminary data 
in a non-constrained way from a relatively large group of supervisors, 
the exercise did not allow the irrmediate follow up of the responses in 
discussion. Issues raised by the responses suggested that in subsequent 
phases of the study it would be very irrportant to build in some 
interviewing sessions, perhaps following up some of these particular 
respondents. 
It is useful to consider illustrative examples of the replies from 
. individual supervisors to this second sheet, and·to contrast what they 
preferred with students they had difficulty with: 
(no 2) preferred students who like experimenting and being 
creative, yet found difficulty with a student who was 
(apparently) unmotivated and unable to risk making mistakes; 
(no 3) preferred to set joint contracts and to encourage 
mutuality, but had a problem with a student who needed direct 
teaching and help with writing skills - and thought that a 
more directive teacher might have helped; 
(no 4) preferred an agreed framework which could be amended 
and which allowed directive and non-mrecti ve teaching, but 
had difficulty with a student who was anxious to pass through 
acquiring 'knowledge' and who did not conceptualise easily -
and thought that a less demanding supervisor might have been 
better for that student; 
(no 5) preferred . reflection on live/recorded material, rather 
than written records as a basis for developing the student's 
ability to conceptualise, but had a problem with students who 
did not conceptualise well, and had difficulty in taking 
risks to provide evidence of their practice. 
'Ihese examples demonstrate the problemS which supervisors experienced 
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when faced with students whose conceptions of the learning tasks were 
different from their own, which tends to suggest that many of these 
supervisors were not versatile in their approaches to teaching, and did 
not readily discriminate between students' approaches to learning in 
supervision. 
This is an irrportant finding, because it shows that supervisors in this 
group were able to describe the ways they preferred to teach, and could 
recognise that for some students there was a mis-rnatch between this 
approach and how the student expected to learn, but the supervisors 
were either unable, or chose not, to vary their preferred teaching 
approach to respond to these differences. Indeed, some explicitly 
thought that it would need to bea different supervisor ego a "more 
directive", or "less demanding" supervisor, to deal better with those 
students. 
The connections between the material in the two sheets were in many 
instances obvious. They were even made explicit by the respondent who 
wrote a note on the back of her sheet: 
"Guess what - there is a link between how I learnt to ride a 
bike and my failure with this student. I tried to do it my 
way but she wanted P=da,gogic learning and I wasn't prepared 
to 'feed' in that way" (no 3). 
Sometimes the respondent was less able to make these connections 
explici t even though the two sheets suggested a link between the 
significant learning experience and the problems associated with a 
particular student: 
"I learned that it was permissible - and what a relief - to 
say I don't really do this job very well" (no 2: Sheet One) 
"He is unwilling to try things - to make mistakes - and to 
experirrent or consider changing" (no 2: Sheet ':tWo) 
There may well be a link here between being able to take risks, and 
being able to acknowledge failure in oneself, and the difficulties (for 
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this supervisor) in supporting a student to risk failure. This 
supervisor was followed up in the interview part of the study, and he 
also completed a learning styles exercise. The findings in each of 
these various elements of the study seemed to reinforce this 
interpretation, and the connection has been accepted later, in an 
interview, by the supervisor himself. The point is elaborated upon, in 
case illustrations, where material from various phases of the study are 
brought together (in Section 7.4). Interestingly, given the references 
to "failure" in the questionnaire, this specialist supervisor chose to 
be interviewed about a student who failed, and left the course. 
There were those (eg no 15) who preferred an "andragogical model", 
which allowed them and the students to jointly set objectives for the 
placement, and to jointly plan hCM to try to meet them. HCMever, this 
supervisor also wrote, in response to a later question, that he had 
difficulty with a student who "intellectualised and denied feelings, 
thus blocking me fran helping him in that area of his work with 
families", until the supervisor realised that the student might 
actually benefit fran sane direct teaching. This lead to the student, 
who "seemed to learn by thinking first and trying things out 
afterwards", being given sane help in a way which was consistent with 
his preferred approach. The student's need to be at least tenporarily 
dependent on the supervisor was also acknCMledged and met. The 
supervisor here accepted that a traditional, hierarchical relationship 
is necessary for at least sane students, for sane of the time, even 
when his general preference was for a more equal relationship. The 
supervisor was thus derronstrating sane evidence of versatility in his 
teaching approaches. 
There were other supervisors who explicitly recognised the problems of 
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mismatch and realised with hindsight what they might alternatively have 
done: 
"It would have been better for this student to have gone to 
an apprentice-model supervisor" (no 34) 
"I could have jointl y supervised this student with a 
colleague of mine" (no 5) 
Reflectioos on the questionnaire exercise 
This questionnaire exercise suggests that same supervisors seem to be 
relatively fixed in their teaching approaches. Despite wanting to value 
the experience of the learner and "start fran where the learner was" 
this did not apparently extend to changing approaches to teaching. 
Amongst those supervisors in the group who were known to be experienced 
in the practice teaching role (especially the unit supervisors), there 
was considerable variation in the confidence with which they approached 
dealing with students they found "difficult". 
Reflection suggested that regardless of the numbers of students who had 
been supervised by particular supervisors, and the length of time they 
had been sUpervising, there were other factors which affected how they 
saw the supervisory process, and therefore what happened in 
supervision. Certainly, there ŸŠVĚevidence that teachers preferred to 
teach in ways which were essentially similar to the ways they had 
reported their own significant learning, and that they had difficulties 
with students who did not learn in that way. Since these difficulties 
had not been overcane sirrply by length or arrount of supervisory 
ŸÙŤŪȘŤHĚsane additional attention should be given later in the 
study to the supervisor's stage of developnent as a teacher, as 
disti 
nct fran the length of time spent supervising, or the number of 
students supervised. Certainly in looking at the responses of those who 
Were knCkm to be relatively inexperienced as supervisors, same of them 
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seemed less thrown by difficult students than some of their more 
experienced colleagues. To test this out further, the next stage of 
data collection included the supervisor in this sample who had not 
previously supervised an assessed placement. 
To sumnarise, then, the evidence in the questionnaire responses seems 
to indicate that some teachers might begin by thinking that there is 
onl y one right way to teach (and that is the way they themselves 
learn). Some have recognised that there might be other ways of 
supervising, but felt that students who learned differently would need 
to be supervised by someone else. A third group see that the supervisor 
might need to use other approaches to teaching than the usual one. We 
shall see that these differences in conceptions of teaching and 
learning in supervision emerge in all the data reported in this study. 
It must be recalled, however, that this group of supervisors is not 
typical - they were self-selected by choosing to attend a conference 
for supervisors, and were therefore probabl y better motivated to 
develop their supervision skills than some others. They also included a 
larger proportion of specialist supervisors - student unit supervisors 
- than might be the case in a randan group. 'Iherefore almost the entire 
group were more experienced than, say, a group of supervisors for any 
individual CQSW course. However, the purpose of this part of the study 
was not to look for characteristics which would necessarily be 
applicable and generalisable to ALL supervisors. Instead, it was 
intended to see how supervisors actually learnt and taught, and some of 
the problems they saw themselves as having. In this way, subsequent 
stages of the study could pay more attention to some of these specific 
issues, both with supervisors drawn fran this group and elsewhere. 
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Further reflection suggested that there might also be stages which 
learners go through, and the questions of match and mismatch (of 
supervisors and their students) might need to consider not only a 
teaching/learning style dimension but one which was also related to 
stages of developnent. It was decided that this should be explored more 
specifically in the next stage of data collection, and that any 
relevant literature on learning styles and developnental stages through 
which adult learners pass should be studied. This exploration of the 
literature is reported in Chapter Five. 
One issue emerged from this data which had not been expected, and was 
interwoven with the other style and stage dimensions detailed here. 
This area was the extent to which the learning strategy described 
involved the use of same other person as teacher/friend who helped to 
make sense of the learning experience. There appeared to be two quite 
different groups - those who involved a significant other in the 
learning process, and those who learnt privately or individually. It 
was not possible from the data collected to distinguish situations when 
one or other strategy was used, because of the diversity of learning 
experiences reported, and because there was no direct association 
between the type of learning experience described and the use of 
significant others in making sense of that learning. 
The finding is consistent with the author's own experience as a 
supervisor - earlier a description was given of students who seemed to 
learn despite what I was offering. There is certainly sane evidence 
here that the teachers' conceptions of both teaching and learning 
varied, and that sane had more sophisticated understanding of what 
might be described as levels, or stages, of learning (Saljo, 1979) • 
This theme is returned to at greater length in Chapter Five. 
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Section 4.3 A Single case Sbxlx: Supervision in an Entire Placenent 
4.3.1 Backgrrund 
Whilst in the last section same diverse learning experiences, including 
learning outside· social work, were considered through responses to a 
number of open-ended questions, this section reports on supervision in 
much greater depth. The broadly focussed questionnaire generated useful 
data about how supervisors view and describe their teaching and 
learning, but it did not provide first-hand data about what they 
demonstrably do. This was especially important given the apparent gap 
between how supervisors said they preferred to teach, and problems they 
had wi th same students. 
This single case study of what actually occurred in the supervision 
sessions over an entire practice placement provides evidence of the 
kinds of transactions which dernonstrably take place between a 
supervisor and student. It raises questions and issues which reflect 
back on the earlier data reported in this thesis and, in turn, 
contributes to the selection and focus for much of the material 
collected and methodology in the rest of the study. 
This exercise involved a supervisor and student agreeing to tape-record 
their supervision sessions during a four month placement and to make 
the tapes available to the researcher on a weekI y basis. In the 
original arrangement, negotiated with the supervisor, it was agreed 
that it would be inappropriate for the researcher to ccmnent at any 
stage on aspects of the student's perform:mce either in his practice 
with his clients, or·his perform:mce in supervision. The supervisor 
negotiated the agreement with the student, who raised no objections to 
making tapes, and sending them to the researcher. It was agreed that 
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the tapes were to be confidential to the researcher, and any reported 
material based on them would not include any identifying references to 
the supervisor or student. 
Any carments made during the placement would be made only to the 
supervisor and would be related to helping her to identify her own 
style of teaching. Such corrrnents were not intended to be evaluative of 
the quality of her teaching. There were no meetings planned to give 
this feedback in a systematic or formal way - instead there were 
occasional meetings with the supervisor in our usual work roles and a 
few telephone calls (prompted usually by the non-arrival of tapes for a 
couple of weeks). 
It was felt, at that stage, that further contact might act as a 
'contaminant' which could affect the nature of the materials gathered. 
It should be noted that the setting up of the original agreement 
pre-dated undertaking a full review of the literature on methodology in 
evaluative research. Subsequently, the supervisor was interviewed about 
the experience of tape-recording the sessions, and about her response 
to the questionnaire exercise described above - even though this had 
not been intended at the beginning of the placement. 
In research in an illuminative paradigm, as distinct from more 
traditional scientifically-detached observation, such a contribution 
could be not only a legitimate part of the approach but could also 
contribute to the validation of the findings by checking that cannents 
and interpretations were accurate, and/or helpful to the 
participants. 
The only direct contact with:the student was at an informal lunch 
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meeting at the end of the placement, when discussion included sane 
feedback comnents on his approach to learning during this placement, 
and on the teaching and learning which took place in the supervision 
sessions. At this point in the srudy, the emphasis was on looking at 
what supervisors do, and how they made sense of what went on in 
supervision sessions, to develop the work based on the questionnaire 
exercise. 
As a direct result of the findings of this single case study, there was 
greater concern to include material about students, and to focus 
attention on the interactions between teachers and their srudents. The 
reasons for this shift of emphasis emerge in the commentaries on the 
supervision sessions. 
'!be PlaC'E!Iel'lt 
The placement studied was the first placement on a two year 
non-graduate CQSW course. It lasted about sixteen weeks, for two days 
each week, (with a small number of weeks in block placement). 
Supervision sessions were weekly, lasting one and a half to two hours. 
Tapes were to be made of each of them. Eventually, twelve tapes were 
actually made. One of these was of poor sound quality and is not 
reported here. 'lWo of the four missed weeks were because the supervisor 
was on leave, on one week the tape-recorder was not available, and one 
week the supervisor had forgotten to bring a new tape to the session. 
This placement was selected because it is is not untypical, and avoids 
extreme or unusual features (Patton, 1978). It is from a two-year 
non-graduate course, and takes place in a statutory social services 
department with a supervisor who has had a small number of professional 
students before. The office. is used to having srudents placed there. 
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The method adopted was chosen because it was relatively non-intrusive 
method (ie. there was not the distraction of an observer intruding into 
a two-person discussion) and yet gave much fuller data than either 
notes made by the participants or subsequent interviews where they 
could be asked for their recollections of what had gone on in the 
sessions. 
However, there was sane indication that both supervisor and student 
found that they were aware of being taped in the ear I y part of the 
first few tapes, but they clearly seemed less inhibited by it later in 
those sessions, and later in the placement as a whole. 
The tape recordings were dealt with by playing them soon after they 
arrived, and making quite extensive notes during the first hearing. Key 
points, and particularly apposite quotations, were highlighted. The 
volmne of material, together with the cost and time of doing so, 
militated against transcribing all of the tapes in full. They are 
edited here to indicate salient or typical features. The earlier 
supervision sessions are considered in more detail, to establish major 
therres and issues. The later sessions are dealt with more selectively 
by chosing sane key therres and features which contribute to the focus 
of subsequent data collection, which highlight issues related to style 
and stage in teaching and learning, and which show the inpact of 
assessment on the pattern of supervisory interaction. 
'!he initial response to this material was to wonder at the richness and 
the depth of material collected, and to remember both students 
supervised in the Thamesrread Unit, and sane of the researcher's own 
student experiences. Some sessions which seemed to struggle with issues 
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I had met before many times over were particularly evocative. However 
there was much that was new and particular to this supervisor and 
student, and to the cases they were \AlOrking with. It is thE! balance of 
these carmon and unique elements which this account seeks to reflect. 
Listening to the tapes, (especially on first hearing), sanetimes 
proopted muttering or talking to the tape-recorder. en sane occasions 
this was to point out things which the participants did not appear to 
realise themselves, such as one interrupting the other, whilst saying 
things like "I don't want to interrupt you, but . . ". en other occasions 
the tapes proopted the desire to help when they apparently talked past 
each other. '!hese responses seem to be a kind of atterrpt to do the 
supervision at second hand, and to act as a kind of consultant to the 
supervisor. Neither, of course, was possible given the contract agreed 
in setting up this exercise. Tape-recording is therefore better than 
direct observation for reasons which go beyond intrusiveness and detail 
of the record, and which also include the opportunity for the 
researcher to react open 1 y to the transactions. 
'!he approach used has allowed the collection of relatively undistorted 
raw material fran this placement. '!he next part of the thesis reports 
the data and ccmnents upon it. 
'!be Supervisor 
The supervisor for this placement was female, and in her late thirties. 
She had been qualified for more than ten years before the placement 
began, and had previously worked as a supervisor in a small number of 
placements, including previously supervising for the course which this 
student was undertaking. She had a role as a specialist practitioner in 
a social services department area office, in a metropolitan area. '!here 
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was another student placed in the office, with al'1other supervisor, over 
the same period. 
'!be Sbdent 
The student was male, in his early thirties. He had previously worked 
in residential social work, and as an unqualified social worker for 
sane years in a social services area team in a nearby authority. 
'!be Contract 
A contract for the placement was agreed between student and supervisor. 
It describes the work the student is expected to undertake and the 
canrnitments he should make, but indicates fewer of the obligations of 
the supervisor. It is interesting to note the language used, such as 
"you will (do ... )", and the assurrption that the supervisor and student 
had similar approaches to learning - although no evidence is offered in 
support of this assertion. 
Key Issues to Examine in the I8ta 
This material is best viewed in the light of the issues we have 
identified in the review of the supervision literature and earlier 
data: 
(a) the language used by supervisor and student, and the 
extent to which it reflects social casework practice 
(b) the cmcepts each awears to have of the teaching and 
learning processes, and the impact these conceptions have on 
the expectations they bring to the supervisory relationship, 
including the extent of 'fit' of these conceptions 
(c) the extent of hierarchy and di.J:ecti.veness in the 
supervismy relatiooship 
(d) any changes in the patterns of interactim in supervision 
(e) the inpact of assessment m teaching and learning 
processes 
In shQrt, we are interested in the (JlALlTATIVE features of 
the teaching and learning processes. 
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The ma.terial fran the placement is presented as follows: Session <:ne, 
Sessions'lbree to Five, and Session Six ŸĦĚThis allows more 
detail to be presented in the earlier stages of the placement, and 
extensions of the ideas developed there in subsequent selections fran 
the data. 
Each of these sections discusses the findings, and then they are 
considered together in an overview of the chapter. 
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4.3.2 ibe Single Case Stliiy - Session <De. 
we shall give more attention to what took place in the first session 
since it not only sets the tone for what is to follow, but it also sows 
the seeds of the continuing pattern of interaction for Imlch of the 
placement. Inevitably, with such a large amount of data collected, we 
shall be selective in what is presented here. 'IWo factors have governed 
the selection: first is the need to make the volume of taped material 
manageable; second is a focus on the patterns of interaction in 
supervision. 
The style of presentation is to describe sane of the transactions of 
particular sessions, and to reflect on issues which they raise. 
This session shows the supervisor establishing a pattern and 
ground rules for supervision. She is apparently clear about 
how she will teach, and how the student should work with his 
clients. The session includes substantial discussions about 
the area team in which the placerrent occurs, and about an 
essay which the student has to write. 
There was a lengthy introduction fran the supervisor, who 
spoke a great deal, with very brief responses fran the 
student. This was the pattern for for the first half of the 
session. The first exchanges were rather awkward discussions 
about time, setting watches, and making arrangements for 
future sessions. 
The supervisor asked the student whether he "had anything to 
bring to the session". The student said that he did not, and 
the discussion moved to the cases which the student was about 
to take on. 
The first discussion of a particular case the student was 
taking on included the supervisor saying "I don't think there 
will be anything to sort out.... it's probably a question of 
making arrangements to meet people •••• and I suggest making 
an appointment to see the school counsellor ••. " 
The supervisor that said she "wanted to get the admin bits 
out of the way first". The student replied "nmn ••• " 
doubtfully. The supervisor said "'!here isn't anything else is 
there?" in a tone of voice which suggested that she was 
expecting the answer 'N:>'. The student said "tb". 
When the student began to describe the first case passed to 
him he was very fonnal and rather stilted in his use of 
language - for exanple, he said "Mrs A infODlEd Mr A ••• ", and 
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later he said he would "telephone Mrs A and offer an 
interview" . 
The discussion turned to the team meeting earlier that day 
where there had been a case presented by one of the team 
members for discussion. The supervisor said "What did you 
think of that case in the discussion this morning?" • The 
student said "There are so many unknowns, aren't there ..• ?" 
and paused. The supervisor irrmediately said "John was picking 
up on .... " and explained the situation. The student was 
silent ..• 
The student intrcrluced the idea of tape-recording his 
interviews. He felt that other kinds of reporting were not 
very satisfactory, and was concerned how the supervisor would 
know if there were any problems. He went on to say "I'm not 
used to all this writing" and then resisted the suggestion 
that if he taped his interviews he should make written 
comments for the supervisor as well. 
The supervisor turned the focus again to the discussion in 
the team meeting. "What did you think was going on .•• ?" The 
student said he felt "an outsider". The student used the word 
"introspective" three times when talking about how he saw 
this team, and said this was "very different fran his own 
previous experience where the team he used to work in was not 
so preoccupied with talking about their own experiences and 
feelings". The supervisor went on at sane length about 
"struggles for power in the team". The student thought "all 
this was at a deep level" and did not respond when the 
supervisor continued to talk about "the problems we have as a 
team". The student openly said "I'm not very interested in 
that kind of discussion" . The student here seemed to be 
trying quite explicitly to distance himself fran discussion 
about the team, and how the team members relate to each 
other. 
When pressed, the student made sane ccmnents about the 
"studious approach in this team", and twice described them as 
"serious". He made a link with his earlier experience - the 
previous team in which he had worked before caning to the 
course "made fun of themselves", and there was "socialising 
in the office". He observed that "there is not a lot of 
laughter here". The supervisor jurrped in rather guickl y to 
say that there had been an exanple of laughter in the 
meeting, but the student dismissed it as "manic humour" and 
"just a release". The student took responsibility for 
terminating this part of the session by saying "it has gone 
as far as is useful". 
The next part of the session was focussed on discussing an 
essay about interviewing. The student said that one could 
choose one's own title. The supervisor made same 
uncarplirrentary ccmnents about the College. The student said 
that he saw this essay as a "a bit of a wann-up". He saw 
interviewing "as a bit of an art and a bit of a science" 
althQugh he might not use that as a title. He thought he 
"might use same quote" as a title. The supervisor muttered 
sanething which was difficult to catch, both for the student 
and on the tape about "what you bring and what you learn. " 
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Despite the student trying to get in here she continued by 
reflecting on, and telling him about, the nature of practice 
teaching. 
This was evident too in the next exchange in the course of 
which the student said he thought "knowledge was skills plus 
being". The supervisor said that it was important to consider 
"having, being and doing carponents of learning". '!he student 
asked about "being" and was told that it was "about the use 
of self in your work". 
'!he student talked about what he had read in this field and 
it becomes clear that this material is not yet 
well-assimilated and not very connected with his social work 
practice. A great deal of anxious laughter punctuates the 
next few exchanges. '!he supervisor seems a bi t lost, and 
finds it difficult to follow the student's arguments, but 
asks "Ib you mean being where the client is and giving space 
to them?" and gave an illustration of this fran her own work, 
which the student did not pick up on. He continues in the 
same way as before ... 
The supervisor says that "'!he rrodel is about discovering new 
bits of self" but when she gets no response quickly says "I'm 
thinking out loud" ... 
'!he student continues in the same rather lofty tones: "When 
we are talking about self in rrodem psychology •.. " but this 
time the supervisor challenges whether the different points 
made were not distinct, but were in fact different levels of 
the same thing. The student continues, sti 11 in the same 
tone of voice, "In philosophy, the self is ONE, in many of 
the ancient traditions .•. " 
The supervisor tries another challenge: "It sounds almost 
like a religion because you are so enthusiastic .•. " The 
supervisor is not sure of this ground at all and says rather 
defensively "I've looked at things too, but not necessarily 
in such well worked-out ways" (sic). She says "Social work is 
about staying with people while they are going through bad 
things .•• " 
The supervisor says "I'd like to set the scene for the next 
session, and think about interviewing - how can we relate 
this to skills" (sic). '!he student replies by linking back to 
the previous discussion, and says "I actually believe there 
is anl y one way of interviewing, of being with sareone... you 
are there and listening". '!he supervisor picks up on "onl y 
One way" by asking about "the doing bit of being". The 
student says "knowledge arises fran being". '!he supervisor 
tentatively challenges this but a planned interruption 
occurs. 
After this, the student says "'!hey (clients) are different 
fran other people... (and this legitimates) a more 
directive response". The supervisor challenges the student, 
and asks about integrating theory and practice. The student 
says that "practice is the cyplicaticn of theory" , but the 
superVisor says she thinks that "theories are not just 
descriptions of practice ..• they are conceptualisations". 
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The session finishes after an exchange in which the student 
said "I don't quite understand what is bothering you" and the 
supervisor responded in terms of him being able to gen8ralise 
so that he can use his experience. 
Comentary en Sessien Ole 
This one supervision session contains within it rich material which is 
susceptible to many levels of description and analysis. Sinply 
reviewing the content shows that it moves from initial scene-setting, 
and agenda building exchanges, to discussion of what the student should 
do in one of the cases he is being asked to work wi th, and to the 
longer discussions about the team, and the student's essay topic. 
Reflecting on the two participants and their contribution to the 
process of the session, we can see that this content-focussed account 
is inadequate in understanding the subtleties of the interactions in 
the supervision session. The supervisor is concerned to appear as a 
good teacher, to be business-like, and to set the tone for the 
placement. The student is initially very passive, and does not respond 
very much, although after the discussion about how the team members get 
on he becanes more assertive. Subsequentl y , when he is given more 
opportunity to talk, he discusses his recent reading, which has clearly 
had an inportant influence on him. 
But it is in the interaction between the two participants that sane of 
the most revealing material emerges. At the beginning, the supervisor 
is . clearly in control, and sets out the ground-rules, and her 
expectations. In doing so, she echoes the tenns of the contract for the 
placement by emphasising what she expects to happen. Although the 
student is invited to say whether he wants to bring anything to the 
session, he apparently does not understand this to be a coded way of 
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valuing his contribution to his awn learning. 
The supervisor then tells the student what he should do in a case which 
she has passed to him, after which she seems to excuse this by saying 
that she wanted "to get the admin bits out of the way first". This 
seems to be very much a pattern of instructioo, in a hierarchical 
relationship, which, despite two explicit carrnents by the supervisor, 
does not seem to start by identifying the student's carpetence, and 
what needs to be learned in the placement. Equally, even though the 
placement contract is explicit on the point, there is no attention 
given here to how the student might go about learning things on the 
placerrent. 
The supervisor seems concerned to get her perceptions of the team 
rreeting confinned by the student, but despite considerable pressure, 
the student resists and eventually is explicit about his lack of 
interest in that discussion. Both the opportunities afforded by the 
case discussion, and the talk about social work teams include the 
student directly referring to his previous experience, but on each 
occasion, that experience is not picked up and developed by the 
supervisor. 
The next part of the session, discussing the student's planned essay, 
includes the student trying to talk about his ideas and experience, but 
the supervisor tells him about the irrportance of valuing the student's 
previous experience, and what he can contribute to supervision sessions 
and to his awn learning. The timing suggests that she recognises the 
irrportance of using the student's previous experience, but she does not 
actually do this. 
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It is possible to interpret same of the transactions as attempts to 
deal with the uncertainty which goes along with the establishing of a 
new supervisory relationship; but it is also possible to see the 
interactions as attempts by the supervisor to establish authority and 
power, in the supervisory relationship and in the area team as a whole. 
It is evident that the student does not go along with this entirely. 
The purpose of their meeting is for the student to learn. The 
supervisor, though, seems concerned with her role as a supervisor, in 
which she sees an E!IIIilasis on her teaching rather than an the sbdent' s 
learning, and on her need to super-vise ie. to 'over-see' his work on 
behalf of the agency. 
The supervisor appears to be keen to establish this kind of pattern, 
but seems a little agitated ÙŪÙŸŠŨŨXĚwhich leads her into the trap of 
over-direction and over-teaching in the early part of the session. 
Later, after the student clearly will not support her in the team 
politics, she swings towards greater passivity and uncertain challenges 
to the over-generalisations, and lack of connection with his practice, 
which are contained in the student's carrnents in the second half of 
this session. 
The student also appears to have a clear conception of learning, and of 
the relationship of theory to practice (which are emphasised in the 
account above); this has the effect of him not responding at all to 
invitations to "say whether he has anything to bring to the session" • 
Elsewhere in the study, we shall find other instances where supervisors 
who tried inviting early involve.nent of students in defining their own 
learning needs found that their students were unable to respond to such 
a request early in the place.nent - often because students did not 
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expect that this would be how the teaching and learning was going to be 
conducted. 
Same other interesting findings emerge from this first session, about 
the concept of social work practice each has - the supervisor appears 
to think that there is a right way to approach the cases she has passed 
on to the student, and gives him a clear indication of what this will 
be by advising in sane detail what she expects the student to do. 
Similarly, the student believes there is only one way to work with 
clients (by "being" with them) though it is a different right way from 
the supervisor's. This difference is apparently at the root of the long 
discussion where they appear to talk past each other. 
The supervisor is trying to make a good irrpression on her new student 
and on the researcher, so she acts in ways which she thinks are 
"right", but her clarity and directedness seem to be perceived by the 
student as controlling. He seems to respond in ways which challenge 
this control, either by encouraging the supervisor to have much IIDre 
general discussions about ideas, or by using his previous experience to 
challenge the supervisor's perceptions eg what is happening in the area 
team meetings. 
The main therres and issues which are evident in this first session 
becane recurrent elerrents for the entire placerrent, although they were 
not so obvious to the participants at the time. These therne.c:; and issues 
are examined in the following sections, after which their contribution 
to. defining the next stage of the study is described. 
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There was, during this placement, a shift in focus towards considering 
both teaching AND learning, and towards looking at teachers AND 
learners. This came about because it became evident that the 
interaction between the participants, and understanding their 
expectations and conceptions of the teaching and learning processes 
were more likey to illumine and explain their interactions rather more 
than the traditional teacher-centred model of supervision. 
4.3.3 Sessions 'lbree to Five 
These next accounts are selected to illustrate and develop the issues 
raised in the first session, and sane further issues, notably those 
concerning assessment. 
In Session 'lbree, the language used still seerred to be rather 
fornal and stilted. An exanple of this is the awkward 
pronunciation of the term "in errployment" rather than just 
"working" by the student when describing a client he had 
visited. 
The supervisor continues, in this session, to offer direct 
advice on who to contact and what to do about the cases. 
Because this does not seem to fit with what the student is 
expecting she. reiterates it, together with sane 
generalisations to justify why she is doing so but the 
stUdent does not respond.. Eventually she asks "What would 
have happened to this case in your old office?" and is told, 
after a long pause, that "It would have been dealt with on a 
duty basis", and that "It is unlikely that it would have been 
allocated" .•. 
This exchange is followed by a long and detailed ' rehearsal' 
of the forthcaning interview. The supervisor asks very 
specific questions like "Is there anything you'd like to say 
to her?" and "Why is she unable to cane in to the office ••. ?" 
It appears that the student eventually acquiesces, and joins 
in with this rehearsal but he shows little enthusiasm for it. 
The break caused by changing to the other side of the tape 
changes the tone of the discussion, which gives the chance to 
raise sane other issues and the supervisor asks what the 
student has done since leaving school. The student says he 
"wanted to do sanething practical" and so dropped out of his 
degree course. He got a job, via an errployment agency, to 
work with children in outer IDndon; and then decided he 
"wanted to live sanewhere more rural" and he moved to working 
in a large county authority. There he worked with handicapped 
children and later he moved to a hospital which was "more 
therapeutic". He then went into teacher training because he 
wanted to do "special teaching" in a residential school where 
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his role would be "not just educational but therapeutic". 
He was asked why he had dropped out of that and after a long 
silence he suggested that "teaching was .not enough". He went 
on to say that he had fallen out with saneone who was "hot on 
the more fonnalised aspects". '!he supervisor asked a lot of 
questions about the kind of educational model which they used 
although the student didn't appear to understand exactly what 
it was she was asking about. 
It seems during this discussion that the supervisor is trying to find 
out more about the student, but the history of his life experiences is 
gathered by asking the kinds of questions we would ask clients about 
their lives. This approa.ch does not elicit very much about the 
student's expectations of learning in the placerrent. What is evident, 
hCMever, is that he is not finding this supervisor very easy and she 
acknCMledged in a telephone conversation shortly afterwards that she 
was becaning "increasingly bothered about him" and, because he didn't 
seem to respond to her teaching, that he "might be a failing student." 
By Sessicn Five these patterns seem to be well-established: 
the student at one point is talking about the cases he 
carried in his previous team and describes his work as 
"picking up the pieces" and he apparently means that his work 
was fragmented; and episodic, and included few opportunities 
for sustained work in depth. The supervisor responded a 
little differently, by seeing the problem as "coping with the 
bi ts and pieces left by others in the team." 
Her preoccupation with what is going on in this present team draws the 
superVisor away fran the problem the student is describing, and she 
does not make any use of the material he is providing. I began to 
wonder at this stage of the placem:mt why an experienced and 
well-educated social worker, who was well-motivated and keen to irrprove 
her supervisory skills, was not managing to make effective contact with 
this student - and, conversely, why a student who was bright and 
experienced (by his pre-course social work) was not able to use what 
this supervisor was keen to offer. It seem:rl increasingly as though 
they were moving towards each other on parallel, but separate lines and 
missing each other. 
One previous situation which the student described was a case 
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where the mother "had been diagnosed as a schizoprrenic" 
which the student seemed ready to talk more about, describing 
a focus in supervision on "practicalities. • • it didn't 
involve me making connections... there wasn't so much 
dialogue •.• as in this (placerrent) supervision ..... 
The supervisor was very concerned about how these cases were managed in 
his old team, rather than what the student did, or what he had learned 
from them. 
The student says he is "not used to clients valuing my 
existence as a worker" , and that he fel t his previous 
workload had been biased too heavily in that direction (ie. 
working with reluctant clients). The supervisor generalises 
and talks about "casework and change". She is doing sane 
direct teaching but the student does not seem very interested 
in this. The student responds by saying that he is "not sure 
how to measure being helpful". 
A discussion about how people change continues until the 
supervisor challenges the student that if the model is good 
enough for him, why is it not equally so for clients. The 
student flounders, and the supervisor jurrps into to explain 
further what she means •.• then she challenges again, rescues, 
explains and challenges again, but in a different way. This 
time she says "and ••. " after his carment and leaves a hanging 
silence which the student does not fill. The supervisor 
eventually canes in and asks directly "When were you last 
conscious of having changed?" and follows this by "let's be 
specific". 
This is the first major challenge during the placement which the 
supervisor sustains, rather than allowing more general and abstract 
discussions to distract her, as she did previously. 
She presses further: "Have you changed in the weeks you have 
been here?" and the student at last talks in detail about 
changes - although they are changes in his clients and not 
changes for him. This eventually drifts off again into a 
discussion about self-awareness when the supervisor asks "Why 
do you want to be good at it (ie. self-awareness)?" and the 
student replies "because it is about maturity." 
Ch!m:mtary at Sessions 1hree to Five 
These sessions are characterised by a pattern of two well-meaning and 
well-intentioned individuals repeatedly failing to make effective 
contributions to supervision and having recurrent difficulties and 
misunderstandings. As we saw, the supervisor therefore begins to have 
doubts about whether the student will pass, and is further prarpted 
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into directive teaching. 'll1is view was apparently based as much on his 
performance in supervision as with his clients, since she had no direct 
evidence of the latter. 'll1is raises same interesting side issues about 
the need for direct evidence in evaluating the performance of social 
\\1Ork students. 'll1is resonates with the author's own experience with 
students, and the same confusion, between the student's performance in 
supervision, and with clients, was picked up at the end of the 1970s in 
debates concerning the assessment of students' practice coopetence. 
Both Morrell (1979) and Brandon and Davies (1979) explicitly refer to 
the need to distinguish between the student's progress in learning and 
in his performance in his \\1Ork with clients. 
Sane of this beCCl'YES more explicable when we consider the concerns the 
supervisor has which lead her to errphasise her teaching role. 'll1e case 
discussions throughout the placerrent exerrplify this, since the student 
describes events and experiences which could be raw material for 
helping him to recognise patterns in his work and in his learning, but 
the supervisor becares more and more caught up in managing the cases 
from an agency point of view. 
The supervisor acknowledged later, in a taped interview, that she 
clearly wanted to "teach", and to value his experience, but the 
response to her teaching made her concerned about his carpetence, and 
the cycle was repeated. 
The student appears to respond to her unexpressed concerns by 
challenging the supervisor's control of the sessions. He has sane 
awareness of what she expects fran him, and as we shall see in the rest 
of the placerrent, he uses this cue-seeking ability to try to learn fran 
her; but when the pressure of assessment is off, he feels able to take 
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sane risks in admitting that he has been working with his clients with 
rather more freedam than the over-directive teaching and detailed 
rehearsals might have lead us to expect. 
4.3.4 Sessicn Six aIWards 
The selection of material in the remaining sessions continues to 
emphasise the themes identified and discussed above. 
In Sessicn Six, there was a substantial discussion about a 
case the student was working with. The supervisor says that 
"it is irrportant to be clear what is going on in this 
family". The supervisor asked what the student "felt about 
what was going on in the family" but was misheard and had to 
say it again. 
This happens several times in the course of the discussion -
the student cannot "hear" what is being asked about his 
involvement in the family situation, and what he feels about 
it. He does not quite understand, it seems, why the 
supervisor should be very interested in this. 
There was another detailed rehearsal of what the student 
should do in a forthcoming interview. This seems largely 
about taking a social history fram a client, and how to get 
other similar material... She goes on to make a link to the 
past experience of the student but then is a bit thrown by a 
very specific question fram the student about "whether you 
should take a family social history whilst the daughter is in 
the roam?" ••. 
The supervisor begins to develop sane connections between the 
student's current cases and his past experience. However, the 
student appears to want to find out right and wrong ways to 
do things like taking a family history - he does not seem to 
feel that it might depend on certain contextual features eg 
the age of the daughter, the nature of the problem, the 
purpose of taking the social history and so on. In fairness 
to the student, it may be that he is responding to how the 
supervisor has been teaching, in terms of there being right 
ways to do things. 
They tum to a discussion about a possible new case, and the 
student says he would like to do "family work" • The 
supervisor says rather quickly and defensively that there is 
a lot going on in the families of his existing cases. 
This reiterates the challenges and patterns fram earlier in 
the placerrent, about what the student thinks of the cases he 
has been given (and which would apparently not have justified 
allocation at all in his last office). 
The session turned to considering a study day for supervisors 
and students locally which was going to be held in the area 
office soon. The purpose of the day would be to allow 
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discussion aOOut interviewing skills and study skills. The 
supervisor talked aOOut the teaching of social work at the 
college - which the student thought was superficial. He also 
said he could not see the relevance of the sociology 
teaching, but the discussion petered out because the 
supervisor seeIred quiet and subdued during this. Her carments 
were closed and a little dogmatic. She seemed pre-occupied. 
It is clear that the session is almost aOOut to end when the 
supervisor asks for feedback on how the supervision is going 
and on their supervisory relationship. The student is a bit 
perplexed and eventually says that he thinks the supervisor 
"blows hot and cold." It seems that the supervisor might have 
wanted to develop this discussion, aOOut her view of his 
carpetence, but in the event does not do so. 
The next two tapes focus on Sessions Eight am Nine which were 
primarily concerned with the interim assessment report on the placement 
which would be sent to the college. 'Ibey cover much of the same ground 
and raise similar issues. 
The student sounds noticeably more sure of himself in these 
tapes. There is still a considerable focus on a 
caseload-management type of supervision. By contrast the 
supervisor is more unsure of herself, is talking rather a 
lot, and intruding into what the student is saying, by 
cutting across him with pressure to emphasise her own 
viewpoint. .. La.ter, we see where sane of this pressure is 
coming fran, as the supervisor tries to set up a position 
where she can let him know her doubts in the interim 
assessment •... 
They begin to talk aOOut assessment but it is not imnediately 
clear that the student realises that the supervisor is 
talking aOOut assessing him rather than his assessment of the 
family in this case. The supervisor does not let the student 
finish many of his sentences around this point, and often 
jtmps into the pauses by finishing sentences for the student. 
The rest of the session is an academic discussion aOOut 
"insight," which is equated by both parties sirrply with an 
intellectual understanding of a situation. Neither of them 
suggests referring to the literature in support their view, 
and neither suggests that they could check this out for next 
time. This perhaps is typical of the insularity and 
introspection of what sanetimes happens in supervision. 
For the following session, also on assessment, the student 
has been asked to write sanething aOOut his perfornance on 
the placement so far. He says "It is difficult to write about 
yourself •••• " but is interrupted and the discussion turns to 
being a debate aOOut the relative merits of "being subjective 
versus being objective". 
The student is talking much more aOOut himself in describing 
his work in this session, which seems to have been proopted 
by Writing a self-evaluative piece. He says that he is more 
relaxed than at the beginning of the placement. He linked 
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this to his ear lier rather unsatisfactory educational 
experiences and the problems he had had in them. The 
supervisor turned this into a discussion aOOut her authority 
and hCM adults learn, which seems to deter the student fran 
continuing in the same vein. 
Throughout this discussion, my notes record a pattern of 
interruptions by the supervisor and shifts by her towards 
making more general points aOOut hCM adults learn. She 
describes the "importance of helping them to value and use 
their own experience", but her interruptions and instruction 
(talking aOOut learning) again make it difficult to use what 
the student is offering. 
Over the next month, only two supervision sessions occurred, 
(because the supervisor took two weeks holiday as part of her 
annual leave) and only one of these was recorded. The 
patterns described above continued in this session, but 
without the pressure of the interim assessment the supervisor 
seemed less intrusive. Having not been explicit about her 
concerns, and the gap caused by her holiday has given the 
student a little more space to develop. 
The penul tinate session derronstrates this. This tape has a 
distinctly more relaxed tone for both supervisor and the 
student. The latter felt free enough to compare this 
supervisor with his previous one prior to caning onto the 
course. The differences seemed to be partly to do with the 
size of case load and partly that the previous supervisor was 
"more supportive" whilst this one was "more challenging". 
This session indeed shCMS the supervisor as more relaxed and 
supportive, but she clearly continues to attach a great deal 
of significance to the nature and quality of their 
supervisory relationship as an indicator of progress for the 
stUdent. 
The student had produced a good piece of written work for the 
final evaluation, and he himself made a good link betwen "use 
of self" with clients and in reflective writing. He began to 
talk about "the value of being hl.IDlr3Il in your work", but the 
supervisor struck a cautionary note about "the importance of 
holding off your own needs with clients and not imposing", 
but the student pursued the point and 'admitted' that there 
were times when he used his own life experience with clients. 
He gave an exanple of the impending birth of his own child 
which he had talked to clients about. 
The student here has indicated not only his increasing 
confidence and carpetence, but also he gives evidence that 
sane of his earlier responses in supervision indicate his 
cue-consciousness in responding to his supervisor's lead. 
ŸŴHĚnearly at the end of the placement, he is able to 'own 
up' to what he has being doing with his clients, which 
includes sane (appropriate) personal involvenent in his work. 
The student had also taped an interview with a family and 
brought it to the supervisor even though he felt it had not 
been a very good interview, and had offered it to the 
supervisor for comment. 
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The student derrons trab 1 y feels more able to take risks in 
supervision, and to be seen to involve himself in his work 
with his clients. '!he supervisor is supportive to these moves 
which certainly seem to be associated with the lifting of the 
pressure of assessment. The entire tone of the final sessions 
is in marked contrast to the early tapes in ways which 
reflect a different balance between student and supervisor. 
Sane of this also seems to be associated with the student 
fending for himself whilst the supervisor was on leave. 
Ctmnents on Session Six Otwards 
The selection of material fran these sessions has been increasingly 
narrowed, in order that the issues discussed can be considered in more 
depth, and through the period of an entire placarent. In this way, it 
is possible to discern those areas where there has been movement on the 
part of the supervisor and student. 
Sane of this selection has been informed by the initial sessions of the 
placement itself, but material has also been selected to give 
descriptive evidence of the persistence of the problems which we 
identified in reviewing the classical supervison literature. It is 
worth emphasising that if the underlying assumptions in the classical 
m::rlel still persist widely, then any part of supervision sessions 
should be susceptible to such an analysis, and certainly looking at 
placarents as a whole we should expect to find sane difficulties for 
the participants arising fran the limitations of language and 
conceptualisations derived fran the classical roodel. Here, this indeed 
turns out to be the case. 
In looking at the performance of the supervisor, we can see that she 
was at a critical stage not only in the developnent of her supervisory 
skills, but more irrportantly, in her conception of the teaching and 
learning processes in professional education. As a result of being 
encapsulated at this point of transition, sane of the limitations of 
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her approach are more starkly represented than if we had studied the 
previous or next placement in which she was involved. 
It is relatively easy, by observation of the sessions, and in 
interpretations with the benefit of hindsight, to point to the 
limitations of the approach she was errploying. Had she been less 
explicitly concerned with improving her teaching skills, and 
demonstrating these to the student and the researcher, she may have 
been able to relax and give the student the space he used profitably 
towards the end of the placement. After reading this account, she 
confinned that view. 
The next section will pull together a number of the points and therres 
to emerge from the single case study, and canbine them with those which 
are derived from the questionnaire exercise, so that together they can 
shape the next stage of data collection. 
4.4 <l:iiuents on the ŸWÙŬŪŪŠÙŲŤĚ am the Single case Study - an 
OVerview 
This chapter began with the intention of gathering data to look at the 
teaching and learning processes involved in social work supervision. We 
have seen that supervisors view supervision in particular ways, and 
that related to these conceptions of the teaching and learning 
processes, they had difficulties when working with students who did not 
learn in ways which they themselves expected. 
There were some indications that the supervisors varied in how they saw 
the learning processes, but that this did not seem to be related to the 
length of time· they had been known to have supervised, nor to the 
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number of students they had had, since some experienced unit 
supervisors still had relatively limited and traditional approaches to 
teaching and learning - which errphasised what they had to teach, and 
saw the task of they student to learn from them in the way that they 
were offering to teach them (even whilst espousing and valuing IIDre 
liberal educational principles). These findings suggested that the 
matching of the styles, or approaches, of teachers and learners might 
be an important way to make supervision sessions more effective. 
In turning to consider the single case-study of supervision during an 
entire placement, we found that these questions of the expectations of 
the teaching and learning processes seemed important elements in making 
sense of the material derived fran the tape recordings. In addition to 
the issues of learning styles, and their match with teaching styles, 
there were some indications that the developnent of the way in which 
the supervisor conceives of her role affects the way in which she works 
with a student. That this supervisor began to question the ccrrpetence 
of the student and to wonder whether he would pass the placement, 
during a period when she was finding him difficult in supervision, was 
a graphic exarrpl e of the approach contained in the classical 
literature. 
This, as we have seen, errphasises the importance of the teacher, and 
what is to be taught, so that when the student does not respond in the 
expected way, it is assumed that he is sanehaw failing, and the task of 
the teacher is to help him with these presumed learning difficulties. 
W= have seen that such a model of pathology locates the responsibil ty 
for problems in supervision with the student, and no doubt in same 
instances at . least there is a need for the teacher to look at the 
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uncertainty or fears which accanpany significant learning (as we have 
seen in the supervisors' responses to the questionnaire), but this need 
not be necessary in every situation, with every student. The 1 imitation 
of the classical model of supervision is that it focusses attention on 
the individual, not on the nature of the transactions between 
individuals. W? should beware of making the same mistake when we look 
at the reports of this case study. It is not helpful to blame the 
supervisor for failing to do things differently when she herself was 
changing and developing as a teacher. Equally, to account for these 
experiences adequately, we need to look at the interactions between the 
supervisor and the student, at the patterns in these transactions, and 
then try to explain them in terms which illumine rather than obscure 
the interaction. 
Thus, we need to develop some concepts which describe these events as 
interactions, and which can account for patterns which may be sustained 
over a considerable period of time. Similarly, without such notions, 
the supervisor (and other supervisors) will find it difficult to 
explain the processes without falling into using ideas 'leaked' fran 
their experience of social work practice with clients. W? explored this 
earlier, in considering the role play of VẀŮŤŲẂÙŸŪĚ (where two 
supervisors would have "got the anxiety out of the way first"), and in 
the literature review which found the use of exactly the same terms as 
those used in direct practice to describe the supervisory relationship. 
ve have therefore identified contradictions between elements of that 
model and effectively enabling students to take responsibility for 
their own learning; even so, there is evidence of the persistence of 







There are other questions which need further exploration in the study 
which emerged in this stage. Important arrongst these is the relation of 
teaching and learning process to the assessment process which we shall 
follow up, both in the next chapter, when reviewing recent and current 
research into adult learning, and subsequently in the next stages of 
data collection. 
It is appropriate here to reflect on the usefulness of the collection 
of material by tape-recordings. Its value, beyond using transcripts, 
notes, or subsequent discussions with the participants, is that it 
allows the tone of the transactions to emerge. An exarrple was the way 
in which questions were asked, when the student asked about taking a 
family history with the daughter present, in a way which shows that he 
expects there are "right answers" and that there is a "right way" to do 
things in social work. 
Thus, in surrmary, the data reported in this chapter have errphasised the 
.importance of the key issues we identified on page 10.3 - the language 
used, learning styles and stages of learning, the conceptions of those 
involved concerning the learning process, the importance of assessment, 
and the significance of the duration of the supervisory experiences 
which allows developnent and change in the patterns of interaction 
between the student and the supervisor. 
We tum now to consider the research into student learning in higher 
education to establish which of the findings might be useful for 
present purposes. 
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Section 5.1 An CNerview of this <llapter 
The discussion of findings so far has suggested possible lines of 
enquiry in subsequent data collection, and that, in searching the 
literature relating to how adults learn, it would be worth pursuing the 
elements of learning style, the stages of learning for adult learners, 
and the oonoeptions teachers and learners have of learning. In 
particular it was decided to consider further the nature of the 
interaction between students and teachers - and not focus sirrply on how 
supervisors teach. 
Two areas of work were found in the literature: one with its roots in a 
broader tradition of adult education, literacy and the irrportance of 
education as a political tool; the other is derived fran approaches to 
the understanding the process of adults' learning in higher education. 
The first of these is considered in Section 5.2, which looks at the 
ways in which the educational process is conceptualised, and the 
irrportance of the distinction between the teacher-centred (or 
discipline-centered) and learner-centred models. 
The political significance of control over the education process is 
considered, and related specifically to the daninance and persistence 
of the social casework supervision model. These educational issues are 
related briefly to the ways in which professions establish power over 
their clients. 
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Section 5.3 looks, in same detail, at relevant research in three 
countries - England, SWeden and the United States - in relation to 
understanding the learning processes in higher education. Particular 
attention is given to work focussed upon the inplications of matching 
and mis-rnatching of teaching and learning styles, the relationship of 
the learning process to the outcane of learning, and to the learner's 
conception of learning. 
In the present work we extend this focus to include the irrpact of the 
teacher's conception of learning on the patterns of interaction seen in 
the supervisory relationship. The section also looks at work on 
developnental stages for adult learners, and atterrpts to synthesise 
work on the content and context of learning. 
MJre recent work in those countries, as well as in Holland and 
Australia, which had not been published at this stage of the study, is 
considered in relation to the findings of the present research in 
Chapter Eight. 
It should be emphasised that the literature reviewed has been carefully 
selected for our purposes (ie its contribution to a study of 
professional education) . Thus it does not atterrpt to present a 
oarnprehensive review of research in cognitive psychology relating to 
cognitive or learning styles - although much of that literature was 
searched and evaluated for its direct relevance here. 
Thus, for exanple, the studies of Bruner on concept acquisition (1960); 
of Witkin (1977) on field-dependence/independence; Parlett (1977 on 
syllabus-bound and syllabus-free students: and Hudson (1966) on 
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convergers and divergers are not detailed here. Dahlgren and Marton 
(1978) reflect on this body of work: 
"Whether these various dichotomies refer to different 
phencmena or to different aspects of the same phencmenon is 
an open question. We favour the second alternative. All the 
dichotomies seem to relate more or less directl y to two 
different conceptions of learning, namely learning as a 
transmission of unrelated 'bits of knowledge' on the one 
hand, and learning as a change in one's conception of sane 
aspect of reality on the other." 
Equally, we should note Saljo's more recent caution about adult 
learning research (1987): 
"Looking today across the various branches of research that 
deal with such essential human phenanena as thinking and 
learning, the uninitiated but inquisitive novice is bound to 
experience considerable confusion. A process of continuous 
proliferation of subcarnnunities of researchers with their own 
paradigms of thought and accompanying vocabularies 
characterises the developnent over past decades... (and we) 
can find that their glitter is fading when tested against the 
multi-faceted and complex reality of real-life cognitive 
acti vi ty . " 
It is with this carment in mind, and in the light of the value of such 
contributions to explicating our own findings, that we select work to 
be reviewed in the following sections. In doing so, we try to use the 
term "style" to mean a general cognitive approach, and the term 
"strategy" to describe the approach to specific task ( s ) • 
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Section 5.2 A Review of Relevant Literature on Adult Learning 
(i) Sane <?eneral Olaracteristics of Adults as Learners 
W= have earlier seen the ways in which social work educators have 
traditionally conceived of the teaching and learning processes of 
supervision, and we have described in the predominant model the 
emphasis given to the conceptions and terminology which have leaked 
from social casework practice into the teaching and learning situation. 
W= have also shown the limitations of the model in adequately 
explaining transactions and interactions in supervision, because of a 
focus on individual-pathological models in 'diagnosing' problems in 
learning, and in 'prescribing' treatment-type interventions by the 
supervisor or tutor. W= have also seen that the practice and 
supervision models are explicitly hierarchical, and therefore it is 
problematic to use such a model to value the learning and previous 
experience of the student, and his contribution to the learning process 
- especiall y given the kinds of canplex learning in which social work 
students should be engaged. 
If the traditional model of teaching and learning in social work 
education values teaching, and what is taught, then this may in itself 
1 arge 1 y prevent the kinds of learning processes and outCCll'eS which we 
would consider as desirable in social work. Carl Rogers (1961) stresses 
the irrportance of therapeutic relationships which are client-centred, 
and he goes on to consider learner-centred education: 
"It seems to me that anything that can be taught to another 
is relatively inconsequential, and has little or no 
significant influence on behaviour... the only learning which 
significantly influences behaviour is self-discovered, 
self-appropriated learning... (and) such self-discovery 
learning, truth that has been personal 1 y appropriated and 
assimilated in experience, can not be directly cannunicated 
to another ••. " 
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Eight years later, Rogers (1969) draws sane conc1 usions from the 
speculations above, which he reports as dating originally from his 
writings in 1952: 
"learning is facilitated when the student participates 
responsibly in the learning process. When he chooses his own 
direction, helps to discover his own learning resources, 
formulates his own problems, decides his own course of 
action, lives with the consequences of these choices, then 
significant learning is maximised." 
If such leamer-centred models seem to contradict the traditional 
approaches to supervision, then we have to account for the predaninance 
and persistence of the latter in other terms. In particular, we must 
try to understand why social caseworkers and sane in other professions 
see in the social casework supervision process a model which represents 
a level of refinement which others should follow. In the same year that 
Rogers was setting out the characteristics of student-centred learning, 
Austin (1952) began the first paper in a collection of papers on 
supervision with the following: 
"Supervision, as it has been developed in social work, is 
commanding resPect in other professions as well as in social 
work education and training. Because in supervision the basic 
laws of learning have been appl ied in new and meaningful 
canbinations, it is making a distinctive contribution to 
education methods. It has synthesised knowledge about 
intellectual processes from the educational field with 
knowledge about the emotional and social carponents in 
learning, derived from both psycho-analytic psychology and 
social work practice." 
Here we see Austin describing "basic laws of learning" as though they 
are inmutable, and apply to all students and all teachers, at all 
times. 'Iheir value, and this is part of their persistence in social 
work education, is that they address the affective and behavioural 
canponents of learning-for-action, as well as the cognitive ccrcponents 
of learning. 'Ihe social casework model of supervision is atterrpting to 
contribute to the same processes (the students' learning) as the models 
of student-centred learning espoused by Rogers but from a very 
different perspective - that of the teacher. Clearly, if we are to 
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account for significant learning, we do need models which synthesise 
"knCMledge of the intellectual process... with knowledge alx>ut the 
errotional and social carponents in learning" but we have argued alx>ve 
that the synthesis in this classical model is a synthesis of 
educational and practice wisdom which brings together leaked-concepts 
and what, today, are seen as very dated and traditional understandings 
of educational process and practice. 
But there are other factors which contribute to the persistence of this 
model beyond its time and place of origin - and these include the 
political and power dimensions of the model. Thus we can argue that 
besides the lack of challenge to the model in the literature, it 
persists because it is a politically powerful tool - because it values 
the experience and knowledge of the teacher above that of the learner • 
SUch teacher-centred models are attractive and seductive to those who 
are relatively inexperienced as teachers, and who teach part-time, and 
infrequentl y (ie roost S9Cial work supervisors) because they appear to 
bring order and control to what might otherwise be an unknown activity. 
We have seen earlier that in such teacher-centred models tutors are 
placed in similar hierarchical relation to supervisors as the latter 
are to their students. 
Snith (1977) discusses these kinds of political issues in a review of 
'alternative' challenges to educational theory in largely unpublished 
or 'grey' 1 i terature. He describes Paton's challenge to Peters' view of 
education as initiation into worthwhile activities. These 
counter-cuI ture perspectives of the 1960s provide a radical challenge 
to the essentially controlling and conservative functions of education 
in society. This is re-interpreted in the third world recognitions of 
the irrportance of literacy and the education of adults if oppression is 
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to be resisted. Thus, Illich's notions of deschooling (1970) and 
Friere's radical prescription of liberation theology (1972) can be seen 
as general statements of the kinds of issues we can see reflected in a 
professional education which devalues the role that learners have to 
play in their own significant learning. Freire says (1972): 
"Liberating education consists in acts of cogni tion, not 
transferrals of information." 
"A careful analysis of the teacher-student relationship at 
any leveL .• reveals its fundamentally narrative character. 
This relationship involves a narrating subject (the teacher ) 
and patient, listening objects (the students) ••. Narration ••• 
turns them into 'containers' , into 'receptacles' to be 
'filled' by the teacher." 
we find this view echoed in the literature on professionalisation which 
challenges the power relationships between professionals and their 
clients not only in their direct service relationship, but also in the 
ways that professionals control the definition of problems, and access 
to the professional classes to deal with problems they define (Illich, 
1977): 
"Educators, for instance, now tell society what must be 
learned, and .are in a position to write off as valueless what 
has been learned outside of school. . . Today, doctors and 
social workers - as formerly only priests and jurists - gain 
legal power to create the need that, by law, they alone will 
be allowed to satisfy .•. 
Professionals assert secret knowledge about human nature, 
knowledge which only they have the right to dispense. They 
claim a monopoly over the definition and the remedies 
needed." 
It is in the light of such an analysis of professional power that we 
can view the moves over the last forty or fifty years to 
professionalise social work. In parallel, the resistance of supervisors 
and tutors to any challenge to their power and authority in the 
learning process of intending social workers (which is maintained by 
the existing and persisting daninant paradigm of casework supervision) 
is made more explicable. As H1..mpty Dumpty says: "'ilie question is, which 
is to be master, that's all" (Carroll, 1877). 
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We saw in the earliest indicative account of supervision, in Chapter 
'IWo, control over the student's learning was an irrportant source of the 
continuing problems, and that this finding was echoed in the single 
case study of an entire placement. We shall ensure, in later stages of 
this present study, that we look critically at the issues of power and 
control over the student's learning in supervision. 
What Knowles (1978) has to say about adult learning is largely 
congruent with III ich and Friere in ercphasising the inportance of 
andragogical mcxlels of learning for adults, which give responsibility 
to the students for their own learning. Knowles (1972) also addressed 
these issues more specifically in relation to social work education 
when he addressed the Arumal Conference of the Council on Social ŸŲÛĚ
Etluation (broadly the American equivalent of CCETSW) in New York: 
"We have finally really begun to absorb into our culture the 
ancient insight that the heart of education is learning, not 
teaching, and so our focus has started to shift fran what the 
teacher does to what happens to the learners. n 
We saw in the questionnaire exercise that those who were more 
experienced (the student unit supervisors) sanetimes had conceptions of 
the adult learning process which aspired (implicitly and explicitly), 
to be andragogical mcxlels, but in practice they had difficulty coping 
with students who for a variety of reasons were unwilling or unable to 
learn in the way that was expected of them. '!hose supervisors seemed. to 
assume that starting from the experience of the learner would 
inevitably allow students to make such a contribution. The 
questionnaire findings and the single case study show that this is an 
untenable assumption, since sane students at least did not see this as 
what they were there for. 
If we are to try to build conceptions and frameworks which arise fran 
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the synthesis of newer educational theory and current social work 
practice, as well as the political and institutional contexts of the 
1980s rather than the 1940s and 1950s, then we need to consider more 
recent insights of the research into adult learning, and see whether 
they illumine the data which we have collected on teaching and learning 
processes which we now see in supervision. This lxxly of research 
findings is focussed on hOW' students approach learning, and the 
relation of their approach to learning to the outcares of learning. 
It is therefore helpful to see KnOW'les work as primarily a contribution 
to presage factors (Biggs, 1978, and 1985), and as pre-cursors of the 
teaching-learning situation. In supervision this means setting a 
climate/learning milieu for the placement, negotiating a contract, and 
so on. As part of the context of learning they can pre-dispose the 
possibility of active learning by the student, but they do not 
necessarily bring it about. Six of the seven principles which KnOW'les 
espouses are not directly related to teaching and learning processes. 
To understand the relationship between teaching and learning, and the 
influence of the context, we must look closely at the leamer's 
perceptions of the learning task in a particular context, and his 
conceptions of the learning task he faces. For that, we tum to a 
different tradition- of research into student learning in higher 
education. 
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Sectiem 5.3 Relevant Literature em Adult Iearning - (ii) Research into 
Iearning Styles am stages 
In turning to consider the research undertaken in SWeden, Britain and 
the United States, we describe the work which had been published at 
this point in the study, together wi th haw it contributed to the 
further interpretation of data already presented, and to deciding the 
focus of the next stage of the study. This approach is used to enable 
the developing conceptions of the teaching and learning processes to be 
reported as they occurred, without reinterpreting them in the light of 
subsequently-generated insights. 
What is striking, in reading this literature as a social work educator, 
is the way in which the nature and focus of such studies have changed 
in the last ten years or so. In social work education we are used to 
thinking about the need to individualise learning, and to look at the 
individual student's learning - even if, as we have seen, that focus is 
usually expressed in terms derived from psycho-social casework. 
However, research into learning in higher education seems only recently 
to have given substantial attention to the learner's own experience of 
learning, and to his learning in natural settings. Thus, inter alia, 
rrore attention has been given to the inpact of the context of learning 
(including teaching and assessment) on the quality of learning. 'Ihis is 
especially irrportant for our purposes since a good deal of teaching and 
assessment in higher education seems to induce passive, reproductive 
types of learning even when the aims of the course (and the intentions 
of the teachers) are expressly different. 
There may also be considerable differences between what teachers say 
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they intend, and the learning which the student actually does. We have 
already sane evidence of this in the present study in the questionnaire 
canpleted by supervisors, where a number of them described problems 
with some students who learnt in particular ways - even when their 
expressed intentions were to teach students in ways which bui 1 t on the 
students own previous learning. A much earlier study (Entwistle, Percy 
and Nesbitt, 1971) similarly reported "a lack of relationship between 
intention and perfonnance" for teachers. Thus we must ensure further 
data collection addresses the need to see whether those who are 
interviewed or who canp1ete questionnaires are observably doing the 
things which they claim. 
Of course, much of the early learning research concentrated on 
reproductive, memory-based learning (eg merrorising nonsense symbols, 
Ebbinghaus, 1885) rather than on significant, meaningful learning 
(Rogers, 1969) or learning as a matter of constructing meaning 
(Ausube1, 1968). M:>re recent work has used rather different approaches, 
but this is not just a shift of paradigm of methodology, but of 
perspective (Entwistle, 1984): 
"The new research paradigm switches perspective and so 
. provides insights for the teacher which are not only firmly 
rooted in real-life situations in higher education, but are 
also more illuminating. They present a description of student 
learning fran an unusual perspective - that of the student." 
The first stage of the present study echoes this shift by beginning 
with a focus on supervisors (in the questionnaire and the single case 
study) and moving towards increasing concern with the student's 
learning, and its relation to the supervisor's teaching. This shift 
allows the interpretation of the data as recognisable realities which 
can have meaning to the students themselves, their teachers, and others 
in social work education. This points towards the use of interviews in 
subsequent data collection, to allow discussion and interpretation of 
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the material with the supervisor and student at the time it is 
collected, and imnediately afterwards. 
The shift of paradigm in adult learning research also points us towards 
questions of rigour and validity of the data. We deal wi th these 
questions in Chapter Eight but for the present it is sufficient to say 
that we are concerned with validity that derives fran the meanings 
attached to learning by those involved being accurately reported, and 
the interpretations of the findings being ccmnunicated to, and 
developed with, those fran whom the data are collected. 
In reviewing the research literature, we shall focus attention on 
various focal points which are of particular interest to us - the 
content of learning, the process of learning, the outcares of learning, 
and the context in which the learning takes place. We begin by looking 
at the work undertaken in Goteborg (Gothenburg), SWeden, by Marton and 
his colleagues. 
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5.3.1 '!he Goteborg Studies 
For more than ten years, the researchers at the University of Goteborg 
have been reporting their studies of approaches to, and outcanes of, 
learning for adult students. In the experimental studies (eg Marton and 
Saljo, 1976a, 1976b; Saljo, 1975) attention was given to how students 
had approached reading and answering questions on a set text. Marton 
and Sal jo stress that they are interested in "differences in what is 
learned rather than differences in how much is learned". Wilson (1981) 
summarises their method succinctly, and we shall use his overview: 
"The materials used have included edited chapters of books, 
newspaper articles and home produced papers of similar 
canpl exi ty. Average 1 ength is 3000 words. Sampl es are small , 
consisting of around 30 first year students, mostly girls, 
who are paid volunteers. No background information, 
personality or intellectual correlates are reported. The 
procedure adopted is for the student to study the set text, 
without time limit, in a one-to-one tape-recorded situation 
with the experimenter. She then answers oral and/or written 
questions about her understanding of the text, and gives an 
introspective account of how she read it •.• IDng term recall 
is tested between five and seven weeks later." 
The students' answers were assigned to categories by the experimenter 
and a colleague independently. Two . main groups of responses, which 
seerred to be qualitatively different, were identified. In one group, 
there was concern to reDlSliJer the content of the text. In the other , 
the was more concern with principles and neaning. These two levels of 
approach are qualitatively different - they are not si.rrply ends of a 
continuum. 
These two levels of approach are described by Marton et al as the 
surface approach, and the ŸĚapproach, respecti vel y . In the fonreI' , 
there is what they describe as a focus on the sign, and the latter on 
the signifier (ie what is signified or meant by the text). 
It is interesting that in an early paper (Marton, 1975) a distinction 
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is rrade between those who are active in their learning, and those who 
are passive and experience learning as sanething that happens to them: 
"For seme, learning is the grasping of what the discourse is 
about, ie. learning is learning through the discourse, and 
for others, learning is learning the discourse (ie. 
memorising it). The former appear to experience an active 
role (ie. learning is something they do); the latter appear 
not to do this (ie. learning is something that happens to 
them). " 
This difference is a another way of interpreting our earlier findings 
in the questionnaire exercise that some supervisors described important 
learning experiences which required the involvement of a significant 
other person to help them make sense of the experience. It rray be that 
this group are those who expect to learn passively. Equally, the group 
who learnt through reflection on their own rray well have expectations 
that they should be active in their learning. This question will be 
explored further in the next stage of data collection. 
If students characteristically expect to be either active, or passive, 
in their approach to their learning, there will be inplications for the 
nature and pattern of the teaching and learning relationship which 
supervisor and student need to establish in order to pranote learning. 
Thus, those supervisors in the questionnaire exercise who said they 
preferred to teach in an andragogical way, which valued the experiences 
of the learner, and which gave him responsibility for his own learning 
had difficulty in working with those who "required direct teaching", 
"spoon-feeding", or expected to be very dependent in the learning 
relationship. 
In contrast, those who preferred to teach in a more tradi tional , 
hierarchical way had difficulties with those students who expected to 
learn in an active way, taking responsibility for their own learning. 
These issues were also graphically derronstrated in the illustrative 
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material in Chapter 'lWo, when for exarrple, in the role play of 
supervison there were considerable differences between the supervisors 
involved in how they would have deal t wi th the particular student, 
based on expectations about the nature of her involvement in the 
activity. 
It may be, of course, that the two approaches described here are not 
differences of ŸHĚbut may represent different stages of developnent 
for an individual learner as he moves to more carplex conceptions of 
the acti vi ty of learning. 
The implications of these interpretations are that we must pay 
attention in the rest of this study to the expectations of teachers and 
learners about their approaches to learning and the degree of 
responsibility each believes he has for the student's learning. This is 
particularly critical in social work where the language and concepts 
used to describe learning in supervison are very teacher-centred, and 
where supervision is an individualised, one-to-one learning situation. 
'!he Goteborg work offers us much more than the simple distinction 
between "deep" and "surface" learners, useful though that distinction 
is. It goes on to Show that the approach to learning is closely related 
to the outcane of learning. Thus a decisicn to adopt a surface agm?ach 
rules out the possibility of a deep a:rtxDIe (ie. understanding the 
meaning) simply because it was IXJt being looked for, am was IXJt seen 
as the p1rpose of the learning. Marton and Saljo (1976) make this 
clear: 
" •.• the between group differences point out the clear 
modifiability and context-dependence of a person's conception 
of learning. In other words, learning seems to be defined 
differently depending on, for instance, anticipated task 
demands. " 
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"Students adopt an approach determined by their expectations 
of what is required of them." 
Marton and Saljo also demonstrated that whilst none of those who had 
adopted a surface approach understood the author's arguIYElt, none of 
those who used a deep approach fai led to achieve a good understanding 
of the argument. 
This is a very significant finding for all learning in higher 
education, including professional and vocational training, because we 
expect students not simply to be able to reproduce ideas, but to be 
able to reflect on their usefulness, and make use of them in various 
practice situations. Thus, we would require students to have the 
capacity to use deep approaches which not only lead to understanding 
the intention and meaning of the author's arguIYElts, but also to 
internalise them, and relate them to their own previous and subsequent 
learning. 
If, however, deep outcomes are not intended (or, more irnportantl y , 
students perceive them to be unintended because the assessment system 
and other contextual factors like the climate of the department 
errphasise surface learning outcomes) then it is less likely that deep 
approaches will be used. We shall return to this finding many times 
when we look at the patterns of interaction in case illustrations of 
supervision. 
In the single case study, we saw the supervisor was concerned about the 
performance of the student, and was drawn into a good deal of directive 
teaching. The student, who perhaps responded to his teacher's cues, was 
thus drawn into more passive approaches to learning - learning which is 
derived fram the knowledge and expertise of the teacher. The vital 
point which Marton makes, about the student not looking for "deep" 
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outcares in his learning, because they were not asked for, can 
apparently be induced by teacher-centred, and directivel kinds of 
teaching. 
These findings from the Goteborg work are made more accessible for 
present purposes in a study which looks at the irrq:;x:>rtance of the 
learner's conception of the task in determining both his approach to 
learning and the outcare of learning (Saljo, 1975). That study looks at 
two questions which are of considerable interest to us: first, how to 
go about identifying and describing qualitative differences in learning 
ie what is actually learned, rather than a quantifiable measure of 
learning, like examination results. The second question is how these 
qualitative aspects of the learning process and outcerres of learning 
are affected by the nature of the questions which are used to evaluate 
that learning. 
Saljo asked forty first year female students at University to read 
chapters from a textbook on education, and to prepare themselves to 
answer serre questions afterwards. After each of the first two chapters, 
half of the students were asked one kind of question (the SL group), 
and half (the DL gr.oup) another kind. The first kind required close 
attention to the detail of the text, to induce reproductive, 
surface-level (SL) processing. The second kind of question was intended 
to induce deep-level (DL) processing by focussing upon the 
understanding of assurrptions and ideas in the text which were the basis 
of the strengths and limitations of the author's arguments. 
After reading the third chapter, both groups were tested with questions 
of both kinds, and were required to recall the text and surrmarise it in 
a few sentences. Saljo grouped the answers and the recall into 
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categories which reflected different kinds of comprehension. The most 
superficial level involves simply mentioning a fact discussed by the 
author. At the next level were descriptions of what was said in the 
text. The third level was relating the content of the text to its 
conclusions. 
Sal jo reports that his subjects tried to adapt their learning towards 
the requirerrents of the questions - the SL group were all induced to 
look closely at the text itself in the following chapter. The DL group 
used two main strategies - one sub-group adopted the intended deep 
level strategy; the other sub-group "technified" the task into simply 
producing the required skeleton surrmary without atterrpting any further 
analysis. Thus Saljo demonstrates a close connection between the 
approach to learning and the outcorre of that learning, and he shows the 
direct inf 1 uence of the methods of assessment on the approach to 
learning. 
Clearly, the implication of this work for looking at teaching and 
learning in supervision, as well as how the learning is assessed, is to 
suggest that we should give considerable attention to these factors 
whilst looking at the contextual influences on the teaching and 
learning relationship. We should note Entwistle's (1977) carrnent: 
" .•• over half the SWedish first-year students were classified 
as surface-processors, and a similar proportion has been 
reported in England." 
other work in Goteborg (Svensson, 1976) has demonstrated 
essentially similar results from looking at everyday studying, as well 
as in the kinds of experiments described by Saljo - except, of course 
that differences between individuals in how they approached their 
learning reflected their conceptions of the everyday task without the 
experimental manipulation and consequent induction of approach. 
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An interesting finding fran SVensson's work was the extent to which 
particular strategies related to academic success. Whilst we would 
expect his finding that those who chose strategies which closely 
matched the examination requirements generally do better than where 
there is a mis-match, SVensson also showed that the amount of work 
undertaken by students was related to the nature of the approach - ie. 
deep-level processors are better able to sustain high levels of study 
time throughout the tenn, whereas surface-level processing students 
showed a fall-off in the amount they worked as the tenn wore on. 
'lhe Goteborg work relates to other work in the field. 'lhose students 
who are able to accurately identify the nature of the assessment task 
(eg cue-seekers - Miller and Parlett, 1974) may be better able than 
other students to adjust their learning strategies to fit those 
assessment requirements, because they are clearer about what is 
expected of them. 
'lhe possibility of making such changes in approach assumes that the 
learner has a choice of learning strategies. A pre-condition of such 
choice is to recognise that there are various ways of approaching 
learning tasks in the first place. Such recognition also relies on the 
ability of the learner to discriminate accurately different kinds of 
learning requirements, and this in turn is dependent upon the ability 
to conceive of "leaming" as including very different kinds of 
activity. 
In the questionnaire exercise, we asked supervisors to describe what 
for them were significant learning experiences, and we have described 
variations in the kinds of experiences reported. However, it is 
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-possible to classify them on a rather different basis - one which 
relates to· the learner's conceptions of learning itself. If learners 
have very limited conceptions of what is involved in "learning", then 
they are likely to see quite diverse learning tasks as requiring the 
same kind of learning, whilst others who have a range of conceptions of 
"learning" are more likely to be able to discriminate the requirements 
of a particular task accurately, and respond appropriately in their 
learning approach. 
Marton reports that it is easier to induce surface learning amongst 
those students who can errploy deep strategies than vice versa. This 
finding can be accounted for not only by concepts such as versatility 
in learning (and we shall return to this when considering the work of 
Pask, and of Entwistle later), but also by drawing attention to the 
levels and stages through which learners pass, by giving attention to 
the awroa.ches to learning which they display. 
Saljo has something further to offer in this connection, since he has 
reported work on levels of the learner's conception of learning (Saljo, 
1979). By describing and categorising the replies he received to the 
question "What do you mean by learning?", he identifies five different 
conceptions: 
-<Dnception 1: Iea.ming as the increase in knowledge... The 
ma.in feature of this first category is its vagueness in the 
sense that what is given in the answers is merely a set of 
synonyms for the word learning ..• 
-<Dnception 2: Iea.ming as DBIDrising... the meaning of 
learning is to transfer units of infonnation or pieces of 
knowledge, or what is carnnonly called facts, from an external 
source, such as a teacher or l:xx:>k, into the head ... 
-Olnoept.ion 3: Iea.ming as the aCXJ.rlsition of facts, 
ŸĚetc which can be retained am,Ior used in 
practice .. . 
-Olnoept.ion 4: Iea.ming as the abstraction of meamng ... 
canpared to the two previous categories... the nature of what 
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is learned is changed ••. learning is no longer conceived of 
as an acti vi ty of reproduction, but instead as a process of 
abstracting meaning from what you read and hear... '!be 
learning material is not seen as containing ready made 
knowledge to be rnerrorised, but rather it provides the raw 
material or starting point for learning •.. 
-Qlnceptian 5: Iea:rn.ing as an interpretive pzocess a.inEd at 
the understanding of reality •.• very similar to the previous 
one •.. (but) a further distinction is that sene subjects 
emphasise that an essential element of learning is that what 
you learn should help you interpret the reality in which you 
live •.. " 
'!be differences here between earlier conceptions and the later ones 
raise issues which interest us. Conceptions Two and 'lbree are 
essentially surface approaches, which see learning as external, and 
sanething which happens to the student, whilst the later conceptions 
(Four and Five) are deep approaches which involve the learner actively 
in the process of learning - which is a search for meaning. '!bese 
conceptions are hierarchically related (1 to 5) and sene of the 
Goteborg work shows stUdents moving to more sophisticated conceptions 
in subsequent exercises (eg Marton and Saljo, 1976b). We shall follow 
up the developnent of students' conceptions of learning in the work of 
Perry (1970) later. 
'!bus, this body of work brings together a number of key questions for 
our purposes, and points us to an exploration of these aspects of 
learning in supervision in social work placements. '!bese aspects 
include: 
differences in awroaches to learning (surface and deep 
processing) 
the relationship of awroaches to learning am. ootcnnes of 
learning 
the .inpact of the assessment of learning em the processes am. 
awroaches to learning 
the inportance of the learner's oonoepticms of learning in 
determining his ability to discriminate between various kinds 
of learning task, and his ability to use different approaches 
appropriate to the kinds of learning outcare required of him. 
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The Goteborg work clearly has much that is of value in looking at 
learning that derronstrably occurs, and the inter-play between the 
learning processes and the context of learning (by which we include 
teaching and assessrrent as well as the institutional contexts wi thin 
which the learning takes place). But we should remember that none of it 
is drawn fran professional or vocational training progranmes with a 
practice corrponent. However, the conceptions of learning identified by 
Sal jo certainly help us to identify the range of learning requirerrents 
irrposed on students in the course of social work training. Indeed, in 
rrost courses, there is arrple evidence of all of these kinds of learning 
being implicitly or explicitly required during the same time period. If 
we are to make best use of the time available on social work courses we 
shall require students who are already versatile in their approaches to 
learning. 
One further marker needs to be put up in relation to the present study: 
the irrpact on teaching and learning if those responsible for teaching 
and assessing (and validating?) have conceptions of learning which do 
not include conceptions four and five in Saljo's categorisation - in 
such cases we might expect to find students whose conceptions of 
learning include such carponents running into learning and assessrrent 
problems. We shall see that we do indeed identify supervisory problems 
of precisely this kind in the supervision data collected subsequently. 
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5.3.2 ScDe British Research - '!he work of Pask, and of Laurillard 
We have seen that the Goteborg studies look at natural or naturalistic 
learning based on the ways in which students approach carplex reading 
tasks. Over the same period, work was going on in Britain which had a 
rather different base, and which had its roots in a different 
tradition. Pask has looked at ways of externalising the internal 
processes, or learning strategies, students use in carplex learning 
tasks. Sane of Pask' sear 1 y work was in the area of man-machine 
interaction, and it is in journals of that field that some of the work 
is reported. In the educational literature there are a mrrnber of 
ccmnents about the difficulty of understanding Pask's work, and papers 
by others to describe and explain it (eg Entwistle, 1977, and 1978). 
The difficulty seems to come about for two main reasons - one, he uses 
terminology which has everyday usage and meaning (eg. "conversation" ) 
in quite special, and rather unusual, ways. The other reason is 
connected to the artificiality of the carplex tasks he devised. Whilst 
these exercises are free fram contamination by previous knowledge, they 
fit uneasily into a growing tradition of research into learning in its 
natural environment. Whilst their artificiality equips them well for 
ŲŤVŤŠŲŸUĚwithin a scientific paradigm, Pask's exercises are less 
accessible than even experimental presentations of everyday tasks like 
reading a set text. His exercises are also difficult to score, and 
therefore difficult to replicate (Laurillard, 1978). 
Pask and Scott (1972, 1973) sought to find ways of "mawing" a 
student's learning strategies as he approached a learning task, by 
using a carput.er program which could record the patterns by which the 
student "interrogated" the available knowledge structure. Further work, 
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involving the learning of fictitious taxonanies reinforced the findings 
of two types of learning strategy, which Pask calls mlist and 
serialist. 
In these latter exercises some students seemed to focus on a small 
section of the overall taxonClTo/, and learn (ie. merrorise) the 
infonnation discovered in that area. They seemed relatively 
uninterested in the relationship of one sub-species with other 
sub-species. They seemed most concerned with "local" learning. These 
subjects are exhibiting the serialist strategy. 
Another group of the students seemed more interested in an overall 
understanding of the structure of the taxonClTo/, and of the hierarchical 
relationships between sub-species, canbined usually with only a fair 
knowledge of individual sub-species. This "global" approach to learning 
is described by Pask as a holist strategy. we shall explore in detail 
(in the next Chapter) one of Pask's experimental activities, the 
Clobbits exercise, because it was administered to supervisors and 
students in the next phase of the present study. A rationale for its 
use, despite its limitations, is given there. 
Pask and Scott have demonstrated these strategies through a range of 
canplex learning tasks, and have shown that the approaches are 
consistent for individual subjects across a number of tasks. This 
stability of approach is the subject of sane discussion in the 
literature, but there is general acceptance of their findings that when 
teaching is offered in ways which llBtched a preferred learning 
strategy, perfomanoe is IIIlch enhanced; and when teaching and learning 
agxoaches are mis-1Iatched, there are significantly less good results 
(Pask and Scott, 1972). 
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Pask made use of "teachback", where students are asked to teach the 
topic back to the instructor; and he says that when canplete mastery of 
the subject is achieved, then the student can be considered versatile 
in his learning. There are aspects of versatility which remain 
unanswered in Pask' s work which are of interest to us in social work 
education. 
In particular, we may note that at anyone point in a social work 
course, or in the course as a whole, we may expect our students to be 
able to demonstrate serialist stategies in relation to scme parts of 
the curriculum (eg. legislative provision) whilst at the same time 
expecting them to demonstrate holist strategies (eg . to integrate a 
canplex set of inter-disicplinary material with their practice 
experience in a single large case-study). 
Thus we would need to pay attention in selection, in curriculum design 
and in our teaching to the kinds of learning strategies we expect our 
students to use, in order that they might accooplish the required 
learning tasks. As we saw above, there are levels of cooplexity in 
learners' conceptions of the learning task which irrpinge here. Pask ' s 
terminology, of waprehension learning, and operation learning reflects 
precisely these differences, and their relation to holist and serialist 
strategies: 
" •• . holist or serialist strategies ••. are thus insufficiently 
refined to account for learning in general. Holism and 
serialism appear to be extrene manifestations of Irore 
fundamental processes". 
'Ihe extent to which students can be taught (or induced? ) to change 
their characteristic approach to learning was considered by Pask 
(1976a, and 1976b) when he showed that learners can be taught to use 
particular strategies over short periods, but as Wilson (1981) reports, 
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it seems easier to induce serialist strategies for holists than 
vice-versa. These findings point towards the notion that operation and 
COIl'prehension learning might be stage-related, rather than types, 
because it may be easier to revert (or regress) to an earlier strategy, 
than to induce the growth necessary to demonstrate a later one. These 
findings are not dissimilar to the Goteborg findings that it is easier 
to induce surface learning in those who have demonstrated deep 
approaches than vice versa. We shall return to this question when we 
look at the work of Perry in the next section. 
Holist and serialist strategies are seen by Pask to be associated with 
the levels of uncertainty and ambiguity which the learner can tolerate 
during the learning task. Thus holist strategies are associated with 
being able to take risks and tolerate uncertainty, and to maintain a 
number of possible hypotheses during the interrogation of the 
materials. Fbr those adopting serialist strategies, a narrower focus 
and single hypothesis is chosen. Thus certainty and security for the 
leamer, without fear of failure are more likely to be conducive to the 
development of holist strategies. Supervisors who wish to encourage 
holist approaches will need to create a climate which is perceived as 
supportive to the taking of risks by students. We find evidence to 
support this in the case exarrples we report in Chapter Seven. 
Fquall y, the context of learning, or at least the learner's conception 
of it, will constrain his learning. Iaurillard's doctoral thesis (1978) 
reports a study of the relationship between sane of the cognitive and 
contextual factors in student learning. She replicates sore earlier 
research, including that of Pask, and of Marton, and tries to relate 
those methods to "real learning situations ie learning tasks that 
students engage in as part of their academic coursework." She considers 
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case-exarrples of individual students and derronstrates: 
" . .• that a student's approach to a task is partly dependent 
on his perception of that task, and on his perceptions of the 
circumstances in which he is doing it". 
She goes on to describe the cognitive aspects of student learning as 
"the constituent activities of learning that have already been 
identified by some researchers", and contextual factors as "those 
aspects of teaching, assessment, and subject matter that are irrportant 
for an understanding of student learning." 'Ihese definitions are 
helpful to us later in the description and interpretation of data. 
Her work derronstrates that deep and surface processing, and operation 
and canprehension learning, also describe characteristics of students ' 
learning in their nomal coursework, but they are not able to 
consistentl y discriminate between students - because they are seen to 
operate in different ways on different occasions. She endeavours to 
provide a model which surnnarises and accounts for her findings, and 
points to the irrportance of the learner's perception of the task as a 
factor in detennining his approach to learning, ie that learning styles 
are both content- and context-dependent. 
Whilst she is searching for a (w)holistic model of student learning she 
recognises, as we·· must here, that in an individual study, one must of 
necessity be selective in focus. She gives an example of what she 
means: 
" Pask has identified two different styles of learning, 
conprehension and operation, but in order to make use of 
this, it is irrportant to establish the conditions under which 
they occur, and the major factors that affect them. It is not 
sufficient to know that they exist - we must also discover 
under what circumstances they exist. " 
The value of her model for present purposes is that it suggests a way 
of integrating the work of Marton with that of Pasko Whilst there are 
those who assume that they may be describing much the same phenarena in 
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student approaches to learning, Laurillard helpfully distinguishes 
them: 
" •.• as describing different levels of the process of 
learning. .. A sirrple measure of of the amount of operation or 
carprehension learning a student uses is not a measure of his 
level of understanding. The two together are a necessary but 
not sufficent condition for understanding. Thus deep level 
processing is characterised by same form of productive 
thinking and probably relates to what Pask defines as 
'versatility'. II 
Throughout the discussions of this research in Britain and in SWeden, 
we have raised questions about whether the differences described are 
differences of ŸĚor of stage, or both. we turn now to consider sane 
American work which ilhnnines questions about the developnental stages 
through which adult learners pass. 
5.3.3 Sare Anerican Researd1 - the l'brk of Perry 
Perry's work (1970) derives from interviews carried out at Harvard and 
Radcliffe, over three periods from 1954. It is based on unstructured 
interviews of about an hour in length, in each of the student's four 
years at college. Perry's methodology involves the reading of 
transcripts of the interviews, and looking for patterns and themes to 
emerge fran them. His work is admirably conposed of substantial amounts 
of this qualitative data, together with the developuental scheme he has 
adduced concerning the moral and intellectual development of the 
student. It is reassuring, to those of us who follow, that the initial 
study relates to only seventeen students who entered college in 1954, 
and that validation of the findings is based on a follow-up in 1962 and 
1973 of a total of seventy students. Thus in the next stage of 
oollecting data we need to ensure the quality and depth of our 
material, and' its validity derived from the methods we use to interpret 
the findings, rather than sinply being concerned with large sarrples. 
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Perry provides a detailed account of nine stages through which students 
pass, and provides exarrples which show the ebb and flow of movement in 
a scheme which allows regression to earlier stages, and for same, 
sidings from the main route. There has been debate about whether the 
nine stages are "normal" developnent for all students, and we can add 
to that debate by asking about the extent to which the model is 
context-specific, in Harvard, or in the United States - but to do so 
would not entirely challenge the usefulness of the ideas which lie 
behind the scheme. For our purposes, it is helpful to focus attention 
on some particular aspects of the work - students' conceptions of 
knowledge, their attitudes to authority, and to their ideas about their 
own role in their learning. These link closely, of course, to the work 
of Saljo that we have reported above, on levels of conceptions of 
learning. 
Perry's scheme begins with a polarised view of light and Wrong, at 
Position One, where it is believed that Right Answers exist, and that 
they are known to Experts who are in Authority. An exarrple of such an 
educational position might be a spelling test. In Position Two, the 
student begins to recognise diversity of views, which he initially 
accounts for by poorly-qualified authorities who don't know the 
Answers, or as exercises "so that we can learn to find The Answer for 
ourselves". Position Three is where the student accepts that diversity 
exists, and sees uncertainty as legitimate, but only because Authority 
has not found the Answer yet. These first three positions are connected 
in the sense that belief in Right Answers, known to Authority 
characterises them, even in the face of increasing diversity. 
'llie next three stages are about the student recognising that all 
knowledge and values are relativistic, and context-dependent. Position 
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Four sees the student either perceiving legitimate uncertainty as 
widespread - "everyone has their own opinion" - or he discovers 
qualitative, contextual reasoning, but only as a special case of "what 
They want". Perry calls position Five a stage of revolution where all 
knowledge is recognised as relativistic, and the interpretation of what 
is "known" is dependent upon context, and the frameworks used. Position 
Six is where the student realises that he needs to nake sane fonn of 
personal, individual carmi tment (as distinct from an unquestioning 
belief in Certainty). 
The final three stages (Positions Seven, Eight and Nine) reflect the 
student seeing the need to make personal comnitments to particular 
positions, to make them and take responsibility for them, and to see 
his mature identity reflected in the positions he has adopted. 
Perry reported in 1977 that he could find fewer instances of students 
entering college below Position Five than in 1954, and Laurillard 
(1978) equally found that students in her sartple "expressed inplicit 
theories of knowledge which were . relati vistic" , but she did find 
evidence of changes in the ways the students related to their teachers, 
by taking active responsibility for their own learning. She showed that 
although their general position might be at Five or beyond, in aspects 
of their developnent, some beginning students will not yet have 
reached that stage, especially in relation to taking responsibility for 
their own learning. 
It is clear from Perry's scherre that students' conceptions of learning 
tasks will be influenced by their position on the scale. Those with 
conceptions of single, right answers known to the authority-teacher are 
rrore likely to use serialist-surface strategies, and to be relatively 
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passive in their learning styles. Those who see knowledge as contextual 
and relativistic can thus abandon the view of teachers as experts, and 
can take increasingly active responsibility for their own learning 
using deep-holist approaches. 
The work of Pask and the Goteborg group strongly associates approaches 
to learning with stages of develop:nent in conceptions of the learning 
process. We turn now briefly to discuss the findings of these three 
strands of work (SWedish, British, and American), and to consider their 
implications for the rest of the study. 
5.4 lIIplicatians of the Adult Learning Research for the Present stmy 
This chapter has looked at adult learning, especiall y in higher 
education. It is clear that sane of this research is not to be seen 
simply as the study of learners in the 'natural' processes of learning 
during their higher education. Nevertheless, the irrportance of 
students' conceptions of the learning task, and their perceptions of 
the context of learning clearly affect their learning styles and the 
strategies which they use in facing any learning task. 
Pask and Marton have endeavoured to deal with the problem of the large 
numbers of variables in learning by trying to hold same of the 
variables constant (ie. the task) so that they can externalise the 
learning process and the outcomes of learning. They have done this by 
identifying specific tasks which they ask the learner to engage with 
and then classifying the responses to those tasks. However, Laurillard 
has shown that sane of these results are not easily replicated in 
rather different contexts of learning, and she found that students did 
not have single, characteristic approaches to learning which were 
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invariable. She found that students discriminated between different 
learning tasks, and used different approaches to their learning in 
response. 
M:>re recent research, reported after this stage of the study had been 
reached is considered in relation to the findings of this study, in 
Chapter Eight. 
Throughout the research which we have reported in this chapter, we have 
indicated the need to consider carefully whether differences in 
approach to learning are indicative of differences in characteristic 
style, differences of strategy related to specific tasks, and/or 
differences of stage of development for learners. 
What began as a study of the literature to explore the impact of 
matching and mis-matching of teaching and learning styles in 
supervision has shown that such questions can only be considered 
alongside the conceptions teachers and learners have of the learning 
process. Thus, in trying to interpret data in the following sections , 
we should look closely at the inter-relationships of style and stage in 
explaining the patterns of transaction between supervisors and 
students. 
The data reported so far, in the three indicative experiences, in the 
questionnaire exercise, and in the single case study of an entire 
placement, ha*,demonstrated the need for inter-active interpretations 
of the experiences. In collecting further data, we need to consider how 
we can get at, and discuss, the learning in supervision, and the 
conceptions which supervisors and students have of the learning 
process. This points to the use of interviews, to discuss these issues, 
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and follow up the kinds of points raised in the single case study and 
the questionnaire. We shall also need to leave open the possibility of 
gathering related data about each placement to confirm or develop the 
interview material. 
It was also decided to use an external measure of learning style, based 
on well-established exercises or techniques, to use alongside the 
qualitative data in the interviews and supervision. The most easily 
accessible material at the time of beginning this part of the study was 
the Clobbits exercise developed by Pask which had the additional 
advantage of being virtually unknown in the social work field, so there 
would be little effect on the results arising from previous knowledge 
of sane subjects. It was decided to administer the exercise to 
supervisors and students concurrently with interviews. 
'Ihe next chapter reports on the further stage of data collection based 
on placements drawn from a variety of courses throughout the United 
Kingdom. 
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Section 6.1 An Overview of this Olapter 
The next two chapters report the further, indeed major, data collection 
phase of the study. This chapter provides a rationale for the focus for 
the data collected, and for the methods employed. It begins in Section 
6.2 by describing interviews with supervisors and students about 
placements which had just finished, or were about to do so. 
In Section 6.3 a learning styles exercise (the Clobbits exercise), 
which was administered concurrently with the interviews, is described 
and reported upon. This exercise was developed by Pask and Scott. Its 
use here was original 1 y intended as a way of getting an ' independent' 
ITeasure of learning style, separate from material which was collected 
in interviews. However, as the section reports, it became much rrore 
useful as a tool for opening up discussions about learning style, and 
HCW people learn. It was less useful in producing an independent 
indicator of learning style. 
In Section 6.4 there is a discussion of feedback to participants, which 
developed from an informal discussion at the end of the single 
case-study; through ccmnents to those interviewed as a 'reward/thank 
you' for taking part; to rrore structured feedback to participants; and 
finally, to the checking out of interpretations and conceptual 
frameworks which canprised the formative element of the study. 
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6.2 Interviews with Supervisors am StOOents - '!he DevelO(JlBlt of the 
AIproach 
As we have indicated in the reports of the earlier data, and in the 
literature reviews,we need in this main part of the data collection, 
opportunities to follow up and question supervisors and students about 
teaching and learning. It had not been possible to clarify or debate 
the replies to the original questionnaire exercise, nor to discuss (at 
the time) the taped material in the single case study. 
It was also decided to directly address the question of involving 
students as an additional focus in the study by interviewing students 
and their supervisors as pairs, to see two views of the supervision 
process. This approach also allowed the opportunity to check out, with 
students directly involved, whether the teaching and learning described 
by supervisors (for exanple, like those in the replies to the 
questionnaires) as having taken place was indeed how they had 
experienced it. It also gave an opportunity to address the issue of 
match and mis-match of learning styles/stages which might have affected 
events during the placement. 
A problem immediately presented itself about the amount of time and 
resource available, and the ways in which the focus could yield useful 
material despite the limitations of a single researcher. ŸĚsaw earlier 
the representation of this problem in relation to Laurillard ' s 
research, and in Perry's study. Both, in the end, demonstrated 
extremely valuable results with quite small samples. It was decided 
therefore to try to gather data from about twelve to fifteen pairs of 
students and supervisors, and to produce case exanples to illustrate 
the kinds of data found. 
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The usefulness of the findings of the earlier single case study derived 
fram the quality and depth of the material. The value of the 
questionnaire exercise came fran the range of responses to· general 
questions about teaching and learning as they related to the 
supervisor's own experience. The focus in this stage was to gather 
rnaterial in less depth and detail than tape-recording the supervision 
sessions fran an entire placement, but to provide the opportunity to 
explore further the issues raised, and to begin to interpret that 
rnaterial in different ways. 
The single case study had been selected on the basis of being not 
untypical, and avoiding extreme or unusual characteristics of student, 
supervisor and the context in which the placement took place. Here, the 
range of placements covered has been decided upon by ensuring coverage, 
by types of CQSW courses, and by spreading the gathering of data 
throughout the United Kingdan. There was no explicit atterrpt to 
randanise the selection, nor to seek representative cases. The 
particular selection which occurred carnes fran a range of contacts in 
person and in writing with teachers and supervisors who were told, or 
who found out, about the proposed study. They were asked whether they 
or their colleagues would feel able to take part. Thus, sare of the 
interviews were with those supervisors who had already completed 
questionnaires in the earlier part of the study, but others were 
entirely unknown. All of the students were previously unknown to the 
researcher • 
There is a bias, therefore, towards more experienced supervisors, 
although two were chosen because they were supervising an assessed 
placement for the first time. It is possible that a large range of 
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supervisors have been excluded, but the response to the case 
illustrations which have been shown to participants and others in 
social work education suggests that they succeed in depicting 
recognisable realities, and do not seem to have overlooked whole 
classes of supervisors. However, if the dominant supervision model is 
widespread, than we should expect to find exarrples of its influence 
(and, possibly) problems it may cause, in almost any sarrple if it is 
widely drawn along certain dimensions. 
The interviews were therefore carried out over a period of eighteen 
months throughout the United Kingdan. About half were carried out in 
london and the Home Counties (where a little less than half of CQSW 
courses are located), and smaller numbers of interviews were carried 
out elsewhere in England, in the Highlands of Scotland and in N:>rthern 
Ireland. The selection of those to take part included ensuring coverage 
of placements which are part of post-graduate, non-graduate and 4-year 
degree courses, although there was no atterrpt to ensure equal (or 
proportionate) numbers fran each kind of course. Equally, courses in 
higher and further education were represented; and university and 
pol ytechnic courses were covered. The gender balance of students 
reflected the general ratio of three female to two males, but no 
students fran ethnic minority groups were picked up, even though 9% of 
intakes of that period were students fran minority groups (Gardiner , 
1985). One physically handicapped student is included in the sanple. 
A later developnent was to begin to take account of the crnrsw review 
of its qualifying training policies and foreshadow developnents in the 
future patterns of social work education by including some interviews 
with Certificate of Social Service (esS) students and supervisors fran 
scherres where there were already practice placements during the 
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training. The irrplications of this developnent for the study, and for 
social work education is described in detail in Chapter Nine. 
The pattern adopted was to interview either the supervisor' or the 
student whilst the other person corrpleted the learning styles exercise, 
then the roles were reversed. At first, there was not a planned order 
in the interviews, but after a few had been carpleted, encouragerrent 
was given to the supervisor to be interviewed first, whilst the student 
carpleted the Clobbits learning styles exercise. This was partly 
because the interviews with supervisors gave more of the context and 
background to the placement, which seemed to emerge less clearly fran 
the interviews with students. Partly it was because (especially in 
those interviews where previously there had been no contact with 
student or supervisor) it gave an opportunity to get a sense of the 
style of work in the team or agency, and thus of the context in which 
the student was undertaking the placerrent. 
In all of the interviews early in th:i,s part of the study, the chance to 
talk together as a threesane after the fornal part of the interviews 
was over was offered. Usually this was done by using a phrase like "I 
should like to offer sane feedback on how you carpleted the learning 
styles exercise, and to corrment on any connections between it and the 
teaching and learning processes on the placerrent which had emerged in 
the interviews". It became obvious very rapid 1 y that this opportunity 
triggered, for students and their supervisors, the making of irrportant 
connections between elements of learning, and between events on the 
placerrent. Therefore, these sessions were also tape-recorded. They 
generated sane. of the most inportant material of all that was collected 
in this phase, and were a major contribution to checking the accuracy 
of data and interpretations. 
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In these interviews there was not a laid-down, pre-planned schedule 
but a clear and consistent pattern evolved: they began with a sketch of 
the main purpose of the research as "trying to focus attention on 
teaching and learning during the placement" and that the researcher 
"was more interested in the processes of HeM people taught and learned 
rather than looking specifically at WHAT was taught and learned" . It 
was usually suggested to the supervisors that they began by talking 
about the decision to have this student in this placement, and to 
continue chronologically frcm there. To the students, it was suggested 
that they talked about the first meeting with this supervisor, and/or 
from when they knew that this was to be the location of the placement. 
This approach seemed a useful device since it allowed both supervisor 
and student to develop their own stories of the placement frcm its 
inception. They did not always attach the same weight to events, 
although on most occasions they were largely agreed on the major 
issues, episodes and experiences during the placement. In listening to 
the tapes subsequently the readiness, and openess, with which the 
overwhelming majority talked, and the lengths to which they went in 
order to be helpful in describing their own experiences of the 
placement, is striking. 
Where it was appropriate, they were proopted either inplicitly (more 
often) or explicitly (less often) that the researcher was a qualified 
social \\1Orker and a specialist supervisor. This often seemed to have 
allowed sane short cuts in descriptions or language. However, on one 
occasion, despite clear and explicitly repeated ccrrments during the 
interview, one student was determined to treat me as an independent 
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researcher and without knowledge of social work. She 'explained' in 
great detail just precisely what she thought she was doing. This 
particular interview, and a number of related issues which it raises, 
is discussed in sane detail later when she and her supervisor appear as 
illustrative case examples. 
6.3 A learning styles Exercise (administered concurrently with the 
interviews ) 
6.3.1. '!be Clobbits Exercise 
In this section, the use of the Clobbits learning styles exercise is 
described and reported upon. It was administered to students and 
supervisors on the same occasion as their interview. Whilst there were 
other occasions when the exercise was used, this section reports only 
its first usage, concurrently with the interviews. The decision to use 
such an exercise had originally been taken so that same external, 
additional indication or measure of learning style could be developed 
which was independent of the hypotheses and concepts emerging fran the 
interviews themselves. Whilst a number of such approaches could have 
been utilised (eg Kolb, 1976, which is widely used in managerrent 
education), it was decided to use the exercise developed by Pask and 
Scott known as "The Clobbits Exercise" for three main reasons. 
First, it had been produced by those whose work had already been 
considered and which had contributed to interpreting the findings in 
stage one. Second, it was part of a developing research literature 
which brings together, and extends, the work of Marton, Perry and Pasko 
Third, the exercise was not known in social work education, as far 
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as the li'tP.xature and the researcher's own experience was concerned, so 
it could safely be used without people already having completed it. 
Therefore, they would be less likely to seek ways of approaching the 
task which would reflect what they would consider as "better" ways to 
present themselves, or the right way to do it. 
The version used was that included in the Open University Units 22/23 
of course E 303 (Holloway, 1977) which was designed to allow the 
possibility of self-administration. The exercise attempts to 
externalise internal learning processes by mapping a number of routes 
towards completing a single learning task - that of learning a 
fictitious taxonomy - by looking at pieces of information presented on 
separate cards. The cards are grouped into various kinds of 
information. '!he exercise maps the routes taken by the subject to 
complete the task. The steps taken are seen as indicative of strategies 
of learning. 
This exercise is not only unknown, but it is sanewhat alien to sane 
social workers, not least because of the unfamiliarity of the language 
used. However, of greater difficulty was the lack of familiarity with 
taxonanies (and, for a small number, even knowing what a taxonomy is). 
The use of Greek letters as suffixes also confused those who were 
meeting them for the first time. Indeed, when the researcher first 
completed the exercise, it took a little time to be clear precisely 
what the task entailed. Since Pask apparently designed this for science 
students at a local College, it may have included concepts and language 
which were generally more familiar to them than to those in the social 
and behavioural sciences. 
In introducing the exercise in this study, the problem of the 
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unfamiliar. language was always stressed, and participants were told 
that the researcher himself had taken a while to get into the exercise. 
This was done to make it a more acceptable and manageable task for all. 
It was emphasised that the exercise was not a measure of haw well one 
had learnt the material, but was an indicator of haw one approached the 
learning task. 
Although same of the specific findings are described below, it is worth 
noting here that the value of the exercise seemed to lie as much in 
opening up issues of learning style in the three-way discussions (at 
the end of the interviewing sessions) as in providing , objective' 
external measures of learning strategy or style. 
Initially in the discussions, and later as staterrents written on the 
back of the response sheets, participants were asked why they had 
approached the task in the way that they did, since this produced more 
usable material than sirrply looking in detail at the order of card 
selection. Laurillard (1978) and Holloway (1977) have, in cammenting on 
the difficulty of scoring this material, emphasised the irrportance of 
asking the students to offer same description of how they approached 
the exercise. This echoes not only Pask's methods, but also Marton and 
Saljo when they asked overview-type questions about the exercises they 
used to elicit learning strategies. 
In setting up the exercise, it had been hoped (a little naively it 
seems, with the benefit of hindsight) that gathering such data would 
give an indication of preferred or characteristic strategies of 
learning. In fact, what the exercise does shCM is the use of a 
particular approach for this task. It does not measure the possiliity 
that respondents are versatile in their approaches to learning, and 
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that they might use use only one of a range of strategies open to them. 
Iauri11 ard ' s work on the importance of the learning context, and 
Saljo's work on the importance of the learner's conception of the task 
in influencing the approach a learner takes, both indicate the caution 
we should exercise in assuming that results of Clobbits-type exercises 
can easily indicate more general and characteristic learning 
strategies. 
Its unfamiliarity for social workers might make extrapolating the 
findings to learning for the same individuals in other areas of their 
functioning (including their social work practice, or supervising a 
student) more than a little dubious. Indeed, it seems likely that the 
exercise would only indicate a characteristic learning style for those 
who had only a relatively unsophisticated conception of learning, and 
consequently a single approach to their learning (which they use for 
all learning tasks). 
Equally, it soon became clear that a mis-match between the approaches 
of teachers and learners in the exercise need not necessarily reflect 
difficulties which they faced in working together in supervision, since 
one or both might be more versatile in their learning strategies than 
the Clobbits exercise derronstrates. Even if they were not, and a 
mis-match was identified, it might be functional rather than 
dysfunctional for learning in the same way that some marriages succeed 
through complementarity rather than similarity. 
These more general points about using the Clobbits exercise, which 
emerged from its use, show the limitations of trying to look at 
learning styles and approaches to learning other than in natural 
learning environments. HoweVer, the use of the Clobbits exercise was 
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not entirely unhelpful, as we have suggested, because it introduced a 
number of ideas and tenns that could be the basis of joint interviews 
with students and their supervisors could be conducted. 
6.3.2 Fim.i.ngs fran the Cldi>its Exercise 
In overall tenns, we found a predominance of those who tried to map the 
taxonany from the top down (holists), with these respondents starting 
at the most general, highest level in the taxonany, and tracing out 
lower sub-divisions progressively. Rather less than a third of all 
respondents seemed. instead to look at the pictures, or those cards 
which gave details of the lowest nodes of the taxonany, from which they 
tried to make patterns of what they saw, and build up the taxonany in 
this way. Whilst no-one C<lTpleted the task in its entirety, more of the 
latter group said they wished they had been given more time to C<lTplete 
it. 
There were sane other strategies errployed as well. Q1e subject looked 
at all the cards from Al, A2 .•. successively through to ES because "I 
thought that was what I ought to do since they were numbered and 
lettered in order". (This supervisor is later described in sane detail 
as a case illustration in Chapter Seven). Two versions of a random 
strategy were found. Q1e was purely randan, where one person sought to 
look at entirely randan cards to build up the taxonany, and a two 
others used a randanised strategy at first, to sarrple the kinds of 
infonnation available in each group, before moving on to more focussed 
(and holist) strategies. 
However two people failed to crnprehend the task at all. Q1e respondent 
(a supervisor) thought that the cards related to the Gandlemuller 
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taxonany given in the materials as an exarrple, and not the actual task 
at all. The other was a student who thought "the animals were all very 
sweet" but she didn't know what 'taxonany' meant so she "played with 
the pictures" until it was her tum to be interviewed. 
Only one person has refused outright to do the exercise during the 
period of the study (in a workshop on teaching and learning in 
supervision). Having had three quarters of an hour reading the material 
and not establishing what she was meant to do, she wrote on her 
response sheet "Winston anith started his diary on 4th April 1984. I 
think I now know why!". This reference the book "1984" (Orwell, 1945) 
was not only literally accurate but was also written on the exact day 
described in the book - she was indeed being asked to do the exercise 
on 4th April 1984! 
6.4 Developing Feedback to Participants, and others in Social \'brk 
Etluca.tian 
This section discusses the developnent of feedback to participants in 
the study, and to others more generally in social work and social work 
education. This feedback ranged from an infonnal discussion with 
participants, at ·the end of the single case-study, towards more 
structured feedback to establish the validity of the interpretations of 
experiences they had discussed in their interviews. The section also 
reports the checking out interpretations and conceptual models, as they 
developed, by presenting them to a range of colleagues and peers in 
social work education, which not only confinued the usefulness of the 
findings to others, but also was part of the fonnative element in the 
study. 
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In the single case study there was no explicit plan to offer feedback: 
only occasional carments to the supervisor, together with the infornal 
lunch discussion at the end of the placerrent gave any opportunity for 
systematic feedback. All three parties to that discussion felt, with 
the benefit of hindsight, that it might have been better to arrange 
other opportunities to meet during the placerrent. This could have 
allowed the supervisor and her student to make more use of the 
feedback, and it would have been less frustrating for the researcher, 
who found large numbers of questions prarpted by listening to the tape 
recordings. 
With the earlier questionnaire exercise no feedback at all was 
possible, because the questionnaires were handed in at a conference and 
read/analysed later. As names and other identifying material was not 
given by all respondents, individual feedback was not possible. There 
have been sore reports of the early parts of this research at other 
conferences (eg Association of Teachers in Social 
1984), in the literature (Gardiner, 1984a, and 1984b), 
for the validating body. 
oork Education, 
and in papers 
The early interviews developed a pattern, following the second 
interview, of offering sane carrnents to both participants, to offer 
feedback which might help in their teaching and learning. 
This kind of discussion gradually became longer and, because of the 
richness of the material it generated, was also tape-recorded. It 
became evident that both teachers and students, separately and 
together, used the focus on learning processes in these discussions to 
reflect upon significant events and learning in the placerrent - either 
in relation to topics not discussed previously; or, more often, in 
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relation to the learning processes, rather than outcanes, which had 
been prarpted by the interviews. Exarrples are given in the case 
illustrations in the next chapter. 
The feedback session at the interview stage gave the researcher an 
opportunity to reflect on issues as the study developed, and the tapes 
of those sessions thus also reflect the developnent of the researcher's 
conceptualisations over the period. 
These developing conceptualisations were also offered to a number of 
groups and individuals during the study. In part, this was to 
demonstrate the stage which the study had reached and to begin to trace 
out wider inplications of the findings, and in part it was to establish 
whether the issues which were errerging, together with the developing 
conceptual base for the results were of use in addressing same 
fundamental issues at various levels in social work education. 
These acti vi ties, and the response to them, have been discussed in the 
literature, in policy developnent in the validating body, and with 
various groups of teachers, courses, agencies and students. 
Clearly, if sane inplicit assumptions underlie the explanations used in 
social work education are challenged and replaced, then the structures 
which were built on the earlier assumptions also need to be 
re-examined. Ole paper published at the time (Gardiner, 1984b) directly 
addressed the problem of the various systems and levels at which the 
inplications of re-frarning the conceptual base of social work education 
would need to be addressed. These include the levels of individual 
teachers and learners, course and progranme design, and at the level of 
training systems as a whole (ie CQSW and CSS). At the time of writing, 
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that article has received about twenty citations in other work, despite 
having been only a preliminary report of the findings of the present 
research. That paper is reproduced as Appendix A. 
In sUIllTlarising this section, we must clarify the differences between 
the formative nature of the study itself (with its contribution to 
others and the training system as a whole), and the developnent and 
formulation of concepts during the study. 
Finally in this section we must make explicit the parallels between 
elements of the learning processes, as they becare clear in this stage 
of the study, and the process of developing grounded conceptual rrodels, 
through establishing salience of sane of the data, building up patterns 
and generalisations which could be the building blocks of new theory, 
derived from the experiences of social work education itself. 
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7.1 An Overview of this Olapter 
This Chapter presents, as case illustrations, data collected in this 
part of the study. These cases are not necessarily typical, nor 
representative of all placerrents, nor are they extremes. They have been 
chosen to illustrate sane of the key themes which emerged, and to 
demonstrate the methods of data collection, extensions of focus, and 
the process of developing conceptualisations and models to make sense 
of the data. 'Ihese latter points are developed further in corrmentary 
sections which are interspersed with reports of the data. 
Section 7.2 discusses sane methodological and presentational issues 
raised by these case descriptions by, considering the advantages and 
disadvantages of case study approaches. 
Sections 7.3 onwards present case illustrations of supervisors and 
students, by reporting all of the data collected about sane particular 
placerrents including (primarily) interview-based material, and 
findings frcrn the learning styles exercises. 
Where it is appropriate to do so, other corrobative data (frcrn the 
questionnaire exercise, fran further tape recordings of supervision 
sessions, and in one case, frcrn a follow up interview with the 
college-based tutor) are also reported. 
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7.2 case Study Aglroaches 
This section presents some argUI'l'ents in favour of, and some. against, 
case study aproaches in educational research before turning to consider 
the advantages of a case approach specifically in the presentation and 
reporting of data. 
Macdonald and walker (1975) say, when discussing case studies: 
"Problems like any qualitative research include possible 
over-involvement of the researcher. • • confidentiality of 
data. .. carrpeti tion about the control of data. . . inadequate 
distinctions between description and interpretation ... " 
MacD.Jnald and Walker go on to say that some aspects of the education 
system are particularly appropriate for case study-based evaluations: 
" • •• where there are problems of the researcher-pram tioner 
relationship .•• where there are institutionalised mythologies 
designed to protect participants from the public gaze •.. 
Education has generated a reflective language which has 
theoretical, analytic and descriptive concepts which allow 
the case study to be presented in the language of those being 
studied ... " 
" ••• case studies are selective in choice of focus and way of 
synthesising data by case rather than by issues ••. the single 
instance approach of the artist leading to an attenpt to 
present universals through a unique image has to be fused 
with the need to reflect carmonalities and similarities... " 
Certainly, in relation to the former point, we are here trying to 
develop "a reflective language which has theoretical, analytic and 
descriptive concepts which allow the case study to be presented in the 
language of those being studied ... " and supervision is usually a very 
private experience, as we stressed in an early report of this study. In 
response, Badger (1985) has comnented: 
"As Gardiner himself points out, 'supervision is a very 
private experience' and, contributing as it does, the major 
element in practice assessment, is long overdue for detailed 
research." 
MacD.Jnald and walker's second point helps us to consider whether to 
represent the data gathered in this stage at a level of generality, but 
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to include all placerrents studied, or to search for a single case to 
represent them all. W= have chosen a middle road, and have selected two 
key cases to present in considerable detail, and sane others' in less 
detail.W= have made this choice because there are ccmnon, and similar 
features in the patterns of the supervisory relationships which occur 
often, and which are exerrplified, and well-derronstrated by these 
exarrples. However, these features arise in specific learning contexts 
or milieux, and with a particular method of data collection - thus we 
reflect these details and the specificity of individual placements. 
It is worth contrasting the general optimism of M3.cdonald and Walker in 
1975 with what amounts to an admission of relative failure and 
misunderstanding, in a subsequent article by Walker (1983), in which he 
sees case study approaches as: 
" ••. interventive and potentially disruptive in the lives of 
others. .. (and that) it provides a biased and distorted view 
of the way things were .•• it is essentially conservative ..• " 
OUr defence to such concerns is that this study has not restricted the 
collection of data to a case study mode in walker's sense of the tenn. 
Indeed, we have collected a considerable amount of data not in this 
fonn. The case example is used in this chapter to maximise the benefits 
and, hopefully, minimise the disadvantages of case study approaches. 
Patton (1978) has also discussed the merits of case approaches, in the 
general context of offering a range of models which canbine ways of 
collecting and representing qualitative data. Perhaps the lIDst 
important argument here in favour of a case approach is that of its 
oontribution to model-building and to theory-building. tbt only are 
actual cases described and presented, but they can be the basis of 
grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1976). 
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7.3 case Illustration I - A SUccessful Plaoenent 
This placement is one of the earliest to be studied in this phase of 
the research. A number of general points about it help to set the 
scene. In sane ways it is a typical placement, and in others it is 
probably quite unusual. It is the final placement for a male student on 
a two-year, non-graduate CQSW course in the maintained sector. It takes 
place in the area team office of a town in a large county social 
services department about thirty miles from the educational 
insti tution. 
'!be student involved had substantial experience of social work, prior 
to beginning the course, in a neighbouring authority to the one where 
the placement takes place. He is a graduate in psychology, but did not 
choose to go to a course for graduates. '!be supervisor is supervising 
her first professional placement, having previously taken 
students only for observation placements - although she has indicated 
an interest in a possible future career in social work education. She 
had completed the questionnaire exercise, and is respondent N:> 1 there. 
She completed only Sheet One, since she had at that time not previously 
supervised an assessed placement. She was invited to be involved in the 
research because of that interest, and because it was her first 
placement as a supervisor. 
The interviews were carried out on the day after the placement 
finished, and are (in comparison with all interviews carried out during 
the course of the study) two of the most coherent, and requiring the 
least intervention in the form of direct questioning or prompting by 
the interviewer. '!hey also were amongst the most satisfying to carry 
out. This case illustration ŸVĚŸŸȚÙŸHWŠŸŸŸȘÛŸĒGŐŤVVÙŬŪHĚ
ŸĚ,', \c,,} ŸĚ jj ŸHKĚ i '! " .",' ', . 
. '; \ 
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following the individual interviews with the student and supervisor. 
Some of the material included is very personal, and moving. I am 
grateful to these two participants in particular for allowing this 
material to be included here. 
These interviews are reported in considerable detail for a number of 
reasons: first, because they illustrate (within a single placement) 
many of the features of the teaching and learning processes which 
emerged in this main phase of data collection. Thus it is useful to 
present this case study first, in detail, before presenting other case 
material. 
A second reason is the clear evidence of movement and change during 
this placement, which allows the developnent of conceptualisations 
about stages, as well as styles, of teaching and learning - so it makes 
a considerable contribution to model-building. A third reason is 
because it gives a clear indication of the role and contribution of the 
researcher to the interviews, and allows a critical examination of his 
involvement. We have indicated above that in qualitative research, it 
is essential that the methods of collecting data, and the influence of 
the interviewer, as well as possible bias 
need to be addressed in this way. A fourth 
in selection of materials 
reason is the clear and 
explicit way that these participants describe events, the patterns of 
interaction, and the meanings they attached at the time (and 
subsequently) to their experiences - especially since these ideas were 
not rooted exclusively in the classical supervision model. 
Finally, it allows others to consider the raw data, and offer other 
interpretatioI?S and conceptualisations. '!he almost total absence of 
such material, in detailed, accounts, from the supervision literature is 
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a powerful argument for including it here in such detail. 
The interviews are reported without corrment first, and are followed by 
a coomentary section. In looking at them, it is important to note data 
which illumine the kinds of issues which we have already considered: 
the ways in which student am supervisor see the learning 
task, and the amroaches to teaching am learning which they 
use; 
the inpact of differences in ag;u:oach between student and 
supervisor; 
indications of change am developrent for learner or teacher, 
and consequent changes in the pattern of the supervisory 
relationship through the placement; 
the inpact of asse8SDPnt on teacher and learner behaviour, 
and their interactions. 
7.3.1 '!he Interview with the Student 
As in all reports of interviews in this stage, quotations are from the 
student, except those indicated by (Interviewer) which are spoken by 
the researcher. All names and places which could identify those 
involved have been excluded. Additions in paI:6l1theses are included to 
maintain the sense where intervening material has been left out. 
After an introduction about the focus and purpose of the 
research, with the intention to look at teaching and learning 
processes, the student was asked to begin by describing his 
expectations of the placaren:t. There had been a College fonn 
to complete, for spelling out placement needs, to which his 
replies were "broad, vague and mechanistic... I wasn't 
encouraged to think it out ••. I left it to the last minute ••• 
If I am not going to be glib, I need saneone to lead me into 
sophistication and subtlety... I didn't do this exercise very 
welL .• " 
" ••• (at the first meeting with the supervisor, in college) 
she'd take something I said simplistically ••. she'd say 'What 
do you mean by that?' and lead me down avenues to specific 
behavioural statements... the scene was set for specificity 
and explicitness ••• At the pre-placement visit to discuss the 
contract skeleton, we had to fill in the five sections -
Knowledge to be learned; Skills to be learned; Linking'theory 
and practice;Vbrk to be undertaken; other ••• " 
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(Interviewer) "Lcx:>king back ... how did you think you were 
going to leaD1 these things? •. -,,-
"I passed it (responsibility) over to my supervisor. NJw I'd 
be in a better position to talk about how I'd see· myself 
leaD1ing .•. I'd give it a lot more thought... not glib, at 
the last minute ..• (there was discussion about going back to 
. work at the end of the course) • • • I have got a meeting 
planned with this supervisor, my new supervisor and my 
college tutor ... " 
(Interviewer) "When you first started, what was it like?" 
"It was like starting a new job... simple skills like 
learning to use the telephone, and who the bosses were... My 
supervisor thought I should be doing other things, and 
learning to use the telephone would come... I started by 
doing visits of observation to other agencies in the locality 
to see the philosophy of the district I was in ••• " 
"'Ihere was a bit of a clash there •.. I was resistant... I'd 
been a social worker for three years... and done two other 
social services placarents... I suppose I sawall (services) 
as being similar... (but now he says he is planning to do 
just this when he gets back fran his course and starts work 
. ) " ln a new area ••. 
I did it because I was the student and she was the 
supervisor. •• that was another of the changes... students do 
what supervisors say, if they're sensible ..• If I had another 
placement, I'd now feel more confident, to speak my 
individual mind, rather than just go along with what the 
superior person is saying .•. " 
"'!he power relationship was the thing, almost an obsession ••• 
we talked at very great length about her power. • • the 
pass-fail power ••• I thought if she says 'do placement 
visits', and if I want to pass, I do placarent visi ts. • . My 
present supervisor has helped me to change in myself - I 
won't be a passive enployee or passive student in future... II 
(Interviewer) "How has that cane about?" 
" ••• My supervisor said, just the other day, she had the power 
over pass-fail, but I had the power to achieve it (the 
necessary performance) ••. I hadn't grasped that... I mean 
trust is there, about the not unreasonable use of power ••• 
"My other fieldwork supervisor did not want to talk me out of 
that frame of mind, that I did not have power. He was quite 
happy that I should think that.. • whereas my present 
placement supervisor said that up front •.• and said it was a 
bar to my development ••• and retrospectively she was wise in 
d .. tha II olng t ••• 
( Interviewer) " •• how did you get this confidence, to move 
fran this passive, responsive student kind of position, to 
having more responsibility?" 
"Yesterday in the three-way (a discussion between him, his 
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tutor and the supervisor) she (the tutor) says 'It's a riddle 
with him, he can do this, this and this, but at the same time 
he's quite passive... He didn't have practice knowledge, it 
only really developed in this placement' ••• but now its 
different, out of this placement I have confidence- in my 
carpetence ... it's quite a nice feeling .•• " 
"We sorted that out at quite a late stage (in the 
placement) • .. it was there, in the contract, we mentioned the 
'lack of confidence' in the previous supervisor's report (of 
the earlier placement) •.. it was really a lack of 
carpetence ... we had to work that one out." 
"I'd take the risks that I knew I could handle, but I've been 
encouraged by my supervisor to do that - previously there was 
no support for techniques that weren't agency policy." 
( Interviewer) "'Ibis supervisor gave you more space and 
support than the previous supervisor. How do you think she 
was doing this?" 
"God moves in mysterious ways! .•• the (present) agency was 
more tolerant, but she (the supervisor) was dogmatic about 
the family approach so she'd encourage any srudents in that 
way ... other people in the office weren't hostile ••• in my 
previous agencies they might well be... if they saw a srudent 
doing scmething special they are not able to do." 
( Interviewer) "... and the supervisor, did she have a part in 
this?" 
"My ongoing assessrrent of her was that she ar:pea.red to be a 
carpetent social worker •.• (which) was irrportant to me, to 
carrmand my respect... we really confined consultation to 
supervision sessions, weekly for two hours or so. We'd look 
at a case in detail, she would suggest, or provide a range of 
courses of action, and leave me to select (one) and then go 
away and get on with it •.• she was providing pretty general 
sorts of strategies .•• " 
"If I took one up she'd give me more details ••• an exanple of 
that would be a sculpting (he described an incident with a 
family, after which he had got sruck) .•• after I'd done it I 
didn't know what to do next ..• " 
(Interviewer) .. She wasn't prescriptive, but ŠŨŨŸĚchoice, 
but then she offered specific technical help and support?" 
"Yes, and she'd present it in an acceptable way... if 
been telling me what to do it wouldn't have worked ••• 
probably got me sussed out quite well ••• " 
she'd 
she'd 
( ŅŪWŸÙŤŴŤŲĚ) "Irrpl ied in that is that she'd got sane idea of 
where you were at, as a learner... How do you think she'd 
done that?" 
"One had the irrpression she was one step ahead of me in 
trying to understand my future needs, she'd be prepared for 
what I'd bring next time ••• " 
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( Interviewer) "How do you think she managed that?" 
"How she made that assessment, rnrmn. . . that would be a 
mystery to me .•. I don't really knOll, I couldn't begin to 
imagine ... " (The interviewer started to prCilpt, to ask this 
again in a different way, but the student carried on) ĒŸHĚ
I've had an idea, I think her own learning experience would 
. be relevant ... she would not give definite illustrations -
she'd convey a pattern from her own learning I don't 
think (the supervisor) and I would say that this model was 
the correct one for (all) supervision. I would imagine it was 
hOll she was trained herself ... " 
( Interviewer) "What things have you learnt on the placerrent, 
or the single most irrportant thing, about yourself?" 
"I've learnt confidence in my corrpetence (he pauses)" 
(Interviewer) "How might I knOll that, if I were watching you 
practise?" 
" •.. from the quality of my assessments, and actions I was 
taking on them... preparedness to reassess... (my 
intervention) was sharper at each stage of the process, and 
had a qualitative difference ... the systems approach, and 
the family therapy option is nOll a whole new possibility in 
my cases •.. " 
"I've also discovered 'humanity' in my work, to bring in 
sensitivity and enpathy in my work." 
(Interviewer) "can you tell me a bit more about this, about 
how this happened?" 
"'!here was a death in the office... (one of the social 
workers, who had been ill) she was a friend of my 
supervisor .•• it was quite a shock to the whole office. That 
experience made me human in my dealings with my clients... I 
became a different sort of worker... and my supervisor, this 
high up,. superior, pass-fail person with powers of pass-fail, 
she became human herself ••• she was upset, vulnerable, as did 
the whole office ••• I carved out a (special) role... in 
assisting these people with their grief ••• " 
(Interviewer) "So you could give up being the office-student, 
the learner, and junior, you could also be a provider?" 
"Yes, the release from that role... it inproved my confidence 
and individual standing, I was not just the office-student ••. 
It was facilitated by the selection of my cases (around this 
time), they weren't just cases every student gets .•• " 
ĜŅŪWŸÙŤŴŤŲĞĚ "So you weren't just the student, you could be 
different ••• and use your abilities as a person, (you had 
them) in your other life, but now you could bring them into 
your work, and it was OK to do that ••• " 
"I wasn't like that previously, in my work I mean... they 
didn't expect you to be like that in (where he worked before 
caning onto the course). II 
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(Interviewer) "So you could give up being adult, and 
tradi tionall y male, as well as being a student, and be 
vulnerable and caring?" 
"Yes •.. (and he describes how he is like that at home, but 
had not before thought that it could be part of his 
professional role)." 
( Interviewer) "Ib you think that things were already 
changing, a bit, and (the colleague's) death just 
crystallised it out, .. I mean do you think it would have 
happened anyway, perhaps not quite so quickly? •. Couldn't it 
have happened anyway, with a different kind of challenge?" 
(There is an exchange about haw other crises bring about 
change for different kinds of students). 
" ••. I suppose I was at the mechanistic end of the 
continuum •.. this was the kick I needed •.• this sort of thing 
was never made clear by myself or my previous supervisors or 
my tutor, to my present supervisor that I was this sort of 
person". 
(Interviewer) "(after a sumnary of the last exchanges)... I 
suppose that this shift had quite an impact on supervision, 
too?" 
"Generally it facilitated it. I started to look at the power 
thing differently. I had some power of my own, too. I could 
use it in a caring way .•. I could use supervision as less of 
a management exercise .•. My supervisor would have had it that 
way all along and it was me who wanted it to be a management 
exercise. •. clear cut, mechanistic, and at the right end of 
the continuum ... " 
"'!he thing about the death, as a crystallisation, 
emerged yesterday, in the three-way, our final 
meeting (between student, tutor and supervisor) ••• 




(Interviewer) "Yes, maybe it's only with hindsight we can see 
the significance of those things •.. In surnnary, you've made 
significant progress, not just in the way you might have 
predicted? " 
"'!here's no way I could have predicted this. I was a like a 
pioneer, an adventurer, (but) ••• I couldn1t shape the 
adventuring journey to my needs. I was delegating that to 
somebody else. I don't think I'll do that again in the 
future ••• " 
( Interviewer) "I had about fifty students, as a supervisor, 
and I think that, I remember with rrost of my students, and in 
my own course... I think it is pretty cornron, this shift in 
haw you see yourself, in your professional role .•• of course, 
it doesn't always happen so dramatically... I remember that 
kind of shift with others, from trying out professional, 
technical-type skills, and realising that they didn't have to 
contain their feelings, their experience all the time, but 
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could make use of it ... II 
"Did you find there were there things, that were the 
equivalent, to a death .•• you can get that out of a case 
situation as well?" 
( Interviewer) "Yes, sometimes a case; sometimes I think 
students were going through a very irrportant crlS1S 
thernsel ves. .. or a crisis with one of the other students in 
the group, like when saneone leaves, or there was a failing 
student in the unit •.. things like that often seerred to bring 
about a crystallisation for others •.. yes, or sanetimes it 
was a crisis in the supervision relationship itself ... " 
"I wanted to use the word 'paradigm' yesterday, in the 
report, but it wasn't a permissable word, so it wasn't 
included. " 
(Interviewer) "A shift of paradigm, in how you operate, and 
see yourself as a worker?" ("Yes") "I think that's a really 
good. way of sunming it up". (The student is thanked for his 
involvement and the interview ends). 
Camentary an this ŅŪŸŤŴĚ
These corrments discuss issues raised by the interview. At the 
beginning, the student describes his approach to the placement, and 
errphasises that he did not feel that he was very good at specifying his 
own learning needs, nor at taking the "initiative in relation to his own 
learning. He saw that as the responsibility of his supervisor: 
" .•• I wasn't encouraged to think it out ... I left it to the 
last minute ... If I am not going to be glib, I need saneone 
to lead me into sophistication and subtlety ••• " 
"I passed it (responsibility) over to my supervisor. tbw I'd 
be in a better position to talk about how I'd see myself 
learning ••. I'd give it a lot more thought... not glib, at 
the last minute ... II 
The student acknowledges that even when he did think about things, 
early in the placement, he still saw the supervisor as being in 
Authority, and her power to pass or fail him meant that he decided to 
fi t in with her requirements: 
"'!here was a bit of a clash there... I was resistant. . . I'd 
been a social worker for three years... I did it because I 
was the student and she was the supervisor. • . students do 
what supervisors say, if they're sensible •.. " 
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"'llie power relationship was the thing, almost an obsession .•• 
we talked at very great length about her power. • • the 
pass-fail power ••. I thought if she says 'do placement 
visits', and if I want to pass, I do placerrent visits ... II 
However, the student later shows that things are somewhat different 
now, and in a similar situation, he would act more assertively: 
"If I had another placement, I'd now feel more confident, to 
speak my individual mind, rather than just go along with what 
the superior person is saying ... " 
liMy present supervisor has helped me to change in myself - I 
won't be a passive errployee or passive student in future ... II 
This change is due to his increased confidence, which has cane in part 
from being able to take risks in new ways of working, and from feeling 
that his supervisor would support him: 
"I'd take the risks that I knew I could handle, but I've been 
encouraged by If!Y supervisor to do that ... II 
The student believes in the supervisor, and trusts her judgement, 
because she is a competent professional; but he also responds to the 
fact that she presents him with a range of possible actions, and allows 
him the choice: 
liMy ongoing assessrrent of her was that she appeared to be a 
competent social worker... (which) was inportant to me, to 
carrmand my respect... We'd look at a case in detail, she 
would suggest, or provide a range of courses of action, and 
leave me to select (one) and then go away and get on with 
it ••• she was providing pretty general sorts of strategies ••• 
If I took one up she'd give me more details .•. II 
". •• and she'd present it in an acceptable way.. • if 
been telling me what to do it WOUldn't have worked ••• 
probably got me sussed out quite well ••• 
she'd 
she'd 
This is different from the way in which the supervisor in the single 
case study placement earlier (in Chapter Fbur) had approached the 
problem of how to intervene in a case: 
The first discussion of a particular case the student was 
taking on included the supervisor saying "I don't think there 
will be anything to sort out ••.. it's probably a question of 
making arrangements to meet people •••• and I suggest making 
an appointment to see the school counsellor •.• II 
The supervisor told him exactly who to contact, and had gone on to 
rehearse the student in the right way to do things. 
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The student here goes on to describe how his supervisor has encouraged 
and allowed him to develop a wider range of interventi ve approaches 
than he was previously competent to offer: 
"My (intervention) was sharper at each stage of the process, 
and had a quali tati ve difference ... the systems approach, 
and the family therapy option is now a whole new possibility 
in my cases ••• " 
The student says he saw the supervisor as having expertise not only as 
a practitioner, but also as a teacher, and begins to articulate this by 
first stating the position he adopted at the beginning of the placerrent 
- but then making sane connections for the first time, during the 
interview itself: 
"One had the inpression she was one step ahead of me in 
trying to understand my future needs, she'd be prepared for 
what I'd bring next time... How she made that I couldn't 
begin to imagine" ••. "NJ, I've had an idea, I think her own 
learning experience would be relevant ... she would not give 
definite illustrations - she'd convey a pattern from her own 
learning ••• I would imagine it was how she was trained 
herself •.• " 
This explicit connection which the student makes, between heM teachers 
learn and how they teach, echoes the results of the initial 
questionnaire survey, where many supervisors described a preference for 
teaching in ways they had used in their own significant learning. 
The student goes on to describe the crisis in the office following the 
death of one of the team, and its inpact on him in his relationship 
with his supervisor; and then, crucially, in his work as well: 
"I've also discovered 'humanity' in my work, to bring in 
sensitivity and empathy in my work ••. '!here was a death in 
the office... it was quite a shock to the whole office. '!hat 
experience made me human in my dealings with my clients... I 
became a different sort of worker... and my supervisor, this 
high up, superior, pass-fail person with powers of pass-fail, 
she became human herself... she was upset, vulnerable, as did 
the whole office •.• I carved out a (special) role... in 
assisting these people with their grief ••• I wasn't like that 
previous 1 y, in my work I mean... they didn't expect you to be 
like that in ·(where he worked before coming onto the 
course). " 
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The student here is giving up his earlier ideas that there might be a 
single right way to practise social work to which he should aspire if 
he wishes to pass, and that his supervisor is saneone with· special 
powers and abilities (derived from her authority and expertise). 
Instead, he begins to recognise the inportance of involving and using 
himself in his work, and not operating as a stereo-typical objective, 
detached professional. The pattern of supervision is also different, 
as a result of these changes: 
"Generally it facilitated it. I started to look at the power 
thing differently. I had sane power of my own, too. I could 
use it in a caring way ... I could use supervision as less of 
a management exercise ... My supervisor would have had it that 
way all along and it was me who wanted it to be a management 
. " exerCl.se ••• 
"'!here's no way I could have predicted this. I was a like a 
pioneer, an adventurer, (but) . • • I couldn't shape the 
adventuring journey to my needs. I was delegating that to 
somebody else. I don't think I'll do that again in the 
future ... " 
There is then a part of the interview where the interviewer responds to 
the importance of the material he has just heard by helping the student 
to frame sane of his experience on this placement by generalising, and 
indicating that although the death was a powerful precipitating factor, 
the kinds of changes (in practice and supervision) which the student 
describes are by no means unusual during placements: 
( Interviewer) "I had about fifty students, as a supervisor, 
and I think that, I rerrember with most of my students, and in 
my own course •.• I think it is pretty ccmnon, this shift in 
how you see yourself, in your professional role •.• of course, 
it doesn't always happen so dramatically... I remember that 
kind of shift with others, from trying out professional, 
technical-type skills, and realising that they didn't have to 
contain their feelings, their experience all the time, but 
could make use of it •.. " 
"Did you find there were there things, that were the 
equivalent, to a death... you can get that out of a case 
situation as well?" 
( Interviewer) "Yes, sanetimes a case; sometiIres I think 
students were going through a very inportant crl.Sl.S 
themselves. •• or a crisis with one of the other students in 
the group, like when saneone leaves, or there was a failing 
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student in the unit .•• things like that often seemed to bring 
about a crystallisation for others ••. yes, or sometimes it 
was a crisis in the supervision relationship itself ... " 
The student sums up by explaining how his understanding of these 
experiences was made clearer, and explicit, during a joint discussion 
with tutor and supervisor the previous day, and that this has 
fundamentally changed how he sees himself, and his experiences on the 
placement: 
"I wanted to use the word 'paradigm' yesterday, in the 
report, but it wasn't a pennissable word, so it wasn't 
included. II 
(Interviewer) "A shift of paradigm, in how you operate, and 
see yourself as a worker?" ("Yes") "I think that's a really 
good way of sumning it Up". 
Many of the themes here recur in other interviews, and, as is indicated 
in the interview itself, are resonant with the researcher's own 
experiences as a supervisor. These themes and issues are developed 
later, but we continue with a detailed account of the interview with 
this student's supervisor, and a camrnentary on that interview. 
7.3.2 Interview with the Supervisor 
This interview is with the supervisor, who has previously superviSed 
one student on a short observation placement. It is her first assessed 
placement as a supervisor. She qualified as a social worker four years 
before the beginning of this placement, and has worked in her current 
job as an area team social worker dealing with predaninantly statutory 
child care cases for the past two years. She is interested in 
supervision, and has attended workshops and conferences on the subject. 
There was an introduction by the researcher about the focus 
of the study on teaching and learning, including the 
distinction between W1at and how things are taught and 
learnt. The supervisor was invited to talk about the 
placement chronologically. 
II It was to be his final placement, and he'd had three years 
experience before the course, and other non-social work 
experience in the local authority... his previous placerrents 
had also been in social services... it seerred. to me at that 
point he'd had a heavy overdose of Social Services. • • I 
wanted to establish what his own goals were "for this 
placement ••• he didn't seem to have very clear ideas (aOOut 
them)... he seerred. quite reluctant to make definite 
statements .•• At that point I wasn't sure whether he didn't 
have any ideas - and that was how it was caning across to 
me •.• or whether for sane reason he wasn't able to say .•. " 
(Interviewer) "So what did you do aOOut that?" 
"I guess I started to talk to him aOOut his previous 
experience, to get sane understanding of the level at which 
he was, at that point in time, so I could get a kind of 
picture of the stage he was, when he was beginning his 
placement. •• and I married that up with my own expectations 
of where I thought he should have been... (and) where he 
should be at the end of the placement, and tried to discuss 
these with (him) and his tutor •.• Basically it seerred. like 
everything was rather hazy, nei ther (he) nor his tutor had 
very clear ideas as to what it was that he was wanting to 
achieve in a final placerrent. (He) was very conscious of 
going back into social services, so he wanted to be 
proficient as a social worker in social services, and have a 
very sound knowledge of practice in social services that 
would equip him for when he went back to (his seconding 
agency)." 
(Interviewer) "So you moved on to a placement contract... can 
you remember... how you thought you would try to meet sane of 
those things that were in the contract... you must have had, 
kind of, a sense of how he was going to do that learning?" 
"I had my own expectations, though they weren't married very 
closely with (the student's) expectations, nor his tutor's. 
Their side of it all seerred very hazy to me. I took a much 
more assertive role in laying out what I expected he should 
do... then (he) began to discuss that. I posed the 
franework ••• (and we) arrived at a mutual agreement ..• I felt 
that (he) didn't have any notion of the social work process, 
and that was one area in the contract.. • to work on the 
integration of theory and practice to do with the social work 
process. • • in a thorough and systematic way fran when he 
first received the referraL •• It was quite structured, but 
it was necessary for me to get sane guage of (his) ability, 
to get sane sort of baseline for myself to know where he 
was. •• I also had a lot of anxieties aOOut his actual level 
of corrpetence, and therefore felt that I needed to be very 
involved as a supervisor, and probably if necessary quite 
directive. " 
"At" the beginning of the placerrent I was extrerrely directive, 
and stated very clearly what my expectations were, and fran 
that basis (we) began to discuss things... There were sane 
things which he felt would offer him nothing in terms of a 
learning experience." 
(Interviewer) "Do you rerrernber what those things were?" 
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"Specifically, I felt that it was inportant as a new person 
to visit different agencies in the area, for one reason to 
see how they worked in our area, and two, to meet the various 
people he would be working with on this placement. (He) felt 
that this was a real waste of his tiIre, because he had worked 
in Social Services for years and years, and thought he knew 
how other agencies worked, and didn't see any value in having 
personal contact .•. " 
"I felt strongly that he should do that... so we agreed he 
would try it out and reassess, after a period of trial 
whether it was valuable •.. He decided himself it was valuable 
for him... I was very strong at the beginning that he must 
make a point of reading the theory to do with the social work 
process, and we talked a lot (about it) in supervl.sl.on, 
trying to integrate it in a theoretical way, and then started 
that process with his clients ••. we discussed, very fully, 
each case and I structured his thinking about each stage (of 
the social work process)." 
( Interviewer) "How did he respond to that degree of 
structure, or ' directi veness' was the word you used?" 
"I think in sane ways he really resented it, and felt that I 
was treating him at a lesser level than he felt himself (to 
be), and at the same tiIre, because we had a contract (about 
this kind of work) and we discussed various ways of how to do 
it, and the possible outcare, and then we both came to a 
decision about how he would go about it. We didn't have any 
confrontations ••. but he felt that I had the power even if 
he'd wanted to rebel. He wanted to learn, as welL.. so he 
acquiesced. •• to try out what I was suggesting - on the basis 
that we would try it , and if it wasn't working, we would 
look at it again and do sanething else. I think that arose 
because (he) didn't cane up with any other ideas... so I took 
the ini tiati ve. " 
(Interviewer) "So it would be fair to say that in that early 
part of the placement, the way that the teacher and learner 
interacted was that you were pretty directive, and he was 
pretty passive?" ("Yes") "was that a pattern that stayed, 
throughout the placeJreIlt?" 
"NJ, no. I think it changed a lot ••• (he) increasingly became 
moti vated to seek out his own learning, and became much more 
imaginative and creative in terms of his work... he was 
always very keen to follow up the literature... no-one had 
ever encouraged him to do that in the past... and that 
snowballed, as the placeJreIlt went on, he took much more 
responsibility for initiating his own learning, and I think 
my ,role changed quite markedly." 
(Interviewer) "How would you describe it then, towards the 
end (of the placernent)?" 
"Basically, at the end of the placeJreIlt (he) made the 
decisions about how he was going to work, what he was going 
to do, and I encouraged him and supported him in what he was 
doing. •. if he had areas of difficulty, we discussed those in 
depth •.• (how he could use) different ways of resolving a 
problem ••. so the relationship became much more balanced." 
(Interviewer) "can you rem:mber, in terms of your assessrrent 
of his competence, when the change came about, from the 
beginning when you had said he was vague and woolly, and you 
some doubts about his canpetence, and the end when you'd 
passed him and thought he'd done pretty well, when did that 
change take place? Did it occur gradually, over a long time, 
or were there some significant turning points? was there a 
point when you thought he was a passing student, not a 
possible failing student?" 
"w: had a midway assessment ••• and about two or three weeks 
prior to that I had decided his practice was up to passing 
level. At the midpoint assessrrent, in a meeting with his 
tutor, it was made quite clear that (if he) continued (like 
that), he would pass the placerrent." 
(Interviewer) "Did that seem to affect how he related to you 
as well?" 
"I don't think it was at the midpoint assessrrent ••• (he) and 
I had discussed it ••• it happened earlier, and may have been 
related to er, I don't know. (Pause) Ccming at it the other 
way, early on in the placerrent, we had a discussion about 
trust. (He) said he found it difficult to put trust in me .•. 
(because of the power to fail him) but he made a conscious 
decision, we made an agreement... to try it out... 'lb.at 
seemed to be a critical turning point, fairly early on, in 
the first month. •• Fran that point on, as far as I was 
concerned, the whole thing seemed to inprove... I had the 
power to fail him, and that seemed to be a blocking 
mechanism." 
(Interviewer) " (Restates this) ••• and this was prior to you 
feeling he was going to pass - was that in a way the 
opportunity for him to go out and derronstrate in his practice 
what gave you the assurance that he was going to pass?" 
"Yes, I think that's absolutely right." 
( Interviewer) (checks he is not leading the wi tness) "'Ihey 
were two quite distinct stages: one was the element of trust 
in the stage when you were the powerful authority figure, and 
he was the passive, student figure ("Yes"), and then that 
lead to something happening in his practice that reassured 
you about his level of perfonnance in his practice?" 
"Yes, that's exactly right, and one of the things we built 
into our contract was that (he) wanted regular feedback, and 
I was very conscious, right fran the word go, to give him 
continuous feedback, both positive and negative... Anything 
that was done well I would praise, and things that I was 
critical of, I would criticise. That was an ongoing feature, 
right throughout the placerrent .... (He) did not want to reach 
the end of the placement without knowing (if he was going to 
pass). I was very conscious of praising for things done well, 
not just being criticaL •• 'Ihen he made the leap of faith, 
the conscious decision to trust me." 
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(Interviewer) "later in the placement, the pattern was 
obviously very different. How would you describe the 
pattern?" 
"Can you be more specific?" 
(Interviewer) "(Restates, and adds) ••• earlier, you used 
words like ' acquiescent', but at the end of the placement it 
wasn't like that .•. how was it, if it wasn't like that?" 
"(She describes three areas of his work, with illustrations). 
He, with little guidance from me after planning the initial 
contact, planning the first visit ••• he made a plan which we 
discussed in supervision, and after that point he basically 
did his own planning and intervention. . • My role in 
supervision was mainly to praise what he had done, to 
encourage him, to broaden out what he had done and put what 
he had done into a more rounded picture... if he carne to any 
areas where he was stuck, we would discuss those." 
(Interviewer) "Could you give me an exanple of one of 
those ••• and how you responded to that?" (pause) "Can I 
prarpt you with an incident (he) talked about in his 
interview (the interviewer gives details of the family 
sculpting exercise)". 
"We then talked about the use of sculpting in general terms, 
and what had happened in this family, and I broadened out 
what he thought had happened into a more theoretical context, 
because his theory wasn't sufficiently developed... and 
planned (how he could use what he had done) on his next 
visit". 
(Interviewer) "I can understand him being more explicit, and 
more focussed, but were there other qualitative differences 
in his work, between your initial fears, and what was 
happening at the end .•. ?" 
"By being very pedantic about the social work process, and 
stressing the irrportance of... (more structured) work gave 
him more direction in his work with his clients... That 
enabled him to have a basic framework fran which he could be 
more creative and imaginative ••. " 
(Interviewer) "Could you give me an exarrple of that?" 
"One of the things that really struck me, it was a quite 
sirrple thing, but a very irrportant thing, was that one of his 
elderly men clients decided, after a great deal of 
discussion, and after being in Part Three (accamodation) for 
a holiday, to go in on a permanent basis. (The student) 
ŬȚȚŸŤTĚto help, and talked to him about the furniture and 
personal belongings he would like to take with him. One of 
the very inportant things he wanted. to take was his own bed. 
(The student) measured the bed, . and then measured up the 
room, to check it would fit. Then he planned with this man 
that he would take the bed on his car, he would transport the 
man and his bed together to the home, which was (the 
student's) way of signifying the irrportance of everybody was 
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going together, and his belongings were going with them. I 
thought that was a very thoughtful incident which illustrated 
the personal qualities which he could bring into his 'WOrk. 
There were similar incidents with families. • • (which she 
recounted)". 
(Interviewer) "'!hey are good exarrples during the placement of 
shifts in his work with clients, but what about shifts in 
supervision, and in his relationship with you?" 
"W= went through that time of him trusting me, and following 
my instructions as it were, and then came another critical 
point, when my colleague (in the office) died. The whole 
office were extremely grief stricken about that ••• There were 
implications on several levels. One was that I didn't have 
the time, or the personal energy, to offer him anything lTRlch 
outside of supervision. The only time I saw him was during 
the supervision sessions, but even during that time, I didn't 
feel I was operating at my proper capacity, I was so 
preoccupied with my own grief. I felt I was almost like a 
cl ient in a sense, because I was needing to be taken care of. 
I wasn't able to give him the time I 'WOuld have liked, nor to 
give him anything extra. He was thrown onto his own devices. 
The whole atmosphere was of grief and sadness for at least a 
month. I was different, the whole office was different. He 
was very kind to me in tenus of not making demands on me, and 
doing thoughtful things... and only asking me things if it 
was vi tal. I think that at the end of that time things had 
changed quite dramatically for both of us. That is something 
we talked about in (the final three-way meeting with the 
tutor yesterday). It was something we had not been able to 
make explicit until that point in time ••• " 
(Interviewer) "can you say a bit about the way it did affect 
him, and his role?" 
" ••• Because of my extreme grief, and that of my colleagues ••• 
we were an office full of people grieving, rather than an 
office full of social workers... (he) saw me in this state of 
grief, .and saw me so upset, that's when he changed, and 
responded to me on a human level, as anyone would with 
someone who was in grief rather than as his supervisor .•• " 
"Because people were so open in the office, with their 
feelings, with their grief, that was transferred onto his 
work with clients, working on a higher errotional leveL.. he 
really thought about how the clients were feeling ••• he 
introduced humanity into his work, rather than working by the 
book. •• i t felt comfortable, and easier for him, and he has 
retained (this) •.• (He) thinks it has dramatically enabled 
him to increase his carpetence in practice, and to relate to 
me on a different basis." 
( Interviewer) "... that came after his decision to trust you, 
but before you'd decided he'd pass?" 
"I didn't realise it at the time ••• but in retrospect it was 
obviously very significant, yes. I thought at the time it was 
because he had· been freed to get on with his own work... and 
he'd responded well to that independence ••• " 
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( Interviewer) " ••. things had started before, but had 
crystallised out around that time" ("Yes") "Is it likely that 
things would have crystallised out, if there had not been 
that crisis in the office?" 
" ••. (yes) it would seem that the same kinds of things would 
have happened, fran what (he) said, but not at that pace .•• 
his rate of progress would have been more constant, not 
exponential growth ••• (he) is the kind of person who needs a 
crisis to respond to, otherwise he tries to play it safe ••• " 
(Interviewer) "Is that how he was when he caIre ••• ?" 
"Yes, he wanted very much to pass the placement... he would 
do what was right, in order to pass. By his own admission, he 
had been doing that throughout the entire course .•• Having a 
contract gave him a target, it was a kind of mini-crisis, 
he'd never had one before ••• he was really anxious that he 
wouldn't pass .•• " 
(Interviewer) "Were there any parallels between how he learnt 
on his placement, and how you learnt on yours ..• ?" 
"I think I taught him in a very similar way to how I had been 
taught by my supervisor, and my expectations, both of him and 
myself were based on me as a student. I think at the end of 
the placement there were a lot of similarities between how 
(he) and I learnt, but at the beginning we were quite 
different. I trusted my supervisors irrplicitly, and I didn't 
have a paranoia about passing ••• " 
"(He) has been enabled to state his own attitudes now, and 
they seem similar to mine,· but at the beginning, he was 
saying what he thought would be a good thing to say and what 
would get him through... We both work best fran a structured 
frarrewwork, we both need the theoretical input as well as the 
practice, and are able to integrate the two ••• a little bit 
of practice, then a little bit of theory ••• " 
( Interviewer) "Is there anything else, that we haven't 
covered?" 
"Only that he used other people in my office, that I wasn't 
the only person... he made use of, and was used by, others in 
our Department (she gave an exarrpl e relating to the new 
Mental Health Act) •.. " 
(Interviewer) "Can you say how it caIre about?" 
"At the beginning it was decided that he would do sore work 
with elderly clients, and I didn't have any (clients, and 
expp.rtise) ••• I suggested others in the .office had a lot of 
experience and it would be better to discuss wi th them. 
That's a ccmnon theme running right through, I'd point 
sanething out, he was motivated to try it out... the team 
were helpful, but people felt he'd given as much as he'd 
gained, it was two way." 
"other significant things included the involvement of the 
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tutor. • . new things always came out in the three-way 
meetings ... " 
(Interviewer) "In rounding things off. . . I'd like to say 
something of the importance of the use people make of 
crises. • • we can never protect people from them, nor 
structure them in. What strikes me very much fram the 
discussions with each of you was how hard both of you had 
worked to make use of the experiences... on the placement ..• 
(and that is why so much carne out of it)" 
"Sure, I think that's absolutely right... we're 
determined and work hard and have the stamina to see 
through right to the very end." 
both 
things 
(Interviewer) "'Ihat's probably a good point to end on ••• 
thank you very much. " 
<bmentary an Interview with the SUpervisor 
This interview is striking for the clear and articulate way that the 
supervisor describes and accounts for events on the placement, which is 
all the more remarkable when one recalls that this is her first 
'professional' student. Her clarity in the interview is a reflection of 
the way she approached the placement, pushing both the student and the 
tutor into being more explicit about the purposes of the placement, 
especially when faced with the studeht' s lack of specificity: 
"I guess I started to talk to him about his previous 
experience, to get some understanding of the level at which 
he was at that point in time, so I could get a kind of 
picture of the stage he was, when he was beginning his 
placement .•. and I married that up with IT!Y own expectations 
of where I thought he should have been... (and) where he 
should be at the end of the placement, and tried to discuss 
these with (him) and his tutor ••• Basically it seerred like 
everything was rather hazy neither (he) nor his tutor had 
very clear ideas as to what it was that he was wanting to 
achieve in a final placement." 
She decided that this vagueness and lack of clarity might push her into 
a more directive role, at least at first, to establish his stage of 
developnent: 
"I had IT!Y own expectations, though that wasn't married very 
closely with (the student's) expectations, nor his tutor's. 
Their side of it all seerred very hazy to me. I took a much 
more assertive role ..• It was quite structured, but it was 
necessary for me to get some guage of (his) ability, to get 
some sort of baseline for IT!Yself to know where he was.. • I 
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also had a lot of anxieties about his actual level of 
competence, and therefore felt that I needed to be very 
involved as a supervisor, and probably if necessary quite 
directive. " 
This was a chosen strategy, and therefore not apparently the only one 
which the supervisor had considered, in response to her perceptions of 
the stUdent's learning needs, and her expectations, derived from her 
own student experience: 
"At the beginning of the placement I was extrerrely directive, 
and stated very clearly what IT\Y expectations were, and from 
that basis (we) began to discuss things ••• " 
Some of the student's initial response was to reject her suggestions. 
He felt visits to local agencies were a waste of time because he 'knew' 
what all such agencies were like. There are two aspects of this which 
are of interest - one was his denial of the value of personal contact 
with other agencies (a view which he revised, following the recognition 
of the irrportance of using much more of himself in his work by the end 
of the placanent). The other is his view of all agencies being the 
same, no matter where they were located, which fits with his overall 
position of vague generalisations in-setting goals for the placanent, 
and (as we shall see in the joint interview, subsequently, that he 
thought all client "contracts were boring, because they were all the 
same") • 
The supervisor's early directiveness, and explicit contract goals for 
the placanent were something of a challenge for the student, but he was 
highly motivated to pass, and had decided on the least risky way of 
achieving that - by acquiescence, and following what his teacher 
required of him. 
The supervisor is able to see how this pattern, of directive teaching 
and a passive student, had changed during the placanent, and points to 
the inportance of a· discussion about power and authority in 
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supervision, after which the student felt able to trust her, and take 
risks with her support. Thus, by the end of the placerrent, she 
describes the student as having considerable responsibility for his own 
learning, and for the choice of focus in supervision: 
"Basically, at the end of the placerrent (he) made the 
decisions about how he was going to work, what he was going 
to do, and I encouraged him and supported him in what he was 
doing. •. if he had areas of diff icul ty, we discussed those in 
depth ... (how he could use) different ways of resolving a 
problem •.. so the relationship became much more balanced." 
The turning points in the balance of the supervisory relationship arise 
from the student being able to trust the supervisor (and take risks in 
his practice) which were already showing signs of change prior to the 
point at which there was a death in the office. The supervisor 
describes the change from directive teaching and passive learning to a 
more consultative model: 
"He, with little guidance from me after planning the initial 
contact, planning the first visit .•• made a plan which we 
discussed in supervision, and after that point he basically 
did his own planning and intervention. • • My role in 
supervision was mainly to praise what he had done, to 
encourage him, to broaden out what he had done and put what 
he had done into a more roUnded picture... if he came to any 
areas where he was stuck, we would discuss those." 
As a result of this shift in the pattern of the teaching and learning 
processes, the student is able to be caring and creative in his work, 
as the episode involving the move of an elderly man into Part Three 
acccmnodation illustrated. This introduction of caring, into what 
previously had been a more mechanistic approach to practice, followed 
the period of grief and mourning in the office. There appears to be a 
close connection between how the student saw his learning task, and the 
need to be more actively involved in his learning, (with consequent 
irrplications for teaching and learning roles) and· how he practised. 
The student appeared to have undertaken the previous eighteen months of 
the course with a model of learning in which others (ie teachers) would 
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be responsible for his learning, by being in authority, and having 
expertise. This echoes sane of the early positions described by Perry 
(1970) which we reviewed earlier, in tenus of the student not yet 
having reached a stage of understanding of the inportance of context, 
and the relativism of all knowledge, whereby learners have to take 
responsibility for their own learning - and, if they are to continue to 
progress, to develop increased autonomy in their learning. 
The supervisor explicitly acknowledged in her interview the parallels 
between how the student learnt on this placerrent, and how she had 
learnt in her own placerrents as a student: 
"We both work best fran a structured fra.rnevolOrk, we both need 
the theoretical input as well as the practice, and are able 
to integrate the two ••. a little bit of practice, then a 
little bit of theory ... " 
Finally, the supervisor stresses her role as part of a team of other 
potential teachers, to whom the student can tum for help, and to whom 
he has things to offer. '!his reciprocity is an extension of the two way 
nature of the supervision relationship itself: 
" . .. he used other people in my office, that I wasn't the 
onl y person... he made use of, and was used by others in our 
Department {she gave an exanple relating to the new Mental 
Health Act) ••. At the beginning it was decided that he would 
do sane work with elderly clients, and I didn't have any 
(clients, and expertise) .•• I suggested others in the office 
had a lot of experience and it would be better to discuss 
with them. That's a carrmon therre running right through, I'd 
point sanething out, he was motivated to try it out... the 
team were helpful, but people felt he'd given as much as he'd 
gained, it was two way." 
In stI1'IIB!Y, this interview reveals a supervisor whose clarity and 
explicitness has set the scene for a structured and focussed use of 
supervision, and of intervention by the student with his clients. The 
supervisor chooses to be directive in the ear I y stages, and does sane 
direct teaching. '!he student was ini tiall y passive, and expecting his 
teacher to take responsibility for his learning, but he increasingly 
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takes responsibility for his own learning, and the relationship beccmes 
more equal. These changes came about as a result of a shift in the 
supervision relationship, which allows the student to take more risks 
in his work and leaning, knowing that he will be supported by his 
supervisor. On her part, there is a shift from directive teaching, to a 
more consultative style of supervision, and preparedness to use others 
in the office to contribute to teaching and learning. 
we shall find later, in conceptualising the findings of this stage of 
the research, that these interactive patterns are key elements in 
developing indicators of the stage of developnent reached by 
supervisors as teachers, and stUdents as learners - and that they 
reflect the conceptions each has of learning itself. 
7.3.3 Joint Discussion with the Student and Supervisor 
After each pair of interviews in this stage of the research, an 
opportunity was offered to the participants to discuss the Clobbits 
learning styles exercise, and to relate the findings from it to the 
discussions in the interviews. That session was also an opportunity to 
offer feedback to the participants sanething of the research generally, 
and to clarify what had been generated by these interviews. 
During the interviews with these two participants, it was decided to 
ask whether they would object to the further, feedback, session being 
taped as well. There were two reasons for this request: the first 
reason was that interviews undertaken earlier in this phase of the 
study had raised interesting issues, including the use of the session 
by the participants to discuss and refrarre their understanding of some 
the events in the placement: the second reason was that the clarity and 
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articulate accounts of the placement which these two people had 
presented suggested it would be particularly valuable to tape the 
feedback session. They agreed to do so. 
A further purpose of the feedback session, of clarifying sane beginning 
understandings and interpretations, and checking these out with the 
participants is also well-demonstrated here. 
The feedback session began with a statement by the researcher 
that this was not a fonnal part of the interviews, and later 
a much lighter mood is evident than in the interviews 
themselves. 
The researcher began the discussion about the Clobbits 
exercise, and described how he had approached it. The student 
described how he had looked mainly at category D cards to 
start with, and had attenpted to get an understanding of the 
taxona1¥ from them. The supervisor had begun by looking at 
all of the number one cards, especially CI which she saw as 
"the starting point... I decided I'd follow through the Clobs 
and then the Bits, to get the sub-groupings... then onto each 
sub-grouping, but at the bottom it got crnplicated with 
alphas, and betas which seemed mixed •.• so I went to the BQs 
in the hope that it would clarify the BT sub-groupings." 
The student said that he had "reversed alpha TK to TK alpha, 
because he found that more helpful" but added "you've got to 
carry a whole load of things in your head" which he had found 
problerna.tic, until he decided he could write things down. 
After sane discussion about students the researcher had 
supervised, (about differences of expectations of how to 
approach learning between supervisors and students being 
further carplicated by the hierarchical nature of the 
relationship, which can put pressure on the student to 
change, rather than the supervisor), there was an exchange 
between the student and his supervisor about aspects of 
learning on the placement. 
The student said "I think the learning style you expected me 
to possess was problem-solving, starting at the top and 
working your way down to specific behaviours, which you wrote 
down more than the higher order behaviours." The supervisor 
responded as she seems to have done from the earliest part of 
the placement: "What do you mean by that?" , and got the 
reply: "You wrote down specific things more than general 
things. •• in setting up the contract". 
The supervisor said "I wanted specific entities as a basis 
for the contract, which could be worked on and evaluated at 
the end, rather than generalities that couldn't be defined or 
evaluated very easily." "Which was appropriate" replied the 
student. . 
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The researcher offered same input about the importance of 
being able to generalise from specific examples and being 
able to use generalisations in new situations, where they may 
be appropriate, and that being able to sort out levels of 
generality and specificity was very important, if you were 
going to be able to make use of past learning in new 
situations. It seemed that there was an intervening stage of 
being able to generalise from earlier experiences, and try 
out the relevance of those generalisations in making sense of 
the new situation. 
The student responded by indicating that at the beginning of 
the placement he had felt that client contracts were boring 
because they were all the same. The supervisor responded: 
"That's because you needed to make them individual, and 
specific to that client ... (it was also) tied into assessment 
and planning at a more general level, so the contract related 
to the assessrnent and where you wanted to go" , indicating 
that progress had been made in that area. 
The researcher went on to talk about the interview with the 
student, and the discussion about how the supervisor "had 
made a learning assessrnent of you and where you were, perhaps 
using her previous experience as a learner and a student •.• 
maybe we can ask her how she did it... and what were the 
indications you used as evidence?" The supervisor said that 
it was to do with "how clear he was (or wasn't) about his 
expectations of the final placement.. . (laughing, in a 
self-rnocking kind of way) because I'd known what I wanted 
for my final placement, and thought everyone else should as 
well!" The researcher added: "and explicitly, and in specific 
terms!" and got the reply "Absolutely!" with laughter. 
She continued: "It was also his understanding of theory and 
practice of the social work process - I thought he'd know 
more ... " The student asked "HOW, in the final placement, when 
I'd done some visits, and we have supervision, I said 
earlier, that you'd always seemed to be one step ahead of 
me", only to be told by the supervisor "'Ihat' s just 'cos I'm 
srrarter than you!" with rnore laughter. The student said: "On 
what basis did you assess my learning need... did you say 
perhaps we are going to broaden this, or... how did you work 
it out. I'm suggesting you did it like the process you went 
through. " 
The supervisor said "Yes, I guess modelling, that was part of 
it, on what my own supervisors did for me... (but) same was 
just sequential, in your work with a client (she describes 
phases in the work, of initial contact, making an assessment, 
making a plan and sharing it with the client, and so on) .•. 
whatever we'd talked about in supervision, by the next time 
you'd done it, you'd done it well and appropriately ••. so 
that was step by step." The student said "I've gone fran A to 
B on this placement ..• (if that were) numbered one to ten, 
when we'd got to seven, how did you know eight was next .•. ?" 
The supervisor said "TlDst of it was intuitive, I think •.. but 
we had goals set for the end .•. in the contract... so that 
was the direction ... In terms of whether I generalised, it 
was in terms of whether I CXlUld generalise, if I knew my 
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theory well enough. There were certain points at which you 
couldn't handle the generalisation because you weren't far 
enough on in terms of your practice, and your 
conceptualisations, so it had to be left. But as you did more 
work, and perhaps read about things, something else would 
come together so I could introduce it at that time, rrake more 
generalisations at the time... (she restates this in 
different terms)." 
The researcher said that offering generalisations too early 
for students to handle rang bells for him, and he recalled 
times when as an inexperienced supervisor he had been 
"offering generalisations too early for the student to 
handle •.. (perhaps because they had met only one or two case 
exarrples) but later in the placement, I'd have the experience 
of them magically telling me, now they've had three, four, 
five families like that, exactly the same things that three 
months ago they had totally denied, dismissed or ignored, and 
now they were saying it back to me ... I began to learn that 
really slowly! I had to get over my irritation that they 
didn't learn it just 'cos I told them it three months ago. I 
had to recognise that people learn things because they rrake 
the patterns for themselves, and that's where generalisations 
come from .•. they don't come just because I'm suddenly aware 
of what generalisations they could make fran (the 
experiences)". 
The supervisor said "I agree with that, and in the placement 
there was a canbination of both. Sometimes you (the student) 
could handle that, and were aware of that ••. it was your 
ability to conceptualise that lead to progress. I just tried 
to round it out." The student restated this in his own words, 
then said: "That's why you -were one step ahead of me! Because 
I had done these bits (the specifics) and you could help me 
generalise." 
There was further discussion around these points, and in 
response to the researcher, the student stressed the 
importance of recognising salience in making patterns and 
generalisations fran experience. 
In a closing surrrnary, the researcher thanked the participants 
for contributing in three areas - research data; some 
developnent, and validating, of the researcher's 
conceptualisations about supervision; and in allowing him to 
see that a good outcome could arise fran what had been 
potentially a very difficult situation in the placement. 
A final discussion, about the involvement of the tutor, and 
the use of the three way sessions during the placement lead 
to the suggestion that she should be interviewed as well, to 
get a further perspective on the placement. 
The tutor readily agreed, and that material is reported next. This was 
the only placement in which the role and involvement of the tutor was 
raised directly as a contribution to teaching and learning. Because the 
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data gathered in the prirrary interviews was so clear and explicit, it 
was decided that using that material as a case study could be enhanced 
by interviewing the tutor. Thus, the next section reports that 
interview, and raises serne general questions about the role of tutors 
in relation to supervision. 
It is evident that many of the researcher is views on the teaching and 
learning being described were being expressed during the joint 
interview, therefore there are no additional comments offered at this 
point. Instead, many of the more general issues which were raised by 
this placement are discussed in the interview with the tutor, so they 
are covered in the next section. 
7.3.4 Interview with the Tutor; and sane general cannents on the 
findings fran this plaClelleIlt 
This interview took place shortly after the end of the placement 
described above, at the College where the student had carpleted his 
course. The tutor, who was very experienced in social work education, 
was interested to contribute to the research. The interview itself 
lasted about one and a half hours, and was a mixture of discussion 
about the individual placement, issues raised by it, and by the 
research more generally. Thus the format here is to follow that 
pattern, with a report of the interview (included as indented 
paragraphs) interspersed by more general considerations, as they were 
prompted by the interview. 
The interview began with an invitation to describe the 
placement chronologically, from the tutor is point of view. 
She described considerable problems in setting up a placement 
for this student, with two prior arrangements falling through 
in other agencies before the training officer in the agency 
where the placement eventually was undertaken agreed at short 
notice to provide another placement for this student, who in 
his first year had been placed in another office in the same 
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authori ty . '!'he student had been asking for a further 
placement in a social services department, after same 
criticisms of his work last year. The tutor described the 
student as "bright, very bright (ie intelligent), but 
incredibly backward, unaccountably backward... and needing 
(as a supervisor) someone who could cope with hilll 
intellectually." rI'he tutor described the first three-way 
meeting at the college, " . . when (the supervisor) carne with a 
great many questions", including according to the tutor, 
questions about why the student was "so backward" (tutor's 
use of language), "why does he want another social services 
placement? .. and by implication, are you landing roe with a 
failing student?" 
None of this problem about finding a placement had emerged in the 
earlier interviews, nor any suggestion that the student was 
under-performing, and had not done well on his previous placement. The 
supervisor and student had both pointed to a lack of specificity, and 
uncertainty on the student's and tutor's part about the purpose of the 
placement. In this connection, the attempt by the supervisor to clarify 
things at the beginning was an attempt to sort out some of this lack of 
clarity. 
The tutor continued by saying" (The supervisor) was trying to 
tease out what (he) wanted to learn, and was trying to set 
objectives for the placement... (his) communication skills 
were horrible ... (She) was writing a lot down ... I was really 
rather irrpressed, thinking here's someone who might get to 
grips with (him), and I said so to her ... (He)'s a puzzle to 
me ... so many things didn't add up ... the first successful 
ingredient in the placement was that (she) was totally 
puzzled. and asked questions ..• " 
The researcher asked what was the nature of the student's 
problems at that stage, and was told "he was very 
inarticulate in tutorials ... I was making no progress in 
helping this student to clarify what he had to learn... we 
(the course staff) tended to blame the seconding 
department ... (because of problems with a previous student 
from that agency)... he was a Level '!Wo social worker, and 
he's bright, but he's incompetent. I was questioning his 
motivation for social work, wondering why he was in social 
work at all ... did he have the capacity ... he had his awn 
frame of reference, and he rejected psycho-dynarnic 
approaches ... his first year placement, he had a very poor 
assessment, he had a social control model, there were same 
cases he closed very early... I think (this supervisor) 
underestimated haw bad (he) was." 
The researcher asked how he had passed the year one 
assessment if he was so limited, and was told "It's a good 
question ... it was very short, only eleven weeks... no, he 
wasn't failing, but he wasn't quite achieving ... I thought 
?()? 
his first supervisor had done quite well in challenging, 
stopping him in his tracks ... he wasn't that marginal, it was 
a poorly written report ... I think a lot of our students in 
the first year are marginal .•. we've never had someone failed 
a first year placement ... he's bright (and people say) he's a 
nice guy." 
The researcher said "I think it's often described as a 
learning, or developnental problEm, in the first year rather 
than fai ling. .. it tends to be put off to the second year. " 
The tutor said "I don't think you can fail a first year 
placerrent." 
This exchange points to the more general problEm of practice assessment 
- there is little clarity about what should be expected of students at 
the end of a first year placement. There are some extraordinary terms 
(derived from the classical model?) which the tutor uses to describe 
the student, like "incredibly backward, unaccountably backward" and "he 
was very inarticulate in tutorials" the tutor thought "no, he wasn't 
fai ling, but he wasn't quite achieving." and "he wasn't that marginal, 
it was a poorly written report." This, of course, is an assessment of 
the supervisor, not the student. It reflects a general criticism of 
practice assessment that students are passed unless there is evidence 
to fail them, rather than be failed unless there is evidence to pass 
them (Brandon and Davies, 1979). The interview continued. 
"(He) was a person not able to talk about himself... he 
didn't know what he wanted to learn." "I was put on my 
rnettle.(The supervisor) was making demands on me, in a 
positive way. She was quite anxious, it was her first 
student ... (as a result of her pressure) I had to deliver the 
goods but I didn't know what they'd be... "(She) wrote out 
the contract." 
At the three-way meeting in the middle of the placement, 
there had been a discussion about the student's lack of 
conpetence (rather than what his first year supervisor had 
described as a lack of confidence). After some pressing by 
the researcher, about the tutor's view of an adequate 
workload for a student, the tutor said "(the supervisor) 
taught him the social work process, which we had failed to 
do •.. she has an exceptionally good grasp, she must have been 
well-taught, I guess (her course) was better than ours." "She 
comes across in a way that she rea 11 y knows what she's doing 
in a way that a lot of supervisors don't. She'd got it well 
together and taught it to him." The researcher asked "How?" 
The tutor said "By qui te a lot of direct teadrinq, and 
analysis before (the student) went out in terms of where he 
was in the process." (emphases added) 
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'rhe added emphases here make the point about use of language which we 
identified in the review of the traditional literature on supervision, 
where the focus was on teaching and lIIilat was taught, rather than on 
leanring and what was learnt. The tutor described a change in the way 
the college had taught social work to this group of students, and 
acknowledged that perhaps students had not grasped essentials. Her 
model is to describe this student's learning in terms of the 
supervisor's teaching (positively), and college teaching (negatively). 
However, it would seem from the evidence of the individual interviews, 
and the joint interview, that it was the supervisor's attention to the 
student's learning processes, and particularly to the timing of her 
contributions in relation to her assessment of his stage of learning) 
that was a major factor in the outcane of the placement. 
It is also worth considering how the tutor viewed this first time 
supervisor - there are some indications that she was surprised about 
the supervisor's competence in the role, and she ascribes this to the 
supervisor having been well ŸẀŦUWĚherself. The social work education 
literature after this placement took place gives sane support for the 
view that it is a .1earning focus, rather than a teaching focus which is 
critical in helping students to learn effectively, and to learn how 
they learn, so they can take responsibli ty for their own learning (eg 
Gardiner, 1984b; Gray, 1985). These ideas are discussed further and 
developed in Chapter Eight. 
This interpretation is further oorne out by the tutor's description of 
the student seeing his role as a passive learner, trying to meet the 
expectations of others: 
"He said at the end that he was playing games, trying to 
fulfil the expectations of others ... in tutorials he was 
trying to meet my expectations. . . his approach was 
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revolutionised in the placement, by (the supervisor) 
appearing human, real and in need ... (he) could get out of 
being the student, they were both out of role... (because) 
she was a highly professional person and teacher (it lead to 
him getting) his personal and professional side of himself 
together. .. he said that the crisis forced him to adopt new 
coping strategies ... (and) less direct teaching forced him to 
work things out for himself." 
There followed an exchange which was more discursive, and 
involved the researcher reflecting on his experience as a 
supervisor, and same of the findings of the present research, 
which was offered to the tutor in a way which allowed her to 
refrarne same of her descriptions, especially in relation to 
stages of developnent of students, and the irrportance of the 
learning process. The tutor acknO\vledged the validity of 
this, and began to relate them to the placement under 
discussion. They are not detailed here partly because they 
raise more general issues dealt with elsewhere, and partly 
for reasons of maintaining the confidentiality of the course 
and tutor. 
In essence, some of the debate was about the ways in which students 
view the learning expected of them, and the consequent role they expect 
to play in that learning. In this instance, the student entered the 
final placement still with a clear expectation that he should be the 
passive recipient of teaching, and that his task was to fit in with the 
expectations of his teachers. This had apparently been reinforced 
during his previous placements, in college teaching, and in tutorials. 
This is perhaps connected with haw his instrurrental and mechanistic 
view of social work, without any personal involvement, had persisted 
until the middle of this placement. As he became aware of the need to 
be more involved in one danain (learning), so he was able to develop 
similarly in the other (practice). The placement saw the developnent of 
the student's conception of the learning process from one where he saw 
learning as something external, which happened to him, towards learning 
as something which involved him, and became part of him. This change 
echoes the steps in the developnent of the learning process which we 
have described earlier (Saljo, 1979): and is one which shifts the focus 
of attention in learning fran content to process. 
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In parallel, the supervisor allowed and encouraged this development, 
even before the death in the office crystallised and confirmed the 
process. At this stage in the research, it was becaning clear that if 
the supervisor had not herself already reached the stage of being able 
to conceptualise the learning processes in terms at least as far as the 
student was now reaching, it may seriously have hampered his progress. 
A very good example of this constraining impact of the supervisor's 
conception of the learning task is given as the next case illustration, 
where the supervisor's expectations throughout the placement described 
appear to be a mirror reflection of the expectations of the present 
student at the beginning of this placement - as we shall see, it was 
narrow, directive, and focussed on teaching, and what was to be taught. 
At this point, we can see the need to pay attention to the stage which 
the supervisor has reached as a teacher (and that this is related to 
the stage they have reached in their conceptions and understanding of 
ŨŤŠŲŪÙŪŸĚThe supervisor in this case study had a mature conception of 
the learning required of professional social work students, and thus 
was able to make an infonned judgement about where the student had 
reached in his stage of learning, as well as his practice competence. 
Although she was very explicit about many aspects of the placement, it 
should be noted that this was one area where she described her response 
as "intuitive" and clearly based on an internalised understanding of 
conceptions of learning. She was not easily able to conceptualise these 
features after a single experience of supervising a professional 
placement. It was decided to follow her up ·after she had next 
supervised a student to see whether it was possible to find further 
evidence of these stages of development as a teacher. She did indeed 
show that she could be much less directive, and less prescriptive, with 
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a more able student. 
In returning to the interview with the tutor, the discussion . moved on 
to the point where the researcher offered a routine opportunity to say 
whether there were other things which the tutor wished to talk about 
which had not previously been covered. She said that she wanted to talk 
about the unjustified criticism of the first year supervisor, contained 
in this supervisor's placement report: 
"I want to say sanething about (the supervisor's) criticism 
of the year one supervisor ... " The researcher said "Perhaps 
it was sanething to do with different styles of the two 
supervisors?" "Yes, (the other one) was much less 
intellectual than (this supervisor), less able to teach than 
(her) ... if she had been the second year supervisor as well, 
they wouldn't have got much further ... " (errphasis added). 
This exchange reflects the tutor apparently contradicting herself, by 
at first thinking the criticism was unjust, but then giving the reasons 
why it could be fair criticism. During that exchange, I gained the 
distinct impression that the tutor felt that she too was implicitly 
being criticised for failing to confront the student, and then help him 
to move on. This view is reinforced by a later exchange in the 
interview: 
"He was very difficult .•. thank goodness I was his tutor for 
two years (normal practice was to change at the end of the 
first year) ... It wasn't really until (the supervisor) came 
along ... (it was) her really strong questioning of obvious 
things that didn't add up ..• " The researcher said "(The 
supervisor) had avoided over-teaching in the second half of 
the placement as (the student) took more responsibility for 
his learning, unlike sane supervisors ... " The tutor was 
reluctant to acknowledge this, feeling that as a new 
supervisor," (she) was only forced out of a pattern of direct 
teaching by the death in the office, and by being forced out 
of pattern to be seen as a human being". The researcher said 
that there was enough evidence in the other interviews to 
indicate that the shift in teaching and learning, in the 
supervisory relationship, had already begun before the death, 
and that it had only crystallised out what was starting to 
happen anyway. The tutor said she thought " (the supervisor) 
was only not over-teaching intuitively." 
This exchange shows the extent to which the researcher is not a 
passive, and detached observer, but is directly offering evidence to 
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the tutor about the placement (gleaned from the interviews) to 
challenge the tutor's conception of events. It is worth emphasising 
here that both student and supervisor had explicitly given permission 
for anything which had been covered in the interviews to be discussed 
both in the joint session, and in the interview with the tutor. 
It is arguable here that the researcher got drawn into challenging the 
tutor's belief that her perceptions in such situations was inevitably 
more 'real' than those directly involved. This view, as we have seen, 
is characteristic of the classical model in the literature, where 
tutors have traditionally set themselves up to be arbiters of reality 
and fantasy in the supervisory relationship, even when they were not 
present (Garrett, 1954). 
The interview with the tutor ended with a discussion of ideas about how 
stUdents are enabled to generalise their experiences, and haw they make 
use of generalised teaching from college when they are on placements. 
The ideas contained within this debate (and elsewhere) were shortly 
afterwards presented at the Annual Conference for the Association of 
Teachers in Social Work Education, and subsequently published 
(Gardiner, 1984b). This paper is included here as Appendix A. These 
ideas are also discussed at greater length in Chapter Eight. 
Before moving on to other case illustrations, which are presented in 
less detail, the findings of the present case study are summarised in 
terms which take forward our thinking about the teaching and learning 
processes of supervision, and which begin the process of model building 
grounded in the data of this study. 
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7.3.5 Sale Interpretations, aId Key 'lhenes - First steps to ŸŨĚ
Building 
There are a number of themes derived from this case exarrpl e which are 
of major irrportance to us. They contribute substantially to the 
theory-building process, and are considered here in some detail, to 
identify and generalise from features of this placement which recur 
elsewhere in the study. The data include evidence of the persistence of 
the classical model of supervision, of the movement and change in the 
patterns of the supervisory relationship, and of the use of the three 
way sessions for feedback and developing interpretations of the data 
which contribute to the beginning categorisation of students and 
supervisors. We shall consider these points successi vel y . 
7.3.5.1 '1he persistence of the classical IIDdel 
The persistence of the language and concepts of the classical 
supervision model is demonstrated in the interview with the tutor, 
which shows a number of the central features of the model which we have 
earlier identified. These include the focus on teaching, the 
pathologising of the learner, and the limited expectations tutors have 
of new supervisors. This very experienced tutor seems to have 
internalised many of the assumptions and expectations contained in the 
classical literature: 
'1he focus on teaching 
" ••. the tutor said "( the supervisor) taught him the social 
work process, which we had failed to do... she has an 
exceptionally good grasp, she must have been well-taught, I 
guess (her course) was better than ours." "She comes across 
in a way that she really knows what she's doing in a way that 
a lot of supervisors don't. She'd got it well together and 
taught it to him." The researcher asked "How?" the tutor said 
"By quite a lot of direct teaching ... " (errphases added). 
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'!he pathologising of the learner 
"The tutor described the student as 'bright, very bright (ie 
intelligent), but incredibly backward, tmaccountablv 
ŞŠȘŸẂŠŲTĚ... and needinq (as a supervisor) someone who could 
cope with hir'1 intellectually... (his) comnunication skills 
were horrible •.. (She) was writing a lot down •.. I was really 
rather impressed, thinking here's someone who might get to 
grips with (him), and I said so to her •.• (He's) a puzzle to 
me .•. so ma.ny things didn't add up." ŸĚ
Tutors' expectations of new supervisors 
"I think (the supervisor) underestimated how bad (he) was ... 
(the supervisor) was forced out of a pattern of direct 
teaching by a death in the office ... she was only not 
oVer-teaching intuitively ••. " 
7.3.5.2 M:>vffiEIlt and change in the supervisory relationship 
Changes in the pattern of interaction between student and the 
supervisor during the various phases of the placement are evident. The 
tenn 'phase' is used to here to describe periods during the placeJ.nent, 
although they are not VŔŸȘÙȚÙȘŠŨŨXĚdefined in time. We shall use the 
term 'stage' to reflect the conceptions of learning which students and 
supervisors have when we are trying to generate conceptualisations and 
frameworks which apply to other VWẀTŸŪWVĚand supervisors. These stages 
are now illustrated from the placeJ.nent we have just described. 
SbI<ients' conceptions of learning - stages of developrent 
At the beginning of the placement, the student was not very good at 
spelling out his learning needs, and he expected someone else to take 
the initiative and responsibility for his learning. He was a passive 
learner and saw learning as sarething which \¥OUld ha.g:en to him. He saw 
his supervisor as ha.vi.ng expertise (as a social worker), and authority 
(derived from,expertise, and her power to pass or fail him). This 
position reminds us of some early positions in Perry's scheme of 
development (Perry, 1970), and of surface conceptions of learning 
(Saljo, 1979). The student decided at that point that he would do What 
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the supervisor required of him in order that he should pass. He 
expected to learn first and do things (ie. awly learning) afterwards. 
'!his position seems also to be associated for this student with an 
instrunBltal,hrechanistic roodel of social work practice which avoids 
involvement in and with his cases. 
We might tentatively use these emphasised components as stage One in a 
scheme we might derive from these data. '!his position seems to be 
associated with a belief in a single, Right way to learn (and, in the 
practice domain, with the belief that there is a single, Right way to 
practise) - both of which minimise personal risk and involvement in the 
process. 
'!he student moved during the placement to seeing more active 
involvenent in his own learning as inportant, and he now sees himself 
as better at this. He says that he would not be passive in future, and 
would not give such resp:>nSibility to others. '!his is evidenced by his 
preparations for returning to his employing authority. Some of this 
movement has came about as a result of explicit discussions in 
supervision ŠŞŬẀŸĚpower and authority, and a decision by the student to 
trust his supervisor that she would not unreasonably fail him, and that 
she would give him continuous feedback on his performance during the 
placement. '!he recognition that he had power (to pass and fail) as a 
ŲŤVŸŨWĚof his performance seems to have contributed to his increased 
involvement in his learning and in his practice. '!he realisation that 
there might be other ways to awroach learning, followed by the atterpt 
to use another agnuach seem to be inportant features of stage '1\«). 
'!his stage also seems to have parallel changes in the practice domain -
the student made important changes following his changed conceptions of 
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learning. First, he felt able to bring more warmth and carincr into his 
practice, which meant that he was less detached from his clients, and 
did more sensitive work with the.m. Second, he began to· develop 
alternative frarres of reference in assessrren.t ani intervention with his 
clients. 
In this second stage, the student was still reliant to some extent on 
his tutor and supervisor to reinforce and validate these changed 
approaches, so we can describe them as increased invol verrent in his 
learning, and in his practice, but not canplete auooIlClT¥' A further 
feature seems to have been increased confidence for the student, and 
real enjoyment in his work and in his learning. 
SUpervisors' (xmceptions of learning - stages of developrent 
Thus far in this section we have describec1 the changes from the point 
of view of the student, but it is also possible to descibe them from 
the point of view of the supervisor. She began by looking for clarity 
and explicitness which she modelled in drawing up the contract. She 
appeared to expect that the student's learning would arise fran doing 
things, whereas he expected a model of learning things first, and doing 
things afterwards. 
Tnese differences in their conceptions of the learning process also 
demonstrate the difference between active and passive learning. They 
were confinned by the findings of the Clobbits exercise, where t..he 
student had difficulty In holding a large number of 
variables/hypotheses in his head, which Pask suggests relates to the 
lower risk-taking of serialist strategies. The supervisor used a holist 
approach, and was able to·tolerate a higher degree of uncertainty in 
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her learning. Learning from one's own practice experience in social 
work is, in these tenus, a holist, and active kind of learning activity 
which the supervisor sees as necessary if one is to bui ld up 
generalisations from the patterns of one's practice. 
'Ihe supervisor here made an assessment of the student's coopetence 
early on and, like the supervisor in the single case study, became more 
directive in her teaching, until she was sure that the student was able 
to function competently with clients. 'Ihis pattern allowed the stOO.ent 
to be dependant on the direction of his supervisor initially, but her 
demands for explicitness, and for specificity, seem to have produced a 
crisis, and lead to the debate about power in the relationship. Later 
in the placement, we saw the supervisor increasingly encouraging the 
student to take responsibility for detennining the use of supervision, 
and for making decisions in his cases. 
If we were to characterise the elements of the placement then we would 
see, in Stage Ole, a more traditional, directive teacher, taking 
responsibility to assure herself of the stUdent's current level of 
functioning before encouraging him to be more actively involved in his 
own learning. In Stage 'lWo, we see her demonstrating that there are 
other ways to teach, and other ways to learn, and she becomes less 
directive once she is reasonably sure of the student's competence. 
In the second half of the placement, the supervisor demonstrated that 
teachers need to develop a repertoire of approaches to respond to 
differing needs of the student at different points - thus sometimes she 
. . 
provided direct teaching when it was required (eg. in relation to the 
sculpting incident) and sometimes helped the student to recognise 
patterns and to generalise his experiences (eg. in the discussion in 
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the feedback interview). The role of the supervisor in this ŮŨŠȘŸÜŤŪWĚ
and the interactive patterns confinn a more general point made by 
ȚŸWŴÙVWŨŤĚ (1987): 
"lecturers thus play a crucial role, not just in transmitting 
information efficiently, but also in transfonning ways of 
learning which would otherwise prevent personal understanding 
being atternptE: .. 'C1, let alone achieved. 1"il1at students perceive 
as good 'teaching' will, of course, depend on their own 
conceptions of learning ••. " 
This will be true for teachers, as well as for students. Another 
feature of the supervisor's teaching approach was the recognition that 
she was not an expert In everything, and therefore she was willing to 
encourage the student to learn from other members of the office team -
especially in relation to those areas of her work where she was less 
experienced. Such an approach could be seen as a relatively early 
position in thinking about teaching and learning (using other Experts 
as Authorities), but in this case it is associated with the 
encouragement of reciprocity, with the student contributing to the team 
in relation to new legislation \Nhich he had studied in college. 
This valuing and giving status to the student is a further eXaTIl,le Y:ner 
empowering him, following U1e supervision discussion about trust and 
power. Her confidence in her role, and her lack of feeling threatened 
by the student is exemplified in the feedback discussion by her use of 
humour in responding to his questions about how she knew what the next 
steps in his learning should be "That's just 'cos I'm smarter than 
you!" The supervisor in the single case study seemed to be more 
threatened at times by her student, and retained rather tighter control 
in supervision. 
It would not be proper to leave this discussion about lTIOvement and 
change in the placement without reference to the impact of the death of 
the social worker who had heen a member of U1e team until her illness. 
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Clearly it had a significant impact on the team, and on the placement. 
However, careful questioning in the interviews would suggest that 
al though its impact was to crystallise out many of the changes which 
were in train rather more quickly than might otherwise have been the 
case, it is evident that it was not that crisis alone which 
precipitated those changes. The key discussions about authority, in 
supervision, and the changes lin how the supervisor and student seemed 
already to be operating)were underway at the time of the death. 
The choice of teaching approach shown by the supervisor, and her 
response to her changing perception of the student's learning needs 
could be argued as merely substituting one right way for another (as 
the tutor appeared to believe). Therefore, later in the study, it was 
decided to follow up this supervisor when she next supervised to 
consider whether she could indeed demonstrate a repertoire of teaching 
approaches, and with more than one student, in other than the 
circumstances of this particular placement. This was done, more than 
two years later, after she had next supervised a student. It is 
reported in the next chapter, but here we can note that the diversity 
of approach was maintained, with some evidence of her increased 
confidence in less a directive, rrore democratic relationship from an 
early point in the placement. It is indicative of the difficulty of 
developing supervisory skills in social work education that this 
promising new supervisor did not have another student for more than two 
years after the end of the placement reported here. 
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7.3.5.3 '!he use of the feedback sessions and the extension of data 
gathering 
'The value of the feedJJack sessions after the initial interviews, and 
the importance of tape-recording such sessions is derronstrated in this 
case. The material shows that the researcher was able to check out some 
of the descriptions and interpretations, and extend them in the joint 
discussions: 
"'The researcher ... went on to talk about the interview with 
the student, and the discussion about how ti1e supervisor 'had 
ITklde a learning assessment of you and where you were, perhaps 
using her previous experience as a learner and a student •.• 
maybe we can ask her how she did it... and what were ti1e 
indications you used as evidence?'" 
The feedback sessions also allowed the developnent of the thinking 
during the study to .be checked out with those who were interviewed 
imnediately after their interviews. 'll1e interviewees were also able to 
contribute to the conceptualisations and interpretations in this way. A 
good example of this activity is the discussion about helping students 
to be less general and more specific/explicit at same points, and to 
generalise from their particular experiences at others. These two 
elements of the learning process - the generalisation of individual 
experience based on the recognition of patterns and commonalities in 
both work and -learning, together with the application of those 
generalisations in new and different situations are key conceptual 
skills in helping to prepare students for professional practice (where 
the situations in which they will be called upon to intervene will be 
more varied than those they can meet during professional training). 
Here the supervisor emphasises the importance of the timing of the help 
which a supervisor can offer in ti1is process. At the beginning of the 
placement she helped the student to be less general, and more specific. 
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later, she helped the student to generalise his experiences: 
"In tenus of whether I generalised, it was in tenus of 
whether I could generalise, if I knew my theory well enough. 
There were certain points at which you couldn't handle the 
generalisation, because you weren't far enough on in your 
practice, and your conceptualisations so it had to be left. 
But as you did more work, and perhaps read about things, 
something would cane together so I could introduce it at that 
time, make more generalisations at that time ••• " 
There is some evidence in the material gathered that this process did 
indeed enable the student to transfer his learning into different areas 
of practice - between client groups (working with the elderly and with 
whole families), with different methods of intervention (group work and 
residential work), and in his preparation for moving from the course 
back to his employing agency. 
We have discussed above the value of extending the general method of 
collecting data to inc 1 ude the joint feedback interview, but this case 
exarrple shows a further extension - both student and supervisor 
emphasised the importance of the meetings with the college tutor as 
providing important opportunities to extend their understanding of 
events in supervision, and this lead to the decision the the tutor 
should also be interviewed, even though such data were not originally 
included in the research design, neither are they collected in relation 
to other placements. 
7.3.5.4 '!he inpact of assessnent on learning 
We have seen, in the review of research into adult learning 
(lauril lard , 1978; Saljo, 1979) that assessment and other contextual 
factors can have a significant impact on the nature and quality of 
student learning. The placerrent just described, and the earlier single 
case study, give evidence of the constraining effect which the 
supervisors' doubts about the students' competence had on the teaching 
and learning processes by moving the supervisors involved towards more 
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directive teaching whilst the doubts remained. 
We turn now to a number of other case examples (generally reported in 
rather less detail than this first one), and look at the extent to 
which the preliminary staterrent of stages of learning for students and 
supervisors outlined above can contribute to our understanding of the 
experiences described. The next case example is a particularly striking 
illustration of the reciprocal influence of assessment and 
processes, where an experienced supervisor with a traditional 




7.4 Case Illustration II - A Failed Placarent 
This case illustration is of a very experienced supervisor in a 
placement with a failing student. It is presented here as an example of 
what happens when the problems for teacher and student in working 
together eventually contribute to a premature end to the placement, the 
stUdent fails, and leaves social work altogether. Therefore, unique 1 y 
in this study, there is no matching interview of the student. This 
full-time supervisor had came to social work as a mature student, in a 
second career. The role involves supervising same students who are not 
working in the supervisor's own place of work. 
The placement which is the basis of the interview had ended shortly 
before. The supervisor chose this placement to be interviewed about, 
even though he had other current placements which he could have 
discussed. This supervisor was one of those who had coopleted the 
questionnaire in Stage O1e of the study, and who was follaved up as a 
result. His responses to the questionnaire are as No 2 in section 4.2, 
and he also coopleted the Clobbits exercise. The results of both 
exercises are discussed later. The student was undertaking an 
additional placement, having previously failed his final placement on a 
University post-graduate course. A full account of the data gathered in 
this interview is given in Appendix B. Here the interview is discussed 
in relation to the issues raised during and by it. 
These ccmrents are generally related to the sequence of points raised 
in the interview, but in same instances are clustered together to allow 
the developnent of more general points. 
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7.4.1 '!be student's npatlDlogy- and the traditional aIJlIOClch to social 
\<IlOrk practice and supervision 
The interview began with the supervisor describing the difficulties at 
the start of the placement. He had chosen to talk about this placement 
because he felt it had been an important learning experience for him, 
and had ended recently. He twice describes the student as "a lad", even 
though he was thirty six years old. It perhaps indicates how the 
supervisor saw the student, and his role. 
The supervisor begins to describe his early impressions of the student 
and then goes on to talk about things which "were particular 
difficulties for him (ie the student)": 
"Really, I felt, given the kinds of reports he came with, he 
did very well... yes, I can remember my words 'you are doing 
(pause) all right, you are doing very well' ..• " 
"'!he two things that I think were particular difficulties for 
him were the fact that he felt the kind of developuental, 
Freudian approach was meaningless, he couldn't see that he 
needed that, that it was _relevant to the work he was being 
asked to do ... " 
It is interesting to note that the supervisor is offering this comment 
as an indication of difficulties for the student, but is in fact 
describing a difference of view between himself and the student about 
the value of one particular approach to social work - the 'Freudian 
approach'. This kind of approach would, these days, be generally 
considered as a traditional, and very dated approach to social work, 
reflecting the traditions identified in the review of literature in 
social work education earlier. 
However, leaving on aside the fact that this would, at the least, seem 
to be a matter for debate, it is difficult to see in the rest of the 
interview any examples of work he was to undertake where the student 
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could or should have errployed such an approach. A large proportion of 
his workload seems to have been the preparation of reports on families 
for the courts, where a 'Freudian approach' does not seem to be 
especially appropriate. 
It is possible, of course, to explain the exchange in a different way. 
'Ih.e model used by the supervisor locates cause, and responsibility, for 
the 'difficulty' with (or within) the student. 'Ih.e supervisor clearly 
takes for granted the relevance of such an approach, and does not 
appear to offer the student any room to take al ternati ve approaches, 
nor even to explore them. 'Ih.ere is one right way to approach social 
work for this supervisor, and it is by 'the Freudian approach'. 
'Ih.e lack of space for di versi ty of practice approaches seems in sharp 
contrast with the position we described in the previous case example. 
'Ih.ere, the supervisor encouraged the student to take risks in trying 
out new approaches to his work, offered sane al ternati ve strategies 
when the student had made a client assessment, and offered specific 
teaching to back up the student's choice when he needed further help. 
'Ih.ere seems to be an important distinction here between a focus on the 
expectation that there is a single, right way to practise and the 
recognition (and encouragement) of di versi ty and sane degree of student 
choice in response to his assessment of client need. 'Ih.is distinction 
between a single, right way and the recognition of legitimate 
diversity, reflected stages of developnent for the student in the 
previous case illustration, and we find other exarrples in our data. 
However, this supervisor does not seem to have reached that stage 
himself as a leamer, and we find overwhelming evidence of this in the 
mul tiple ways we have collected data about his views on supervision, 
and learning. 
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If one abandons the individual focus, and pathological/deficit mcxiel 
for clients, and for students, it is possible to see differences of 
approach between supervisors and students in a new light. Within an 
interactive, rather than one-person paradigm, it would be possible to 
describe these differences of approach to practice as a mis-match of 
styles or stages between the student and the supervisor. 'Ihis point is 
developed further in a later section, but the interview VUŸĚ how the 
mis-match in this placement lead the supervisor to wonder whether he 
himself might need a social worker: 
" ... the team leader didn't provide this. I felt I alrrost 
needed a social worker there, to use that anger, and see why 
the student was so angry .•• " 
'Ihe reliance on another, to help with his learning also seems to 
characterise this supervisor, and this reiterates the points we made 
about the questionnaire exercise where same supervisors needed another 
person to help them with significant learning. 
7.4.2 Assessnent of practice cmpetence 
'Ihe supervisor goes on to describe a further 'difficulty' in similar 
ways: 
"'Ihe other one was ..• the criterion 'practice must sulxnit to 
the discipline of result' and this got him very worried, 
because he said 'what if my clients don't show any 
results' ••• " 
'Ihe 'difficulty' here is of the same kind: the supervisor is asserting 
a position which he believes to be the right one. 'lbe student does not 
appear to agree, and this is seen as a difficulty the student has. 
'Ihere were exarrples of this kind of problem in the descriptions of the 
researcher's own student experience in Chapter Two. '!he previous case 
study showed that when such differences occurred, and they were given 
explicit attention in supervision, same agreements could be reached, 
with productive outcanes. 
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This issue, of the student's difference of approach being interpreted 
as pathology, is not at all uncommon anecdotally amongst groups of 
students, or their practice teachers, although the literature is scanty 
in this particular area. '!here are some published works which shed 
light on this kind of problem though. Whittington and Holland (1985) 
point to the difficulties which can arise from the student and 
supervisor having different implicit models and assumptions about the 
activity of social work itself. They see the making explicit of 
assumptions as "an objective of each student embarking on qualifying 
training" and they continue, later : 
"In making sense of situations we impose ideas or constructs 
on those situations ... (and) it has long been plain that 
there is no theoretical concensus in social work. The absence 
of theoretical concensus disqualifies theoretical 'training' 
or apprenticeship; instead the plurality of theories in 
conterrporary social work and the conflicts between them 
necessitate 'education' for students, and again, exploratory 
roles for the participants ( ie tutors, supervisors and 
students )." 
The kind of social situation in which this student and practice teacher 
find themselves can also be understood by beginning to disentangle same 
of the expectations each has about the situation. The supervisor knows 
that the student has failed, previously, and therefore sees him as 
different, or special. Similarly, the student knows that this is his 
last chance to pass and qualify for his chosen profession. Laing (1969) 
describes the ways in which people can be type-cast into playing 
particular kinds of roles in families and other social situations in 
this kind of way - by a mis-attribution or expectation of pathology 
which arises fran one person acts differently from how others expect 
him to act. We have described this process in detail elsewhere 
(Gardiner, 1972), in relation to working with families, but there is 
little that explicitly addresses this kind of problem in the 
supervision literature. en the contrary, as we have seen, the classical 
literature tends to pathologise and attribute responsibility for any 
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mis-match of expectations to the student. 
It may be in future that major contributions in this area will came 
from black students. At the time of writing there is concern about the 
assessment of black students, especially where the development of black 
perspectives on social work represent a fundamental challenge to 
prevailing orthodoxy. 
The supervisor talked about the need for "practice to sul:rni t to the 
discipline of result" as though social work intervention had been 
demonstrably shown to have specific and quantifiable effects on 
cl ients . This is not the case, as recent research into the 
effectiveness of social work amply demonstrates (eg Sheldon, 1986), and 
there is widespread recognition that social work can have other 
beneficial outcomes in addition to client change - for example, care 
and maintainence of a situation which might otherwise have worsened. 
The supervisor felt that if clients don't change, then the social work 
input is "a waste of time", and that this would be an indication "that 
scmething was wrong" wi th the student. However, social work 
intervention in this placement seems to have consisted largely of 
assessing family situations and providing reports for courts. In such 
si tuations, client change might not be the best indication of the 
quality or effectiveness of the social work undertaken. 
As the interview continues, the supervisor goes on to describe his 
expectation about when it is possible to evaluate a plaoeuent: 
"In the working agreement, it had been made quite clear, and 
I do see this as a general practice, that it would not be 
possible to say until fairly close to the end of it whether 
the student was passing it or failing the placement." 
Later in the interview,· his description of the process which is 
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actually gone through seems to contradict this assertion, as did a 
camment that the agency would only allow the supervisor to commit 
himself to a placement of sixty days, with an assessment then, before 
agreeing to a full one hundred and twenty day placement. 
Clarity about the nature and methods of assessment is essential, not 
only in tenns of fairness and justice for the students, but also in 
relation to the impact which the assessment of learning has on the 
student's approach to that learning. As we have seen, Sal jo (1976) has 
shown the impact of the student's perceptions of the assessment process 
on how he sees the learning task, and therefore the approach which he 
uses. One can only conjecture the position the student feels himself to 
be in where he has already failed his final course placement, and now 
on appeal is allowed one further opportunity to pass the course, and to 
continue in his chosen profession. The timing of the assessment seems 
unclear, and the supervisor has a value position in relation to methods 
of working, and the outcanes of work which conflict with those of the 
student. It felt, during this description of events, that the cards 
were being stacked against the student before the placement had really 
begun - which led the interviewer to intervene for the first time at 
that point in the interview, and ask what the student was meant to be 
learning on the placement: 
"In the working agreement, we had spelt out the areas in 
which he was going to be assessed, and I really do that fran 
the stages of the social work process, so I've really got 
eight stages •.• number one is that you have to shaw you can 
conduct interviews, gather infonnation, and make 
relationships .•. number two, and here I would quarrel a 
little bit with the CCETSW Guidelines, because they don't 
seem to me to be in any logical order... (He continued with 
eight such areas). 
The reference to the CCETSW Guidelines is an interesting one, because 
they describe a number of areas in which students must derronstrate 
competence during the course (CCETSW, 1981). In no sense can they be 
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construed as being in sequential order, because they describe things of 
very different levels of generality and specificity, and of overlapping 
focus. For exarrple, some relate to knowledge about the law, and social 
welfare provisions, others describe core social work skills. 
The search for order by this supervisor is by no means unusual - indeed 
we all try to order and frame our experiences. However, his comnent 
about the CCETSW Guidelines is interesting when considered alongside 
his approach to the Clobbits learning styles exercise in which he 
(uniquely of those completing it during the present study) atterrpted 
the exercise in a completely sequential way. It should be recalled that 
this exercise involves selecting cards from sets of materials which 
provide information about a fictitious taxonaT'!Y, which the subjects are 
required to learn. 'Ihis supervisor began by looking at card Al , then 
A2, A3, A4, etc, then at Bl, B2, B3, B4 etc, right through to the final 
card E5, because he thought that the numbering and lettering of the 
cards in sequence showed that was the right way to do it. 
In turning to the student ŸĚs performance, the supervisor described how 
the student was progressing in relation to "the eight stages of the 
social work process", which the supervisor sees the student as needing 
to accomplish, and in order: 
"It seemed from the kind of feedback I was getting, that 
number one was OK, he was showing that he had certain 
skills ..• I tend to see knowledge as infonning all of those 
eight stages, and that is how I try to link in his knowledge 
from his University course... (which includes) "the 
principles of casework that BUtrym picks up from Biestek ... 
he had some skill in it and was at least preceding 
satisfactorily for that stage of the placement ... " 
Here, the supervisor seems to assume that all cases will last to the 
end of the placement, and that the student ŸĚs work will progress 
sequentially through the stages described. Unfortunately, perhaps, 
clients of social workers rarely act with such predictability, and 
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circumstances change so that termination, and evaluation of work 
undertaken, might be necessary after only a small number of contacts. 
However, the student does not seem to be required to be able to 
evaluate his work until towards the end of the placement, because 
evaluation is apparently towards the end of the eight stages. He has, 
of course, previously worked in social services agencies before joining 
the course, and no doubt has previously terminated cases. What is 
happening here is the supervisor's adherence to a model of supervison, 
to a model of assessrrent and to a model of social work intervention 
which he considers to be right. 
7.4.3 '!be learning and teaching prooesses 
The supervisor said that the student apparently brought back a good 
deal of undifferentiated material in his reports: 
"We ran into difficulties straight away because he had a lot 
of difficulties separating what was relevant fran what was 
not relevant, you'd just get a mass of material ..• " 
This supervisor sees this as "difficulties" but the supervisor in the 
previous case study saw such material as an indication that the student 
needed help to recognise ccmnonalities, and patterns in his work, so he 
could begin to generalise; and she described the irrportance of timing 
such teaching. It is also worth noting that in the joint interview in 
the previous case study, it was the student who pointed out to the 
researcher the irrportance of deciding on salience of material before 
making patterns and generalisations from experiences. This supervisor, 
with a focus on what was to be taught, did not see it as part of his 
role to help the student in the process of learning - by giving 
attention to salience, patterns, and so on, so that he could build up 
his own 'theory'. 
The supervisor described. the student as "demanding", and as he did so, 
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I reflected that there had been only one intervention to that point, 
(about ten minutes into the interview) and wondered whether this was 
how supervision was conducted, with the student as a passive. listener 
for long periods: 
"I'm different here with this student, usually just an hour a 
week, but with this lad, I spent an hour and a half a week 
and other occasions as well - so he demanded a lot of time, 
he couldn't understand why he was a demanding student •.. " 
Again, a comparison with the previous case example is instructive -
there was usually supervision for one and a half to two hours, and the 
supervisor felt that she was not pulling her full weight after the 
death of her colleague when she could only see the student during 
supervision sessions. 
The next part of this interview illuminates the supervisor's teaching 
approach: 
"So we had difficulties with the writing, I had to :rewrite 
two social enquiry reports, and I was quite prepared to do 
that because I thought that it is fran this that he quite 
hopefully is learning, and I was interested to see what he 
did learn ... He produced a quite irrpressive list - of ten 
points - of what he did learn. He had other reports to do, 
and those began to need less correction ... " (emphases added). 
The supervisor has a model, apparently, of the teacher as an expert, 
and of the studeI1t as an apprentice, which is interesting in the light 
of Whittington and Holland's view quoted above. '!here is also a little 
of the school-teacher here in the use of terms like "rewrite", and 
"need less correction". The student was even criticised for 
cue-seeking, using other social enquiry reports as a model, to get 
things 'right' in the eyes of the supervior: 
" He was trying to copy fran previous reports, trying to 
get it right, but he hadn't got the imagination .•. " 
This point was evident in the next part of the interview: 
"So the writing work was irrproving. Aha, this was relevant 
here. He couldn't write in a legible way, at least I couldn't 
read it, it really was very poor. So he used to type, but 
because that was disturbing to the social worker with whan he 
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used to share, so he used to type at hame at nights... That 
was a real difficulty, but as he settled dawn, his writing 
irrproved, became quite legible, but that wasn't until after 
the first three months ... " (and as an aside, almost 
confidentially) "I think that was a neasure· of his 
disturbancew• (emphasis added) 
The supervisor again stresses that he thinks not only that there is 
something wrong, but that there is sarething wrong with the sbDent 
which is "a measure of his disturbance". It seems as if he sees the 
student as a client, with "his difficulties", and "his disturbance", 
and, later he and the tutor had wondered "is he mad?" This 
pathologising of the student loudly echoes the model in the traditional 
supervision literature, where any problem in supervision, or the 
placement as a whole is assumed to be the responsibility of the 
student, and raises doubts about his "educability" (Towle, 1954). 
The special problems of students who are required to repeat part of 
their course became graphically clear: 
"'Ihen when I carne back, the student said he was terribly 
tired, and I mean it really was an unhappy situation, because 
he hadn't got a course he·could relate to, he was living in 
the Uni versi ty Hall, pretty much on his own, he didn't have 
friends here, he said I've got to go back (to his home 
town)." 
But, despite these pressures, the student is expected to cope with same 
addititional work, with short deadlines, and explicit threat of 
failure. tbt only do we see the supervisor acting as a traditional 
teacher, but using his Authority in a controlling way: 
"(To see how he worked under pressure) I asked him to take on 
two more reports, he refused. I said if you don't, you'll 
fail the placement. He said that was an inappropriate comment 
after all the work he'd done. I did admit that .•• we got (the 
tutor) in to try to sort it all out, but I think from that 
stage, anger began to build up •.. " 
The supervisor persists with his model of teaching, and seeks 
reinforcement in this frcrn the other social workers in the team: 
"(He did) two more reports, of these the first was not too 
bad, the next one was quite unacceptable, and I checked it 
out with three other seniors ... so that I wasn't being 
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arbi trary, so we had a concensus. So I rewrote it." 
" . .. they felt everything he did was in a learning stage, 
that there was no evidence of his applying learning and 
knowledge that he had. They felt his contributions in the 
team had been inappropriate (for exarrple) he wrote up his 
views on a case that two other social workers had been 
discussing in the office. It made them very, very angry." 
Again, it is possible to interpret these events in other ways than 
evidence of the student's pathology - the model of 'applying learning 
and knowledge' is a traditional one in education generally, and assumes 
a relationship between theory and practice which is close to the 
classical scientific one (ie that what one learns in theory, or in 
college, can be applied in the real world, in practice placements). 
The relationship between theory and practice in social work is not 
really like that in terms of precision and fit, because the number of 
variables in real-world social situations is not encompassed in any 
social work theory. There is also, as we have seen, no clarity of 
assumptions in social work theory, and therefore no possibility of 
apprenticeship training (Whittington and Holland, 1985). 
In other words, there is is no situation in which one can say that a 
particular theory can be applied, and generate a specific prescription 
for action. Instead, in social work, there is a need for practitioners 
to be able to generate their own practice theory which emerges fram 
their own practice (Hardiker and Barker, 1981). 
There is also the need to be able to use that theory, or at least 
generalisations derived fram one's own practice experience, in new and 
different pra,ctice situations. Thus the ability to transfer learning 
derived fram one practice situation (appropriately) to a new practice 
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situation is a core skill. This is demonstrated by the requirerrents for 
CQSW courses (CCEI'SW, 1981) and in the literature (Gardiner, 1984b; 
Harris 1985; Gray, 1985; Badger, 1985; Whittington, 1986). 
The interviewer decided to change tack, in a way which directly 
addresses same of the problems on the placement by trying to focus on 
the possibility of doing things in other ways: 
(Interviewer) "If you had another student like that, again, 
what do you think you would do differently?" 
"Link into the team more ... as a general practice, I'd want 
to be more in touch with the team, not so they were spying on 
him, just helping me with the assessment... I need to be more 
involved in the team, they only learn about me at team 
meetings, or through the VWẀTŤŪWŸGĚ
The interviewer decided that this isn't what he was looking for, so 
prorrpted much more explicitly, and began to offer direct help to the 
supervisor in relation to same other ways of perfonning this role. The 
decision to do so was taken because the supervisor in question is 
errployed as a specialist supervisor, and although he is quite 
experienced in the role, it seems that he does not get much direct help 
or feedback on his own performance. 
( Interviewer) "Ib you think that if they have been involved, 
at least to same extent, in the assessment bit of the 
process, there might also be a way that you could involve 
them in the teaching process... they'd be part of the 
teaching range of resources there, not just part of the 
assessment .•. they'd be seen as positive by the student, and 
you and your acti vi ty might be more integrated in the 
team ... II 
"Yes, yes in theory that is right. Yes. we have had that one 
a bit .•. could I as a supervisor make any direct input into 
the teams. It's tied up with credibility, and I 'm not sure 
that I would have anything to offer ... there wasn't really 
much I could offer in a teaching capacity". 
( Interviewer) "Yes, I was wondering what ŸĚcould offer as 
a teacher to the student, as co-tead1ers with you, to the 
student. " 
"Yes, yes, right (dubiously)" 
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The involvement, or lack of it, by the rest of the social work team in 
the office is in marked contrast to the position in the placement 
described above, where they were constructi vel y involved in giving to 
(and receiving from) the student. 
Therefore, any view which one takes about the extent to which an 
individual supervisor uses others as part of a teaching team to broaden 
what is offered to the student must also take account of the exrent to 
which the rest of the supervisor's colleagues feel willing or able to 
be involved in this way. 
Similarly, it should not be assumed that others in the office are 
unable or unwilling to contribute in those situations where the 
supervisor does not see them as having any direct contribution to his 
teaching of the student. 
The last point to errphasise in relation to this interview canes from 
the exchange about the involvement of others in the office as part of 
the teaching team - despite sane prompting from the interviewer, it 
took a little time for the supervisor to grasp just what this might 
mean, and had never before thought through that kind of issue. This is 
perhaps related to the individualised model he has of supervision, and 
of his role as the teacher. 
It is perhaps all the more surprising when one considers that this 
experienced, specialist supervisor routinely supervises students (as in 
this case), in offices other than the one which he works from, where 
the direct involvement of others might have been expected as the nonn. 
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7.4.4 Sene general CXDIlBlts on this case illustration 
The starting position for this supervisor - that there is a right way 
to practise, and a right way to supervise - is also in marked contrast 
to the situation in the previous case illustration where the supervisor 
began from a recognition that there are various ways to supervise and 
(based on her initial assessment of the student) decides to begin in a 
directive way. A point which we have errphasised is about a repertoire 
of teaching approaches (or at least recognising there are various ways) 
of teaching is clearly not simply a direct result of longer supervision 
experience, and nor of having more students. The supervisor who has 
never previously supervised on a professional placement started with a 
recognition of diversity, (with a preferred way which reflects haw she 
was supervised on her own course) whilst the full-time, specialist 
supervisor, who has supervised a large number of students, apparently 
does not see this same variety of approaches 
supervision. Diversity is therefore more 
supervisor's conceptions of learning than 
experience. 
to practice, nor to 
associated with the 
amount of teaching 
The focus on a right way to teach, which as we have seen is not giving 
an errphasis to the student's learning, and haw he learns, seems to be a 
corollary of the stage of learning identified by Saljo where learning 
is sanething which happens to the learner (ie reproductive learning), 
rather than part of him (ie learning as a result of the search for 
meaning). At that early stage of learning conception, the teaching role 
is a traditional one, based on authority and hierarchy, and is 
concerned with the transmission of what is to be learned. The 
supervisor teaches in this way because that is his conception of 
learning (and because he himself has never progressed beyond that stage 
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in his own learning) - indeed, his reliance on others, including seeing 
the tutor in the classical supervisor-of-supervisor role, is evident. 
The interview concluded with a routine question fram the interviewer 
about whether there was anything not covered in the interview, but the 
supervisor puts himself into a student-like position, making the 
interviewer into the expert-teacher: 
( Interviewer) .. I wondered were there things we haven't 
covered? Or anything else you want to ask me?" 
.. I'd like to take down, on a piece of paper, 
the kind of things you would look for, (in a 
the headings •.• " 
I would value 
family), just 
In sumnary, then, we can see in this case illustration a supervisor who 
values individual teaching, who thinks that there is a single body of 
knowledge to be learned, about the right way to practise. This holding 
on to single, right ways to do things, in a step-by-step ways, is 
confinned by his approach to the Clobbits exercise. Despite having 
substantial experience, as a specialist supervisor, scrne of the 
rraterial here is in rrarked contrast· to that gained from the previous 
case study where both student and supervisor recognised and valued 
diversity. The other striking difference between the two case exanples 
is in the involvement of other members of staff in the team where the 
student is placed. In the fonner case their invol vement was expected 
and encouraged; in the latter case, it seemed only to have been used as 
evidence to assess the student, and not to contribute to teaching and 
learning on the placement. 
As we shall see, these kinds of features are precisely those which 
allow us to recognise stages of developnent for students and their 
supervisors seem closely related to the conceptions and expectations 
which the participants have of teaching and learning. 
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Inevi tabl y, corrparisons are drawn between the supervisors we describe, 
but all we can cmpare are the approaches which they are using in a 
particular supervisory relationship. For sane, greater diversity might 
be possible. We should recall here the Goteburg findings that deep 
outcanes were not achieved because they were not sought, and not 
intended. For supervisors like the man in the failing placement, there 
is no expectation that students will be actively involved in their own 
learning, nor that his role might be to help the student learn through 
making personal meaning from his experience. 
We now tum to explore these ideas further with some other, briefer, 
case illustrations. 
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7.5 case Illustration III - An Experienced SUpervisor, am an 
Experienced student. 
In this example, the supervisor is a specialist unit supervisor who has 
substantial experience of supervising students. She, like the previous 
supervisors described in this chapter, had carpleted the questionnaire 
exercise (she was No 21) reported in Chapter Four. She worked in a 
statutory agency, and had been there for sane years, follOlNing her 
social work qualification. The student was experienced as an 
unqualified social worker prior to the course, and worked in a 
neighbouring agency, having previously trained as a mobility instructor 
for blind people. 
The interviews took place almost at the end of the final placement in a 
two year non-graduate course in a Uni versi ty. less detai 1 of the 
interaction in the interview is reported here, and sane carmentary is 
inter-spersed. 
The placement had begun with a selection of work "intended to 
sharpen skills" already possessed by the student, since "she 
was seen as a very able student... I felt I needed to test 
her out in a number of areas. She had very limited experience 
of childcare and family work ••. " The early work "confinned 
the irrpression that she was a very able student." 
The assessment report on the student at the end of her last 
placement had suggested that whilst she tends to make good, 
early assessments in her cases, this student was sanewhat 
intrusive in goal-setting with her clients. . . the student 
"tended to steer, and sanetimes direct, her clients in 
setting goals for her intervention... She has made a lot of 
progress in that ••• she is a very clear and logical 
thinker. •• she can see things so clearly that there is a 
tendency to go in and work with that." 
Again, we see' a placement where the supervisor is unsure of the 
carpetence of the student, and had decided to establish this early on. 
The student acted as a court agent, a tradi tional caseworker, and a 
broker of services within the first few weeks of the placement. This 
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demonstration of versatility and competence in her practice was clearly 
reassuring to her supervisor, who felt that she was "very able". This 
set the scene for a placement where the question of passing or failing 
is not apparently going to be much of an issue. We can see in what 
follows the irrpact that this has on the supervisory relationship, and 
on the teaching and learning processes. 
The discussion centred on the work which the student had done 
with her clients, in sane detail, including the work the 
student did with the family of a tenninally ill cancer 
patient which demonstrated the sensitivity of her work .•• 
despite being not very sure about how to use the assessment 
she had made of the family ... " 
The interviewer asked "What did you do in supervision about 
this?" The supervisor said "I suppose I did the same in 
supervision. .. as she did in the case.. . I gave her the 
chance to talk about her frustrations ... and then tried to 
tie her down later". 
Here we see two points which are of particular interest to us. The 
first is the iso-morphism between supervision and practice, which we 
identified in the classical supervision literature: the supervisor is 
focussing upon the feelings of the student, and acting explicitly with 
her as the student had with the clients. The second concerns the gap 
between the student making an assessment of the family and being able 
to use it in her work. This issue was a continuing focus in supervision 
throughout the placement. 
The supervisor went on to describe an issue which emerged 
concerning her view (and the student's) of good practice, but 
which contradicted the existing agency priori ties. However , 
the student was allowed to continue to work with the case as 
a result of the supervisor taking up the matter on behalf of 
the student with the agency managers. This management-of-risk 
by the supervisor seemed irrportant in her work with the 
student subsequently. 
The active support of the supervisor here, as in the first case 
illustration' of this chapter, not only in supervision but also in 
legitimating the activities of the student even when the¥ are not the 
prori ty or policy of the agency is irrportant. It seems to be associated 
both with a positive outcane to the placement, and the security of the 
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supervisor in feeling able to take and manage such risks. 
The supervisor was asked how she helped the student to deal 
with the problem of being over-directive with her families in 
setting goals. She was asked directly how she tried to get 
students beyond this stage by giving an exarrple in the 
placement. 
The exarrple she offered was a self-referred matrimonial case 
where the student "fell into the trap of sharing with the 
clients her perceptions of the case ... it was probably quite 
accurate •.. but they just weren't ready". In the subsequent 
supervision session, the student had said "I know what I've 
done •.• " The supervisor said that the student had played 
back a tape of the interview and "it was so clear... so I 
said what are you going to do .•. she said she was going to go 
back and say 'I think I've set the goals, but I'm interested 
in what you think' - in fact they were able to do this, and 
they came up with a new plan ... she came back and said that 
'they were at a much earlier stage in understanding than I 
had realised' ..• " 
The supervisor said that the student had "helped the family 
to express their feelings about what had been going on, and 
had created a climate where the family believed that she was 
actually interested in them ••• AND that she listened even to 
the point that (she could tell them) she is not an expert, 
who would tell them what to do ••. helping them to build up 
faith in themselves, perhaps." 
The supervisor was asked how things had changed in 
supervision since the beginning of the placement. She said 
that" (The student) was prepared to use me, and was prepared 
to be quite open, but was still quite dependant on expecting 
me to criticise her work and tell her where she was going 
wrong ... now she says things like 'I've listened to the 
tape .•• this is what we might do about it, or I'm not sure, 
can we talk about it ••• ' She takes responsibility for 
identifying blocks and learning difficulties". 
These exchanges show that although the student is now able to take 
increased responsibility for her own learning, by identifying areas 
which need attention, earlier she saw the teacher as having a critical 
role in helping her to get things 'right'. Perhaps this is an echo of 
the stage which Perry (1970) describes as exercises "so that we can 
learn The Answer for ourselves" - so that although there is rrore 
learner involvement in the learning activity, it is still seen to be 
teacher-directed. This changed during the course of the placement. 
The exchange also provides further illustrations of the language which 
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supervisors use to describe student's learning reflecting pathological 
models, "leaked" fran social casework practice. Her teaching-learning 
model seemed at first to be one which combines same iso-morphic work on 
the student's feelings, together with instruction about the 'right way' 
to practise. 
The interviewer said "You could begin to take risks. • • you 
have confidence now in her ability to do that, but did you 
have it before, at the beginning of the placement?" The 
supervisor said that she had confidence in the student - "she 
treats people in a mature way and as equal... there are times 
when the supervision relationship is equal... we started out 
already on the road •.• there have been times when I have felt 
safe enough to tell her that I'm not sure, and I think that's 
taking a risk as a practice teacher". 
In response to the question "What have you learnt, how have 
you developed, during the placement?" the supervisor talked 
about the taking of risks with students, and on their behalf. 
She had, at one point in the placement "subcontracted work to 
a colleague •.. someone had doubts about my capacities, in a 
specialist team (fostering) •.• I had to come to terms with 
that ••. there is usually a policy of students not doing this 
kind of work (fostering) in the agency". 
we have seen that traditional models of supervision emphasise 
instruction, and expertise, as the basis of the supervisor's authority. 
However, those are features of a teacher-centred model. In a 
leamer-centred model, the supervisor needs to value the contribution 
of the student to the learning process, and not to hold onto the 
authority which derives fran expertise. Here, the supervisor 
demonstrates that she has been able to admit to the student that she 
does not always know The Answers, and can be unsure. This is associated 
with the pattern of the supervisory relationship being more equal. 
When asked "How does she learn best", the supervisor replied 
"I think like most students do... By deciding for herself 
what she needs to do work on ••• she values feed-back from me 
but is selective about how she uses it. Of course, there have 
been times when I've had to push learning points at her, and 
th3.t's been more difficult". 
The interviewer asked: "Where are you now, in terms of your 
developnent as a practice teacher .•• ?" The reply was "well, 
in group work I'm not an expert and not always confident 
about students in groups, and I'm very aware of the danger of 
danage to clients, 'cos I'm not sure the students know 
enough ••• In the past therefore I have been more directive in 
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my teaching about groups ... whereas with this student I've 
been able to take risks and let her get on with it, to make 
mistakes, and take responsibility for it, without saying do 
this, this and this... it worked better than I could ever 
have expected." 
The supervisor again demonstrates her increasing ability to take risks, 
in an area in which she does not have expertise (grouprrork), and 
discovers that it can work well to let the student make her awn 
mistakes. In the terms which we have used earlier, this supervisor has 
clearly reached the stage of recognising that she can not be an expert, 
and instructor to the student in all aspects of social work; and she 
can allow the s1;udent sane responsibili ty to select a focus for 
learning in the supervision sessions. However, there is not clear 
evidence in this interview about whether the supervisor recognises that 
she might need to have (or indeed has) a repertoire of 
teaching/facillitating approaches which can respond to different 
student needs. Indeed, the last exchange confirms that she might not be 
very sure about these differences in the process of learning, and the 
need not to generalise about all or even most students, because when 
asked about how this student learns, the reply is "like most students 
do ••• " The next part of the interview also shows the supervisor's 
uncertainty about alternative ways to supervise. 
The interviewer said "'Ihere are a lot of positives which you 
have described, in this placement, and it all seems to have 
worked very well - but what have you get wrong on this 
placement?" The supervisor said "At first, it was (the 
student's) directi veness - it's the wrong word to use ••• 
perhaps it's too hard ••• but I wasn't always able to pick it 
up in a range of ways" ("Fbr exanple?") "In the child care 
case... (she) was trying to focus on the rrother's 
relationship with her husband, almost trying to persuade her 
to involve the husband •.. I didn't realise early enough that 
it was what the student was saying, rather than where the 
clients had reached ••• " She went on to give another exanple, 
in' another case, and was then asked "How else could you have 
done it?" She replied "I don't know, I'm not sure... I felt 
surely that sanething obvious like that should have been 
picked up in the previous two placements ••• " 
"tbt really, only that there was an amusing bit •.. after this 
group session when she was so upset after. . . she came and 
said 'you think I'd learn, wouldn't you' ..• she felt that 
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she'd got to grips with it (the problem of speaking for 
people, and urging them to accept her goals rather than their 
own) in working with individuals and families, but with the 
group it was like going back in time ••• she was working with 
the group like it allover again •.. but she could laugh about 
it too." 
The researcher pointed out the direct parallel between not 
always being able to bring about change in clients just 
because you can make an early diagnosis and the difficulty of 
learning how to use sanething which had been learned in one 
context in a later, rather different one. The supervisor 
reinforced this by emphasising tl1at she and the student had 
talked about the student being "keen to shaw that she could 
transfer skills fran one situation and use them in the new 
situation ... but that it is not quite as simple as that." 
The inportance of being able to transfer learning, in this case fran 
working with families to working in other groups, is the basis of 
generic training for a social work qualification, because it is assumed 
that ŸŤŲŤĚare enough ccmnonali ties in the practice of social work in 
different contexts. However, ccmnonality and similarity are clearly not 
enough because although the student had learned to recognise her 
intrusiveness and over-direction of her clients in a family situation, 
she was not able to use this understanding in a subsequent piece of 
practice where she repeated her earlier errors. This suggests that in 
building up a theory of learning in social work education we must give 
attention to the process by which learning takes place, and the context 
in which it takes place, in order that the learning can be effectively 
transferred and derronstrated in new and different situations. 
The requirement about the transfer of learning between practice in 
different areas is a requirement which was implemented in 1981 by 
CCETSW, but remains poorly understood (CCETSW, 1984). Sane of the lack 
of understanding seems related to the confusion between the content and 
process of learning. Certainly, since "learning" can be a noun or a 
verb, it can relate both to the content of what is learned, as well as 
to hlw that learniIy occurs. In this placement, the content of the 
learning, whilst "learnt" by the student, is clearly not sufficient for 
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it to be used in other situations. 
This is connected with the stUdent's conception of learning, and the 
stage she has reached in her understanding of learning processes (as 
the supervisor describes it), because the student still expects the 
teacher to take a key role in relation to her learning. Clearly in 
Saljo's terms (1979) she started the placement still seeing learning as 
scmething which happens to her, rather than as a process of abstracting 
meaning. We have used this account to further discuss and develop sane 
of the basic components of a model of learning in social work 
education. We now turn to the student interview and report it 
similarly. 
In the interview with the s'bDent, after an introduction about the 
focus and purpose of the research, the student was asked to describe 
the placement chronologically. 
There had been a pre-placernent meeting between student, 
supervisor and college-based tutor, about the student's 
learning needs for the placement. She had wanted "experience 
in something to do with child care... and experience in 
psychiatric work." Previously she had considerable experience 
in working with "the physically handicapped and elderly, so I 
was trying to get out of that. (The supervisor) thought I 
should also do sane rrore (of what she had done before) to 
show how I was doing it differently." 
"I was fortunate to get the kind of work I was looking for .•• 
a fostering assessment, an elderly confused client, and a 
psychiatric discharge, and grou.P'lOrk ••• The fostering was an 
assessment ••• I hadn't done one before... (and) there were 
two marital problems ••• In the first case, I saw the wife who 
thought the problems were the children... I couldn't get 
husband involved. (In the second one) I got the husband 
involved sooner, so I learned fran my earlier mistake •.• 
where the husband wouldn't come because he thought I was on 
the wife's side ••. so I tried to look at how she might cope 
better." 
"(In the latter) I had rrore a mediator role there ••• 
identifying things that led toargtmtents, so they could avoid 
it again... I'd taped the interview... I was caning in too 
quickl y, to give them my ideas... I went back and started 
fran scratch,' it was rrore basic but rrore realistic, it was 
what they cOuld manage... both felt at termination that they 
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could cane back and ask for help in future ... " 
The interviewer asked "what was your task... after the 
fonuulation of the problem." The student said that she had 
"visited only 4 times... with longer gaps, things were 
getting better each time ... " 
Much of this discussion was about client groups, and cases, but what 
was notable was that the student described her learning needs in tenus 
of the content of learning, with little attention to the process of her 
invol vement and interaction with her clients, apart fran the ear 1 y 
imposition of her assessment of client problems. This focus on content 
made the researcher wonder what supervision was like, and if this 
interview was a reflection of the supervisory process. The same issue 
had been evident in the supervisor's interview, so it was decided at 
the end of the two interviews to ask them whether they would be 
prepared to tape-record a supervision session and make it available. 
They agreed, and the material in it strongly supported this assllITption. 
The interviewer asked about the group, and was told that it 
was a single parent family group, set up by a student last 
year. "'Ihere was a core group... I raised the possibility of 
them carrying on after I went, we discussed the possibility 
of them becaning a Gingerbread group... the focus was on 
financial problems ••• initially they wanted speakers, about 
supplementary benefit ... (there was) a lot of lack of self 
esteem. •. my role was to provide a kind of an overview, and 
let them talk about what they wanted .•. and allow others to 
speak ••• 'lbwards the end, I tried to link with other systems, 
for support and resources, including talking to a local 
conmunity v.7Orker ••. " 
It struck the researcher at this point in the interview, because the 
student seerred to be going into a lot of detail about the cases, and 
perhaps was drawing the interviewer into a kind of supervisor role, 
that it would be better to ask more questions about supervision, and 
the student's learning, rather than about the nature of the student's 
work. 
The researcher asked what they student had learned fran this 
work: "I got a growth in awareness of their problems ••• (when 
I listened to the tape I was mortified at how much I was 
speaking, I said so much... the next week I was so aware, I 
tried to say much less ••. (The supervisor) gave me ideas by 
listening to the tapes and suggesting other things that I 
could have done •.• " She was asked for an example. "'lhere were 
problems of working with an open group... I was frustrated 
that I couldn't involve a new member... (the supervisor) gave 
me special advice... She told me that the first week I was 
the outsider, and the next week, with anyone new, I could say 
I felt like that last week." . 
The student was asked "was that typical of how you used 
supervision?" and replied "Initially, for the first three 
months, it was process records rather than tapes, it was only 
tapes after Christmas... I did a court report al.:x>ut access in 
a matrimonial case, I felt I couldn't use tapes... after 
Christmas, it was tapes, mainly with the group •.• usually we 
had a process record or the tape ••• (at the beginning) she 
asked me for agenda items for supervision, at first they were 
mostly hers, but later they were more mine ..• " 
The interviewer asked: "was there a change of 
responsibility ... a change of balance in supervision... and 
were there other changes?" The student said "I certainly felt 
that •.. it carried on and developed... fran the beginning, 
they were quite mutual decisions, regarding my work, mutual 
agreement. .. (the only time it was different) was the 
fostering assessment (supervised by both the fostering line 
manager and this supervisor) ..• it was quite good .•• it went 
well ... I was able to see what I was doing with the other 
team leader, but was looking at learning with (this 
supervisor)." 
Again we see a change in the pattern of supervision, this time fran the 
student's point of view. Supervision became a much more equal 
relationship, and the student had more responsibility for determining 
the focus and use of supervision. 
In response to a question al.:x>ut what was the most irrportant 
learning on the placement, the student replied: "learning 
about myself ... having been unqualified for a long time, you 
piCk up a lot, but I hadn't realised how much I moved too 
rapidly, in my assessment of a situation .•• I learnt to slow 
down, and see when the client was ready to move... it had 
never been brought to light before, even in my other 
placements .•• it came out again and again ••• it came out in 
retrospect. .• for me that was the big thing, but now at least 
I know when I do it wrong... ( I've also now got) a broader 
base, wider experience ••. " 
The interviewer said: "It all seems to have gone very well, 
but what haven't you learnt, what have you got to do next?" 
The student said that she "still could do with more practical 
experience in child care, I've had a placement in probation 
and for a long time I worked with the elderly and the 
handicapped. .• I need more child care still... I've learned a 
lot, I suppose I could have done things better... but perhaps 
one case with a child, especially a child abuse case... I 
really couldn't feel much happier •.. I was saying to (the 
supervisor) that in two of the cases, it was good that I had 
a second chance •.• " 
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During these two interviews, and in the tape-recording of a supervision 
session between these participants, there is considerable focus on 
supervision from an agency-managing point of view, with the . supervisor 
over-seeing the student's practice. Where there were shifts in the 
balance of the relationship, towards a more equal one, it did not seem 
to accompany a focus on the process of learning in any explicit way. 
Al though there is clear evidence of di versi ty of approaches to 
practice, there is little evidence of diversity of approaches to 
learning. 
The shift of balance is towards the student determining the areas in 
which the supervisor will teach. The exception to this pattern is where 
the supervisor recognises that she does not have to be an expert, and 
an instructor, in relation to group work. 
However, it could be argued that the learning was still largely 
content-centred, because the student was not able to generalise and 
transfer the learning she had achieved in relation to families into the 
practice of groupwork. 
A contribution to the literature shortly after this interview makes 
clear the distinction between the content and process of learning in 
supervision, and stresses the inportance of learning how to learn, thus 
the processes of learning can be transferred in less familiar areas, 
even where the content and context of learning are apparently very 
different (Gray, 1985). 
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In smmary, then, this placerrent is characterised by two phases: one 
where the supervisor was setting the agenda, and the student was 
dependent on the teacher; the second was where the acknowledgement of 
lack of expertise by the supervisor, went alongside the development of 
a pattern of more shared responsibility. 
This is confirmed by the taped supervision of the final assessment 
session, which has a relaxed tone, with much of the agenda being set 
and controlled by the student, but with the supervisor appropriately 
confinning or reshaping this as necessary, and managing to avoid a 
feeling of cosiness by maintaining challenges to the student in same 
areas of her self-assessment. 
We turn now to a case example with rather less positive features. 
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7.6 case Illustration IV - A new supervisor, am a a;s student 
This case illustration concerns a placement undertaken as part of a CSS 
scheme. Not all CSS schemes are required to have placements, and those 
which do are in the minority. During the period in which this research 
was undertaken and data were collected (1983 to 1985) CCETSW was 
reviewing its policies for qualifying training. At the time of writing, 
the Council had decided to implement a new system of qualifying 
training in social work, which will lead to a new single qualifying 
award (CCETSW, 1987). Both CSS and CQSW patterns of courses were 
expected to be lengthened (to a minimum of three years) and both routes 
would lead to the new qualification. The errplo:yment based route 
(currently the CSS pattern) would need to include a full-time year, and 
a placement away fran the nonnal place of work. It was therefore 
decided to include sane interviews in the present study based on 
existing CSS placements of this kind. Four such interviews (concerning 
two CSS placements) were included in the sarrple. 
This placement is chosen as a case illustration because it demonstrates 
further features which we have identified as very early, reproductive 
conceptions of learning, for students and supervisors. It is also 
selected because· the interviews were not am:mgst the best in the 
sample, and they illustrate sane of the difficulties which the 
researcher faced. They thus provide a contrast with the open and more 
fluent material reported so far. It will be seen that there are many 
more direct questions in both interviews and the researcher is more 
active in gathering relevant infonnation. 
Here, a residential worker is undertaking a fieldwork placement in a 
social services department area team. The interviews took place towards 
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the end of the placement, which was the final one in the course of 
training for this student. The objectives had been previously agreed 
with the study supervisor, whose role is to oversee the student's 
practice throughout the CSS training. Nonna lly , this would include 
liaison with the student's line manager in the place of work, but here 
(as with other CSS placements) there is a designated supervisor in the 
office where the student is placed. 
In the interview with the supervisor, she was invited to 
describe the placement chronologically. She said that CSS 
placements were different fram OQSW courses and contrasted 
this placement with her own on a four year degree CQSW course 
(which she had completed two years previously). She talked 
about the stUdent's lack of experience in relation to social 
work, other than in residential units for children. The 
purpose of the placement was to give the stUdent experience 
of working in an area team. 
The interviewer asked "What does she actually do, on the 
placement?" The supervisor replied "In terms of ccmnitment on 
my part, it's been quite high. Obviously, with saneone like 
(the student), who's had experience of working with children, 
but not their families, one couldn't let her loose, so to 
speak, on families, on her own." 
There were only two cases during the entire placement in 
which the student had direct contact with clients - one case 
was a child fram a family which she had met in her usual work 
role (in the Childrens' Horre), prior to the placement. The 
other case was a family in which she did "joint work" with 
the supervisor, "where she actively participates". She also 
joins in office meetings, but the low level of client contact 
was put down to the difficulty of assigning any cases to her 
when she was only working in the team on two days a week. "It 
is hard to structure work with families on only two days per 
week."· 
This amount of client contact seems very limited for an entire 
placement, and the supervisor ascribes this to the problems of 
placements for two days a week, AND to not being able to "let her 
loose, so to speak, on families, on her own." 
There was a discussion about what the student actually does 
in her two cases. The supervisor said: " (the student) is 
enthusiastic, and has a lot of ideas... (and in her work with 
the girl in care) she is helping with her weight problem, and 
helping her to budget to pay back her debts - which she had 
incurred while she was in the Comnunity Halle ••• The case is 
rea 11 y about whether the care Order should remain in force ••• 
She spends a lot of time talking to her about the issues, (as 
I would do, but). •• it is all a new role for (the 
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student) ... " 
The interviewer asked "What do you think she has she learnt, 
on the placement?" "That it's quite difficult... (that) one 
can only help people if they are prepared to help 
themselves ••. (and that) being enthusiastic is not enough ... 
And the difficulties of being a fieldworker... As a 
residential worker she had always thought that (field) social 
workers had the easier job, and that she hadn't always 
understood the decisions of field workers in relation to the 
children (in her Children's Home) ••• she would like to be 
more involved with the families ... " 
"Hopefully she's more aware of the complexities of the work 
we do - that you can't just say 'Right, that's the problem, 
you go and sort it out'. She realises now that there is a 
resistance to making changes. I have the feeling that she 
feels that sometimes kids go into care because social workers 
don't try hard enough ••• that may sometimes be true, but not 
always, in all circumstances." 
These exchanges begin to show that the supervisor's conception of 
social work is relatively limited, and the student's conception is even 
narrower - which is reinforced in the interview with the student. Such 
limited views are not easily challenged by only two cases. 
The interview continued with the researcher asking " Where 
does she think that change comes from, then, if it's more 
complex than just telling them - she has worked in the 
Children's Home for over four years now, she must have some 
sense about how people change?" 
"It's quite hard. In the family we are working with 
together. •• it isn't just the daughter... we are trying to 
restructure the marital relationship." 
( Interviewer) "(Because she doesn" t seem to understand, the 
question is repeated) Residential work has lots of direct 
care, and containment, and is a rather different role from 
fieldwork, because you are in such close contact all the 
time .•. how does she think that change comes about in cases?" 
"I feel that she has been frustrated in residential work by 
her fellow colleagues - she isn't a typical residential 
worker - she feels that she should get to know the children 
(sic). " 
The supervisor doesn't answer the question about how people change, 
twice, and throughout does not seem to have a clear idea of social work 
practice - nor, indeed, what the student is meant to be learning. The 
supervisor has, however, internalised the classical supervision model, 
and uses the language of pathology to describe the student: 
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"One of (her) problems ... is her challenging personality .•. 
she needs to make it less challenging, so she can take people 
with her, instead of getting their backs up, or alienating 
them. I haven't discussed it much with her... I'd like to 
discuss it with her .•. I've touched on it ..• She is like that 
with (my) colleagues .•• I was on leave for a week, and one of 
the team was doing a Section, a compulsory admission to 
psychiatric hospital, which the student challenged. The 
social worker involved gave her all the answers... but 
another social worker became quite angry at (the student) 
doing this... the student fel t that it was part of her 
student role to be questioning... (but) social work decisions 
are usually hard... you have to balance things... it was a 
bit worrying •.. " 
( Interviewer) " .•• Is it Ha\1 she asks the questions that is 
the problem" ("Yes, yes.") "JX)es it have any irrpact on her 
work with her clients?" 
"I think it could do, with certain families... in one case 
she knew the girl, in the other, I had already established 
trust •.. (this student) going in cold to a family ... she 
could make them feel sagging. I feel she could becane tcx:> 
familiar tcx:> quickly and this tends to put people off." 
(Interviewer) "Sometimes, in social work, people need to be 
given s,Pace •.• " 
"Yes, I think one of the problems I have had wi th (this 
student) is in terms of privacy, as a person •.• she tends to 
pass barriers... (she) asks direct questions about my private 
life... and of others... An illustration was this 
interview ..• (She asked) where did I know you fran... via 
(her colleague). Then she asked how did (the colleague) meet 
you. If I didn't, how did (my colleague) know you, to make 
the contact... I thought it was irrelevant." 
It appears that the supervisor finds the student quite a problem, but 
does not feel able to challenge about her over-intrusiveness. The 
interviewer turns the focus towards assessment, and the structural 
problems CSS presents for the supervisor, as well as the problems faced 
by new supervisors. 
"W::!ll. •• I've been in a stressful period myself. .• I'm trying 
to decide if it's fran work, or having a very demanding 
student .•. Yes, I'd be quite concerned - I think she needs to 
change. I will say that to her tutor. " (Clarification 
confirms that she means the study supervisor)... "I can't 
reccmnend pass/fail ••• I can do a report, if I want to •.• 
it's not expected... One has a certain arrount of concern, 
because I'm sure the problems I've encountered, with (this 
student) others have •.• In three weeks tirre she'll have gone 
(she sounds relieved at the prospect)." 
(Interviewer) "Ib you have contact with the study 
supervisor?" 
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"It's a bit difficult ..• (her only connection with the agency 
and the course is with this one student) we were going to 
work out objectives (for the placement,) but then they were 
worked out by (the student) and the study supervisor." 
(Interviewer) "What have you learnt about supervision, 
yourself?" 
"I haven't really structured particular times... we're 
together lIDst of the day... She's got such a lot of ideas of 
her own, which it makes it quite hard for her to listen to 
other people (sic)." 
( Interviewer) "'!bat must make being the supervisor qui te 
difficult?" 
"She's not an easy student. I don't get much fran her, she 
always seems to know already ••• She had a traumatic life (of 
her own), like some of the stuff in a social services file ..• 
(Sighs) She needs to be challenged ••• I'd very much like to 
say she needs another placement, toning down her approach, 
but whether I have the strength - I'd personally find it very 
difficult ••• " 
( Interviewer) "If there are no clear guidelines for 
assessment, that makes it very difficult. Is there any way 
you could get support fran the study supervisor?.. (if you 
are not sure that) this is the level for a qualified worker?" 
"I think she has sane quite good ideas... (but) they need to 
be trained in the right way... (but) it could be totally 
disastrous if one (ie the student) tried to irrpose fran 
authority (she is a Deputy Head of the Unit) one's personal 
belief that everybody ŤŨVŸĚisn't doing a very good job, and 
should be doing it like them .•. She's going back to (her own 
work-place) now." 
(Interviewer) "Should you write to her new supervisor there, 
with the information that you wished you'd had at the 
beginning of the placeIreI1t?" 
"rrmrnl ••• nmn ••• (uncertainly) In my relationship with (the 
student), I feel ambivalent about her •• it's difficult, one 
has to have a reasonable relationship, especially the anount 
of contact I have with her, we're together for two full days 
every week ••• 
( Interviewer) "It must be pretty exhausting" 
"It is. It is ••• She finds it hard to sit and read, she has 
to be doing sanething... she doesn't take account of the 
pressures on me, and she's just another one... normal I y , in 
CQSW placerrents they have a caseload, they go out, at least 
they (supervisor and student) can have a break fran each 
other... (After a rounding off to the interview) I think I 
should go hare and have a nice rest. I hope all this is 
useful to you." 
The lack of support for this supervisor, and the way this is canpounded 
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by the structure of the CSS scheme, and the isolation frcm the study 
supervisor all seem to be matters of considerable concern. Corrments on 
this are included in the later section on the irrplications of the study 
for social work education. The supervisor is left wondering about many 
things,. and uses the terminology of practice to pathologise the 
student, making an explicit ccmnent that the student had had a 
traumatic life "like sane of the stuff in a social services file", and 
apparently uses this as a reason for not challenging the student. 
The supervisor also thinks that there is a right way to work, and the 
student needs "to be trained in the right way." Thus we have again 
shown considerable evidence of both the classical approach to 
supervision, and of reproductive conceptions of teaching and learning 
in this placement. There is sane associated material about the 
student's directive approach to practice which causes the supervisor 
further concern. 
In reading this account, and listen.:j.ng to the tape a number of tines, 
it is evident that in this particular interview, the convention which 
has been generally adopted (ie. TŤŨŸWÙŪŦĚ"urns" and "ers" to tidy up the 
exchanges) has minimised the uncertainty and hesitancy of the 
supervisor. Many of her sentences are interspersed with "sort of", and 
she interjects the word "hopefully" into a number of her replies, 
especially about the student. The tentativeness and passivity of the 
supervisor, and her not taking active steps to get the infonnation she 
needed, and not pursuing meetings with the study supervisor, are 
reflected in the generally flat tone to the interview. 
No doubt this is a contributory reason for the present study developing 
a language, concepts and terminology which could give inexperienced 
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supervisors same tools and ideas, to help them describe and interpret 
events with the course staff and the student. We turn now to the 
interview with the student. 
This interview was probably the most difficult to carry out during the 
entire study. Just before the tape was switched on the student said 
that she did not understand the learning styles exercise, so she didn't 
do it, and "anyway the animals had such funny names" she didn't see how 
it would help her to learn. The interviewer explained again that it 
wasn't intended to help her to learn, but to give an indication of how 
she learnt. She said that she had just played with the cards (for 
almost an hour). She seemed offhand, and gave the irrpression that she 
was doing me a great favour by being there at all. 
The interview began with a further staterrent about the 
purpose of the research, and its focus on how people learn, 
rather than what they learn. The student said: "I've had lots 
of supervisors in the past but they have never made it clear 
what or how to ŨŤŠŲŪŸGĚ
She described the purpose of the placement in very general 
tenns, which sounded as though she were reading them frem a 
set of guidelines. The tone of voice seemed to indicate 
surprise that I should be. asking, and that I should know 
already. The interviewer asked for an example. 
"The initial objective that I had to do (sic) was to look at 
the intake and referral team, and weigh up the pros and cons, 
and do sane written work (for college)... Intake teams are 
necessary, efficient and work well together as a team 
(sic) . :. they deal with the referrals... they decide that it 
is a long or relatively short term problem... a minimum of 
three months to a year maximum." 
(Interviewer) "How do they judge it, then?" 
"I've got the criteria that they use. They are upstairs - you 
should have said if you wanted them... There is a list of six 
points, six objectives." 
(Interviewer) "Ibn't you still have to make judgerrents, 
though?" 
"It is difficult, for exarrple 'Is the· family motivated to 
work with us?' •.• they may not even recognise they have a 
problem." 
'Ihis early part of the interview shows that the student was surprised 
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that the interviewer did not know what the purpose of the placement 
was, and then described social work in rather sirrplistic terms. She was 
asked what she had found out on the placement, and describes social 
work in crude behavioural terms: 
"They work quite closely with the families, but very often, 
XŬẀŸŲŤĚonly in an advisory capacity, not a very practical 
capacity, so you can only offer so much help or advice on how 
you feel they should be carrying out certain things within 
the family structure ••• If you can ŸWĚ be of any practical 
assistance, I think very often it is very difficult - they 
(clients) say yes, yes, yes, to you, and then don ŸĚt do 
anything once the door is closed behind you. There are cases 
where you can give a bit of practical help to the family, 
then they are rrotivated to change or be helped." 
(Interviewer) "Practical help? can you give me an exarrple?" 
"A woman lost the wheel fran her pram and rang the office. 
The duty social worker went to town to fix it... that was 
quite good." 
( Interviewer) "Do social workers give any other kinds of help 
besides advice?" 
"Sanetimes you have to work in a sort of family therapy 
situation ..• trying to work out the relationships within the 
family. " 
(Interviewer) "How do you think they do this?" 
"Well there are varying techniques, really, sane people do it 
with intense interviews, and family sessions with all the 
family together. Other people interview the client separately 
and try to get them to talk about their ŮŲŬŞŨŤÜVŸGĚ
(Interviewer) "What exactly do they do, in these interviews?" 
"You try and work out what is the position of the problem in 
the family and how each of them can cope with it ••• " 
(Interviewer) "OK, so that ŸĚs a kind of diagnosis, or plan .•• 
how do you get to change what is going on?" 
"(pause) ••• By making alternative suggestions like a bit of 
give and take" (This is said in a tone which seems 
increduluous that anyone didn ŸWĚknow that this was obviously 
how to do it). 
(Interviewer) "Fbr example?" 
"If a child is truanting fran school, and the reason is in 
the family, you make out sane kind of incentive for the child 
to go to school, perhaps for reward to cane fran the 
mother. •• it needs a bit of give and take on both sides 
really. " 
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( Interviewer) II Is that the kind of thing you did in your 
residential work?1I 
lilt was in a Corrmunity Home ll 
(Interviewer) IIWhat kinds of things were you doing?1I 
II It varies, from general basic caring needs, right through to 
individual counselling or therapy. II (This feels like a 
lecture, about 'What goes on ••• ' rather than 'what she did'). 
IIIn my experience, if there is a problem, you tell them what 
the problem is and try to get them to solve the problem by a 
sort of reward system. If they do semething then they get 
something for doing it. II 
(Interviewer) Ills this haw to do it for all clients?1I 
liN:>, for sane it is worthwhile to sit and chat with them to 
find out how they feel about sanething. For children, though 
you need a practical approach to their behaviour. II 
(Interviewer) IIIf there was a child in the Heme, what would 
you do, if the child was in care?1I 
IIThere was a good instance last year, there was a girl who 
ran off with her boyfriend, he lived next door, he was 
married with three kids. They ran off to wndon together. Her 
parents reported them missing... They were picked up in 
wndon, (caught) shoplifting. She was received into care 
under a place of safety for her moral safety was what they 
called it. They tried to charge him with unlawful sexual 
intercourse. She was in care for 28 days, so we tried to work 
with a contract for the individual and the family •.• It only 
took two to three days to realise there was an absolute 
breakdown in the relationship between the parent and child 
which initiated her running away from home. We worked on this 
contract for 28 days. Just before the 28 days, the parents 
decided they weren't quite ready to have her heme... because 
there were certain areas that were still untouched by the 
work •.• There was two months intensive work, the residential 
workers went round. to the family at the weekends, and if 
there' were problems, they would sort them out. II 
(Interviewer) 1101 this placerrent, tell me a bit about your 
work II 
IlWe have been working towards revoking the Care Order. wi th 
the client I knew, the family have always had money problems, 
so I thought I would work with (the daughter) to help her pay 
her debts off. .• I'm succeding, but it's a very slaw progress 
corrpared to residential work... You are in a stronger 
position, (in residential work) to do semething about it ••• 
you can't control them as much in fieldwork. You have to 
entice her or encourage her ••• II 
This model of practice is to do primarily with authority and 
instruction of clients, backed up by behavioural reinforcements. She 
sees two possibilities for intervening - practical help (which she 
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values) and "chat with them to find out how they feel about something". 
There are many examples in this interview of the student answering 
questions at a level of generality, rather than about her own 
views/experiences, which was very disconcerting. She also seemed to use 
words in not very precise ways eg "The initial objective that I had to 
do ... " The interview continued: 
There was an interruption here, with saneone asking "Is that 
your car in the way?" to which the student replied in an 
offhand way "<11 I expect so, yes, is ita (make of car) . " 
"Yes". The student went to move her car and the tape was 
turned over. There are about ten minutes more of the 
interview. However, the recording did not come out at all. 
In the interview, the student was dominating, didn't always seem to 
listen to the questions, and seemed offhand. She treated the researcher 
as though he knew nothing about social work. Indeed, other research 
interviews had already been undertaken in that office, which she knew 
about. She made me feel very angry at the end of the interview, and 
clearly was causing a good deal of distress to her supervisor, as well 
as creating problems in the office. 
She appeared to be authoritarian, demanding and judgemental in her 
practice. When, at the end of her interview, she was offered the 
routine three-way discussion with her supervisor, she stayed for a few 
minutes only, and was obviously bored by the discussion. She went off 
"to do some shopping", despite earlier having agreed to join us for 
lunch. She was not pressed very hard to change her mind, and part of 
the lunch was spent sympathising with the plight of the inexperienced, 
and unsupported, supervisor. 
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This chapter has gone into considerable detail in these case 
ill ustrations, to try to get at the subtleties and nuances of teaching 
and learning in placements, and the ways that teachers and learners 
understand the learning which goes on in supervision. 
Each of the placements in this part of the research could have been 
included, but the selection we have given indicates a spread of the 
data collected, and gives the material necessary to begin to develop a 
grounded model of learning in supervision. 
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8.1 An OVerview of this <llapter 
This Chapter considers the findings of the study, and 
interpretations developed during the collection and analysis of 




developing conceptualisations from the separate activities in the 
study. It also discusses the dissemination of the findings, as a 
developnental/fonnative activity based on the research, and their 
implications for social work education. It considers the possible 
limitations of the findings and the interpretations through a 
discussion of the metherls used, and the validity of the data generated. 
Section 8.2 describes the process of recognising patterns and making 
sense of the data, and offers a consolidation of the interpretations 
which were reported separately in earlier sections. It begins to 
develop a merlel which can contribute to the establishment of a paradigm 
of learning in professional and vocational training. In Section 8.3 
this work is discussed in the light of research into adult learning 
which has been undertaken and published since the beginning of the 
present study. It is shown that the findings and learning merlel of the 
present study are congruent with similar findings and merlels being 
developed elsewhere. 
Section 8.4 considers sane of the limitations of the data collected 
(including its generalisability) in this study and challenges to the 
validity of the findings and the interpretations. A defence to these 
points is offered both in relation to the range of ways in which the 
material was validated directly with those participating in the study, 
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and with a wider group of colleagues and peers. 
Section 8.5 looks at the implications of this study for social work 
education. 
8.2 MUting Patterns am. MUting Sense 
This section describes the process of recognising patterns and making 
sense of the data, by developing a model of learning in placements 
which can contribute to a new paradigm for social work education. 
we began this study by describing same indicative experiences in 
supervision which were nat easily, nor fully, accounted for by the 
prevalent explanations used in the literature, of which a review showed 
the roots of the model within.American social casework supervision. 
The tenns and concepts which have "leaked" from the practice of social 
work into the teaching and learning arenas of social work education 
reinforce hierarchical, unequal relationships which value the knowledge 
of the teacher rather than the experiences of the learner. 
Since professional competence is dependent upon the quality of student 
learning, attention was given to how students learn, in the context of 
how their supervisors see the teaching and learning tasks. The 
selective review of the adult learning research literature derronstrated 
that it was possible (and indeed preferable) to focus research 
attention on the approaches to teaching and learning which students and 
supervisors use, and sare of the contextual factors which constrain 
those choices. 
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In this study, of learning within natural learning environments (which 
includes a complex network of intellectual, affective and value-based 
learning tasks), the data which have been collected represent a level 
of detail and focus which do not exist elsev.tlere in the supervision 
literature. They describe the teaching and learning processes of 
supervision from the perspective of those who were directly involved. 
The features of the classical supervision model are seen to persist in 
the events and experiences ŬŸĚthe material described and reported 
here. However, in addition, we have ensured that data in the main part 
of the study have been collected and presented in ways which reflect 
the interactive nature of teaching and learning processes, and we have 
generally not collected nor reported data which fail to provide 
detailed evidence of the contexts in which the experiences arose, and 
of the ways in which the data were gathered. This material therefore is 
susceptible to different explanations and analyses from those offered 
by the traditional model. We have also attenpted to retain an 
interactive focus in the developnent of conceptualisations and 
interpretations arising from this wealth of material through feedbaCk 
to participants and others in social work education. 
We turn nay to dealing with the various issues to emerge from the 
tradi tiona 1 model and the statement of the research problem, and offer 
an alternative perspective based on these findings. At the end of 
Chapter Two we described the research problem, and identified six 
objectives for the present research. These included producing some 
descriptioos of supervision sessions, as they occurred, in a placement; 
and accounts of the interpret.atioos am neanings. \\hich those involved 
in supervision attached to their experiences of supervision. We also 
errphasised the irrportance of recognising what was salient in those 
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accounts, and identifying patterns, explanatic:ms and interpretatic:ms 
with tOOse involved. We envisaged developing tOOse generalisatic:ms into 
IOOdels of teaching and learning in supervision, and oontrihlting these 
findings to policy makers, teachers, and students in an ongoing way, in 
an atterrpt to influence and change future practice in ways which build 
on evaluative studies of what derronstrably occurs in supervision. 
tbw, having described supervision sessions, reported questionnaire data 
about haw supervisors teach and learn, and having presented case 
illustrations of sore placerrents studied, we are in a position to begin 
to attach meanings, and try to make more sense of the data. These 
meanings, as we have seen during the interviews and feedback sessions, 
are likely to be fuller explanations than those offered by the 
traditional rrodel, since they begin to take aOCXUlt of the interactive 
nature of the teaching and learning, and the oontext in which tOOse 
interactic:ms take place - rather than describing them in the language 
and ass1..1IYptions of social casework practice. 
8.2.1 Scm! Preliminary Ccnceptual F.rameworks 
At the beginning of the study the focus was on the ways in which 
supervisors taught and learnt, and the irrpact of their styles of 
learning on their teaching. '!he focus was also on the effect of match 
or mis-match of teaching styles and learning styles which suggested 
that it might be possible to develop a schematic typology of teachers 
and learners, and to explore the inpact of match and mis-match. 
The matrix in Figure O:1e is intended to shaw that in Boxes A and D, 
"fit" or "match" of styles occurs, whilst in Boxes Band C styles are 
mis-matched. '!he earliest material, in the questionnaire responses, 
confirmed that supervisors had difficulty in supervising those students 
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who apparently did not learn in ways which the supervisor was expecting 
to teach - which were themselves related to how the supervisors 
preferred to learn. NJ clear measures of "style" were used at that 
time, although some features of the approach teachers used were 
identified. 
Figure <De - A Teadrlng am learning Styles Matrix 
Learning Style 
(i) (ii) 
(i) I A I B , Teaching Style (ii) C D 
Figure '1Wo - A learning Style am Stage Matrix 









What became clear, in trying to assign responses to the matrix, was 
that some supervisors seemed to have changed their approach through 
time, or with different students. Thus an element of "stage" was 
included, and the ITKXiel was refined during the collection of data in 
the single case study. The matrix devised is shown in Figure Two, and 
is intended to reflect stages of developnent for teachers and learners 
- thus it would be possible to consider a match by superirrposing the 
matrix for the student onto that of the supervisor. 
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This revised matrix also caused difficulties - the boundaries between 
the stages were unclear, so that whilst some supervisors could readily 
be assigned (eg Box B) others might have been on a boundary (eg between 
B and D) whilst yet others could be in more than one Box (eg B and D) 
during a single placement. These early attempts at classification were 
prerrature and, with hindsight, can be seen to have been devised as a 
conceptual frame into which data oould be fitted. 
The frame had not been built around and fram the data, so the model was 
simplistic. Elton and Laurillard (1979) help us to recognise that what 
we seek are not theories (with hypotheses to test against data), but 
models: 
"A theory, by its very nature, explains all phenarena within 
its region of applicability; hence a theory of learning 
should be relevant and valid, whenever learning takes place. 
A model interprets rather than explains, and whether it is 
applicable to a particular learning situation can only be 
verified by testing the model against the situation in each 
instance. " 
There was, however, an important outcane from these preliminary 
attempts to systerratise the data - because teachers and learners could 
be assigned to more than one place, as they demonstrated either 
versatility of approach, or developed to the next stage, the 
categorisations could not be a typology of individuals; but it would 
reflect approaches to teaching and learning in the context of a 
particular placement. As such the model can account for patterns of 
interaction in supervision, and can generate ideal-types of the 
approaches which produced those patterns. 
There are similar problems of categorisation in the li terature . In 
describing the work of Pask, or Marton and saljo, we have tried to 
avoid describing individual subjects who carpleted specific learning 
tasks as "serialists" and "holists"; or "surface learners" and "deep 
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learners" (as Entwistle and Hanley, 1977 do), when all that is evident 
is an approach used in a particular learning context. As we have seen, 
the work of Laurillard (1978), and more recent studies (Ramsden, 1979; 
Entwistle and Ramsden, 1983) confinn Entwistle's earlier \\Ork (1977) 
that approaches to learning are context dependent. The Goteborg \\Ork 
has also shown the importance of the conceptions which the learner has 
of the learning task varying in different contexts (for exanple in 
response to changes in the nature of assessment). 
8.2.2 SaIe Building Blocks for a ŸŨĚof Teaching am Learning in 
SUpervisial 
If we are to develop a model based on the interpretations and meanings 
demonstrated in the data we report, then these must be built up from 
the findings. To do this, we shall select sane of the main features of 
the placerrents reported to generate, and make explicit, the building 
blocks we require, before offering a unifying conceptual frame. 
We have found, in a mnnber of the" case illustrations, exanples of 
teaching and learning which value the contribution of the teacher, and 
what is to be taught. This pattern also seems to be associated with an 
expectation that. there is a single, right way to practise, and that 
there is a single right way to teach and learn. SUch a position also 
involves a clearly hierarchical relationship between teacher and 
leamer, and locates responsibility for assessment largely with the 
teacher, who has authority, derived from his expertise. This pattern of 
interaction (or expectation of it) we shall call IB\1EL CtiE. 
We have also found exanples of teaching and learning interaction which 
see the student's contribution to his learning as central. What the 
student has to bring to the placement, and to supervision, is inportant 
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and he is seen to have an active role in developing and evaluating his 
awn learning. There seems to be an association of this pattern with 
increased involvement by the student in his social work practice, \\hich 
is not seen as instrumental and mechanistic. We shall call this pattern 
(or expectation of it) LEVEL TWO. 
In same instances we have found a recognition that not all students 
learn in the same ways, or that the same student might learn different 
things in different ways at different times. Sometimes we have seen 
supervisors differentiating between teaching approaches with the same 
student, or recognising that the student might appropriately work with 
another supervisor as part of a teaching team. Equally, sane students 
recognise the need to use different approaches for different learning 
tasks and contexts. '!his position seems also to be associated with 
diversity and versatility in the range of client problems dealt with, 
and with a variety of ways of intervening. We shall call this pattern 
(or expectation of it) LEVEL THREE. 
We have also found exarrples in the data of changing patterns, which 
show movement between the levels for the same student and supervisor, 
and we have found exarrples of problems where their expectations of the 
teaching and learning processes differ. We shall consider these after 
articulating the features of the three levels of interaction which 
appear to reflect qualitatively different patterns of supervision. 
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8.2.3 LEVEL {:I'm - A Focus on the CDllHll' of learning 
We have outlined sare of the features of level (De above, which we now 
illustrate more fully from the data gathered throughout the study to 
refine and develop the scheme. We reported earlier, in 2.2.1, as one of 
the indicative experiences, a placement where there were difficulties 
between the student and his supervisor: 
My supervisor and I began to run into sare difficulties 
fairly early on in the placement because she seemed to 
believe that what I should write about in my reports, and 
talk to her about in supervision, were the feelings which I 
had during and after the interviews. When I persisted in 
trying to focus on making sense of what was going on in the 
families with which I was working, and between them and me in 
the interviews, not wanting just to focus on my feelings, it 
was assumed that I was "being defensive", and that I had 
"sare block" in my personality about the expression of 
feelings which required the help of my supervisor to 
overcare ... Therefore, underlying all of these exchanges was 
a rather different but contributing dimension about power in 
educational relationships. 
There is a similar exarrple in the third of the indicative experiences -
the role play: 
Both the student and the observer felt that they "would have 
tried to deal with the anxiety feelings first." The 
supervisor (in the role play) wrote: "In the discussion I 
asked why I should deal with the anxiety first. There seemed 
to be four different answers given by the others: 
(l) "to get it out of the way first" 
(2) "to be where the student was" 
(3) "ies what we are best at" 
(4) "to look at their feelings about themselves and 
then at the (social work) task" 
In each of these exarrpl es are supervisors who see the acti vi ty of 
supervision, and the concepts they use to describe and explain it, as 
essentially the same activity as social casework with clients. We saw 
later that as evidence of the persistence of the classical model. 
However, in developing an alternative framework we can begin to see 
that the classical model, with its enphasis on a right way to practise, 
and to supervise, with a hierarchical relationship between teacher and 
learner is, itself, a derronstration of much that we have described as a 
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L=vel One pattern of interaction. The errphasis on teaching and what is 
to be taught in the traditional rrodel, and the indicative experiences 
referred to, are illustrations of a pattern which is concerned with the 
ŸĚof teaching and learning, and the transmission of a single 
right way to practise social work. 
The language and assumptions of a 1940s model of American social 
casework imports into supervisory relationships the fundamental 
inequalities of the casework relationship, and thus precludes the 
precepts of effective active learning - responsibility for one's own 
learning, and active invol verrent in a search for personal meaning of 
experience. 
The single case study also provided same evidence of Level One 
interactions, because the supervisor was concerned to demonstrate her 
teaching, and often involved the student in detailed rehearsals so that 
he could learn the right way to practise. The supervisor was concerned 
to use the experience of the student as a basis for his learning but 
she was unable to help him generalise fran this in the early stage of 
the placement. Equally, her doubts about the student's perfonnance in 
supervision lead·' her into more directive teaching. The student seemed 
rapidly to have taken account of his supervisor's expectations, as a 
cue-conscious student, (Miller and Parlett, 1973) and becane a more 
passive learner. There is sane evidence that he was not enthused by 
this role and, later, we saw him demonstrating more active involverrent 
in his learning and his practice. It seems, then, that the student 
conceives of his learning task (with this supervisor, and in this 
placerrent) as reproductive and passive learning fran his supervisor. 
The supervisor confinned this in her mid-way evaluation: 
"(He) like all students, is anxious to pass and has been 
conscious of his assessment ••• He admits he saw fieldwork as 
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a way of distancing himself fran his 'total' experience of 
residential work... The distancing and concern about his 
assessrrent has shawn in most aspects of his early work. His 
first recordings were factual, minimal with little indication 
of his involvement •.. Similarly, in supervision he has tended 
to talk about his cases rather fonnally which has not: made it 
easy to judge where he is in relation to the client and what 
his assessment of the situation is... As the placenent has 
progressed, he has relaxed considerably, and so have 1... He 
must not be afraid to make mistakes nor be afraid to use 
himself more purposefully." 
The supervisor made some telling observations here, identifying exactly 
the features of reproductive learning that the student thinks she 
requires - reinforced or prompted by his experience of her directive 
teaching, and her rehearsing him in the right way to practise. Of 
particular note is his distance fran clients and supervisor, because he 
does not expect to be involved in his learning. They seened in that 
period to be embodying a pattern of surface-reproductive learning, even 
though both were able to understand the need for more active, 
deep-constructi ve learning. 
In the questionnaire exercise reported in section 4.2 we also found 
evidence of what we now describe asI.evel Ole interactions. ŸĚfound a 
number of references to traditional patterns of teaching and learning 
(these were nos 12, 17, 26, 29 and 31). ŸĚalso saw evidence of seeing 
the student's failure to learn as indicative of learning pathology, and 
the use of language derived fran practice (nos 2, 10, 12, 16, 20). It 
should be noted that one supervisor (no 10) used that terminology to 
refer to her own failings as a learner. 
There were also references to apprenticeship models of supervision 
which illustrate an expectation that the right way to practise can be 
learnt by watching others do it (especially in carmunity work 
p1acerrents). There was also evidence of a gap between intention and 
performance for same supervisors - that whilst there were those who 
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recognised the importance of the learner's contribution to his 
learning, they were not always able to adjust their teaching strategies 
to meet the needs of students who were not able (at the time, or in 
that context) able to be active participants in their own learning. We 
develop these more general issues about match and mis-match of 
expectations below. 
Turning to the further data collection, we can find many other exanples 
of Level Qle patterns. The experienced supervisor with a failing 
student (Case Illustration II) exerrplifies many of the features of this 
position, with his belief in a single, right way to practise, a 
preoccupation with teaching and his role in assessment (which he saw as 
an event, which would occur towards the end of the placement) • He 
apparently found it difficult to conceive of others contributing to the 
teaching, in a team, (despite pranpting by the researcher) and held on 
to a very traditional social work model which did not appear to be 
entirely appropriate for the bulk of the work which the stUdent was 
expected to undertake. 
This case illustration further demonstrated the importance of the 
supervisor's conception of learning in shaping the pattern of 
interaction in supervision - even when the supervisor was very 
experienced as a social worker and as a supervisor, he was apparently 
unable to see that students might need to learn in different ways, and 
that he might need to look at other approaches to his teaching. In that 
respect he also exemplified those features of the classical supervision 
li terature which do not differentiate between students, and assl.lllE that 
they will all move at the same pace, and at the same times. 
We also have shown that new and inexperienced supervisors and students 
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can begin at this position. The example drawn from a CSS placement 
(case Illustration V) shows a heavy reliance on observation, and 
apprenticeship models, with the student literally sitting by her 
supervisor for two days a week. Neither appeared to expect the student 
to be actively involved in her learning, and they had not even arranged 
supervision sessions as discrete entities, where they could reflect on 
the student's experience. 
Whilst we would certainly not wish to generalise on the basis of such a 
small sample, the other CSS placement also showed a new supervisor and 
an experienced student with similar expectations to the pair above 
which may be the consequence of the learning objectives approach in 
CSS. They had used a more structured approach to supervision sessions , 
and had discussed the student's work experience with his families, but 
used the sessions as opportunities for direct teaching by the 
supervisor. 
Since the student had no previous experience of field social work, and 
had spent his three years in an adult training centre as an instructor 
working with elderly and mentally handicapped clients, this seemed an 
entirely appropriate model to adopt, and the pattern worked well. It is 
worth errphasising here that interactions at this First Level are not 
necessarily of lower value than higher level interactions. '!hey can be 
entirely appropriate, because direct teaching might be precisely what 
is required - either for beginning students (as in this case) or where 
a supervisor is unsure of a student's competence (especially if he is 
new to a particular area of practice). 
In the major case exarrple (case Illustration I) we also saw sane of 
these First Level interactions where the supervisor felt that the 
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student's understanding of social work was at a very generalised level, 
and that he needed rrore specificity and sore direct teaching. 'lliat case 
exarrple illustrates another feature to errphasise here: whilst for sore 
supervisors, Level One reflects the stage they have . reached in 
conceptualising learning, and their role as teachers (the specialist 
supervisor with the failing student), for others it is a stage they are 
rroving from (the supervisor in the single case study), and for yet 
others it is a pattern they will adopt in response to their analysis of 
the student's canpetence and his learning needs at that point (the 
supervisor in 7.3). 
8.2.4 LEVEL 'll«> - A Focus on PROCESS in I.eam.ing 
Having outlined sane features of Level 'IWo interactions above, we can 
now re-examine the data to look for examples which can be explained by 
these conceptualisations. The single most important feature we 
identified was the ability to conceive of the learning task in a way 
which recognised the PRCX:ESS of learning, and that learners needed to 
be active in their search for meaning and interpretations of 
experiences. This recognition is akin to the Perry (1970) position of 
understanding that knowledge is contextual and relativistic, and 
requires the learner's invol verrent in the process. Level 'IWo here also 
reflects Saljo' s (1979) distinctions in conceptions of learning betweea 
a passi vteproducti ve position which sees learning as the transmission 
of facts or procedures, and the recognition that the learning material 
(experience) is the starting point for the process of learning. 
We have 'suggested that a key feature of this position is the 
recognition that there is not a single, right way to teach or learn. We 
described this position in the second of the indicative experiences 
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where we reported a student unit supervisor recognising differences in 
students' approaches to learning, and teachers' approaches to teaching: 
"I began to see that the way in which sane supervisors 
related to their students was much more authori tarian than 
others. They seemed to be more traditional, and in a 
hierarchical relationship with their students ••. 
A further stage in this process was the recognition that not 
only were there differences between students, but that sane 
students might use different approaches at various stages in 
the SaITe placerrent and/or for different learning tasks in the 
SaITe time pericrl." 
In the questionnaire exercise there is considerable evidence of this 
level of interaction, in terms of giving up the role of an Expert (no 
2), recognising the responsibility of students for their learning (nos 
5 and 22), and seeing that there are stages in the development of 
learning (no 7). Parallels between the learning arena and the practice 
arena were also exemplified by the responses which described the 
inportance of the active use of self in learning and in practice. 
The questionnaire responses also reflected the distinctions between 
ŸẂŤŨVĚOne and Two in relation to the ability to distinguish between 
"what" and "how" questions. For those at ŸẂŤŨĚ One, unable to 
distinguish the content and process of learning, such confusion is 
explicable; those who did successfully distinguish the questions were 
also able to recognise the inportance of process, and the learner's 
involvement in learning. 
As we shall see in the discussion of this model, and the dissemination 
. of the findings of this research, sane social work teachers are 
concerned about an errphasis on process, and stress the irrportance of 
content (Badger, 1985a) whilst other contributions to the literature 
argue that the focus on process is functional for student learning in 
professional training (eg Gray, 1986). 
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Towards the end of the single case study we found that the student 
exerrplified the stage of involvement in his work and learning by 
, adrni tting' to his supervisor that he had discussed sane personal 
material (the birth of his own child) with his clients. The student was 
at that time taking more responsibility in supervision, and this was 
reinforced by his involvement in the assessment process, where he had 
written a useful self-evaluation at the end of the placement. 
In the main case example of the next stage of the research (Case 
Illustration I), we saw a long period characterising the middle part of 
the placement where the student, having previously recognised the need 
to be more acti vel y involved in his learning gets the chance (as the 
result of the death in the office) to act rnore autonorrously with the 
rest of the area team, with his supervisor, and with his clients - and 
in doing so, he learned that it was acceptable to bring more of his 
experiences and feelings into his work. 
He and his supervisor were able to distinguish (in the interviews) 
between more traditional educational mcxiels, with an errphasis on 
teaching (which characterised the first part of the placement) and more 
equal relationships, with the student taking on increased 
responsibility for his own learning and perfonnance. Indeed, the 
student himself described this change as a shift of paradigm in his 
understanding of learning. 
This shift would be characterised by the Gote borg work as a shift fran 
surface to deep conceptions of learning, whilst Biggs (1985) would call 
this change one fran surface-achiever to deep-achiever. His use of 
'achiever' is essential 1 y the same as Entwistle's ' strategic' approach 
(Entwistle, 1987). 
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In the case of the experienced supervisor and an experienced student 
(case Illustration III) we also saw considerable evidence of level Two 
interaction. As that placement developed, the student took increasing 
responsibility in determining the focus of supervision sessions, and in 
her contribution to the evaluation of the placerrent. In the tape of 
their supervision, which was a discussion about producing the final 
assessment report for the placerrent, the student took the initiative in 
the session for evaluating her work, and identifying what she still 
needed to develop after the end of the course. 
The supervisor in this exarrple showed ha;...r she was able increasingly to 
take risks with and on behalf of the student, and showed that she could 
see a role for herself even when the student was working in a way 
(groupNork with single mothers) which the supervisor felt she did not 
have much experience ie. it was not an ar:prenticeship, nor 
expertise-based pattern. 
Same aspects of this level of interaction were found in about half of 
the other placerrents not reported as case illustrations. It is perhaps 
something of a surprise to discover that what was written as long ago 
as 1810, about the importance of reflection, and owning one's own 
learning is not routinely demonstrated in supervision sessions in 
social work (watts, 1810, in Entwistle and Hanley, 1977): 
"It is meditation and study that transfers and conveys the 
notions and senti.Irents of others to ourselves, so as to make 
them properly our own. It is our judgerrent upon them, as well 
as our merrory of them, that makes them becare our own 
property ..• By study and meditation we irrprove the hints that 
we have acquired by observation, conversation, and 
reading ••. " 
The opportunity to use supervision for reflection, and to develop the 
student's conception of learning to inc! ude his active invol verrent in 
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seeking meaning, does not always appear to be taken - not least, it 
seems, because the conception of learning which supervisors have (or 
students perceptions that this is the case) may be an irrportant 
constraint on that process. 
8.2.5 U'VEL THREE - Metalea.rni.ng and the DeoDnstratian of Versatility 
This position is a further developnent fran the recognition of active, 
deep learning of I£!vel Two interactions, and incl udes (for students ) 
the recognition that different learning tasks might require different 
approaches to learning, and (for supervisors) that those awroaches 
might be facilitated by different approaches to teaching. Thus an 
identifying feature of this level is the recognition am derronstration 
of versatility in approaches to teaching and learning. It may well be 
demonstrated in a shift fran surface to deep conceptions of learning, 
and an increasingly equal model of supervision to a consultation model. 
It also includes a recognition of learning to be about construing 
personal meaning, and making personal choices frcrn amongst carpeting or 
contradictory value positions. As such, it represents a stage where 
students and supervisors use their awn learning processes as the target 
(content) for further learning (process) of a higher order ie they are 
learning to learn, and to transfer the content and process of their 
learning to other learning contexts. 
011 Y a few of the students and supervisors studied in this research 
demonstrated reaching this position. What is possible, of course, is 
not that sane teachers and students were incap:ilile of this kind of 
conception of learning, but more that contextual factors constrained 
them frcrn it (eg a college/agency climate and/or teaching/assessrrent 
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methods which did not value such a conception). 
The questionnaire exercise showed that same supervisors identified the 
need for a repertoire of approaches to teaching, to distinguish between 
the needs of students, although they did not all see that they might 
need to develop a wider repertoire of approaches themselves - same 
expressed this in tenns of how another supervisor might have dealt 
better with a student with whom they had experienced difficulties (nos 
4, 11, 25, 27, 32). 
Gase Illustration I showed that the supervisor was able to use her 
understanding of the learning process to take account of this position 
in determining her initial response to a student about whan she had 
same doubts. She derronstrated that she could encourage and tolerate 
rrore freedan for the student, and a rrore active role for him, which was 
reinforced by the crisis following the death in the office. She went on 
to distinguish his strengths and weaknesses in carponent parts of the 
learning process, so that she could give particular attention both to 
the student's ability to generalise fran particular experiences, and to 
be rrore specific in the application of his more generalised 
understandings. 
In doing so, she derronstrated that she recognised and could act on the 
twin elem:mts (of generalising fran particular experiences, and the 
application of those generalisations subsequently in new and different 
practice) as essential eleIreI1ts in the student developing the capacity 
to transfer his learning (Gardiner, 1984a). Biggs (1985) calls these 
higher order processes "metalearning". 
The student's understanding of these elem:mts of the learning process 
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was derronstrated by his crnments to the researcher in the three way 
discussion about the need to establish what was salient in any given 
experience as the basis of recognising patterns which can be 
generalised. Since 1983, CQSW courses have required that students can 
demonstrate the capacity to transfer their learning, and use it in 
other practice areas - but the requirement had been poorly-understood 
(CCErSW, 1984). 
This transfer of learning is at the heart of social work training for 
generic practice, because students can not rehearse in training all of 
the types of work which they will be required to undertake in their 
professional career, and sare selection of learning experiences must be 
made. A paper discussing these issues, and reporting the preliminary 
findings of this research was published (Gardiner, 1984b); and it is 
included here as Appendix A. It has generated sare discussion and 
debate in the social work education literature (surnnarised in 
Whittington, 1986) which we consider further in the next section. 
Returning to Level Three interactions, it is worth reporting the only 
instance in the study where both student and supervisor appeared to 
begin the placerrent already in this position. The supervisor was an 
experienced team leader, but who had supervised very few students. The 
student was an experienced and bright student in her final placerrent. 
Their initial sessions established a contract which allowed the student 
to derronstrate her carpetence in a variety of interventions. 
In supervision, she was able to show that she understood the 
distinction between reproductive learning and deeper, constructive 
learning. Saretimes she asked for help to find out more about a case 
she had encountered, \>bich the supervisor offered, or she followed it 
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up herself in private reading and study. The exanple which she 
described in her interview concerned working with a depressed young 
rrother. She followed up her initial contacts by asking for help in 
supervision about working with depressed people, then read widely about 
depression. As more of her caseload also reflected problems of 
depression in a very deprived community she eventually wrote a project 
essay for college on the subject. 
Her supervisor was able to offer sane direct input, but also to involve 
her with other professionals who were more experienced in the work than 
he felt himself to be. However, in relation to other kinds of work in 
her workload he offered a canbination of sane direct teaching, and sane 
help in reflection with her on her learning from the work, and the 
developnent of her learning during the course. They shared 
responsibility for producing the final placement assessment report. The 
pattern of their final few supervision sessions was described as 
"consultation" by which they meant the student took the initiative in 
determining the amount and nature of their contact (not always in 
formal sessions) , and the nature and focus of discussions in 
supervision. 'Ihe experience of supervising a range of staff over a 
period had clearly given this supervisor the experience to recognise 
both the need for diversity and autonaI'o/ in learning - although he 
added that this student was the first where he had been able to act in 
this way. 
This placement, like sane others we have described above, shows the 
importance Qf the supervisor val uing team teaching as part of a 
repertoire of approaches. The direct involvement of the team in which 
the student was placed came up in a mnnber of the interviews, but not 
always with a clear recognition of the contribution which others could 
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make to various aspects of the student's learning. However, even where 
there was sane involvement of the team, it is necessary to distinguish 
between passing on the student to another, alternative expert (a level 
Cbe pattern) and encouraging the student to contribute reciprocally to 
the team as well - which we saw in the case example in 7.3 when the 
student was able to offer an input to the team on new legislation which 
he had studied in College. 
He was just beginning to recognise the importance of diversity and 
versatility at the end of the placement. His supervisor had shown that 
she could not only assess what he needed to learn, but also that he 
needed to learn in different ways during the placement - and she 
responded differentially to this. In a subsequent placement with a 
student who was very bright, on a final placement in a four year degree 
course, she showed that she could be more relaxed, and less fornal, 
wi th a stUdent. She attributed this to the student's greater carpetence 
in both learning and practice. 
There are other ways in which we can recognise this third level 
metalearning involves the ability to distinguish various orders of 
ccmnunication (meta-carmunication) and to ascribe accurate meaning to 
camnmications. We suggested earlier that, in the practice danain, the 
work of Bateson et al (1956) was an important contribution to working 
wi th families and groups who were unable to distinguish (or who 
deliberately confused) orders and levels of coomunication. 
Thus, when we see in sane interviews an interviewee asking "Is this 
what you want me to talk about?" and "What do you mean by that?" or "Is 
it OK to carry on in this way?" we are being given evidence of the 
ability to look at . levels of carmunication, and discriminate the level 
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of the interaction. '!his was also derronstrated between supervisor and 
student in the three-way interview we rep::>rted in Case Illustration 1. 
N:> doubt other studies are required, of a longitudinal nature, with a 
larger (perhaps more stratified) sample before we can be sure about the 
prop::>rtions of supervisors who could work with students in this way. 
Equally, staff development programmes for supervisors would need to 
ensure that such meta-learning was seen as a legitimate (and central) 
part of the supervisory process in placements. Because this stage of 
versatility and a repertoire of approaches seems to be associated with 
diversity of practice styles, any further work should also take account 
of the parallels which we have identified, at each level, for learning 
and practice. 
8.2.6 A New RXlel of learning in Supervision - An Overview 
Bearing in mind the kinds of developmental changes described by Perry 
(1970), and by Saljo (1979), we can begin to classify the three levels 
of our model along a developmental continuum related to the conception 
which participants have of learning in supervision. 
In doing so, we can be expl ici t about the quali tati ve changes in the 
conceptions of learning which characterise these p::>sitions. LE.VEL am 
is a surface-reproductive view of ,learning, characterised by a 
predaninant focus on the aNI'ENI' of teaching am learning (ie facts or 
procerlures) • 
'!he second level is characterised by learning of a qualitatively 
different order: it is not quantitatively different, and can not be 
reached by incremental steps from Level One. Instead of seeing learning 
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as something which happens to the learner, both teacher and student 
recognise that learning is an active search for meaning over which the 
student has control. Others may help him to learn, but they can not 
teach him all he needs to know. Some significant learning can only 
arise for the learner himself reflecting on the meaning to him of his 
experiences. 'l1rl.s deeper oonceptian of learning (LEVEL 'lW» is 
> 
characterised by a focus on the PROCFSS of learning (ie. the active 
search for neaning and intention). 
Just as these first two conceptions are different orders of conception, 
so too is the third level. Whilst revel '!Wo represents an ability to 
focus on the process of learning, and not simpl y on the content of 
learning, revel Three represents a further transforma.tion - it involves 
reflecting on the process of learning, identifying preferred styles of 
teaching and learning, and the accurate discrimination of learning 
tasks (which will require the capacity to use a variety of approaches 
to learning). 
This third order conception of learning is what some call 'learning to 
learn' or 'meta-learning' Biggs (1985). ŸĚhave argued else\'.here 
(Ga.rdiner, 1984b) that the transfer of learning from one practice area 
to another involves not only an exploration of the similarities of the 
content of the two situations, but also the capacity to conceptualise 
and reflect on learning processes and to use them in new and different 
situations. 
Therefore the teacher (supervisor) has to develop a repertoire of 
approaches and strategies to proroote the student's use of a range of 
learning strategies appropriate to the requirements of the learning 
task and the context of learning. 
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IEVEL '.IHREE oonceptions of learning are characterised by a focus on 
meta-learning, and learning to leaD1 (ie being able to use 
qualitatively different approaches for different learning tasks and 
contexts, together with the ability to monitor and evaluate the 
approaches to learning for their effectiveness in relation to specific 
learning tasks). 
we shall tum to representing these features of the model 
schematically, but before doing so, it is worth reflecting on the way 
in which this model relates to the classical supervision model. 
we saw earlier, in section 2.3.2, that the classical model of 
supervision was a model of instruction, described by practice concepts. 
we identified sane key features of the model as: 
a) there was a focus on the characteristics of individuals 
rather than the transactions between them 
b) learning and teaching problems were seen and described as 
pathologies in growth, rather than related to the 
expectations and conceptions students and supervisors had of 
the learning in supervision 
c) supervision was hierarchical, and valued what was to be 
taught, rather th.:in the quality of student learning 
d) the practice arena was seen as an illustration of 
college-based teaching, and an opportunity to apply previous 
learning in practice 
e) students are assurred to be horrogeneous in how they learn, 
and their stage/pace of learning, unless they are 
, ineducable' 
f) supervisors are also assurred to teach in the same way 
we can represent this model schematically, and plot the positions 
represented by the illustrative data we have reported. Figure Three 
shows the final model which is derived from the data in this study. 
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Figure 'lhree - A ŸŨĚof Learning in Supervision 
Conceptions of Learning Level I Level II Level III 
Teachers - Conceptions TI T2 T3 
Interaction Pattern A B C 
Students - Conceptions Sl 82 83 
Central to this whole scherre is the notion that the supervisor -s 
conception of learning will, like the student's have a ma.jor influence 
on how he approaches the supervisory relationship. The intensity of 
supervision, with its close, one-to-one pattern sustained over many 
months is an arena where such conceptions will have an irrportant 
irrpact. 
We should recall, when we exerrplify these positions, that individuals 
can (and indeed did) move to higher, and sanetimes lower, levels of 
interaction during a single placerrent. We should also remember that 
each higher level conception subsl.1Ires the lower levels. 
Maier (1984) similarly distinguishes first-order, increrrental change 
and second-order, transfonnational change in learning which reframes a 
student -s experience. His first-order, "concrete, step by step 
learning" is a serialist-surface conception; his second-order " involves 
a paradigm shift so inpactful that students can transfer their learning 
to corresponding situations ... " This, we would argue, is about the 
transfer of the content of learning, not the process. A transfonnation 
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or paradigm shift relating to the process of learning is a third-order 
(ie Level Three) change, although Maier does not recognise this 
rnetalearning level. 
Such distinctions are clarified by Russell's Theory of Logical Types 
(Russell, 1910) which considers the discontinuity between a class and 
its members. There are same higher order classes which are not simply 
rrore general, but which frame and give meaning to the class below. This 
work is incorporated into practice areas (eg in family therapy, and in 
working with schizophrenics) but has not penetrated thinking in the 
teaching-learning danain. Further work here would be fruitful. 
Figure Four 
Conceptions of Learning Level I Level II Level III 
Teachers' Conceptions 
Interaction Pattern B 
ŪŸĚ




Figure Four shows our model with same illustrative examples of the 
placements we have studied. Three placements are used as exemplars or 
ideal-types to represent the three levels of interaction we have 
identified (in Boxes A, B and C). We have also traced the varying 
posi tions shawn by sane other supervisors and students as they adapted 
to each other (eg Case Illustration I and the single case study). 
We can now return to the question of match am mis-flBtch of awroad1es 
tD learning in the light of the model. Clearly, using the level of 
conception of learning as the criterion to distinguish the 
develormental, or stage, dimension of the model makes it easier to 
explain the effect of mis-matched approaches to learning. 
As we have seen, matching can produce the interactive patterns we have 
identified. '!be effect of mis-matdting, though, is deperdent on the 
level at which. the miS-flBtch occurs. 'll1us, if a stUdent has a revel 'IWo 
concept of learning (82) whilst his supervisor has a revel One concept 
(Tl) sane choices appear to be open to him. He can change to a revel 
One approach, taking a more passive role, and letting his teacher take 
resposibility for the teaching and learning (as we saw with the student 
in the single case study), or he can persist in revel Two approaches 
and risk problems in the supervisory relationship, and ultimately, risk 
failure (as the failing student in Case Illustration II appears to have 
done) . 
Certainly in the researcher's awn experience as a supervisor the early 
placements saw him errphasising his teaching role (Tl) but, fortunately, 
many of the students seerred versatile, and well able to adapt to that 
approach, retain higher level conceptions elsewhere in the course, and 
to use them later in the placement when the supervisor began to develop 
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as a teacher (to T2 and T3). 
The obverse of this is shown in the main case Illustration (I), where 
the supervisor showed that her conception of learning (which as a 
learner seemed to be level Three) allowed her to select approaches to 
respond to the learning needs of the student - initially for a level 
One interaction, before later guiding him in a paradigm shift to level 
'!Wo. case II, by contrast, shows the constraining influence on the 
student's learning of a level One concept of learning held by the 
supervisor. 
The questionnaire responses show that similar mis-matches can prove 
problematic if, for exanple, the supervisor persists in a deep approach 
with a student who does not construe learning in that way. The 
supervisor in case Illustration III said in a later discussion that she 
found same difficulty in the placement following the one reported when, 
with two inexperienced students, she expected them to define their own 
learning needs, and styles of learning, but they were sirrply unable to 
do so. 
The effect of mis-match of approaches to learning is therefore a direct 
consequence of the stage of learning reached, as reflected in the 
conceptions of learning held by teacher and student. In levels 'IWo and 
Three the accurate definition of the task, and the clarification of 
approaches to meet that task, can obviate the problems of mis-matched 
approaches. The biggest problems seem to arise from either student or 
supervisor (especially the latter) having level One conceptions of 
learning, and assuming that there are sing Ie right ways to teach and 
learn. 
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This might be generally true in higher education, but it is a 
particular problem in social work for two reasons: one, the classical 
rrodel of supervision reinforces Level One approaches; and two, most 
supervisors are relatively inexperienced as teachers, so may be 
relatively constrained from developing their conceptions of teaching. 
we have shown that new supervisors with a high level conception of 
learning may move through those stages as a teacher quite quickly, but 
the problem for supervisors is corrpounded by their perceived lower 
status than college teachers in the classical rrodel, and by the fact 
that the latter are themselves extremely limited in their experience of 
higher education as students (Dinerrnan, 1983). Their educational 
experience is limited to school, and a social work course (when, for 
many of them, the social casework paradigm was dominant in both 
practice and teaching). 
If our model has anything to offer teachers in social work education it 
must be to prompt further evaluative studies and staff developnent 
progranmes aimed at their conceptions of teaching and learning 
processes. However, it should be borne in mind that this model is 
presented in a preliminary fonn, on the basis of an illuminative study 
of a relatively small sarrple of placements. we tum, therefore, to 
other research undertaken or published during the course of this 
research, and consider whether our findings, and the tentative model, 
are congruent with more substantial work elsewhere in the higher 
education system. 
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8.3 'lbe M:xiel am its relation to Other Recent Research 
This section considers the findings of this study, and the model which 
explains and accounts for the data, in the light of other research into 
how adults learn undertaken or published during the same period. It 
should be recalled that the earlier review of research findings were 
those published prior to the beginning of the study. We shall select 
work to be considered here on the basis of its relevance to the focus 
of our study. 
Our model is derived in large measure fran the patterns of 
teaching-learning interaction in supervision, and we have seen that 
these can be explained by looking at the conceptions of learning which 
students and supervisors have. The distinctions between deep and 
surface learning, and their relation to conceptions of learning is 
well-established in the SWedish work described in Chapter Five, and in 
extensions and developnents of the work in SWeden, Holland, Australia 
and England. 
Entwistle and Ramsden (1983) have shown, through correlational and 
factor analyses, that personality traits are associated with 
cclrprehension or operation styles of learning; and that a deep approach 
involves the ability to think logically and flexibly, canbined with the 
personality characteristics "sceptical intellectual autonany" . Biggs 
(1985) confirms the relation of intelligence to deep approaches, and 
"below a certain level of ability, the factor structure disintegrates" 
(Entwistle, 1987). Saljo (1987) says: 
"It has becane evident that there is a functional 
relationship between the mode in which people subjecti vel y 
construe learning and the way they go about dealing with 
learning tasks (Marton and Saljo, 1984; Van Rossum. and 
Schenk, 1984) ••• An absolutist conception of learning (and 
knowledge) has been found to be associated with .•. a surface 
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approach." 
Of particular interest is work by Van Rossum in Holland (eg Van Rossum, 
Deijkers and Hamer, 1985) which confirmed the SWedish findings of five 
qualitatively different levels of conception of learning. Their work 
also relates the conceptions of learning with other associated concepts 
like (good) teaching, understanding and insight, the application of 
knowledge, and the distinction between active and passive learning. Van 
Rossum shows that the various levels of conception directly affect how 
these related ideas are seen, in qualitatively different ways. For our 
purp::>ses, this level of detail can help to distinguish sub-divi s ions 
within our levels, but the sample size, and the lack of focus 
specifically on such concepts means that our data at present do not 
supp::>rt such fine distinctions ,al though they are congruent with the 
more general distinction Van Rossum draws between those who use surface 
or deep approaches to studying. 
Follow-up work from the present study into learning in social work 
education will address these more detailed' conceptions and their 
relation to observable processes and outcomes of learning. Plans have 
been drawn up to extend the present study in this direction with groups 
of supervisors, tutors, and p::>licy-makers as a contribution to 
developnental work required for the introouction of prop::>sed changes in 
qualifying social work training. 
Whilst the work in Holland confinns our basic distinction between 
levels One and Two in our scherre, we also must look at ŸĚelsewhere in 
relation to level Three. Van Rossum (1984) also rep::>rts identifying a 
sixth conception: "learning seen as self-realisation" which seems 
similar to what Biggs (1985) describes as "metalearning" - "the rather 
specialised appl ication of metacogni tion to the area of student 
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learning". He quotes Flavell 's definition of meta-cognitive processes 
(1976) : 
" .•• one's knowledge concerning one's own cognitive processes 
and products ... (and) the active monitoring and consequent 
regulation of those processes in relation to the cognitive 
objects or data on which they bear." 
Biggs confirms metacognition as a higher-order construct, and as such 
it is in essence what we have elsewhere called "learning to learn" 
(Gardiner, 1984a): 
"The ability to do this is what I mean by 'learning to learn' 
since it involves the recognition of one's own learning 
processes, and the ability to modify them." 
The requirements of the validating body, that students demonstrate the 
ability.to transfer learning fran one area of practice to another 
requires just such skills, and Gardiner (1984b) has also defined the 
elements of the learning process which make up such a transfer: 
"In other words, the learning process is about changes in the 
way we see, and make sense of, the world ... By the 'transfer 
of learning' I mean those parts of the overall learning 
process which I have described in detail above - ie. having 
an experience, recognising what is salient, the building up 
of patterns, making patterns of the patterns which becane 
generalisations, and then the recognition in new situations 
that the earlier generalisations may be appropriate or 
relevant. Thus, both generalisations derived fran particular 
experiences and the application of these generalisations are 
essential corrponents of the transfer of learning." 
This view of learning, as changes in the way we see and make sense of 
the world, is indicative of the focus of this study. We are interested 
in the ways students and supervisors construe the world through their 
conceptions of learning. Saljo (1987) discusses precisely these issues 
as a focus for study, and as a shifting of attention away fran mental 
mechanisms and infonnation-processing models, and towards conceptions 
of reality. He quotes Goodman (1978) about this complementary line of 
research being guided by ','sirrply this: never mind mind, essence is not 
essential, and matter doesn't matter. We do better to focus on versions 
than worlds". In considering how to intervene, to irrprove learning in 
the future Saljo says: 
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"Our basis for intervention will lie in our knowledge al::x:>ut 
what constitutes learning problems in our particular field ... 
In other words it will be about how people succeed in 
expanding their intellectual repertoires to to encompass new 
and previously unseen 'ways of worldrraking'." 
In the two published papers on the transfer of learning, and in 
conference papers of that period, this researcher not only presented 
some preliminary findings of this study, but also endeavoured to shift 
attention away from teaching and instruction (a focus on content of 
learning) and towards students' approaches to their learning (the 
process of learning). It is reassuring indeed to see these very issues 
(and in some cases the very language) being echoed in the concerns of 
some of the foremost researchers in the field. Whilst our own study is 
an illustrative and illuminative one in professional education, it is 
clearl y congruent with other lines of enquiry which (at the time the 
data was collected and the developnent of the model was in process) 
were unknown to the present author. 
The publication of work in progress fran this study triggered responses 
in the literature, which we describe in detail in Section 8.4, but here 
it is sufficient to stress that the distinctions between content and 
process, and the need to consider both, has not always been a 
distinction which same teachers were easy with - equally they did not 
readily distinguish between using the tenn "learning" as a verb, rather 
than as a noun, which highlights the same confusion. In particular, 
Whittington (1986), in a review article of the literature spawned by 
this debate, says: 
" (Badger) also notes that the concept of transfer lends 
itself to a pre-occupation with process and is concerned that 
the content irrplications of transfer might be neglected •.• 
Jenny Gray has no such concern. She argues fran personal 
experience that the preoccupation with process is highl y 
functional and that the degree of irrportance of the learning 
process over the original learning content varies in relation 
to the degree of difference between practice contexts: the 
larger the difference between contexts, the more irrportant 
the learning process is in assisting social workers to 
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practise competently." 
Because of the centrality of this debate for Level Three conceptions of 
learning, we also explored a number of more established pieces of work 
on transfer of learning, and more recent atterrpts to demonstrate it 
(including in professional education). 
Traditionally, received wisdom has it that transfer is difficult to 
demonstrate, especially outside the discipline or domain of the 
original learning. V\bllman (1984) gave students a solved prototype task 
and analogous tasks. Some were also given a conceptual model with the 
solved prototype, others were given a general procedure for applying 
the prototype model to the transfer items. The procedure helped 
considerably for the transfer items which were least like the prototype 
item. His definition of transfer echoes our own, by seeing two elements 
"the generation and/or application of a rule for solving a set of 
problems" . 
This suggests, as indeed some of our own data does, that attention must 
be given to how students atterrpt to transfer the content of their 
learning, and that this is especially helpful when the content items 
are very different. This confirms Gray's view about the focus on 
process being functional when the contexts are very different. 
In case Illustration I we saw both student and teacher focussing in the 
interviews on meta 1 earning processes, by reflecting back on the 
processes utilised during the placernent. Like Biggs (1985) , we can 
therefore see one response to the problem of how to help students learn 
Irore effectively is to reject the study-skills approach (Gibbs, 1981) 
and focus instead on meta 1 earning skills. He quotes wagner and 
Sternberg (1984) in support "Emphasis on meta cognitive training does 
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result in sane degree of durability and transfer." W:Jllman (1984) also 
points in the same direction: 
"Minimal instruction enabled most students to acquire not 
only effective concepts for organising and transferring 
knowledge in a problem dana.in, but also a first introduction 
to the higher order concepts of organisation and transfer." 
Indeed, more recent work might confirm sane of this. Bareham (1985) 
reports improved transfer by "lowering fidelity of simulation" ie. 
making things not quite the same, so that intervening generalisation is 
required to transfer learning. 'Ihe need to be able to generalise before 
transfer can take place, is reinforced in other ways, too. Kolb (1976) 
emphasises a four stage cycle of concrete experience, reflection, the 
formation of abstract concepts and generalisations, and hypotheses to 
be tested in future action - leading to new experiences which in tum 
generate further relection, and so on. 'Ihus the notion of conceptual 
pyramids, which Badger (1985a) and Harris (1983) found helpful, in 
which higher orders subsume lower orders can be a tool in helping 
students to recognise different orders of generality and specificity 
(CCEl'SW, 1979). 
Keane (1987) covers similar ground in relation to a cognitive theory of 
analogy, where he emphasises the importance of functionally related 
attributes and the higher order relations if analogies are to be of 
use. We can perhaps see this as a special case of transferring learning 
- here from the analogy to the target domain, via generalisations and 
higher order concepts. 
Bruner (1960) echoes this:" a general idea ... can be used as a basis 
for recognizing subsequent problems as special cases of the ideas 
originally mastered", but like Ausubel (1968) his focus is on the 
content of the transfer rather than the learning process. 
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Much of the literature on transfer is content-focussed. For exanple 
RO<::Jer and cable (1976) asked five groups of students to read pairs of 
passages to show transfer was more likely where pre-existing "knowledge 
bridges" existed from conceptual frameworks in the first of the 
passages. It is possible to reconsider their positive findings in the 
light of our model, and the Van Rossum work. The transfer tasks are 
content-related surface learning tasks, and the two passages which are 
less "relevant" and do not promote transfer seem, on the basis of the 
naterial given, to be broadly focussed, meaning-oriented pieces. If 
this is so, it nay be that subjects were oriented to expecting the 
second passage and the subsequent questions to be of this kind (ie. 
deep learning) and thus the Royer and Cable findings nay in fact 
represent a mis-natch of level two expectations of learning induced by 
the passage, and a level one test of transfer. 
Eysenck and Warren Piper (1987) emphasise how the conditions under 
which learning is tested may influence results, and cite Nitsch (1977) 
to show that the transfer of learning to new and different contexts 
produced better success in identifying concepts than in same-context 
groups. This ability to discriminate generalisations from exarrples, and 
vice-versa is central to our definition of the transfer of learning. 
laurillard (1987) discusses these issues in the light of Marton and 
Saljo's work: 
"One carmon difficulty has been identified by Ference Marton 
and Roger Saljo. This is the inability to perceive the 
'figure-ground' structure in a text. Many academic texts have 
this form, where the figure-ground refers to the 
principle-example, the nain argument-evidence, the 
generalisation-instance ... replicated studies... show that 
within any group, some students will report the text as being 
about the principle... others report the same text as being 
about the content of the example (Marton and wenestam, 
1979)". 
lauri11ard goes on to relate these differences to the differences 
between deep and surface learning., but for our purposes, they also 
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contribute to the steps we have identified in the learning process 
required to transfer learning - thus unless students (and teacher) can 
sort out various levels of generality and specificity. Badger (1985) 
says: 
II I do not find it easy to envisage what Gardiner had in mind 
when he wrote about some students needing extra help 'to make 
the necessary distinctions between levels of generality and 
specificity of concepts in order that they can transfer their 
learning from one area of practice to another. (Gardiner , 
1984b) 'II 
It seems that same tutors and supervisors need such help as well. This, 
then, is the reason that we have dwelt for so long on the Level Three 
issues of learning to learn, meta learning , and the transfer of 
learning. Not only are they central issues in helping student to became 
versatile and effective learners, but they are also an area where staff 
developnent work needs to be concentrated within social work education. 
We defined the research problem in section 2.4, and the difficulties of 
getting beyond the constraints imposed by the classical model of 
supervision. The deve 1 opnenta 1 and fonnative activities of this 
research are an essential part of the work, and we now turn to consider 
them further in the light of considering the usefulness and validity of 
the present study. 
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8.4 Validity, M:rt:hodology and the Dissemination of the Findings 
This section reports how the question of the validity of the data was 
addressed, and considers the usefulness of the insights and 
interpretations generated in the study for others in social work 
education. 
8.4.1 SelIe Limitations of the StOOy 
In a study such as this, a level of detail in relation to individual 
placements, supervisors and students is necessary if we are to address 
the research problem. However, such a level of detail prohibits 
gathering such data from large numbers of placements. Therefore 
questions about generalisablity might need to be considered. We earlier 
considered sane of these questions in selecting a focus for data 
collection, and in the selection of individual placements for study. 
However, Elton and Laurillard (1979) recognise that in essence such 
qualitative studies are likely to be "small scale investigations into 
particular situations ••• which stress process rather than product" • 
Many of the research papers we have reported used samples around the 
same size as those in this research. 
Mann .( 1987) has articulated a number of areas where we should know 
ourselves, as researchers in this kind of study: 
"1. What do I - the researcher - bring to the research 
situation in terms of knowledge and past experiences, 
attitudes, values and beliefs? 
2. How do these personal contributions affect how I find out 
something and what I find out? 
3. What can this tell me about how I - and others - learn? 
4. What views do I implicitly express through my research 
approach about the people I am researching and about how they 
learn? 
5. Is this a view I want to express ••. 
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6. What views are expressed by the theory and research in 
which I ground my work?" 
It is to be hoped that answers to these kinds of questions have been 
presented throughout the thesis, explicitly and implicitly. We now turn 
to consider, chronologically, when this occurred. The first stage of 
the study provided both a range and depth of material. On the one hand, 
the supervision sessions from an entire placement were recorded to 
allow the detail of the interaction in supervision sessions to be 
considered. On the other hand, more than thirty experienced supervisors 
were asked to complete questionnaires intended to elicit their 
approaches to learning and teaching, the kinds of students they 
preferred to work with, and those with whom they had difficulties. 
In subsequent data collection, the guiding principle was to avoid 
extreme or untypical placements, whilst maintaining a spread 
geographically, by type of course, and to include a range of 
experienced and inexperienced teachers and learners. Certainly the 
findings reflect a range of positions, in each of the data collection 
phases - though not always in expected ways, for as we have seen, it is 
not always the most experienced who are the most sophisticated learners 
or teachers; nor are the least experienced the most naive teachers and 
learners. 
We described earlier a rationale for multi-method data collection 
(triangulation), and have indeed shown some consistency of findings 
between data collected in various ways. An exarrple would be the 
experienced supervisor who described the placement with a failing 
student - he has Level One conceptions of learning in his original 
questionnaire responses, his Clobbits exercise, and in the interview 
material. Following up some of the most interesting questionnaire 
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responses in subsequent phases seems to have paid dividends. 
We also recognised that data collected by such personalised methods as 
interviewing were susceptible to misinterpretation and misjudgement. 
Therefore the methods used were developed to explicitly check out, both 
in the interviews and in subsequent feedback sessions, the descriptions 
and interpretations of the researcher at the time data were gathered. 
The question of evaluator-bias is also addressed by presenting data 
relating to the researcher's own earlier experiences in the roles being 
researched, to account for the initial focus of the study, and to 
identify possible biases which arise from personal experience. 
Evaluator-effects can be directly observed in the way that data are 
presented, by the detai 1 of interaction reported from the interviews, 
so the involvement of the researcher in pursuing particular lines of 
enquiry can be seen. This approach also responds to Iaurillard's (1987) 
call for such reports: 
"Our problem is that at present cognitive psychology produces 
generalised, not content-specific principles and theories of 
learning. •. It would be better from the educationist's point 
of view if some trace of the content were left there in the 
formulation of the principle ... We need cognitive psychology 
to tell us, in a content-specific way, how a natural 
environment affords learning." 
In surrmary, then, we can claim to have taken a great deal of care to 
ensure accuracy of the data and the interpretations based upon it with 
those from whom it was gathered, and with whom the conceptualisations 
were developed and refined. But there are other ways to evaluate the 
data collected - and these include reflecting the findings back into 
social work education more widely, at a munber of levels and in a 
variety of places, and in a variety of ways, so that peers can evaluate 
the usefulness of the descriptions and conceptualisations being 
offered. We turn now to consider this process of wider dissemination of 
the findings, and the irrpact of this process on social work education 
more generally. In doing so we should remember that this process was 
not one-way, and that there are many who have been involved who have 
also contributed to the further formulation and refinement of the 
conceptual frameworks. 
8.4.2 Dissemination of the Findings 
In describing the tasks to be undertaken in this research, we 
identified a need to: 
"influence, directly and indirectly, developnents in social 
work education, through the publication of findings at 
professional conferences and in the literature, and through 
contributions to the developing policies and practices of the 
validating body." 
The initial findings of the research were reported in a plenary paper 
at the Annual Conference of the Association of Teachers in Social W:)rk 
Education (ATSWE) and published soon afterwards (G3.rdiner, 1984b). That 
paper was wide-ranging, and considered the initial findings of the 
research, together with a surnnary of findings from adult learning 
research, then drew some implications for individual students and 
teachers, for courses, and for training systems as a whole. These 
implications are reconsidered in the next section in the light of the 
further work now reported. 
The paper contributed to a continuing debate in the professional 
literature, which included further papers in response in the ATSWE 
Journal (Badger, 1985a; Gray, 1985; Eames, 1986) and a surnnary of the 
debate in the British Journal of Social W:)rk (Whittington, 1986). other 
papers have acknowledged the contribution of this study (eg. Harris, 
1983; Badger, 1985b) and the work has been cited in a number of other 
publications and conference papers (eg Pars loe, 1986; Barr, 1987 ; 
Evans, in press, 1987; Mathias, 1986; Gray, 1986; Whittington, 1986; 
waterhouse, 1987). 
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These papers reflect a serious atterrpt by social work educators to take 
account of more recent work on adult learning, and in particular this 
qualitative study of teaching and learning in supervision. What they 
have lacked is an overall theoretical perspective which can frame the 
debate, identify the contributions of each separate author, and the 
need for further work. This work is not the result of a small, 
closely-knit group of researchers consciously deciding to develop work 
in this field, so inevitably progress has been piece-meal and not 
well-coordinated. 
However, taken together, this body of work represents the most coherent 
set of papers on learning in the social work education literature in 
recent years. What they represent is a kind of stocktaking, of work and 
ideas in progress. What this present thesis and related publications 
may be able to contribute is the systematisation of developnental work, 
wi thin a different theoretical frame, which could presage a fundamental 
re-conceptualisation of the basis of social work education as a whole -
not just in relation to teaching and learning in supervision. 
Such a refonnulation, rooted in a different paradigm, and reflecting 
more conterrporary concerns would also, if it is to be useful, have 
implications more widely than in the United Kingdom, and more widely in 
professional and vocational preparation. It was with these wider 
perspectives inrnind that the findings of the study were presented in 
two plenary papers at an International Conference in Dubrovnik, 
Yugoslavia focussed on Supervision and Staff Developnent in the Human 
Services (Gardiner, 1986a, and 1986b). It drew an audience from North 
America, Britain, and Western Europe as well as Eastern Europe, and 
included those involved in the developnent of training and service 
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delivery in health, nursing, social work, psychology and psychotherapy. 
'fue implications of a shift of perspective from that of the teacher and 
teaching, to the learner and learning, were discussed in relation to a 
number of those fields, and have lead to the developnent of the 
approach in specific training and practice initiatives. One exarrple is 
a developing study which looks not only at matching teachers and 
learners along a stage dimension which considers their approach to 
learning, and also extends the methodology into the matching of workers 
and their clients in similar ways. 
At this conference, as at a dozen others where material frcm the study 
has been presented, participants themselves have been asked to complete 
scme of the exercises used in this research. 'fuus there are a large 
number of additional responses to the questionnaire and the Clobbits 
learning styles exercise which will be analysed in the light of the new 
model, and presented subsequently. 
Here it is worth noting one significant finding in the questionnaire 
exercise which lead to a re-examination of the data reported in Chapter 
Four. This finding turned out to be a constant one in each use of the 
exercise - that in completing Sheet One (about a significant 
experience, lIIbat had been learned frcm it, and how had that 
learning 
learning 
occurred) respondents showed considerable confusion between WHAT and 
Hav they had learned. As many as a third of some groups (including the 
Dubrovnik participants) answered the WHAT question as Hav they had 
learned, and the Hav question by describing WHAT they had learned, or 
wrote "As Above" to refer to the Hav answer. Re-examination confirmed 
this to be the case in five of the responses we reported in Chapter 
Four. 
This finding was also reproduced in a much smaller sample of family 
therapy supervisors and students were given a similar questionnaire. 
The findings of that dissertation (Gray, 1986) showed an even greater 
emphasis on Level One models emphasising hierarchy, and a belief in a 
single right way to teach and to practise, in a family therapy training 
prograrrme. Thus our present methodology and findings seem capable of 
replication in other kinds of professional training. Psychotherapy has 
its roots close to medicine, so we are not surprised to discover that 
the training of doctors may suffer from similar problems. 
Newble and Entwistle (1986) have considered the irrplications of recent 
adult learning research for medical education and have argued that a 
number of characteristics of medical scools "may hinder rather than 
assist the desired approach". They have not considered the level of 
individual teacher-learner transactions (like the present study) but 
have looked at the level of the design of the course, teaching, and 
particularly assessment. Nursing faces similar problems to social work 
and medicine. Duffy (1986) has reviewed the contribution of learning 
theories to the ward tutorial - but she makes no reference to the 
quality of learning in terms of process and outcome. Perhaps this is a 
reflection of the dominant pattern in nurse education of a national 
curriculum emphasising learning content. 
In a range of other conference papers, seminars and staff developnent 
exercises in all four countries of the United Kingdan this study has 
been reported to tutors, supervisors and students in social work 
education, which has allowed further refining of conceptualisations; 
and has prorrpted others to use in their own work and learning. Some of 
this is reported in contributions to the debate in the professional 
journals. It includes re-designing sane course elements to facilitate 
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the transfer of learning between field and residential work (Badger, 
1985a, 1985b)i and using the concept to illumine how those who have 
trained in one country can adapt and practise competently in another 
(Gray, 1985). 
ŸŤŲĚaspect of the fonnati ve component of this research is the 
contribution of the author's work to formulating policies and the 
associated developnental work for a new social work qualification. A 
large number of these papers are internal to CCETSW, but those which 
were for the Council are available (G3.rdiner/CCETSW 1984, 1985). 
work for this study has has contributed to published papers 
The 
about 
generic and specialist issues, and about the need to develop evaluative 
studies and self-monitoring and evaluations of the quality of student 
learning in courses (Gardiner, 1987a, 1987b). Therefore we can show 
that substantial efforts have been made to disseminate the findings of 
this research, and to incorporate the responses of others into the 
developing conceptual models. Finally, we should add that there has 
been substantial infonnal dissemination of the findings inside and 
outside the validating body, in meetings, conferences, workshops and 
seminars. One further piece of feedback was prompted by the work on 
methodology for this research, which was a response to being evaluated 
in an educational research 'programne (G3.rdiner, 1984c). 
We can now turn to identifying the implications of this study for 
social work education. It is undertaken briefly, because the papers 
described above have articulated them more fully elsewhere. 
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8.5 Inplications for Social w:>rk Etlucation 
Although all families are in sane ways unique, when social workers 
first visit a new case, they do not have to start from scratch in the 
first interview, and learn afresh about families' problems. Instead, 
they can transfer their learning and look at how earlier patterns and 
generalisations can help decide how to intervene. 
We saw in the staterrent of the research problem that what actually goes 
on in supervision sessions is a critical element in helping students in 
that process, but in spite of the centrality of the supervision 
experience, little has been recently written about it in terms which 
give meaning to teaching and learning processes which contribute to the 
developnent of generic and transferable skills. There are key questions 
about how, given that mUltiplicity of variables, a selection of 
teaching material and learning experiences is made and then 
implemented. 
The present study can suggest same aspects of social work courses which 
could usefully receive more attention. In doing so, however, we must 
make it clear that these are indicative and illustrative 
recqmmendations- they are not prescriptive - and we highlight areas of 
further work which might be of particular value to those planning or 
implerrenting policies for a new social work qualification. The 
following sections deal with these and related questions at three 
points - for individual teaching-learning interactions, for courses and 
for the training system as a whole. 
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8.5.1 Inplicatians for Individual Teaching:-Ieaming Interactions 
Findings fran research into how adults learn have failed to penetrate 
very far into social work education, despite the fact that we are 
clearly in the business of helping adults learn. Many recent 
contributions to debates about the future of social work education (eg 
OCETSW, 1987) stress the importance of shifting attention away from the 
content of courses and towards the assessment of student competence at 
the end of training. This is entirely proper in the context the 
political task of trying secure additional funds to lengthen and 
improve the quality of social work education. 
There is relatively little evidence of an evaluative nature about CQSW 
and CSS programnes, and ways in which the quality of student learning 
can be enhanced. The research findings we have reported from higher 
education generally point to the significant impact of assessment (in 
focus and method) upon the quality of learning (in approach and 
outcane), though Sal jo ' s work is 1 arge 1 y unknown in social work (eg 
Saljo, 1976, 1979 and 1987). Assessment, though, is only one element of 
the context of learning and the approach of the teacher is also an 
important determinant in constraining the student's approach to his 
learning (Laurillard, 1978'; Gibbs, fl.brgan and Taylor, 1982). We have 
gathered and presented evidence which demonstrates the impact of 
assessment on supervisors' approaches to teaching, and in tum on 
students' approaches to learning. 
Questions which we pursued earlier in the study, about the importance 
of matching teaching and learning styles, to take account of the work 
of Pask (1976), and Marton and Saljo (1976) turned out to be important 
to maximise learning, particularly so in the context of the level which 
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students and supervisors had reached in their conceptions of learning. 
'!his finding demonstrates an important distinction in the work and 
implications to be drawn from it: students may well have "relatively 
consistent preferences .•. to learn in characteristic ways - their 
learning styles .•. " but we also need to look at " the actual 
approaches to learning which they adopt in a particular context" 
(Newble and Entwistle, 1986). 
'!here fore if we discover Level One interactions in supervision, (or 
elsewhere on the course), we need to ensure that such surface learning 
is what is required, and that it represents a chosen strategy for 
teachers and learners who also have higher level concepts and 
strategies of learning. If surface approaches simply reflect the stage 
which teacher or student has reached, then attention needs to be given 
to a staff developnent progranme for the teacher, and some direct help 
for the learner, about their conceptions of learning. Marton ( 1976 ) 
reminds us that the deep outcomes we desire might not arise simply 
because they were not intended or attempted. 
'!here is a clear expression of value position here - that it is best 
not to be characteristically a surface-serialist learner in generic 
social work education, because we require more complex learning and 
meta 1 earning , (with an associated diversity of practice approaches). 
Badger (l985) was worried about this: 
"My second concern about the theoretical base for Gardiner's 
research is that somewhere within it there is a value 
judgerrent as between serialism and holism... I am sure most 
of us left the hall rather hoping that we would not be 
discovered to be serialist learners... Gardiner points out 
the difficulty for social work educators in having students 
who are predaninantly serialist learners ••. " 
Serialist-surface (Level One) learning seems from this study to be 
dysfunctional for both supervisors and students, since it does not 
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promote the learning required to develop professional competence ln 
social work placenents (and subsequently). Therefore the value 
judgement about which Badger is concerned is defensible, given the 
evidence of this study. 
If we are to maximise learning on placements, and as plans for a new 
social work award are fonnu1 ated, we need to ensure: 
(i) That supervisors (especially those supervising the 
substantial final placement in an area of special emphasis) 
have recognised the importance of deep learning approaches, 
and thus be at least at level 'IWo (and preferably level 
Three) in our model; 
(ii) That students (either at selection, or at sane other key 
point in the course) have recognised the need for deep 
approaches to teaching and learning, and begun to develop 
sane alternative learning approaches for the variety of tasks 
they will face in qualifying training. 
Thus, matching of learning styles is less important than ensuring that 
both supervisors and students are not wedded to the notion that there 
is a single, right way to teach, and learn. l'bt least of the problems 
is that if student or supervisor do not recognise the importance of 
process in learning, and can not distinguish different approaches to 
different tasks, then they simply will not be able to achieve deep 
outcanes for student learning. Marton and Saljo (l976b) confinn that: 
" . .. students may need to refocus their attention on the 
underlying meaning of what they are required to study and 
that this process could be helped by ensuring that the 
assessment procedures demand deep-level processing." 
Staff development programmes for supervisors need to promote the 
teaching and learning skills necessary to help students match learning 
approach to the learning task in a particular context of learning. This 
will be equally important for tutorials as well as supervision, since 
they are similar teaching-learning interactions. 
Whilst this research was being written up, a qualitative study of the 
tutorial system in social work education was published (Bamford, 1987) 
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which gathered data from tutors, students, supervisors and past 
students to explore the role of the tutor. His data demonstrate the 
overlap of roles between tutors and supervisors in helping students to 
make sense of their learning experiences, and he begins to identify 
some of the power and authority issues which have also interested us. 
His work does not refer to any of the research in adult learning on 
which we have drawn, and in consequence he is still constrained by a 
number of the assumptions and concepts of the traditional model - which 
is therefore shawn to permeate thinking about tutorials as well as 
supervision. He is concerned with developing effective communication in 
tutorials, and stresses humanistic goals such as authenticity. ŸĚcan 
use comments on his work to exemplify the relevance of the present 
study for looking at tutorials in social work education and elsewhere 
in the higher education system. 
There are two areas of Bamford's work which are of particular interest. 
One is his finding about matching of students and supervisors "so that 
predictable clashes on personality or ideological grounds are avoided" 
which suggests an individualised model, rather than an interactive one; 
the other, about tutorials, extends the point by identifying problems 
in tutorial relationships as being derived in part from the perceived 
credibility of the tutor in relation to current practice. These two 
areas are first-order characteristics, and since Marton (1981) , we 
should look at the second order characteristics in a "phenarenographic" 
way. 
Bamford's data would be susceptible to re-analysis using the model we 
have developed here, and it would be a useful contribution to further 
work for some developnents of this kind to take place. For exarrple, his 
data point to the problems which arise when the teacher (tutor) sirrpl y 
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sees his role as teaching, and an extension of a didactic lecturing 
role. OUr analysis of the examples Bamford describes would point more 
towards the tutor having a conception of his role which reflects the 
features of level One, which mis-rnatches with what the student requires 
for the learning tasks. The credibility of the tutor, which Bamford 
expresses in terms of his recent practice experience, which emphasises 
teaching and apprenticeship-type models again suggests that teachers 
and/or students have a level One conception of the teaching and 
learning approaches. 
8.5.2 Inplications for Courses am the Training System 
Although we have concentrated upon the supervisory relationship as a 
focus for our research efforts, there are clearly much wider 
irrplications of the work in relation to curriculum design, and the 
structure of training systems, but we should note the general caution 
of Ramsden (1984) in reviewing recent research: 
"In spite of significant advances, too little is known about 
student learning processes to enable more than the most 
general staterrents about irrplications for teaching to be 
made ••. A lot of fundamental work is needed, particularly in 
explaining the patterns of results obtained." 
Certainly the present study is illuminative rather than prescriptive in 
relation to course and system design, but we do need to take account of 
the findings and the model to give the greatest attention to the nature 
and quality of teaching and learning transactions which make up social 
work education and training. Q1e thing we can be sure about is to avoid 
assuming that we need to irrprove students' study skills. Substantial 
work has shawn that such attempts are likely to be ineffective unless 
they consider the nature and quality of the process of student learning 
(Gibbs, 1977). 
In particular, then, attention should be given to the inpact of rollege 
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and agency based awroaches to teaching on how sbldents perceive what 
is required of than, and how it contributes to developing the level of 
their conceptions of learning. Newble and Entwistle (1986) may have 
been describing some parts of social work eduction when they say: 
"W2 believe that a high proJ:X>rtion of medical schools have 
assessment schemes which fail to evaluate many of the most 
irrportant curriculum objectives. All too often, examinations 
evaluate little more than the recall of factual knowledge. 
Where this is so, the habit of students who use a surface 
approach is likely to be reinforced, strategic learners will 
tend to adopt a surface approach and even students who prefer 
a deep approach may be forced to rote learn if the amount to 
be remembered is too great." 
Innovative course structures, and progressive approaches to teaching 
and learning are unlikely to produce deep outcomes which contribute to 
professional competence if the assessment of that learning values 
(explicitly or implicitly, through the focus and form of the 
assessment) surface-reproductive learning. 
This, then, is the central question facing course providers and the 
validating body in developing requirements for the new social work 
qualification - how to ensure a high minimum standard, by specifiying 
required student competencies, without making those outcomes difficult, 
or even irrpossible, to achieve if the mode of examinations and other 
forms of assessment induce surface-reproductive learning. The present 
state of affairs is that there is no systematic evidence about the 
ŸŠȘWĚof different forms of assessment on the quality of student 
learning in social work courses. Until and unless such evaluative 
studies are undertaken, using qualitative methodologies, notions like 
"building on the best of the existing progranmes", and claims that 
longer training will improve standards (CCETSW, 1987) will remain at 
the level of assertion, assumption and anecdote. 
This research has begun to identify some of the factors and methods 
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which could lead to such evaluations, and in doing so has also produced 
data which raise quite separate questions from those which we have thus 
far addressed. These relate to conceptions of what is good enough in 
all aspects of the courses. Recent policy decisions (CCEI'SW, 1987 ) 
suggest that CSS holders will be considered as fully qualified social 
workers, equal to CQSW holders and holders of the new, longer 
qualification. Is it right that the student who featured in the Case 
Illustration IV (the CSS placerrent) should now be considered as a fully 
qualified generic social worker? 
Similarly, is it acceptable in the present systems, as well as in 
future, that supervisors should be as ill-prepared and ill-supported as 
the supervisor in that illustration? The variability of standards of 
supervision (and, according to Bamford, of tutorials) is a cause for 
concern which needs to be addressed urgently by those concerned to 
prorrote and maintain standards regardless of arguments about the length 
of training. We should do well to remember the work of D=arden (1976) 
which showed that after many changes in laboratory teaching, it was a 
small change in the way laboratory notebooks were assessed that brought 
about the desired changes in student learning. The centrality of the 
form and nature of assessment shawn also by Saljo (1975) is confirmed 
by Elton and Laurillard (1979). 
Finally, in this section, we can tum to the need to rronitor standards 
not just in individual placerrents, but also in course sequences, and in 
courses as a whole (Adelman and Alexander, 1983 i G:lrdiner, 1987b i 
Mx>dy, 1986). The winds of change in higher education suggest that 
increased attention will need to be given to self-monitoring and 
self-evaluation by those providing the courses. The present research 
suggests that unless such evaluations take account of the process of 
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learning and teaching, and the impact of all aspects of the course 
(especially assessment) on the nature of students' perceptions of 
learning, then it will be difficult to justify a continuation of 
funding for social work education at the present level let alone 
justifying the substantial cost of an extra year. 
Underlying many of the debates about the future of social work 
education is the problem of the breadth and depth of the generic 
professional qualification. The findings of this work underline the 
need for generic preparation to be grounded in defined areas of 
competence and confidence, and for attention to be given to how 
students can generalise their learning from such an area, and transfer 
it effectively to other practice areas. 
As we have seen, such abilities are likely to be associated more with 
level Three conceptions in our model. The generic and specialist 
implications of this research have been discussed in two contributions 
to the literature (Gardiner, 1984b, and 1987b) so are not considered in 
detail here, except to say that unless ·students, teachers and 
val ida tors can link learning processes to the preparation for generic 
practice, the conceptual confusion is likely to continue. Biggs (1985) 
quotes Brown (1984) about a parallel issue: 
II ••• sane form of metacognitive theory could offer valuable 
contributions to the arguments about a core curriculum. 
Selection of problem-solving tasks... might then be based not 
only upon subjects deemed to be valuable in terms of their 
contents, but also on essential metacognitive skills •.. 
Metacognition may succeed where formal disciplines failed. II 
Those focussing on curriculum and assessment content in designing the 
new social work training would do well to heed this advice. ŸĚturn now 
to the final chapter M.1ere we provide a sumnary and overview of the 
study, and identify further research needed to extend and refine these 
data and the model of learning. 
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<lJAPTER 9. SlIM\RY OF '.mE 'lBESIS, AND S<H: AREAS F(R FURlHER STUDY 
Section 9.1 An Overview of this Cllapter 
This Chapter provides an overall summary of the findings of the study, 
and identifies the need for further work. In Section 9.2 there is a 
restatement of the research problem. In the context of the findings and 
limitations of the present study, the need for further work is 
identified. Section 9.3 summarises the entire study, presents the main 
findings, and outlines the contribution of the insights and 
conceptualisations of the study to developing a paradigm of learning in 
social work education. 
9.2 Restat:enent of the Research Problem am the Identification of 
Further \tbrk Arising fran the Study 
At the start of this thesis, we described the centrali ty of the 
practice placement experience to the development of social work 
professional competence, but we highlighted the lack of research into 
the supervision process. The research problem was refined by looking at 
three indicative experiences which highlighted the limitations of the 
traditional model of supervision in fully accounting for those events. 
After a review of the literature on supervision, we described the 
components of the research problem as: 
placements in general, and supervision in particular, is 
under-researched; 
the literature on supervision is dated, and deri ved from 
American social casework in the 1940s and 1950s, yet social 
casework has been supplanted as the unique paradigm of 
practice in the UK; 
concepts have "leaked" from the practice arena to describing 
teaching and learning; 
there are generalisations about all teachers and all 
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students, an expectation of a hierarchical relationship 
between . supervisor and student, and a hierarchy of 
hierarchies, with college-based tutors at the top; 
learning problems are seen as the result of student pathology 
(especially 'anxiety'); 
instruction is the predominant teaching mode; 
the educational task is seen as the application of 
college-based learning ('theory') to real-life practice. 
we have seen subsequently that the classical model of supervision is 
essentially one which concerns Level One type interactions in teaching 
and learning, which errphasise surface-reproductive learning. The 
various components of this study have generated data which can be made 
explicable by looking at other levels of teaching and learning than 
this narrow and limiting conception contained in the classical model. 
However, the present study, by being the first such research in this 
field in the UK is inevitably only a beginning contribution, 
identifying areas for further study, and more detailed investigation, 
after this illuminative and formative study has been completed. The 
preliminary account of the model, in the previous chapter, makes it 
clear just how limited a study of this kind is, and how much more work 
urgently needs to be done. In particular, further work should build not 
onl y on this study, but also on growth of other analogous research 
published and since the inception of this study. 
Further work falls into five main areas: 
replications and extensions, including studies of other 
practice areas besides those included here; 
studies of other parts of social work courses, and courses as 
whole, to look at the value of this model of learning other 
than in supervision; 
developnental work in preparation for the new social work 
award; 
studies in other professional 
prograrrmes ; 
education and training 
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staff VŸŮŤŲẂÙVÙŬŪĚin agencies. 
In all of these areas there will be substantial implications for 
of these evaluated staff developnent prograrrmes; and from each 
activities there can be conceptual developnent of this preliminary 
paradigm of model, together with exploration of further facets 
learning in professional education. 
9.2.1 Qla1itati ve Studies of SUpervision 
of a 
The first area is the need for further qualitative studies of 
supervision sessions, and of placements as a whole. Such work could be 
pursued by supervisors developing practitioner-research, to monitor, 
evaluate and develop their own understanding of teaching and learning 
in supervision. Wider, and more extensive, replications of the present 
work are required, to extend the sample of placements covered, and to 
refine the conceptualisations and interpretations offered here. In 
particular, further studies need to include many of the practice 
contexts not covered here - including probation, education welfare, 
residential and day services, and social work in health care settings. 
More extensive work could also look more critically at possible 
differences between regions of the United Kingdom, between different 
routes to qualification (CQSW, CSS), courses at different levels in the 
education system (non-graduate, post-graduate, etc) and different 
amounts of previous experience for students and supervisors even 
though we would expect that such features are unlikely to have as much 
impact on teaching and learning processes as the factors we have 
identified in the model. 
In the present research, with a focus on teaching and learning 
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transactions, relatively little attention has been given to the 
characteristics of teachers and learners, other than in the ways they 
viewed the content and process of learning in supervision. This focus 
on "second-order" perspectives, of haw people see and understand the 
world around them, and of the methodology of "phenarenography" to 
systematise the . conceptions people have of (their) reality gives 
attention to precisely the kinds of areas we have studied. However, the 
relative lack of attention to "first-order" characteristics of teachers 
and learners does mean that some such features might get less 
attention. We give two examples of first-order characteristics from the 
research literature which could usefully be followed up in our awn 
field. 
We noted in Chapter Five that most of the subjects in Marton and 
Sal jo ' s work were female; although genera 11 y the li terature does not 
break dawn the findings about learning conceptions into sex-related 
categories, Van Rossum and Schenk's study (1984) does so, with the 
result that of the female subjects about twice as many (26) used 
surface learning approaches as deep approaches (14) whereas of the male 
subjects, more than twice as many (20) used deep approaches than 
surface approaches (9). 
If findings of this kind were more general, it could point to the 
socialisation of girls into passive roles in school (and there is 
evidence of girls talking less in school class discussions than boys) 
whilst boys expect to be more active in their learning. t-tme of this is 
connected by Van Rossum to the sex of the teacher, and whether female 
students are more passive with male teachers, in mixed classes, and so 
on. This is of particular relevance in social work given the historical 
importance of waren in its developllent (walton, 1972); and since about 
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sixty per cent of social work students are female, and a higher 
proportion of supervisors and tutors are female than might be the case 
in ma.ny other disciplines. Thus studies in social work education might 
need to be particularly sensitive to sex-related influences on 
approaches to learning. 
The other exarrple is raised in Biggs' work (1985) about the factor of 
ethnicity, which Biggs identified as a factor associated with deep 
approaches. He relates it to second-language English speakers, 
suggesting that bilinguality "with its ongoing search for clarifying 
meaning and moni toring one's own verbal output, facilitates the 
developnent of a deep approach". Social work courses have recruited 
substantial proportions of ethnic minority students in recent years 
(Gardiner, 1985), with more than ten per cent of the total CQst"l intakes 
from minority groups. It would be important to look at the ethnicity 
factor in relation to deep approaches, with and without bilinguality, 
since the trans-cultural shifts for black students entering a 
predominantly white profession and training course might equally 
promote the developnent of rnetacognitive skills to clarify meanings. 
60urses might need to generate structures and patterns to facilitate 
this process. 
9 ŸĚ2.2 other Aspects of Social Vllrk Etlucation 
The second need for further work is to extend the methodology and focus 
into looking at other components of social work education, 
tutorials, classroom teaching and the course milieu as 
including 
a whole. 
Although we have not developed the ideas here, ma.ny of the assumptions 
which underpin the activities of supervision in the classical model 
also permeate the course as a whole. Thus we need evaluative studies of 
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the kind described by Entwistle and Ramsden at lancaster (1983) to look 
at the impact of various aspects of the course structure, and the 
institutional contexts of the course (in college and agency) on the 
nature and quality of teaching and learning. 
In this connection, Marton and Saljo's finding (1975) that deep 
learning outcanes never arose from surface level approaches (repl icated 
more recently in Holland by Van Rossum and Schenk, 1984), and that full 
understanding came only from those using deep approaches, must be 
carefully considered in social work courses - not least because that 
seminal Goteborg work showed that deep outcanes were not possible often 
simply because it was not the intention of teacher or learner to seek 
them. Given our findings here (that some students and supervisors 
seerred stuck with surface and reprcxlucti ve conceptions of learning) 
further studies are needed to demonstrate the value of extending those 
participants' conceptions of teaching and learning, and to evaluate the 
effectiveness of various interventions, to help them develop those 
conceptions to include active, deep learning, and to demonstrate 
versatility in their approaches. 
Course level studies are also required to look at the impact of the 
learning milieu on teaching and learning, not just in supervision. They 
could also be related to earlier studies of the socialisation process 
in social work training. Shaw and Wal ton ( 1978 ) describe fonner 
students' attitudes to their course. They talk about the links between: 
"the distinctive pattern of tutorial and fieldwork 
instruction... (by which) students and workers are inducted 
into a traditional, confonning pattern of working, by the 
processes of supervision modelled on the traditional 
relationship of analyst and analysand ••. But if it can be 
shown empirically that social work education departs from 
this pattern there would be exciting implications not only 
for social work but for the whole study of professional 
socialisation ... 
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"Yet, although one still occasionally hears of social work 
courses which reduce the criticism of ex-students to oedipal 
strivings for independence, to imply that this is symbolic of 
the general picture is a nonsense and a fiction." 
Shaw and Walton show the weaknesses of theories of professional 
socialisation in relation to their course, but nine years later, we can 
sti 11 see the language and asstmptions of the traditional model being 
used in relation to supervision. Certainly, the overt expressions of 
gross pathologising of students have ( thankfully) all but disappeared. 
'Ihe covert asstmptions persist not only in the use of language, because 
of the lack of a systematic and coherent challenge to the model from a 
different (learning-based) paradigm. MJre optimistically we can show 
that sorre supervisors and students can and do operate beyond the 
confines of that model - but evidently others are still stuck there. 
Shaw and walton remind us of the distinctive pattern of tutorials, as 
well as supervision. We saw above that the recent qualitative study by 
Bamford (l987) looks at tutorials, but we perhaps also need studies 
which look at the quality of the teaching and learning in individual 
and group tutorials, and how students' approaches to (and outcorres of) 
learning in tutorials are affected by the tutor's conceptions and 
expectations of learning. 
It would be of considerable interest to the present author to look at 
the conceptions which social work students, tutors and supervisors have 
of learning, (good) teaching, the relation of theory to practice, and 
the differences between active and passive learning (following Van 
Rossum, Deijkers and Hamer, 1985). Preliminary data have already been 
gathered for such a study, to look at the relation of these conceptions 
of learning to both learning approaches in various aspects of social 
work courses, and to the outcorres of learning. 
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9.2. 3 ŸŨÕŊJJŨŨŤŪJWŠŨĚŸĚfor a New Social W:>rk Award 
Overlaying these needs for further work at individual and course levels 
is the need for careful monitoring and evaluation of the implementation 
of new policies and requirements for social work training, to ensure 
that the nature of course developments which arise fram the changes 
does not constrain precisely the kinds of learning we wish to encourage 
in professional training. 
This will be particularly critical (as we saw aOOve) in ensuring that 
greater errphasis on the out canes of learning, and greater specificity 
in the content of assessment, are not interpreted by courses (nor seen 
by students) as requiring only surface-reproductive kinds of teaching 
and learning. 
Great caution will need to be exercised by the validating body in 
relation to any detailed guidance it may give aOOut the curriculum 
content of core elements and of special errphases, since a focus on 
content may constrain course providers, teachers and students into 
surface-reproductive learning on the asslllTption that this is what 
CCETSW intends. This may be directly parallel to the student's 
conception, or expectation, of what his teachers or the assessment 
require. 
The work undertaken by Hounsell aOOut essays, suggests that "students' 
conceptions of 'What is involved in writing an essay for a particular 
course differ substantially" (Hounsell, 1983) and that their 
interpretation of such tasks, like reading for a seminar, taking notes, 




Since social work courses are interdisciplinary in essence, the ability 
to accurately discriminate the requirements from teachers within a 
variety of disciplinary backgrounds further suggests the need for 
students to have meta-learning skills and Level Three conceptions of 
learning. 
Findings of this kind emphasise the need for qualitative evaluations 
both of the present training programnes (q}SVJ and CSS) together with 
the implementation of policies to improve them, and to initiate a new 
social work award, so that we have a basis on which to judge the 
effectiveness of courses in improving the quality of student learning. 
we would also have, inter alia, evidence of the value of those policies 
so that the validating body could evaluate the impact of changes in 
policies on the quality and outcomes of student learning. Biggs (1985) 
suggests that we should look at two broad options for teachers (and 
validators? ) : 
"(1) To accept the student's orientation as given, and match 
instructional objectives, teaching processes, and evaluation 
procedures. •• to maximise content learning; 
( 2) To attempt to change the student's 
is seen to be rna 1 adapti ve in order 
learning" 
orientation where it 
to maximise process 
In social work education, it seems, we require learning outcomes which 
can not arise from surface strategies, therefore we must direct our 
attention to the latter ŸĚwhich, as we have seen in data gathered in 
this study requires supervisors who themselves have conceptions of 
learning which allow them to comprehend and encourage a variety of 
levels of teacher-learner interaction. 
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9.2.4 Further ŸŲÛĚin Professional and Vocational Training PrugICmnes 
We have suggested throughout that this work might have implications for 
other professional training, and that the insights generated here might 
be usefully extended elsewhere. Certainly the smaIl scale extension, 
which we described above, in a family therapy training programme, 
generated data which confirmed an even greater focus than in social 
work on teaching and the teacher (Gray, 1986). Some of that work, in a 
multi-professional training programme, and recent discussions with 
supervisors, suggest that such a focus is reinforced by the medical 
rn<Xlel of practice and training. Thus it is instructive to see Entwistle 
and Newble (1986) beginning to consider the implications of recent 
developments in adult learning research for medical education in ways 
which are congruent with those we have outlined for social work. 
A different line of development would be to extend the work into 
programmes which address issues of supervision in agencies, for 
qualified staff as well as for students. Certainly, in following up 
some of the supervisors who are included here, they offered anecdotal 
evidence which suggests that they now supervise staff in the ways they 
previously supervised students, and they sometimes run into similar 
difficulties. 
In all of these further activities, there will be opportunities to test 
and refine the usefulness of the model we have developed here, so that 
we can be clearer about the links between students' conceptions of 
learning, their perceptions of the learning task, how they will be 
taught and assessed, and the quality of the outcane of learning. 
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9.3 A SUnnary, and An OVerview 
9.3.1 A SUnnary 
Despite the practice component of social work courses taking half of 
the entire time, and despite the irrportance attached to the placerrent 
and supervision by students after their training (Fry, 1977; Shaw and 
walton, 1978), it is poorly conceptualised and under-researched. With 
plans to develop and extend social work training under discussion 
throughout the 1980s, the carpetence of students, and the quality of 
their learning, is central to improving the quality of social work 
practice. 
This research began with an examination of the researcher's own 
supervision records, as a student and as a specialist student 
supervisor. This led to the identification of a number of indicative 
experiences which were not wholly Dr adequately explained at the time. 
These experiences (as a student, a supervisor, and in a group of 
supervisors at a staff development exercise) suggested that prevalent 
explanations of supervision seemed close to those used to describe 
interactions between social workers and clients. They also suggested a 
need to distinguish between stUdents in their approaches to learning. 
The literature on supervision in the United Kingdan was reviewed (eg 
Young, 1967), and found to be heavily reliant upon the American social 
casework supervision literature of the 1940s and 1950s. The key feature 
of this literature was the "leakage" of concepts fran the therapeutic 
arena to describing the interactions in the supervisory process, which 
lead to considerable debate about whether supervision was therapy. The 
fonn of teaching associated with this model is traditional, 
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hierarchical, and essentially focussed on the learning of right ways to 
practise. Students who did not learn in the expected ways were 
pa.thologised as "uneducable" (Towle,l954) and new supervisors were 
placed, in turn, in a hierarchical relationship with the college 
tutors. 'lhe review of later contributions to this literature shows the 
persistence of the language and asstlITptions - indeed, supervision is 
still termed "field instruction" in the United States, and supervisors 
are called "field instructors". 
'lhe research problem was articulated as gaining descriptive data, which 
could contribute to the fonnulation of other paradigms of teaching and 
learning in supervision, and the developnent of conceptual models and 
fraflEWOrks arising fran the findings and grounded in them. A 
fonnativejdevelopnental function for the study was also identified. 
'lhe literature on methodological approaches to educational research was 
surveyed, and the advantages of qualitative methods of collecting and 
presenting data were described. A rationale for the choice of methods 
was given, and the benefits of a triangulation approach (of multiple 
methods and multiple focal points) were seen. 'lhe design of the first 
stage of data collection reflected these perspectives, with a broad 
study of how supervisors viewed teaching and learning (using a 
questionnaire method), and a narrow, focussed study on supervision 
sessions throughout an entire placement by tape-recording those 
sessions. 
'lhese findings highlighted the issues of styles or approaches to 
learning, and the stage of learning reached by supervisors and 
students. Thus the literature on research into adult learning was 
reviewed, showing two broad areas of interest to us. One was the 
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general need for andragogical approaches in adult education; the other 
was the results of research studies published at that time (1983) in 
SWeden, England, and the United States, which gave attention to the 
differences between students in their approaches to learning. 
The SWedish work related these qualitative differences in approach to 
the outcanes of learning, and to the conceptions students had of 
learning (Marton and Saljo, 1976a and 1976b; Saljo, 1979). Same of the 
English work identified differences in approaches, and looked also at 
the effect of match and mis-match of learning and teaching styles 
(Pask, 1976). other English work showed the extent to which these 
differences in approach were dependent upon s"tuf\dents' perceptions of 
the. learning task, and the context in which the learning took place 
(Laurillard, 1978). The American work showed the developnental stages 
through which adult learners pass, especially fran a polarised 
conception of absolutes, with rights and wrongs known to authorities, 
to recognising that knowledge is relative not absolute, and that 
personal values and cammitment to them determine how one relates to 
knowledge and authorities (Perry, 1970). 
In the light of this review, the major stage of data collection was 
designed, using interview methods to allow discussion and follow up of 
the material gathered in the first stage, and extension to other 
supervisors. Data were collected on learning styles alongside the 
interview material, and feedback discussions which checked the accuracy 
of descriptions and interpretations were included in the study. In sane 
of the cases, additional data were gathered where this seemed 
appropriate, thus a tutor was interviewed in relation to one placerrent, 
and tapes of supervision sessions were gathered in relation to others. 
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The findings of this stage were presented as case illustrations, and 
were selected for their contribution to model building. Elements of the 
model were errphasised within each case illustration and then brought 
together in the developnent of a scherna.tic model which could account 
for the teaching and learning interactions seen in supervision. This 
model is founded on the conceptions which both teachers and learners 
have of learning, and the irrpact that these conceptions have on the 
possible levels of interaction in teaching and learning they can 
utilise. 
Three qualitatively different levels were identified. Level One was 
associated with a surface-reproductive conception of learning; 
'IWo. was associated with a more active-deep conception of learning, 
Level 
and 
a search for intention and meaning through the learner's involvement in 
the learning. The difference between Levels One and 'IWo was a focus on 
process of learning (Level 'IWo) rather than a focus on the content of 
learning (Level One). Level 'Ihree interactions were characterised by 
meta-learning abilities to reflect on various approaches to learning, 
to choose from a repertoire of approaches in relation to the 
discrllnination of the task, and crucially,· the ability to learn to 
learn, and transfer the process as well as the content of learning. 
Each higher order conception of learning subsumes the one below, thus 
problems of mis-match are more acute when one or other participant in 
the teaching-learning process of supervision has only reached the stage 
of Level One conceptions of learning. 
The findings and the model were considered in the light of more recent 
research into student learning (Richardson, Eysenck and warren Piper, 
1987), including work in Australia (Biggs, 1985) and in Holland (Van 
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Rossum et aI, 1984 and 1985) which emphasise the need to consider 
higher orders of learning, and to rratch these in evaluation studies 
with a focus on higher order conceptions of the world held by students 
and teachers. Considerable congruence between the findings of this 
study and the developnents elsewhere in research into student learning 
was found, although the present study's focus on teaching-learning 
interactions as a part of professional training does not seem to have 
been a focus for other work. Thus it can be seen as a beginning 
contribution to that literature. 
Questions about the value and validity of the findings of this study 
were considered, the developnent of feedback to participants, and the 
wider diseemination of the findings were discussed. Some debates in the 
literature prompted by reports of the preliminary findings and 
conceptualisations of this study were described, showing the need for 
developnental work, and further forrrative studies in social work 
education. The kinds of studies which need to be carried out were 
described, including work already initiated by the present author, to 
consider the relation between conceptions of learning, approaches to 
particular learning tasks, and the quality of outcares of learning in 
social work education. 
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9.3.2 An <Nerview 
This research began as an illuminative study of supervision intended to 
look at questions of match and mis-match of learning styles, but has 
developed a methcxiology and model to consider the impact on approaches 
to learning of conceptions of learning which teachers and learners 
hold. As such, it is in line with other developing work in student 
learning in higher education. However, we should recall that this wider 
field is, itself, in relative infancy and that we should be wary of 
prescriptive recarmendations for action. Instead, we have shown the 
contribution of this study and have identified the need for many other 
areas of research within social work education, fran the perspective of 
thQse involved. Such evaluative studies are badly needed, not only to 
establish what is currently happening in social work education, but 
also to identify what can and should be built upon in developing the 
social work courses of the 1990s. They in turn will need careful 
rronitoring and evaluations of the quality of the students' learning. 
Perhaps we should end with the words of Perry (1981) and of Saljo 
(1987). Saljo reminds us that for many people, (teachers, students and 
others), the quality of learning is not the prime reason for their 
presence in higher education, and that for all of the research effort 
to irrprove the quality of learning, SVensson (1976) found: 
"that the most decisive factor determining study success was 
if students actually read their text books or not. Those who 
did were rrore or less successful, while those who for sane 
more or less acceptable reason chose not to, usually - though 
not always - ran into troubles in their examinations." 
Richardson (1987) describes Perry's recognition that an analogous 
process to the scheme he devised for college students may be taking 
place in the conceptual developnents and model-building of researchers 
into student learning higher education. If that is so, then we also 
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need to produce al ternati ve frameworks and paradigms to the classical 
supervision nodel to reach the equivalent of contextual, relativistic 
reasoning in his scheme. 
Reflection at the end of the thesis suggests that this research has 
travelled a long way. Perry, above has helped to chart how far we have 
travelled, but Saljo reminds heM far there is to go. It nay yet be a 
difficult journey to nake, to inprove the quality of teaching and 
learning in social work education. But we owe it, in the end, to our 
clients, and to ourselves. 
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Learning for Transfer· 
Derek W.G. Gardiner 
Abstract 
This paper considers insights from research into the learning and teaching processes in social 
work education, which link to research into how adults learn. They are seen to relate to the 
transfer of learning from one area of practice competence to another. This suggests a way of 
sorting out problems related to the generic-specialist debate not only for considering an 
individual student's learning but also for course and training system design by emphasising 
that all training needs to be grounded in defined areas of practice competence. Professional 
level training would require not only such grounding in one area of practice, but also the ability 
to generalise learning, transfer it, and demonstrate competence in at least one other area of 
practice. 
When social workers first visit families, they do not have to start from scratch in 
the first interview and learn afresh what they already know about marriages and 
families and children and problems. Instead, they go in through the door already 
having some ideas about the kinds of things which go on in families, and how some 
families have trouble handling the kinds of changes which other families can take in 
their stride. 
When I trained as a social worker, on a one year postgraduate course, it was 
patently obvious that the training could not (even if that were desirable) give me 
direct experience of every situation in which I might be expected to intervene during 
my professional career. If my training had been for a rather, different kind of 
activity - one which involved a clearly definable set of skills to be used in a very 
. limited number of situations"(for example if I was intending to become a watch-
repairer) it would have been possible to encompass the range of tasks and skills 
which I might need in my subsequent working life and to give me some experience 
of them during training. However,' when training is for a much more diverse set of 
tasks, and when the methods of practice vary in different situations, and when the 
agency contexls of practice are different from each other, then the course can only 
include direct experience of a limited selection from within that range of experiences 
which will be met in a professional lifetime. 
The key question is how, given that multiplicity of variables, a selection of 
teaching materials and learning experiences is made, and then implemented, so that 
students are adequately equipped to begin professional practice in a wider range of 
situations than they have met during training. 
There are several ways in which this question of selection could be dealt with. 
In the seven years that I have worked at CCETSW I have looked at a large number 
of course submissions which reflect very different kinds of answers. These have 
ranged from trying (unsuccessfully) to include a little of everything, to identifying 
broad and generalised concepts which are to be applied in practice. 
• An earlier version of this paper was given at the ATSWE Conference in July 1984. The 
views expressed in it are the author's. They do not necessarily represent those of CCETSW. 




During the past ten years we have seen the development of two parallel kinds of 
training for work in the personal social services. One (the CQSW) has been intended 
to provide a generic professional qualification for social workers; the other (the CSS) 
has been intended as an in-service and job-specific qualification for other social 
services staff. CCETSW is now reviewing these policies for qualifying training, and 
there is a widespread view that the existing distinction between the certificates is no ŸĚ
longer tenable. My own view is that if we are to train people in a task-based training 
programme to equip them only to do their present job (and not to prepare them'for 
other roles which they may later take on) then like the watch-repairers we can match 
the training closely to the job to be done after training. If, however, we wish to give 
professional training for a variety of roles within the personal social services, and to 
equip these workers to handle and promote change during their professional 
lifetime, then we have to find ways of managing the large number of variables not 
only in the design of courses, but also in the structure of our training systems as a 
whole . 
This preamble is essentially a way of identifying the three levels at which we need 
to consider issues in social work education - that of the individual teacher or 
"student, that of training courses and that of training systems. There is a need to 
develop a language and conceptualisations which connect all three levels. 
This paper is therefore a preliminary attempt to outline a framework which can, 
on the one hand, identify· the importance of learning styles, learning stages and' 
the transfer of learning for social work education and, on the other hand, be used 





some issues which emerged when I was a practice teacher and how these relate 
to the findings of research into how adults learn; 
the approach and preliminary findings of my own current research which 
looks at teaching and learning processes in placement supervision; • 
developing conceptualisations about 'teaching and learning in social work -
especially about the transfer of learning; 
implications of this work for courses and for training systems as a whole. 
Experience as a practice teacher and the finding of research Into how adults 
learn 
Findings from research into how adults learn have not penetrated far into social 
work education, despite the fact that we are clearly in the business of teaching adults. 
Over the past few years I have heard many contributions to debates which stress the 
importance of shiftjng attention away from the content of courses (what students 
are taught) and towards the assessment of student competence (what they have learnt) 
at the end of training I. But there is much less discussion about how students 
can be best helped to learn what we require of them. What in some courses is taught 
in lecture form to a group of a hundred students, in others is taught in small seminar 
. groups, and in yet others is assumed to take place in practice placements. There is 
. little evidence about whether particular methods and approaches to WŤŠȘUÙMŊŸĚare 
more effective than others. Most important of all, we have very little evidence about 
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which teaching is best for which kinds of students and at what stage of their careers. 
Each of our training courses is an experiment in adult learning, but most of these 
experiments are not evaluated, since we have not yet built up the conceptual 
frameworks which would allow us to begin this work. 
Before I went to CCETSW I worked in a Student Unit where part of my time was 
spent in contributing to a research programme looking at practice-based inte,r- , 
professional training. I soon began to realise that doctors and nurses had rather 
different expectations from social workers about how they would be taught or learn. 
They often seemed to be expecting direct, lecture-style teaching even in small seminar 
groups where the intention was to talk about their shared practice experience. 2 
During that period, I was also beginning to realise that some students in the Unit 
learned very well from the kind of teaching I was offering but others seemed to find 
it much less helpful, and only learned despite it. From bitter experience I realised that 
I needed to develop a broader'repertoire of teaching strategies to respond effectively 
to the very different learning needs of my students. When I began 'my present 
research, therefore, I had some notions about the importance of matching students 
and practice-teachers. I was trying to explain difficulties in supervision in terms of 
teaching and learning processes rather than in terms of personality clashes. When I 
came to look at the research literature it was clear that some of these ideas are well-
established, and better articulated outside social work education. 
The approach and preliminary findings of my own current research, and Its 
links with the research literature 
I chose to register my own current research for a higher degree at the University of 
London Institute of Education. There were two main reasons for this: I wanted to 
look specifically at educational processes, and make links with research in other 
fields which could help to develop my thinking in relation to social work. I also 
wanted to view social work education from alternative perspectives rather than from 
within. This was particularly important given the research methodology - based on 
observation, on sound tapes and video tapes of supervision sessions, on interviews, 
on some learning exercises to provide some external indicators of learning style to 
supplement the qualitative material gained by this approach and on open-ended 
questionnaire material. 
I decided to use a variety of methods to collect data so that I could be relatively 
unselective, at least in the early stages of the study, and not limit the focus too 
ŪŠŲŲŬŴŨXŸĚihis kind of approach has been cailed .. tnangulation"J since there is a 
danger that anyone method or focus of data collection might give relatively imprecise 
findings (like weak distress signals from a ship). However, if the weak signals are 
picked up by three or more coastguard stations a relatively precise position can be 
plotted. The research approach is qualitative rather than quantitative, in that I am 
endeavouring to look in depth at a limited number of situations, to describe, and 
subsequently begin to interpret and give meaning to the educational experience. I am 
not making a large number of observations intending to show that practice teachers 
and students are necessarily more likely to demonstrate certain approaches to 
learning than others. This kind of research - using illuminative, or qualitative 
methodologies - is well established in research into higher education, though less 
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well known in our own field. 4 
I began, after looking through my own past supervision records of almost fifty 
students, by tape-recording the supervision sessions of an entire seven months 
placement to collect direct evidence of what actually went on in other people's super-
vision and how the sessions were used. This depth approach gave me a very useful 
yardstick for comparison with my own practice teaching since for most of us super- , 
vision is a very private experience. Both my own records, and these tapes pointed to 
the problems of ·teachers teaching in many ways which were not how the student 
expected to learn. 
I also asked about forty practice teachers to complete two open-ended question-
naires about how they had learned in what was for them a significant learning 
experience, and how they preferred to supervise. They were also asked about 
students they had found difficult to supervise and to speculate why. Not surprisingly, 
despite descriptions of very different kinds of learning. experiences, the practice 
teachers preferred to teach in ways that were close to how they learned and -
equally unsurprisingly - they had difficulties in teaching those students who 
appeared to learn in' different ways from them. I repeated the exercise later with a 
further sixty practice teachers. This produced very similar accounts of what worked, 
and what did not. 
There are· some good summariess,6,7 which provide an introduction to 
thinking about how adults learn, so I shall refer only to the main findings which are 
relevant to social work educators. The research in this area focusses either on learning 
strategies or on the outcome of learning. I shall here use the terminology of Pask8: 
a) Students have relatively stable characteristic approaches to their learning9, 
and learn best when the teaching they receive is congruent with their own 
preferred learning style. Problems occur with mis-matching of teaching and 
learning styles. Learning is less effective, and less enduring without such 
matching. 
b) There are two main approaches which adults use in relation to complex tasks 
of learning: a holist approach is one which retiects a learning style where 
the learner is looking for the complete picture, the connections between 
elements of learning, and is actively searching for meaning in the learning 
task. The other is a serialist approach which is predominantly reproductive 
learning where remembering factual details is seen as more important. There is 
some correlation between these approaches or strategies and choice of both 
subjects at University and career. Thus serialists are found more often in 
science courses and the law. Holists tend towards the arts and the social 
sciences. 
c) Some learners are versatile in that they can discriminate between different 
kinds of learning tasks, and use appropriate learning strategies differentially in 
a variety of situations which demand rather different kinds of learning. 
It is worth remembering that holism, and serialism, are positions on a continuum 
and learners will not always be at the extremes of this dimension. Some of Pask's 
latet work 10, and the work of Marton and Saljoll in Gothenburg shows that 
students can be trained into greater versatility. Both sets of findings, derived from 
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rather different kinds. of studies, suggest that it is easier to get those who tend to be 
holists to develop serialist strategies than vice-versa. 
In WUŸĚquestionnaire material there were some instances where there had been 
problems despite apparent similarities in approaches to learning. A more detailed 
analysis, together with further listening to the tapes of the supervision of the entire 
placement, showed that the early one-dimensional analysis based on the matchings of 
teaching and learning styles did not take into account either the value of a deliberate 
mis-match of styles to provide a ·complementary model, or the length of experience 
of practice teachers or students. What I came to recognise was that unless some 
assessment of the stage of development of the teacher as teacher, and the learner 
as learner, was made, matching or mis-matching of style was not in itself enough 
to account for the incidence of problems in supervision. Since that time, I have been 
trying to develop a matrix which plots learning styles against three stages of learning 
and allows the questions of matching to be looked at in more detail. I have also 
begun to develop criteria for assigning learners and teachers to appropriate boxes 
in this matrix. Research related to stages of development of adult learners has been 
not unhelpful,12 since it indicates stages which college students go through in 
higher education generally, and these can be extended relatively easily into the 
professional/vocational training area. The description here is essentially over-
simplified, and will be reported in detail SUbsequently. 
The current part of my present study is based on interviews with students and 
supervisors towards the end (or =!t the end) of a placement and getting tapes of their 
supervision sessions. Besides being interviewed separately, and later together, about 
the learning on the placement, both practice teacher and student are also asked to 
complete a learning styles exercise. This helps them (as well as the researcher) to 
identify their own preferred learning strategies. The joint interview session includes 
some feedback on learning styles and the implications for teaching and learning on 
the placement. I began by seeing this final session as outside the scope of the study, 
and as a way of giving something back to those who had been prepared to be 
interviewed. However, it became apparent that this discussion was used by the. 
interviewees to make links between this material and what had happened on place-
ment. It was therefore central to the concerns of the study and is now part of the 
data collected. An emerging theme in this material has been how practice teachers 
help students to generalise and transfer their learning. 
Developi"g conceptualisations about teaching and learning processes In social work 
In a recent paper ll I have explored what I meant by the terms ulearning process", 
ulearning how to learn" and the Utransfer of learning", since they tend to be used 
with considerable lack of precision in the literature and in discussions. 
"The learning prOCess'" as I understand it, is about changes in the way we see, and 
then make sense of, the world. There are a number of elements which go to make up 
this learning process, including the experiences which we have and the patterns which 
we begin to build up to help us to understand our experiences and the world we are in. 
These patterns come from recognising that some bits of an experience are more 
salient· for a given purpose than others. By selecting such features and making 




and (to a limited extent) to predict our world. Such patterns help us to give meaning 
ŸŬĚexperience and to begin to own and internalise it. In new situations we may dis-
cover that the new patterns we are building up have things in common with the 
generalisations we have already made. Thus we might find it helpful to use the 
earlier patterns and generalisations in making sense of the new situations. In this 
way we do not have to start afresh in every new situation, but can make use of what 
we have already learned elsewhere. The learning process is therefore a series of inter-
related stages involving the matching up of new experiences with earlier ones. 
Effective learners are those who are able to recognise not only the similarities 
between such situations, but also the differences, and who can therefore amend the 
patterns they use to explain their world in a way which encompasses new and dis-
parate experience. The ability to do this is what I mean by "learning how to learn" 
since it involves the recognition of one's own learning processes, and the ability to 
modify them. 
By the "transfer of learning" I mean using those parts of the overall learning 
process which I have described in more detail above (having an experience, recog-
nising what is salient, building up patterns, making patterns of the patterns which 
become generalisations, and then the recognition in new situations that the earlier 
generalisations may be appropriate or relevant) to make use of earlier experiences in 
new situations. Thus both the generalisations derived from particular experiences 
and the application of these generalisations are both essential components in the 
transfer of learning. 
It is important therefore that we distinguish between the content of learning and 
the process of learning if we are to understand the transfer concept in the way that 
I use it. In this definition neither the application of theory to practice nor the 
application of the general to the specific are synonymous with the "transfer of 
learning". Similarly, being able to generate theory from practice experience is not 
an example of "transfer of learning" since it is only the generalisation half of the 
definition. Rober.t Harris l4, in a recent paper, seems sometimes to mean ·"transfer 
of learning" as I have defined it, but at other times to mean only the appli-
cation component, or the connections between experiences. Watching me play 
squash and tennis might demonstrate the similarities of the skills required for the 
two activities, but it does not necessarily mean that I am transferring learning between 
the two experiences. 
The importance of this distinction should not be overlooked since the recently 
implemented CCETSW Quidelines for CQSW Courses require that students have to 
demonstrate their ability to transfer learning. The Guidelines define this concept in a 
way which is consistent with the line I have taken, and specifically excludes seeing 
application alone as being synonymous with transfer: "5.8 (iii) is intended to test 
students' capacity to transfer ŨŤŠŲŪÙŪŸĚfrom one area of practice to another and not 
. I h 'fi " U only from the genera to t e speCl IC • 
The definition which I use has many implications for teachers as well as learners 
since it clearly defines "transfer of learning" as a conceptual skill. It is one which 
might need to be separately taught to those students who are unable to make the 
necessary distinctions between levels of generality and specificity of concepts in 
order that they can transfer their learning from one area of practice to another. 
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During practice placements such concepts as the transfer of learning are vital since 
without the ability to make patterns and to generalise, a student would be unable to 
work effectively with his clients. This inability could show itself in a number of 
different ways and· two examples make this clear. I remember one student 
who wrote an immensely long and literate account of everything he had seen in the 
house, fine detail about the design of the wallpaper, and almost verbatim accounts 
of the interview which consisted of a list of things the family had done in the 
previous few days. He was unable to decide what was salient, and was also unable to 
make any connections with what he had experienced in other families, including his 
own. 
A second example shows the other extreme where a student, because his reports 
were so general, seemed to be visiting the same family each week in four different 
houses on the same estate. A further variant of this kind of problem is where a 
student has just met a new approach in his reading or at college and finds material to 
illustrate it on every home visit. . 
If there are, as the research suggests, two broad kinds of learning styles and 
strategies which adults use, and if one of them appears to be much more 
. dysfunctional for some critical parts of the social work education process, then that 
is a vital finding. It is relatively easy to show that serialist learners have greater 
difficulty than holists in precisely that area of making links from one piece of 
learning to another. This could have important implications for the selection of 
students. It also highlights the need to identify students' learning styles at an early 
stage of a course in order that those students who use predominantly serialist or pre-
dominantly holist learning approaches could have the opportunity to become more 
versatile in their learning strategies. Robert Harris says that this understanding might 
help tutors with students who have "a particular learning problem" .16 Indeed 
it might, especially if it means that tutors are able to recognise that the problem 
is not necessarily to be seen as a personal difficulty of the student but arises from a 
mis-match of teaching styles used by the course and the characteristic learning style 
of the student. 
Understanding learning strategies, and the VWŸŦŤĚof development as a learner, 
allows the possibility of understanding what goes on in placements (and elsewhere in 
social work education) within an interactive paradigm rather than one based on 
learning pathology being ascribed to one or other of the participants in the learning 
process. This might also indicate ways of matching students with practice teachers 
and tutors. 
"Teaching for transfer" involves the recognition of the different styles and 
strategies which students use in their learning, and developing a repertoire of teach-
ing approaches to respond to these different styles. It also involves helping students 
in their "learning for transfer" to recognise salience, to built patterns, to generalise 
and then to make us.e of the generalisations in new situations. 
Implications for courses and training systems 
Earlier I posed the problem of selection and choice for generic courses because of 
the range of diverse variables. Here, I want to stress the vital importance of the 




but also at the levels of courses, and training systems as a whole. 
To restate the position, in slightly different terms, learning for transfer comes 
from: 
i) the grounding of knowledge and skills in a defined area of practice; 
ii) generalising from the patterns in these experiences; 
iii) recognising that earlier patterns and generalisations derived from other 
practice situations may be of help in understanding, or intervening in, the new 
situation. 
"Generic training at a professional level" can then be seen as a course where 
knowledge and skills grounded in one area of practice competence and confidence 
are generalised and transferred into at least one other practice area - so that 
students can demonstrate generic skills in at least two areas of competent practice 
and the transfer of learning between them. 
The debates about pre-professional training can also be simplified. If students (or 
workers) are competent in only one defined area of practice confidence and 
competence (and no less skilled than a professionally qualified practitioner in that 
area) they can be considered as "equipped for the job", and paid accordingly, even 
if they are not required to demonstrate their competence with other client groups 
or in different settings. There is a parallel here in dentistry - dental technicians 
are no less skilled than the dentist in making bridges or false teeth, but they may not 
have the range of skills that the dentist has in other areas as well. The analogy is 
useful in that it also helps to distinguish between those responsible for deciding 
on treatment and those responsible for undertaking the direct work. The links here 
with staff working in a residential care unit are obvious. 
The nature of post-qualification training and its relation to qualifying training 
are clarified too. Training after qualification could be of two kinds: 
further training to transfer knowledge and skills into a new area of practice; 
or 
the development of advanced skills and deeper understanding within an 
existing area. 
This distinction between "further" and "advanced" training helps us to distinguish 
"more specialised" and "specialist" training. What I mean by "more specialised" 
are the defined areas of practice competence which are the basis (grounding) of 
. qualifying training, or the .. focus of further training. I use the term "specialist" 
training to mean only advanced studies. These two meanings of "special" are key 
concepts if we are to be able to distinguish narrow and focussed studies ("further" 
training) from deeper "advanced" studies. 
The approach outlined helps to clarify some of the course design problems posed 
in the 1970s, because just as not every practice situation can be experienced by a 
student during training, so college-based teachers are similarly unable to teach 
everything in two years. But if we accept the need to ground learning in discrete areas 
as a basis for transfer, then the courses could identify a small number of such areas 
which they could teach in college and through placements. This would not be a return 
to specialist training, but would be the grounding of the generic concepts in direct 
practice. Courses in a region or an area could, between them, provide coverage of 
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most practice areas, whilst a few courses might provide particular emphasis on a 
national basis. Agencies, in planning staff training, and students, in choosing 
courses, could make more realistic and effective choices about where to undertake 
training, based on knowledge of the practice areas in which courses offered ground-
ing for generic training. 
The mutual obligation of colleges and agencies to identify available resources 
in these areas of special emphasis is already established, and the new Section 3 of 
the CQSW Guidelines spells this out: . 
"Since students are required to demonstrate the ability to transfer learning ..• 
courses will need to identify those practice areas in which they can adequately 
d h b'l' ,,17 prepare students to emonstrate suc a I Ity . 
The framework being developed in this paper is not inconsistent with some of 
the proposals of the Central Council's Working Group on the Review of Qualify-
ing Training Policies since it includes both generic and specialist teaching in both 
qualifying training, and further, post-experience training. The Working Group 
says that "we expect that some degree of specialisation could be developed within 
the system of qualifying awards proposed,,18, and "the introduction of two levels 
of education and training in social work ... would allow holders of the first level 
award to consolidate and develop practice skills in relation to some client group(s), 
methods or settings, without being expected to cope with the full range of complexity. 
We consider it important that both level courses should contain a common core and 
specialist ŤŨŤÜŸŪWVĦĒĚ19 . 
This suggests some definitions: 
(a) "equipped for the job" would be a level of training less than a full 
professional qualification based on knowledge and skills grounded 




"generic training at a professional level" would be based on courses 
where knowledge and skills grounded in one area of practice competence 
and confidence are generalised and transferred into at least one further; 
practice area. There are thus three elements in generic training: two 
areas of practice, and the generalisations (including contributory 
discipline teaching) and transfer of learning which link them. A system 
of exemptions in qualifying training could take account ·of previous 
studies in "equipped for the job" level of training. 
"post-experience training" would be further training at a qualifying 
level with a focus on an additional single area of practice. 
"post-qualifying training" would be advanced training, of a more 
complex and deeper nature. 
In such a framework, the same module of training could be used as the single 
practice area of an equipped-for-the-job training programme, as one practice area 
in generic qualifying training, and as the practice focus in post-experience training. 
Summary and Conclusion 
This paper considers insights from research into the learning and teaching processes 
in social work education, which link to research into how adults learn. They are 
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seen to relate to the transfer of learning from one area of practice competence to 
another. This suggests a way of sorting out problems related to the generic-specialist 
debate, not only for individual student learning, but also for course and training 
system design, by emphasising that all training needs to be grounded in defined areas 
of practice competence. Professional level training would require not only such 
grounding in one area of practice, but also the ability to generalise learning, transfer 
it, and demonstrate competence in at least one other area of practice. 
In conclusion, I would like to leave us with some of the questions addressed in this 
paper: 
(i) Can we develop ways of identifying learning styles and stages of 
development for students and teachers which would help to maximise 
the return from the time and resources devoted to social work education 
- especially in practice placements? 
(ii) Can we develop ways in which we can help extreme serialist or holist . 
students and teachers become more versatile, and include other 
strategies within their repertoire? 
(iii) Can. we develop ways of evaluating learning in professional and 
vocational training, and relate such learning to teaching styles and 
strategies? 
(iv) Can we grasp the implications of this work in sorting out the generic 
and specialist issues in qualifying courses? 
(v) Can we design and structure our training systems as a whole in more 
consistent (and rational) ways based on this kind of framework? 
I believe that we can, and I hope that this paper is a beginning contribution to 
answering these central questions for social work education in the United Kingdom 
and elsewhere. 
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AgleIili.x B - Interview with the SuperVisor in case Illustration II 
This appendix gives the detai I of the interview conmented upon in case 
Illustration II. 
The interview was undertaken in the supervisor's own office. A time 
limit of forty-five minutes was requested by the supervisor, agreed and 
adhered to. 
The supervisor was asked to begin by describing the placement 
chronologically. 
"(This student) was a very difficult student.. he had 
carpleted his academic side satisfactorily ..• he appealed his 
failed second year placement, which meant that the University 
had to offer him another placement... This was a lad who had 
been a trainee, and who really had quite a lot of 
experience .•• (He had) a variety of jobs before social 
work ••. and was a van driver in the six months after the 
course, and before the repeated placement •.• " 
I wrote to one of the local teams, giving full details of 
this lad .•• (At the beginning of the placement) we were quite 
thorough, and went through his last (placement) report... He 
said that his religious beliefs had changed, in fact he had 
given up his zealous religious beliefs which had been really 
quite intrusive .•. in fact he had given up his faith, at 
least, the inappropriate bits .•. (and) he felt he could now 
be more dependent on others... one of the conditions (set by 
the agency) was that the first 60 days were a trial, not a 
carmitment to the whole 120 days (of the additional 
placement) •.• " 
"I write the notes up of the supervision in a bcx:>k and leave 
them out for him to add his corrments, so we do have a 
detailed record. Really, I felt, given the kinds of reports 
he came with, he did very well... yes, I can remember my 
words 'you are doing (pause) all right, you are doing very 
well' • . • The two things that I think were particular 
difficulties for him were the fact that he felt the kind of 
developnental, Freudian approach was meaningless, he couldn't 
see that he needed that, that it was relevant to the work he 
was being asked to do .•• " 
"The other one was .•. the criterion 'practice must sul:mit to 
the discipline of result' and this got him very worried, 
because he said 'What if my clients don't show any results?' 
and I tried to answer that by saying it's perfectly in order 
to have one client, or two clients, or even perhaps three or 
more clients that show no response to your input, but if you 
have a whole series of clients, and we were certainly aiming 
at around an average of 9-12 clients, if, in all of them it 
just seems as if your work has been a waste of time, then it 
would appear to indicate that SOIllE!thing was wrong." 
"I had good support from the tutor, we had a long (written) 
agreenent, which included that the tutor would visit monthly, 
which was adhered to ••• not that there were any particular 
problems ••• In the working agreerrent, it had been made quite 
clear, and I do see this as a general practice, that it would 
not be possible to say until fairly close to the end of it 
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whether the student was passing it or failing the placement." 
(Interviewer) "Sorry, but can I stop you and butt in ... " 
(This was the first corrment in the interview after the 
supervisor started his account) "I'm now pretty clear about 
the mechanics of the placement, but what I'm not so sure 
about was what the student was going to be learning on the 
placement •.. I don't have a sense of what he wasn't very good 
at. " 
"In the working agreement, we had spelt out the areas in 
which he was going to be assessed, and I really do that from 
the stages of the social work process, so I've really got 
eight stages... number one is that you have to show you can 
conduct interviews, gather information, and nake 
relationships. .• mnnber two, and here I would quarrel a 
little bit with the OCETSW Guidelines, because they don't 
seem to me to be in any logical order... is to bring that 
information back, put it down on paper, look at it. You nake 
an assessment - that is the third stage ... " (He continued to 
detail eight such areas). 
"It seemed from the kind of feedback I was getting, that 
number one was OK, he was showing that he had certain 
skills .•. I tend to see knowledge as infonning all of those 
eight stages, and that is how I try to link in his knowledge 
fram his University course... (which includes) the 
principles of casework that Butrym picks up from Biestek, or 
the empathy, the acceptance, etc ... he had same skill in it 
and was at least proceding satisfactorily for that stage of 
the placenent... We ran into difficulties straight away 
because he had a lot of difficulties separating what was 
relevant from what was not relevant, you'd just get a mass of 
material. . • I'm different here with this student, it's 
usually just an hour a week, but with this lad, I spent an 
hour and a half a week and other occasions as well - so he 
demanded a lot of time. He couldn't understand why he was a 
demanding student ••• " 
"So we had difficulties with the writing, I had to rewrite 
two Social Enquiry Reports, and I was quite prepared to do 
that because I thought that it is from this that he quite 
hopefully is 'learning, and I was interested to see what he 
did learn ••• He produced a quite inpressive list - of ten 
points - of what he did learn. He had other reports to do, 
and those began to need less correction... so the writing 
work was inproving. Aha, this was relevant here. He couldn't 
write in a legible way, at least I couldn't read it, it 
really was very poor. So he used to type, but because that 
was disturbing to the social worker with whom he used to 
share (an office), he used to type at home at nights." 
"'!hat was a real difficulty, but as he settled down, his 
writing inproved, became quite legible, but that wasn't until 
after the first three months ••• " (and as an aside, almost 
confidentially) "I think that was a measure of his 
disturbance." 
"So in the first three months, we really dealt with the 
initial stage on which I was assessing him... the recording, 
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the assessment, and began on the planning... At the end of 
the first three months, I was saying I really don't think the 
standard was very high, and that I would have doubts as to 
whether the student would be able to reach the required 
standard for a qualified social worker after a further three 
months, but I did not think that we could stop the placerrent 
because he had done such good work. My final carment on the 
interim report was that his energy and enthusiasm might just 
carry him through •.• " 
"The senior in the team (where the student is placed) canes 
into the meetings with the tutor, and (beforehand) checks 
round with the team members, (to get feed-back fran the 
team) ••. we also routinely - it wasn't special in this case -
we get the student to present a case to the team... (There 
was) sane rather interesting feedback •.• (in one case) where 
he had gone to the pub with a client afterwards. He was quite 
surprised to learn that at least the majority of the members 
of the team didn't see that as totally appropriate .•. " 
"Then I went on holiday, we thought it was also an advantage, 
to have saneone else... (as supervisor) although the senior 
(in the team where the student was placed) was busy, and did 
only see him once a week, and that's fair enough... the 
student himself saw that the senior was under pressure, so 
there wasn't really a lot going on in the two weeks I was 
away ••• " 
"'Ihen when I came back, the student said he was terribly 
tired, and I mean it really was an unhappy situation, because 
he hadn't got a course he could relate to, he was living in 
the University Halls, pretty much on his own, he didn't have 
friends here. He said I've got to go back to (his hane town). 
Well that was alright, but it meant we were 4 weeks on fran 
the (interim) report, and one month on into the final three 
months •.. " 
"(To see how he worked under pressure) I asked him to take on 
two more reports, he refused. I said if you don't, YOU'll 
fail the placement. He said that was an inappropriate camment 
after all the work he'd done. I did admit that ••• we got (the 
tutor) in to try to sort it all out, but I think fran that 
stage, anger began to build up .•• (He did) two more reports, 
of these the first was not too bad, the next one was quite 
unacceptable, and I checked it out with three other 
seniors ..• so that I wasn't being arbitrary, so we had a 
consensus. So I rewrote it." 
"It was around this time he stclted to call me (his surname) 
not (his first name). This was behind my back, not to my face 
- I only learnt about it later. Before that I went on a joint 
interview with him ••• (The previous one) had been conducted 
on a very amateurish level, and the second one, which was for 
this social enquiry report, he really dried up, he couldn't 
see where he was going, and when I drove him away in the car, 
he said that had really set him back. Then there was the 
unacceptable Social Enquiry Report." 
"Then there was negative feedback fran· the team (about his 
disorganisation), and they felt everything he did was in a 
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learning stage, that there was no evidence of his applying 
the learning and knowledge that he had. They felt his 
contributions in the team had been inappropriate. • • (for 
exarrple) he wrote up his views on a case that two other 
social workers had been discussing in the office. It made 
them very, very angry. 
"During another car trip, the next day, he said 'I think :['m 
failing this placerrent, aren't I?' and I hadn't really wanted 
it like that. I had wanted to put it all down so he'd see on 
paper how those different eight stages had been assessed, so 
he could see himself that it's not up to standard .•• But when 
he said that, 'I said that it does look that way'. He decided 
to pack up the placerrent straight away... he stayed only 
fifteen minutes at the final meeting with the tutor, and so 
it finished there amidst a lot of unhappiness and depression 
for him and really a lot of sadness for myself, and the 
tutor. " 
(Interviewer) "It sounds from what you have told me that you 
fel t he wasn't able to use what was being offered to him... I 
was wondering why he came into social work?" (This was only 
the second intervention by the researcher, to this point). 
"He had careers guidance, and they told him he needed a job 
where he could use his questioning ability, where he could 
solve puzzles. He said that was why he was in social work. He 
didn't say he was in social work to care for clients. I felt 
he was derronstrating caring (in his work) •.• I believe he was 
learning to care." 
(Interviewer) "It seems from what you say that he was still 
operating in a way... that might be expected of saneone quite 
new to social work?" 
"I think that if the first three months had been in a first 
placerrent, he would have passed: .. we were trying to cram so 
much into those six months." 
( Interviewer) "One wonders why he'd never done that when he 
was a trainee, or in his other social work posts, and then in 
the other social work placerrents?" 
"He was blocked particularly by the religious bit which made 
inappropriate carments cane from him ( sic) • He had learnt 
sane self-awareness, he was moving, and begirming to change, 
even at the age of 36. So he was in a place to let those 
things happen to him in a first placerrent... In a sense, I 
wanted him to prove to himself that he couldn't do it." 
(Interviewer) "What do you think ŸĚlearnt fran the 
placerrent?" 
"Mrm, rrmn, yes, I think quite a lot... one bit was that 
nothing should be new to the student at the end of the 
placerrent .•. But what I didn't count on was the very negative 
feedback from the team, (it) was a bit of a surprise to me 
and a bit of a surprise to him... part of the practical 
learning was to provide opportunities for that kind of 
information, and so it could be dealt with ••• " 
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"The other thing was more personal, I was trying to show 
unfailing goodwill, but he was expressing a good deal of 
anger, to team members, but it wasn't relayed back to me ... 
The team leader didn't provide this, I felt that almost I 
needed a social worker there, to use that anger, and see why 
the student was so angry. • • He was trying to copy fran 
previous reports, trying to get it right, but he hadn't gOt 
the imagination •.. " 
( Interviewer) "Did you like him... and was that why you stuck 
with it for quite a long time?" 
"I kept saying to him, I can't help liking you, in order to 
tell him what I was feeling, really, and that I wasn't 
bearing grudges - the enthusiasm, the nervous energy ••. (his) 
sense of hurrour, his poetry, his interest in steam 
trains •.. (which happened to be an interest of the 
supervisor)." 
(Interviewer) "If you had another student like that, again, 
what do you think you would do differently?" 
"Link into the team more. •. as a general practice, I'd want 
to be more in touch with the team, not so they were spying on 
him, just helping me with the assessment ..• (I'd) make more 
use of the previous reports, his were so bad... when he was 
failing, I realised that things were similar... I need to be 
more involved in the team, they only learn about me at team 
meetings, or through the student." 
( Interviewer) "IX> you think that if they have been involved, 
at least to some extent, in the assessment bit of the 
process, there might also be a way that you could involve 
them in the teaching process, frcm time to time - then you'd 
be more involved with them, and they wouldn't just be 'spies' 
giving feedback. That might get you round part of the 
'infonners' element because they'd be part of the teaching 
range of resources there, not just part of the assessment ••• 
They'd be seen as positive by the student, and you and your 
activity might be more integrated in the team .•• " (throughout 
this extended .. ccmnent by the interviewer, the supervisor said 
"rmm", and "yes, rmm" but did not sound convinced - it seemed 
as though it was a novel idea to him). 
"Yes, yes in theory that is right. Yes. We have had that one 
a bit. We do have a Divisional training budget, and I was 
involved in how we spend that, and ••. (was asked) could I as 
a supervisor make any direct input into the teams. It's tied 
up with credibility, and I'm not sure that I would have 
anything to offer. 'Ihe area we spoke about was social enquiry 
reports, related to this team here, but they felt they'd had 
input recentl y , frcm ( someone involved in the judicial 
system), so there wasn't really much I could offer in a 
teaching capacity." 
( Interviewer) "rmm, Yes. I was wondering what ŸĚcould 
offer as a teacher to the student, as co-teachers with you to 
the student". 
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"Yes, yes, right (dubiously)." 
( Interviewer) "If one of them had a special piece of work, 
which the student went and did with them, they could be 
providing some teaching input to the student, and get a sense 
of what the student was like, other than just ' infonning , on 
how he was in the office." 
"Yes, yes, I think that is relevant. I take that as a helpful 
carment really. Some of that is done... (gives an exanple) 
but really that's as an observer." 
( Interviewer) "There must be some scope, in some of the 
areas, with bits of work for the student to get involved ••• 
(long pause) or it may be that that pattern of working is not 
very well-established in the team. I just wondered whether , 
if one of them ran a group or something in the evening, a 
student might get involved in that - you know, some bit of 
extra work, something a bit different or a bit special." 
"Yes, mnm, it is SOI11E'::thing we have spoken about, 
something that has happened in the past, one or two 
workers were running groups... (but not now)" 
it is 
social 
( Interviewer) "( I resisted pushing this further by saying) 
•.. that the group was only an exanpl e. .. I wondered - were 
there things we haven't covered? Or anything else you want to 
ask me?" 
"I'd like to take down, on a piece of paper, I would value 
the kind of things you would look for... (in a family), just 
the headings ••• (which I had referred to in a recent workshop 
attended by the supervisor)." I was reluctant to offer them -
they seeI11E'::d to be seen as a kind of right answer which was 
going to be included in his notes for stUdents next year -
but the sense of giving the supervisor something back, for 
his involvement in the study I11E'::ant, in the end, some of these 
ideas were discussed. 
He returned to the failed student, and it seemed that the 
supervisor was asking for some reassurance, perhaps proopted 
by the interpretations and ccmnents offered. The reassurance 
was given, and triggered the response: 
"The bit I haven't mentioned (was) he couldn't talk about 
himself - the one tiI11E':: he did, he said he was telling I11E':: 
things about his background he hadn't told anyone else, he 
sat and rocked fran side to side, it was bizarre. (be or two 
tiI11E'::S his tutor had said 'Is he mad?' ••• " 
The interview finished shortly afterwards with the interviewer thanking 
him for agreeing to take part in the study, and the tape-recorder was 
turned off before we chatted briefly about supervision in social work 
in more general terms. 
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